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“No one has yet made a superconducting magnet with 
this small size and the high current density for the 
interaction region.”

-- Prof. Norihito Ohuchi of KEK  on the challenges of research and 
development of SuperKEKB’s superconducting magnets 
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“It was a sensational moment.”
-- Prof. Atsuko Ichikawa  of Kyoto University on the sound of the 

T2K electromagnetic horns during the first electrification.

“The run went well beyond our expectations.”
-- Dr. Kunihito Nagano of KEK on ATLAS’s first beam at 

the Large Hadron Collider.
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“From the calculation of the simple case emerged a 
spacetime in which four-dimension is infinitely 
probable.”

-- Prof. Yoshihisa Kitazawa , the leader of Superstring Group, on the 
success of the  IKKT Matrix Model calculation

“In the 25 years since KEK produced the world's first 
neutron beam from an accelerator, there has been little 
neutron science at KEK. We are now trying to make up 
for those 25 years.”

-- Prof. Hirohiko Shimizu of KEK , the leader of 
the Neutron Optics and Physics group, on 

the neutron beamlines being built at J-PARC 
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August 11, 2009

The participants of Belle II 
collaboration meeting at 

KEK gather around in front 
of 'San-Go Kan' for a group 

photo.

On July 7-9, KEK hosted the third 
Belle II collaboration meeting in Tsukuba, 
Japan. Attended by around 100 
collaborators, this open meeting marked the 
first conference since May, when the name 
'Belle II' was coined. Both long-time 
SuperKEKB-Belle II collaborators and new, 
interested particle physicists were present to 
discuss technologies broadly related to the 
Belle II detector design. 
 
The SuperKEKB-Belle II experiment is a 
proposed upgrade of the currently running 
KEK B-Factory experiment, the pivotal 
experiment at KEK. The KEK B-Factory 

experiment has made great progress in 
exploring the mysteries of matter-antimatter 
asymmetry by colliding beams of high-energy 
electrons and positrons. About 100 
accelerator experts and dozens of support 
staffs operate KEKB, while Belle attracts 
around 400 physicists from 60 institutes in 15 
countries.
  
The KEK B-Factory experiment employs a 
powerful double-ring collider, KEKB, which 
has produced about 800 million pairs of B 
anti-B mesons since beginning operation in 
1999. The electron and positron beams 
accelerated to near the speed of light in the 
KEKB's 3-kilometer rings collide at the center 

of the Belle detector, and produce pairs of B 
and anti-B mesons. These mesons and anti-
mesons decay, but B mesons do not have the 
same decay pattern as anti-B mesons. This, 
called charge-parity (CP) violation, had long 
been sought before KEK B-Factory's most 
notable discovery to date; the experimental 
confirmation that the Kobayashi-Maskawa's 
CP violation theory is indeed real in B and K 
mesons. 
 
To produce particles more effectively, KEKB 
has been boosting its 'luminosity' record ever 
higher. Luminosity, the rate of collisions, is a 
measure to characterize an accelerator's 
performance. The team achieved the 

Belle II collaboration 
meets at KEK
[Belle Upgrade, Collaboration Meeting]
Old and new members meet to discuss the detector technologies.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE BELLE II EXPERIMENT AT KEK
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luminosity of 2.11 x 1034 cm-2 s-1 on June 
17 this year, renewing own world record. 
Now KEKB is turned off for the summer 
when the electricity demand is high in 
Japan. It will start again this fall before the 
SuperKEKB-Belle II collaboration hopefully 
launch into the construction starting next 
year. The proposed upgrade will require a 
shutdown of three full years.
 
"As physicists, many of us are fascinated 
by the new physics the flavor changing 
neutral currents, or FCNC, experiment 
might produce," says Dr. Yutaka Ushiroda 
at KEK, the technical coordinator for the 
Belle II collaboration, "and for this, the 
upgrade is very much looked forward to."
 
The SuperKEKB-Belle II experiment is 
expected to produce significant physics 
even as the world focuses its attention on 
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. 
The experiment will study B meson decay 
in a very clean electron-positron 
environment at very high luminosity. It will 
explore the deviations from the Standard 
Model in flavor physics, and help to 
distinguish between different models of 
new physics. For this, physicists are 
looking for a mechanism to suppress 
FCNC at TeV energy scale, which often 
results in a distinctive flavor structure at 
low energy. The LHC, which is a proton 
collider operating at very high energy, 
cannot do this.
 
The goal of SuperKEKB is to increase the 
KEKB's luminosity to 8 x 1035 cm-2 s-1. This 
is about 40 times higher than the current 

luminosity. Engineering such an increase is 
a difficult task. To maintain the detector 
performance under the much harsher 
beam background produced by the high 
intensity beams, the physicists are working 
hard to come up with an optimal design for 
the next generation Belle detector, Belle II. 
 
"Naturally the detectors closer to the 
interaction point will undergo much greater 
design changes," explains Professor 
Yoshihide Sakai, the Belle's co-
spokesperson based at KEK. The most 
important new component of the Belle II is 
the innermost detector, pixelated detectors 
(PXD), inside the silicon vertex detector 
(SVD), arranged so as to improve the 
detector's vertex resolution. "The new 
collaborators from Germany and the Czech 
Republic made the technology feasible," 
says Ushiroda. 
 
The meeting offered parallel sessions on 
each detector component. Discussed 
components include: PXD, SVD, central 
drift chamber (CDC), particle identification 
device (PID), electromagnetic calorimeter 
(ECL), and KL and muon detector (KLM) in 
the baseline design; computer and 
software; the interaction region (IR); data 
acquisition system (DAQ); and trigger 
(TRG). The collaboration meet three times 
a year to share the individual technical 
designs, as well as to initiate collaborations 
with accelerator scientists on the 
interaction region.
 
The meeting also addressed the massive 
design change of the interaction region 

where the accelerator and the detector 
meet. The accelerator team changed their 
technical approach drastically in March 
from the high current approach to a low 
emittance approach, which was inspired by 
the proposed Super-B Factory experiment 
in Italy. The meeting presented the first 
opportunity for Belle II collaborators to 
discuss the changes this will bring about. 
  
"I am satisfied with how vibrant the 
meeting went from start to finish," says 
Ushiroda, "and that's to say how exciting it 
is to bring up a new collaboration." He also 
notes that he was happy to see there were 
many participants from new member 
institutions. The collaboration is also 
becoming increasingly international. 
Currently the Belle II is a collaboration of 
around 300 physicists from 13 countries/
regions: Australia, Austria, China, Japan, 
Poland, Russia, Slovenia, Taiwan, and 5 
new members including the Czech 
Republic, Germany, India, Korea, and the 
US.
 
The next meeting will be held in November. 
Ushiroda says that by then all the 
characterization studies must be 
completed for the sub-detector groups 
that have not selected their technologies. It 
may be necessary to launch an internal 
review committee in August to be sure that 
all the technologies are finalized in 
December. The meeting will welcome all 
particle scientists who are interested in 
joining the collaboration.

The participants line up for food during the party held on July 8 in KEKB Control Building. There were many participants from 
new member institutions.

Related Link:
Belle II (http://belle2.kek.jp/)

http://belle2.kek.jp/
http://belle2.kek.jp/
http://belle2.kek.jp/
http://belle2.kek.jp/
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August 24, 2009

(From left) The primary beamline 
team leader Professor Yoshiaki Fujii 

of KEK, Dr. Nicholas Hastings of 
KEK, and Dr. Hidekazu Kakuno of 

University of Tokyo stand in front of 
the primary beamline.

With the first successful beam 
commissioning on April 23 this year, 
T2K's beamline and detectors are making 
their way to completion. T2K, the Tokai-to-
Kamioka experiment, is a unique long-
baseline neutrino oscillation experiment that 
sends neutrino beams across the Japanese 
archipelago from the Pacific side towards the 
Sea of Japan. Neutrinos are produced at J-
PARC, a high-intensity proton accelerator 

facility constructed jointly by KEK and the 
Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA). As the 
neutrinos travel 295 kilometers underground 
from J-PARC, they change their flavors in the 
course of their 1-millisecond flight. The end 
detector that detects the resulting neutrinos is 
the world's largest underground neutrino 
detector, Super-Kamiokande. 
 
Neutrinos are elementary particles with neutral 
charge, and usually pass through ordinary 

matter almost undisturbed. They have very 
small mass, so small that physicists have not 
yet been able to measure it. There are three 
known types of neutrinos, or neutrino flavors: 
electron-, muon-, and tau-neutrinos. There is 
also an antiparticle counterpart for each. 
Differences in the masses of neutrinos cause 
them to periodically change flavor; this is 
known as neutrino oscillation. The T2K 
experiment aims to discover the muon-to-
electron neutrino flavor change. 

Guiding and monitoring 
the first T2K beams 
[T2K, Neutrino Oscillation Experiment, Beam Monitors]

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE T2K NEUTRINO EXPERIMENT AT J-PARC
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Out of six parameters that determine the neutrino 
oscillation mechanism, there are two parameters yet 
unknown, referred to as the third 'mixing angle' and 
'CP violating phase'. From their previous 
experiments to look for this type of flavor change, 
physicists have an upper bound on the size of the 
third mixing angle. Below this bound is where the 
T2K experiment will explore by searching for muon-
to-electron neutrino flavor change. By comparing the 
oscillations of neutrinos to the oscillations of anti-
neutrinos, T2K's future experiment may be able to 
examine possible CP (charge conjugation and parity) 
symmetry violation, which in general could cause the 
matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe.
  
T2K's precursor K2K, the KEK-to-Kamioka 
experiment that operated from 
1999 to 2004, used the 12 
GeV proton synchrotron at 
KEK to create neutrinos. 
Using J-PARC's proton 
synchrotron, T2K will 
produce about 100 times 
more intense neutrino 
beams than that of K2K. 
T2K's beamline extracts 
these intense high-energy 
protons from the Main Ring 
at 30 GeV, and guides the 
proton beam to the graphite 
target. 
 
The target is a graphite rod 
90 centimeters in length. 
When protons collide with 
the graphite, pions result. 
Pions spreading out forward 
are focused into narrow 
beams by a series of very 
high-current electromagnets 
called horns. The pions then 
decay into muon and muon 
neutrino pairs in a 110-

meter decay volume, a 3-
meter by 3-meter large 
tunnel (the height 
gradually increases to 5 
meters) filled with helium 
gas. At the very end of 
the decay volume, a 
beam dump absorbs all 
of the resulting particles 
except neutrinos and 
some muons. The 
resulting clean beam of 
neutrinos heads to 
Kamioka at nearly the 
speed of light. 
 
In April, with the first horn 
and the target installed, 
T2K's beamline saw the 
first beam 
commissioning. While the 
intensity of the test beam 
was only 0.1 percent of 
the design intensity (3 x 
1014 protons per pulse), 
the commissioning 
confirmed successful 

extraction and 
transportation of single-bunch 

proton beams, and also observed clear signals from 
the pion decay particles, muons, indicating the 
successful production of muon type neutrinos. In 
mid-May, the beamline passed the governmental 
inspection. 
 
During the scheduled shutdown from June to 
September, the T2K teams are installing the rest of 
the components, analyzing the test data, and making 
some more modifications to get ready for the next 
beam commissioning in this Fall with full 
configuration. One such team is handful of experts 
who are analyzing newly obtained data at the 
primary beamline just upstream of the target station. 
The team constructed magnets and beam monitors 
in the primary beamline in collaboration with 

Schematic plan 
view of the T2K 
beamline. This 
week's story 
features researchers 
working at primary 
beamline (green). 
Read about target 
station (blue), decay 
volume (red), beam 
dump (yellow), and 
neutrino detectors 
(orange) in the 
upcoming issues.

Superconducting 
magnets (blue 
magnets at the far 
end) guide the 
extracted beam of 
protons to T2K's 
final focusing 
section where the 
beam is focused to 
a proper size in 
normal conducting 
magnets (green and 
orange).
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University of Seoul, University of Washington, and 
Centre d'Etude Nucleaire de Saclay France.
 
In the primary beamline, proton beams extracted 
from the main ring take a sharp 80-degree turn to 
the direction of Kamioka. For this, physicists 
employ superconducting magnets to create a 
strong magnetic field in the short, arc region. 
Generally beamline magnets come in pairs: one 
magnet to squeeze the beam and one magnet to 
bend the beam's trajectory. T2K's superconducting 
magnets, because of limited space and budget, 
had to combine both functions in one magnet. The 
magnets, called superconducting combined 
function magnets (SCFM), 
combine dipole and 
quadruple magnets to 
bend and squeeze at 
once. These 28 SCFM 
magnets are the first 
such superconducting 
magnets installed in any 
accelerator in the world. 
"They had to be 
designed carefully 
because it is harder to 
tune the beam 
afterwards," explains 
Professor Toru Ogitsu of 
KEK, the leader of the 
T2K superconducting 
magnet group. "But once 
it's done successfully 
SCFM magnets handle 
the beam much better."
 
Normal conducting 
magnets lie in the straight 

regions in the upstream and 
downstream of the 
superconducting magnets. These 
magnets, designed by KEK's 
engineer Erina Hirose, have a very 
high radiation tolerance. The 
normal conducting magnets in the 
upstream tune the beam before 
sending it to the superconducting 
magnets. In the downstream, "the 
magnets guide and focus the beam 
onto the target, while directing the 
beam slightly downward," explains 
Professor Yoshiaki Fujii of KEK, the 
leader of the T2K primary 
beamline. "Otherwise the beam 
would simply escape the Earth's 
round surface without hitting 
Super-Kamiokande."
  
Both normal and superconducting 
magnets need monitors to fine-
tune the beams that go through 
them. There are four types of 
monitors that physicists have 
developed for this purpose: those 
that monitor beam profile, intensity, 
position, and the beam loss. 
Beams come in bunches of 
protons with 600 nanoseconds 
spacing, and the monitors sitting 
between magnets measure each 
parameter in each bunch.
 
The 19 profile monitors, developed 

by Dr. Hidekazu Kakuno of Tokyo 
University, utilize a segmented secondary emission 
monitor (SSEM), a device that consists of thin metal 
foil electrodes, to observe the beam profile. When 
the beams pass through the metal (titanium) foil 
some protons interact with the foil, producing 
electrons. By counting the number of these 
secondary electrons bunch-by-bunch, Kakuno is 
able to measure the stability of the beam size and 
the beam center. Though the effect is small, the 
monitors interfere with the beam causing beam loss 
in 10-5 order of magnitude. So each profile monitor 
has a linear guide mechanism to remove the SSEM 
from the beam orbit when the SSEM is not in use.

Dr. Nicholas Hastings of KEK (right) and Dr. 
Hidekazu Kakuno of University of Tokyo at the end 
of primary beamline around the monitors they've 
developed. This section of the beamline tilts 
slightly forward (to the left) so as to send the beam 
into the Earth.

Monitor group leader Dr. Masahiro Shibata at KEK explains 
how his monitors were assembled.
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Throughout the design and 
development, Kakuno and four 
experts from Mechanical 
Engineering Center and Cryogenic 
Science Center at KEK were 
challenged by the extremely low 
temperature. Superconducting 
magnets are kept cool at minus 
270 degrees Celsius to keep the 
superconducting state. Kakuno's 
monitors, sandwiched between 
the magnets, need to stay at 
minus 150 degrees. When he first 
tested his linear guides, the 
monitors would not move because 
the various components shrank 
differently depending on their 
materials. "It took three years of 
testing and making modifications 
to finally get it work," says 
Kakuno.

Unlike the profile monitor, the 
intensity and position monitors do 
not interact with the beam directly. 
For the intensity monitor, Dr. 
Masahiro Shibata of KEK, the 
monitor group leader, uses a 
current transformer (CT) to 
measure the magnetic field 
produced by the beams passing 
through. Dr. Nicholas Hastings of 
KEK designed the beam position 
monitors adopting an electro-
static monitor design. The beam 
loss monitors are completely out 
of the way sitting well below the 
magnets simply to catch any 
radiation coming from the 
beamline.
 
The monitor team has finished 
tests, installation, and calibration. 

During the commissioning, the team 
successfully extracted beautiful plots of 
secondary electron distribution and beam 
current from the single-bunch beams. Now 
they are trying to understand the beams by 
analyzing the data and making modifications to 
their monitors. "The monitors worked as we 
expected," says Hastings, "but we found a 
new background issue." When the profile and 
position monitors were used at the same 
location, it seems that the electrons from the 
profile monitors cause background noise in the 
position monitor. Hastings is now looking at 
the problem from two sides; namely, the data 
analysis side and the physical approach. On 
the physical side, he has added a solenoid to 
ward off unwanted electrons.
 
Apart from Hastings' work to solve the 
background issue, the team members are 
working hard to get ready for the next 
commissioning. They are developing software 
to share their data with the detector teams 
both at J-PARC and at Super-Kamiokande. 
Also, to test the intensity monitor performance 
with the full intensity beam, the team needs to 
develop a high current pulser that can produce 
up to 200A of current to test the linearity of the 
monitor response. They have confirmed the 
linearity at currents of up to 90A, and are now 
working to develop a pulsar with capacitor that 
can operate at very high voltage to produce 
the required 200A current.
  
"The goal of our monitor team is to guide the 
beam as precisely as possible during the run," 
says Shibata. The T2K experiment will start 
late this year, and collaborators are expecting 
the first results next year. The project is 
"challenging but interesting," says Hastings 
reflecting on many hours in the library, many 
simulations and many more electronics, " I am 
looking forward to real particle physics 
analysis."

Related Link:
J-PARC (http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html)
JAEA (http://www.jaea.go.jp/english/index.shtml)

Profile monitor sitting between superconducting magnets (top); beam 
position monitor for high intensity running (center); and beam intensity 
monitor between a superconducting magnet and a normal conducting 
magnet (bottom).

http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://www.jaea.go.jp/english/index.shtml
http://www.jaea.go.jp/english/index.shtml
http://www.jaea.go.jp/english/index.shtml
http://www.jaea.go.jp/english/index.shtml
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September 1, 2009

A "Big Wheel" muon detector at ATLAS. 
Story this week features KEK's 
involvement since 1996. Read 
upcoming issues for the researchers 
who have led the team to success since 
the inception of the Japanese ATLAS 
collaboration.

On August 6, CERN announced that the 
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will start up 
again in mid-November of this year. CERN, 
situated on the border between Switzerland 
and France, is the research center of one of 
the most renowned scientific institutes in the 
world. A simple six-kilometer drive from 
Geneva Airport brings you to its main campus 
in Meyrin from which the 27-kilometer circular 
collider, LHC, extends to France.
 

Since the helium leak incident last 
September, just 10 days into the operation, 
the LHC has been shut down for repair. When 
it starts up again this fall, it will initially run at 
a beam energy of 3.5 TeV, about half the 
energy of LHC's full capacity. The LHC will 
eventually be brought up to its full capacity of 
7 TeV.
 
At 3.5 TeV, the LHC will still be the world's 
highest-energy particle accelerator. CERN 

chose this energy to allow researchers time to 
gain experience in running the machine and 
the experiment at low energy as quickly as 
possible, still keeping sensitivities to physics 
they are searching for. At these energies, the 
LHC will be able to start searching for the 
highly anticipated Higgs particles, which are 
hypothesized to give matter its mass. The 
LHC will also explore new physics such as 
supersymmetry and extra dimensions.

KEK-ATLAS 
collaborators 
getting ready 
for LHC restart
[ATLAS, Muon Spectrometer, 
Superconducting Magnet]

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE ATLAS EXPERIMENT AT CERN
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CERN's advanced facilities attract as many as 8,000 particle physicists 
from 85 nations around the world. Many of these researchers are 
working at one of six large and small LHC experiments or the 
accelerator itself, getting ready for the next startup. Larger 
collaboration efforts go into the two major experiments, ATLAS (A 
Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) and CMS (Compact Muon solenoid) that look 
for Higgs and explore new physics beyond the Standard Model.
 

ATLAS and KEK
Between the two major LHC experiments, ATLAS and CMS, the 
Japanese collaboration from 15 research institutes including KEK 
concentrates its resources on ATLAS. Towering 25 meters in height 
and 44 meters in length in an enormous underground space equivalent 
to the five-story central corridor of Building 40 (see the second photo), 
ATLAS is in fact the largest scientific instrument in the collider 
experiments. The ATLAS experiment is a large collaboration of over 
4,000 researchers from 37 countries worldwide. 
 
ATLAS implements many elaborate systems to detect various 
features of the particles that result from the very high energy 
proton-proton collisions. ATLAS has four main parts, an inner 
detector to determine collision point and to measure the 
momentum of each charged particle; a magnet system to bend 
charged particles for momentum measurement; calorimeters that 
measure the energies of particles; and muon spectrometers to 
identify muons and measure their momenta. Just outside the 
calorimeters, immense superconducting toroidal magnets produce 
strong magnetic field to enhance the measurement of muon 
momentum. The outer most pieces of detector are multi-layered 
disks of muon spectrometers called big wheels (BWs), installed at 
the both ends of the detector. 
 
The Japanese involvement in ATLAS dates back to 1991 when a 
small group of 8 researchers from University of Tokyo, Kobe 
University, and Shinshu University started developing a prototype 
of thin-gap chamber for the BWs. A few-year later, a proposed 
collider project in the US called Superconducting Super Collider 
(SSC) was canceled. A flood of Japanese scientists from the 

project joined the ATLAS group in 1994, making it a team of 38 staff 
scientists and many students. Only then could the team of Japanese 
collaborators extend their contributions beyond the thin-gap 
chambers. 
 
One of Japan's many contributions is the solenoid that produces a 
strong magnetic field in the inner region of the ATLAS detector. For 
KEK, the major contributions include silicon semiconductor trackers, 
simulation software, and offline data analysis. KEK also has been 
heavily involved in the development and construction of the BWs; 
these six small and large slices of muon detectors whose diameters 
being 23 meters and 25 meters respectively are the crucial component 
to detect Higgs particles.

Prof. Osamu 
Sasaki (left) of 
KEK and 
Professor 
Emeritus Takahiko 
Kondo from KEK 
just outside of 
café on CERN 
Meyrin campus. 
The central five-
story corridor 
spanning between 
the two wings of 
Building 40 in 
their background 
is roughly the size 
of ATLAS 
underground 
space.

The final focus line. The quadrupole magnets embedded 
deep inside the cryomodules, which were produced by 
Fermilab, were designed and built by Prof. Akira Yamamoto 
at KEK.
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The entire area of the BWs is covered with thin-gap chambers. These 
are multi-wire chambers used to detect muons and generate a trigger 
to initiate event recording. KEK has built approximately one-third of 
the total 3600 TGCs since the R&D commencement in 1996 (the rest 
were fabricated by Israel and China). The KEK team has also been 
responsible for the trigger electronics, readout electronics, and online 
software for the TGC system.
 

Innovation after innovation
Innovation after innovation is everywhere in this huge project. During 
the course of this project, the KEK team had to overcome a whole 
host of challenges. For all the electronics, from boards to chips the 
team had to design from scratch to keep spacing and pricing within 
their constraints. The extreme environmental conditions were also a 
big challenge. "For 
example, under an intense 
radiation, bits on your 
memory can flip with a 
sizable probability," 
explains Prof. Osamu 
Sasaki of KEK, who is in 
charge of the electronics 
component of TGC for 
ATLAS. "For the critical 
components you have to 
design your electronics to 
make sure there would be 
no errors. For example, by 
using three storage bits 
for each bit of 
information, and using the 
average of the three as 
the final value."
 
Mass production was 
unrealistic in a project that 
demanded more R&D 
than the actual 
fabrication. "We had our 
physics students learn 
electronics extensively 
because there was no 
technology out there to 
meet our demands," 
recalls Professor Emeritus 
Takahiko Kondo from KEK 
who has been engaged 
largely in high energy 
experiment at energy 
frontiers, "their incessant 
hard work made it 
possible to produce 
innovation after 
innovation."
 

Behind the scenes: 
superconducting 
magnets
When he joined the 
project, Professor Akira 
Yamamoto at KEK had an 
impressive record of 
leadership in designing 
and building advanced 
superconducting magnets 
for accelerators and 
particle detectors, notably 
the BESS (the Balloon-
borne Experiment with a 

Superconducting Spectrometer) experiment. Despite his extensive 
experience, Yamamoto was initially at a loss when the team asked 
him to create just a solenoid magnetic field of 2 Tesla in the region 
deep inside the detector, using some extremely 'transparent' magnets 
with nearly no physical volume. "Theoretically it is desirable to have 
only the magnetic field. We like the magnet to be as transparent as 
possible to incoming particles, so as not to disturb the measurement 
of the electromagnetic calorimeters waiting for particles just outside," 
says Kondo, "but you need at least some material to create a 
magnetic field!"
 
Yamamoto designed and redesigned the solenoids to push 
technological limits, and finally built the ultra-thin superconducting 
solenoid with physical thickness of just 33-milimeter. This is just two-
thirds the size of other such devices developed before. The 

Prof. Akira Yamamoto of KEK (lower right) and his collaborators gathered in front of ATLAS's 
superconducting solenoid. The photo was taken in February 2004 when the team just finished 
installation of the solenoid in a cryostat.
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technology that allowed this breakthrough was the development 
of high-strength aluminum-stabilized Nb-Ti superconductor that 
provided a high thermal and electrical stability with an optimum 
balance of the sufficiently high mechanical strength to stably 
support an electromagnetic force produced by the magnets. 
With this material strength, lightness and transparency of the 
high-strength aluminum, he was able to dramatically decrease 
the physical mass and thickness of the superconducting coil. 
 
Yamamoto's contributions to the LHC don't stop there. Working 
with the international team from KEK, CERN, and Fermilab, he 
led the team to successful final beam-focusing quadrupole 
magnets for the beam interaction regions including ATLAS and 
CMS. The magnets produce a field gradient of as much as 215 
Tesla per meter, requiring a peak field reaching 8.6 Tesla in the 
coil and a field gradient uniformity level on the order of 10-4. The 
magnets also need to be kept cool under the intense nuclear 
radiation heat coming from the particle interaction regions. In 
collaboration with Fermilab, KEK worked on the research and 
development to tackle these issues, transferred the technologies 
to the industry sector for mass-production, and finally completed 
20 sets (16 plus 4 spares) of the superconducting quadrupole 
magnets in 2004. They are installed in the four beam interaction 
regions in the LHC. The extensive know-how of building the 
magnets helped later in developing the superconducting 
combined function magnets (described in the previous issue) 
installed in the primary beamline for the neutrino experiment, 
T2K, at J-PARC (Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex) in 
Tokai, Japan. 
 

The Voyage begins
Since last September, the ATLAS team has been commissioning 
and tuning the detector using cosmic ray events. "The helium 
leak last fall was no doubt an unfortunate accident, but the 
original schedule was also very tight," says Sasaki, "data was 
piling up and we hadn't had a chance to examine it until 
recently."  During the shutdown, all the data from cosmic ray 
events were analyzed, and the team found about fifty miswirings. 
This is not so bad considering the total number of 320,000 
connections. The miswirings have now all been fixed. If 
discovered after the experiment had started, a problem like this 
would need to be solved by reprogramming. However, even if 
this reprogramming were done, the triggers that differentiate 
signals from background noise in terms of energy might not have 
worked properly. 
 
"After a decade of preparation and construction, we are now just 
about to launch into the science we want to do," says Kondo, 
"that is how long it takes to do a physics experiment of this 
scale." Now the LHC is in good shape to start again. Once it 
does, the KEK-ATLAS team will be analyzing the productions of 
Higgs particles and supersymmetry particles, the central themes 
of the LHC research. "It's been fun to work with these young 
brilliant researchers," smiles Kondo, "Finally our voyage begins."

Related Link:
LHC
ATLAS

http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/T2KBeamLine.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/T2KBeamLine.html
http://lhc.web.cern.ch/lhc/
http://lhc.web.cern.ch/lhc/
http://www.atlas.ch/
http://www.atlas.ch/
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September 9, 2009

If you were an experienced 
physicist, the last place you would expect 
to find superconductivity is in iron. Iron is a 
ferromagnetic material, which means that it 
can be magnetized by an external magnetic 
field and remain magnetized even after the 
external field is removed. The strong 
interaction with magnetic field disturbs the 
electrical flow within the material resulting in 
electrical resistivity. This electrical resistivity, 

by definition, is the opposite of the 
superconductivity in which electrons 
experience zero resistance.
 
Thus, in February 2008, Prof. Hideo Hosono 
of the Tokyo Institute of Technology shocked 
the world with the discovery of a 
superconducting iron based compound: 
lanthanum oxygen fluorine iron arsenide, 
compound formula LaFeAsO1-xFx, or LFAO-F. 
Not only is this compound iron-based, its 

superconducting critical temperature--the 
temperature below which the material 
become superconducting state--is fairly high 
at 26 Kelvin (-247 degrees in Celsius). This 
surprising discovery brought attention and 
further experimentation from the worldwide 
superconducting research community. Other 
physicists, mainly from China, quickly learned 
that by replacing lanthanum with other rare-
earth elements they could bring the critical 
temperature up to 55 Kelvin. 

Superconductivity and 
the physicist's MUSE
[Muon Spin Spectroscopy, Superconductors]

The MUSE construction team 
members at the muon target 

station. Pions and muons are 
extracted into four directions 

from this point.

INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS STRUCTURE SCIENCE
MUON SCIENCE AT J-PARC
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This discovery presented 
the biggest challenge to 
the theoretical 
understanding of 
superconductivity since 
the discovery of the first 
high-temperature 
superconductors (cuprate 
compounds) in 1986. 
Before this point, 
physicists had not 
believed 
superconductivity could 
occur at 35 Kelvin. The 
most successful theory of 
superconductivity, known 
as BCS theory (after 
Bardeen, Cooper, and 
Schrieffer who were 
awarded the Nobel Prize 
for this work in 1972) 
prohibited critical 
temperatures above 30 Kelvin. Within a decade 
of the discovery of this first high-temperature 
superconductor, physicists had learned that 
they could increase the critical temperature of 
cuprate materials to 130 Kelvin. They did this 
by carefully replacing certain elements to 
produce a stronger electron-electron (hole-hole) 
coupling. Though it is thought that the strong 
electron-electron (hole-hole) coupling is a main 
ingredient of high-temperature 
superconductivity, the detailed mechanism is 
still not known.
 
The 2008 discovery of iron-based 
superconductors challenges the basic 
assumption that strong magnetism should 
disrupt superconductivity. Now, condensed-
matter physicists at the Muon Science 
Establishment (MUSE) at the Japan Proton 
Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC), are 
working to find out the mechanism of the iron-
based superconducting materials.
 

How superconductors come to be
"This was pure serendipity," says Prof. Ryosuke 
Kadono of KEK, the leader of the KEK-Muon 
Spin Rotation / Relaxation / Resonance (muSR) 

group. "There were no theories that predicted 
such an iron-based superconducting 
compound." 
 
Like iron, Cobalt is also a ferromagnetic 
material. Hosono, Kadono, and their team 
members looked at a new high-temperature 
iron based compound (CaFe1-xCoxAsF) and 
found an intriguing feature of the 
superconductivity. When the team replaced 
some of the iron with cobalt, they found that 
superconducting spots started appearing in 
their sample. Given that superconductivity does 
not normally take homogeneity in material well, 
this was indeed surprising for these experts in 
the field. It is generally thought that electron 
pairs and hole pairs move around more easily in 
homogeneous medium.
 
At this time, the J-PARC MUSE facility was not 
yet completed, so they tested the sample at 
National Laboratory for Particle and Nuclear 
Physics (TRIUMF) in Canada. "We initially 
tested only two samples at cobalt ratios of 5% 
and 10%," says Dr. Satoshi Takeshita of 
SPring-8, then a post doc at KEK. Later the 
team tested some more samples to fill in the 
blanks at J-PARC MUSE. "I felt excitement 

Dr. Satoshi Takeshita of SPring-8, previously a post 
doc at KEK studying the superconducting phase in 
CaFe1-xCoxAsF.

Left: Schematic view of superconducting phase (aqua-blue) in CaFe1-xCoxAsF in the sea 
of anti-ferromagnetism, and a cobalt atom (blue). Right: A plot of volumetric fraction of 
superconducting and magnetic media with respect to the percentage of cobalt. 
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when I saw the clear straight line on the 
graph."
 
The effect is curious. How would you picture 
the transition to superconducting state 
occurring inside a material? Does the entire 
sample of material gradually and evenly 
undergo phase transition? When physicists 
replace some of the iron atoms in CaFeAsF 
with cobalt atoms, a tiny area around each 
cobalt atom becomes superconducting. The 
size of superconducting 'islands' is 4-5 
angstroms (one angstrom is 10-10 meter) in 
radius. At around 5% cobalt, these spots 
become numerous enough to be 
connected together, forming continuous 
paths for electrons to flow through the 
media without experiencing resistance. 
The total volume of the superconducting 
regions within the sample increases 
linearly with the amount of cobalt.
 

Muon Spin Rotation, 
Relaxation and Resonance
By now, you may be wondering how the 
scientists are able to identify such 
microscopic superconducting 
structures. The enabling experimental 
technique is called Muon Spin Rotation / 
Relaxation / Resonance (muSR). Also 
called muon spin spectroscopy, muSR 
maps magnetic regions inside matter by 
means of muons shot into samples. A 
muon is an elementary particle that has 
a tiny-magnet like characteristic, called 
spin. Physicists can map a magnetic 
environment by looking at the way muon 
spin is affected by the magnetic fields 
produced by the surrounding structures, 
such as atoms and molecules. Because 
the superconducting regions exhibit 

special magnetic structure produced by super 
current, they are able to tell whether those tiny 
spots are superconducting.
 
At J-PARC MUSE, a team of MUSE scientists 
from KEK and Japan Atomic Energy Agency 
(JAEA) built a muon beamline to produce 
pulsed muon beams from the J-PARC's high 
intensity proton beams. The protons extracted 
from the rapid cycle synchrotron (3GeV) ring 
hit a graphite target and produce a bunch of 
pions. These pions then decay into muons in a 
six-meter solenoid. At this point, the muons' 

Prof. Yasuhiro Miyake of KEK, the leader 
of MUSE construction team, explains how 
he and his team designed the pillow seal 
(left corner).

Schematic plan view of the 
neutron source (right) and 
muon beamlines.(left). 
Protons from the 3 GeV 
rapid cycling synchrotron 
(RCS) hit the muon target 
producing pions which 
decay into muons. Surface/
decay muon channel (the 
blue lines on the left) is the 
only completed muon line 
so far.
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spins, or magnetic moments, are all perfectly 
aligned in the direction they are heading. 
Millions of these muons strike the surface of a 
sample, and slow down until they reach 
complete halt a few hundred micrometers into 
sample. This process is called implantation of 
muons.
 
These muons decay into positrons and other 
particles about 2.2 microseconds after 
production. When they do, they emit positrons 
preferentially in the direction of their spins, and 
from this physicists know the spin direction at 
the time of decay. Because muon decay time 
varies from muon to muon, they can plot out 
time evolution of muon spins as well. The KEK-
muSR group at MUSE led by Kadono observed 
the spins of these decaying muons in their 
CaFeCoAsF samples, and used this 
information to reconstruct the distribution of 
magnetism within the material.
 

To the world's most intense 
muon beam
The world's first pulsed muon beam facility is 
the KEK's Meson Science Laboratory (MSL), 
which was built by a team of scientists at 
University of Tokyo in 1980. This was also 
where a team led by Steven Chu (then of 
University of California, Berkeley, now the head 
of the U.S. Department of Energy), conducted 
a successful precision experiment of 
dissociative excitation of thermal muonium, a 
hydrogen atom with the proton nucleus 
replaced with a positively charged muon, to 
test a theory called quantum electrodynamics.
 
This tradition of world leadership in muon 
science continues at MUSE, the only difference 
being that the positive muon beam will be two 
to three orders of magnitude more intense. 
Currently at 20 kilowatt, the power will be 
brought up to 100 kilowatt this fall. Eventually, 
the beam power will reach one megawatt. The 
first successful extraction of a muon beam 
occurred last September, and MUSE now 
attracts researchers from 14 universities and 
institutes.
 
One ingenious feature of muon beamline is the 
high time resolution of muon decay. For each 
muon implantation, scientists prefer narrower 
time window because then they will be able to 
tell more precise timing of muon decay. The 
pulse slicer installed near the end of the line 
was designed for this purpose. The slicer 
literally slices off the back end of a muon pulse 
to create a pulse with very narrow bandwidth of 
30 nanoseconds by applying a steep 
electromagnetic pulse. "The high time 

resolution achieved 
from this is useful for 
the detailed 
observation of 
magnetic properties 
inside materials," says 
Dr. Wataru Higemoto of 
JAEA, who is in charge 
of one of the two muon 
experimental stations, 
D1 area, for the muon 
channel.
 
J-PARC MUSE is a 
remarkable product of 
precision engineering. 
"The challenge was to 
build everything to 
sub-millimeter 
precision with remote 
handling capability for 
radiological 
countermeasure," says 
Prof. Yasuhiro Miyake 
of KEK, the leader of 
the MUSE construction 
team. Such precision 
engineering paved the 
way for the timely 
application of muon to 
the newly discovered 
iron-based 
superconductor that 
blew physicists away. 
They are a team of just 
a dozen physicists and 
engineers. "Each one 
of us did the work of 
ten to complete the facility successfully and on 
schedule," Says Kadono. The muon channel is 
only phase one. There are still construction 
plans waiting for a new surface muon channel 
and a super omega muon channel.
 
At MUSE, muons will be produced in three 
different ways. Each method produces muons 
with a different energy. Higher energy muons 
are produced by the decay of those pions that 
pass through the graphite target. These are 
called decay muons, and their energies range 
from 10 MeV to 50 MeV. Moderate energy 
muons are called surface muons, and result 
from the decay of positive pions stopped at the 
graphite target. These particles have energies 
around 4 MeV. Then, there is the ultra-slow 
muon. Even the surface muons take 1 
milimeter of matter to come to a complete halt. 
The super omega muon channel will deliver 
ultra-slow muons with energies in the range of 
30 eV to a few tens of keV.
 

"In the next phase, we are interested in learning 
about what is happening just beneath the 
surface of materials," explains Kadono. He 
says that by studying the very near surface 
region of nanostructured composites, for 
example, scientists will possibly bring many 
novel discoveries to the nanotechnology. The 
micro-sized beams will also enable them to 
look into protein crystals and electron states in 
organic crystals. The science it probes does 
not stop there. From basic sciences such as 
particle physics, condensed matter physics, 
and chemistry, to applications such as muon 
catalyzed fusion, biophysics, noninvasive 
analysis, and beam technology, its applications 
are varied. "The proposed super omega 
channel has great potential to bring new 
innovations to the field of muon science," says 
Miyake. The world is waiting for such 
innovative machine to help explore the new 
science of matter.

Related Link:
MUSE (http://msl.kek.jp/keikaku/keikaku3/index_en.html)
Muon Science Laboratory (http://msl.kek.jp/index_en.html)

Dr. Wataru Higemoto of JAEA, in charge of the muon 
decay station (D1 area) above, explains how he designed 
the pulse slicer (aqua-blue).

http://msl.kek.jp/keikaku/keikaku3/index_en.html
http://msl.kek.jp/keikaku/keikaku3/index_en.html
http://msl.kek.jp/keikaku/keikaku3/index_en.html
http://msl.kek.jp/keikaku/keikaku3/index_en.html
http://msl.kek.jp/index_en.html
http://msl.kek.jp/index_en.html
http://msl.kek.jp/index_en.html
http://msl.kek.jp/index_en.html
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September 15, 2009

'Luminosity' is one of the most 
important values talked of when particle 
physicists refer to how good a collider 
performs. One must be careful with this term 
though; luminosity in accelerator science is not 
luminosity in the stars. It does not tell you how 
luminous any matters are, but rather how 
luminous collision events are. Luminosity refers 
to the rate of particle collisions, and is a 

measure of how efficiently an accelerator 
produces these events. With higher luminosity, 
interactions produce more particles and 
particle physicists have more data to use in 
exploring new area of physics. (Read previous 
issue for what they are looking for.)
 
Scientists working at the electron-positron 
collider known as KEKB at the High Energy 
Accelerator Research Organization (KEK) have 

been and are paving new ways forward at the 
luminosity frontier. Our team of 100 experts 
has held the world luminosity record since 
2001, repeatedly breaking their own records. 
The current luminosity of 2.11 x 1034 cm-2 s-1 
exceeds KEKB's original design luminosity by 
more than a factor of 2. Now the team is 
working hard on a major upgrade of their state-
of-the-art accelerator. When the upgrade is 

SuperKEKB making headway 
toward higher luminosity
[KEKB Upgrade, The Nano-Beam Design]
The proposed SuperKEKB electron-positron collider underwent a major 
design change last March. A team of a hundred experts is moving forward 
to create the enabling technologies needed to realize the next generation 
electron-positron collider.

Schematic view of SuperKEKB 
upgrade. Last March, the team 
changed their approach to the 
higher luminosity from high 
current scheme to small beam 
size scheme.

ACCELERATOR LABORATORY
SuperKEKB AT KEK
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finished, the new facility will be known as 
SuperKEKB.
 

SuperKEKB at one time: 
The high current option
When SuperKEKB was proposed in 2003, the 
target luminosity was set to 2 x 1035 cm-2 s-1, 
about 20 times higher than the KEKB's original 
design value. Engineering it to higher luminosity 
involves three things: increasing the beam 
current, focusing the beams at the interaction 
point, and/or making the electromagnetic 
beam-beam interactions small. These 
correspond to varying values of the beam 
current, beta-function, and beam-beam 
parameter, respectively. The team's original 
approach was two-fold: to increase the beam 
current and the beam-beam parameter. 
This approach had been known as the 
high current option, and proved to be very 
successful for the SuperKEKB's precursor, 
KEKB. 
 
In 2007, KEKB's scientists introduced two 
accelerator cavities called crab cavities, 
one for the electron ring and one for the 
positron ring at KEKB. Particles travel in 
bunches in an accelerator ring. At the 
interaction point, the beams of electron-
bunches and positron-bunches cross at 
an angle of 1.3 degrees. The newly 
installed crab cavities kick the head and 
tail of each bunch of particles so that 
bunches would make effective head-on 
collisions at the interaction point. This 
process is called crab crossing. With these 
crab cavities installed in the KEKB rings, 
the team was able to achieve the recent 

luminosity jump by fifteen percent. 
 
With the success of the high current scheme, 
KEKB researchers initially thought that they 
could aim for still higher luminosity by 
increasing the current, using most of the 
present configurations of magnets. The target 
luminosity was then raised up to 8 x 1035 cm-2 
s-1. When simulations suggested that they 
could use the crab crossing to increase the 
luminosity up to six times higher, the team 
thought the SuperKEKB's target luminosity was 
within their reach.
 
Then, a difficulty arose. The crab crossing 
effect improved the luminosity, but not as much 
as the simulation had predicted. "We are 

running simulations to explore possible 
scenarios that might keep the value low," 
explains Dr. Yoshihiro Funakoshi at KEK, the 
leader of the KEKB commissioning group, "It 
most likely be because of machine errors that 
simulations could not take into account."
 
Aside from this problem, the high current option 
suffers from other difficulties. They will need to 
figure out how to cope with phenomena called 
coherent synchrotron radiation as it will stretch 
bunches in positron ring. The team also found 
recently that the beam size at the interaction 
point in the horizontal direction would have to 
be much larger than the designed value 
because of the constraint due to the large 
magnet size at the interaction region. Both 

A KEKB leader and 
beam optics group 
leader Prof. Haruyo 
Koiso (center) and 
the commissioning 
group leader Dr. 
Yoshihiro Funakoshi 
(right) celebrating the 
new world luminosity 
record with KEKB 
scientists and Belle 
collaborators. 

Vacuum group member Dr. 
Yusuke Suetsugu working at the 

test vacuum chamber he and 
his group developed. This 

Saturn-shaped special chamber 
has an antechamber for vacuum 
pump and another antechamber 

for electron clouds. The former 
antechamber will eliminate 

pump ports near beams, and is 
effective for both electron and 

positron rings.
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these will result in luminosity drop. While the 
team continues their effort to overcome these 
difficulties, the design underwent a major 
change.
 

The nano beam design
In March 2009, the team changed the course 
of their SuperKEKB design. This change was 
based on ideas from the Super B Factory, a 
next-generation electron-positron collider at 
the National Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN) 
in Italy, proposed by a collaboration of former 
PEP-II scientists at SLAC and Russian 
physicists. Its target luminosity is as high as 
1036 cm-2 s-1, and their base design is called 
nano beam option. This design takes small 
beam-size and a large crossing angle at the 
interaction point, instead of a high current. In 
other words, they approach higher luminosity 
by squeezing beams to nanometer-scale, 
rather than by increasing the beam intensity 
and the beam-beam parameter.
 

The brilliance of the nano beam scheme is that 
it brings out the best of the interaction 
mechanism. At the interaction point, bunches 
of particles in the beam can get squeezed to 
narrower bunches by stronger magnetic fields, 
but this process saturates at some point 
because of what is called the 'hourglass 
effect'. The vertical beam size of beam 
bunches increase outward from the most 
focused point so that only very small portion of 
beam bunch is in focus. This focusing effect 
will be diluted when beams collide head-on. 
Why don't we then intersect electron and 
positron bunches only at the highly focused 
region of each bunch rather than the entire 
bunches in order to gain higher luminosity? 
That led to the nano beam concept. 
 

Using the nano beam scheme in the 
SuperKEKB design brings a number of 
advantages. One of the most important 
advantages is that it is greener. The beam 
current for this design will be at 4 Ampere for 
the low energy ring (2.3A for high energy ring), 
instead of the 9.4 A (4.1A) of the high current 
scheme. It follows that this scheme will be 
more economical one, because devices like 
radiofrequency power sources to sustain high 
current do not require as extensive extensions 
as with the high current option. With this 
design, "we think we will be able to reach 
luminosity of 8 x 1035 cm-2 s-1," says 
Funakoshi. "This will be an entirely different 
approach for SuperKEKB, but seems very 
promising for the high luminosity we need."
 
Our entire accelerator team is now working 
hard on the research and development of each 
component for the new SuperKEKB design. 
There are multiple major technological 
hardships to be overcome by this fall when the 

team will meet to determine the technological 
feasibility and reach the final design 
completion. The final design will change many 
aspects of the accelerator, and require major 
upgrades in some area. 
 

The challenges of 
higher beam current
The first such issues to be resolved are the 
unfortunate side effects of high beam current. 
Even with the nano beam scheme, the beam 
current will increase to twice as much of the 
present value. Accelerator researchers have 
known for years that for a high-current 
electron-positron collider there will be issue of 
electron-cloud effect in positron ring as well as 
excessive heating in vacuum chamber due to 

the strong radiation. Electron clouds form 
when radiation from accelerating charged 
particles-called synchrotron radiation-hits the 
wall surface and kicks out electrons into the 
chamber. Secondary electrons come out when 
those electrons hit wall surfaces, contributing 
to the formation of electron clouds. These 
electrons disrupt positron beam when they 
come near the beam. Photon Factory, also at 
KEK, was the first to observe this effect that 
heaves up the train of positron bunches. KEKB 
also confirmed this effect later, and further 
found a more serious case of a single-bunch 
instability that vibrates each bunch at much 
higher frequency.
 
To counteract such phenomena, the team 
developed a clever vacuum chamber with two 
small antechambers, one on the left and one 
of the right. One antechamber suppresses the 
formation of electron clouds and the other 
contains vacuum pumps. They also wrapped 
the chambers between magnets with solenoid 
coils to reduce the effect of secondary 
electrons. According to Dr. Yusuke Suetsugu, 
a vacuum group member, the research and 
development for such beam chambers is 
crucial for SuperKEKB although it became 
less demanding since the new design, as the 
beam current is less than a half that of 
original high current option. The team has 
already developed several test antechamber 
from the prototype produced in collaboration 
with a Russian team in the Budker Institute 
of Nuclear Physics, and installed them in 
sections of the KEKB ring.
 
The electron cloud is one of the central 
difficulties faced by accelerator scientists in 
designing new colliders. Other new colliders, 
such as the currently proposed International 
Linear Collider (ILC), are faced with the same 
problem. The ILC teams at KEK, SLAC, and 
Cornell University collaborate on the 
research and development of various 
mitigation techniques. "The collaboration is 
now exploring a possibility to introduce new 
and more effective mitigation mechanism 
inside the bending magnets," says Suetsugu. 
"We are in good shape for the research and 
development for this year."
 

Small, powerful magnets
The next set of challenges involves the 
superconducting magnets in the interaction 

region. According to superconducting magnet 
group leader Dr. Norihito Ohuchi, the new 
design will need eight strong quadrupole 
magnets placed deeper in the interaction 
region to squeeze the beam to nanometer 
scale. The first hurdle for the group is the 
design and fabrication of some unusually small 
quadrupole superconducting magnets whose 
inner diameters are only 4-8 centimeters. This 
is one-sixth the diameter of the KEKB 
quadrupole magnets. Making the magnets this 
small requires consideration of points that did 
not matter before. For example, the new nano 
beam design requires finer magnet current 
controls to protect magnets from magnet 
quench due to an excessive heating. Since the 
current density in the superconductor go 
beyond 2000A/mm2, the temperature of the 

Superconducting magnet group leader Dr. Norihito Ohuchi and the test station 
he developed for SuperKEKB's original design. He and his group members are 
now working on more challenging magnets for new nano beam design. The 
magnets developed and tested for previous design will still be used for 
sextupole magnets near the interaction region.
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magnets will go over 1000 degrees in Kelvin 
within about 50 milliseconds. Additionally, the 
accelerator design demands much smaller 
fabrication errors to acquire a field quality of a 
few 10-4 with respect to the quadrupole field.
 
"No one has yet made a superconducting 
magnet with this small size and the high current 
density for the interaction region," says Ohuchi. 
The group is going to construct an R&D magnet 
by the end of this year and test it in early 2010. 
The development of this magnet, which will be 
one of the world's finest superconducting 

magnets, will be 
the key to the 
success of the 
new design.
 

Beam 
optics and 
short beam 
lifetime
Another major 
field of active 
research is the 
beam optics. 
The goal of 
beam optics 
research is to 
find a total 
solution for 
creating a beam 
with ideal 
properties 
(shape, 
emittance and 
lifetime) for the 
new nano beam 
design. This is 
done by 
studying the 
arrangement of 
magnets along 
the rings and in 
the interaction 
region. The 
beam optics 
group uses 
variety of 
magnets for 
different 
purposes: 

dipole magnets for bending, quadrupole 
magnets for beam focusing, and sextupole 
magnets for correcting beam chromaticity-a 
parameter that indicates dependence of beam 
optics on energy deviation. Depending on the 
arrangement of these magnets they are able to 
produce a variety of beam parameters.
 
"There are many ways those magnets can be 
arranged in the rings and in the interaction 
region," says Prof. Haruyo Koiso, a KEKB team 
leader and the beam optics group leader. "We 

need much better optics. We are going to 
explore many more magnet arrangements in 
the interaction region in great detail."
 
The most serious issue in the nano beam 
scheme is the short lifetime of beams. 
Containing particles inside beam bunch is not 
easy for variety of reasons. When a quadrupole 
magnet squeezes a beam, the degree to which 
the beam can be focused depends on the 
energy of each particle in the bunch. This 
causes particles to be dispersed in a beam due 
to the energy differences. Scientists place 
sextupole magnets to fix the chromaticity, but 
the magnetic field created by the sextupole 
magnets also limits the area inside the pipe that 
a beam can go through undisturbed. The 
particles outside of this region can no longer be 
contained in the beam bunch. Many other 
sources of nonlinear effects other than the 
magnetic field due to sextupole magnets can 
influence on this region, called dynamic 
aperture, Accelerator scientists analyze the 
dynamic aperture in three dimensions: 
horizontal, vertical, and energy dimension. 
When the dynamic aperture is small, outer 
particles keep getting lost and the beam's 
lifetime becomes short. 
 
The problems in dynamic aperture the KEKB 
researchers face are more acute in nano beam 
scheme than in high current one, because in 
nano beam scheme the beam size at the 
interaction region will be reduced by a factor of 
ten. The optics group is making its best effort 
to simulate various possible configurations to 
complete the conceptual design for the rings 
and to develop a detailed model for the near 
interaction point.
 
Every group in SuperKEKB is now working hard 
to test and simulate parts of the new nano 
beam design, including the beam monitors, 
beam control, beam transport, linac, damping 
ring, radiofrequency system, and magnet 
system. Meanwhile the SuplerKEKB team 
awaits approval for the project from the 
Japanese government. The fact that the nano 
beam option is both greener and lower cost 
option will certainly help.

Related Link:
Super B Factory at KEK (http://www-acc.kek.jp/KEKB/)
 

KEKB's simulation group leader Prof. Kazuhito Ohmi (left) and 
supercomputer group leader at Computing Research Center Dr. 
Hideo Matsufuru in front of the supercomputer Ohmi uses for his 
beam-beam collision and beam instability simulations. Ohmi's 
successful simulation revealed mechanism of electron-cloud 
induced head-tail instability.

http://superb.kek.jp/
http://superb.kek.jp/
http://www-acc.kek.jp/KEKB/
http://www-acc.kek.jp/KEKB/
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September 29, 2009

For researchers working at an 
experiment designed to detect fast-moving 
particles with tiny masses, it is crucial to have 
small, high-resolution, high sensitivity photon 
detectors. The Tokai-to-Kamioka (T2K) 

second generation long-baseline neutrino 
oscillation experiment, designed to detect just 
such very small and very fast particles, needs 
lots of these sensors. The goal of the T2K 
experiment is to observe neutrino flavor 

change, called neutrino oscillation. To do this, 
physicists observe the neutrino beam at near 
detectors, then send the beam underground 
to Kamioka 295 kilometers away, where 
changes in the beam will be observed at the 

Nailing down the photon detector
[Long Baseline Neutrino Oscillation Experiment, Multi-Pixel Photon Counter]
The world's first large-scale implementation of new innovative photon 
detector is underway at T2K, the Tokai-to-Kamioka second generation long-
baseline neutrino oscillation experiment. In this article, we tell the story of 
how it came to be and what it will achieve.

The INGRID team celebrates 
the installation of fourteen 

INGRID units in August. Dr. 
Akihiro Minamino of Kyoto 
University (lower center) is 

the INGRID team leader.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE T2K NEUTRINO EXPERIMENT AT J-PARC
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50,000-ton water tank neutrino detector, Super-
Kamiokande. Super-Kamiokande detects 
neutrinos with 11,146 photo detectors called 
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), while the near 
detector hall at the Japan Proton Research 
Complex (J-PARC) will contain 60,000 cutting-
edge photon detectors called multi-pixel 
photon counter, MPPC.
 
The MPPC is a new silicon photomultiplier 
diode developed by Hamamatsu that amplifies 
photon signals and converts them to electrical 
signals. In the detector material, electrons 
excited by incoming photons are accelerated in 
a strong electric field applied to a region in the 
device. These electrons have enough energy to 
liberate other electrons, creating avalanche 
multiplication. The avalanche photodiode 
(APD), known for this mechanism, operates in 
what is called Geiger-mode at above the 

breakdown voltage. In Geiger-mode, the device 
can trigger a stronger avalanche at a signal 
gain of more than 105. The Geiger-mode APD, 
however, cannot count multiple photons 
arriving at the same time. To enable the sensor 
to count incoming-photons, researchers from 
Russia developed a design that connects these 
photodiodes in parallel. The high gain of the 
Geiger-mode APD also solves the problem of 
electrical noise. The final product developed by 
Hamamatsu Photonics, MPPC, is based on the 
same concept, operates at room temperature, 
and is compact. Unlike PMT, MPPC can 
withstand in a strong magnetic field, which 
makes it a perfect fit for the near detectors at 
T2K.
 
Since 2008, Hamamatsu has produced sixty 
thousand MPPCs for T2K, which were 
successfully supplied to the T2K groups. Some 
detector components with MPPCs have 
traveled to Canada, England, France, and the 
US for test, and have since come back to be 
installed into the neutrino experimental hall that 
sits 280 meters from the target station. The 
experimental hall has two detectors in two 
slightly altered directions with respect to the 
neutrino beam, called the off-axis detector and 

the on-axis detector. Here, the 'axis' refers to 
the axis of the neutrino beam.
 
The T2K's neutrino beamline sends a beam into 
the earth 2 to 2.5 degrees downward from the 
direction of Super-Kamiokande, (which makes 
it 3 to 3.5 degrees below the earth's surface). 
Physicists do this to narrow down the energy 
distribution of neutrino beams to the range 
where neutrino oscillations would most likely 
occur. To determine the profile of the neutrino 
beam in detail, physicists will monitor the 
intensity and direction of the beam at the on-
axis detector. They will determine the energy 
spectrum, flux, flavor, and interaction cross-
sections at the off-axis detector.
 
Physicists call the off-axis detector the ND280 
off-axis detector. The largest piece of this 
detector is a bus-sized magnet that surrounds 

most of the detector components. When 
entering the ND280, the beam passes through 
a series of detector components: the 
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) that 
surrounds the neutral pion detector (P0D), the 
time projection chamber (TPC), the fine grained 
detector (FGD), a second TPC, a second FGD, 
a third TPC, and then the downstream ECAL 
(DSECAL). There are also the side muon range 
detectors (SMRDs) placed between the magnet 
yokes to detect the muons going out from the 
sides of the detector. All these components 
except the magnet and the TPCs employ 
MPPCs.
 
One and two floors below the ND280, fourteen 
identical iron and scintillator detector units form 
a cross seven units high and seven units wide. 
The giant cross faces the direction of the target 
station and profiles the beam within 5 meters in 
radius. This interactive neutrino GRID detector, 
called INGRID, also has 10,000 channels of 
MPPCs.
 
When Prof. Tsuyoshi Nakaya of Kyoto 
University and his team started the designs for 
the near detectors, there was no precedent for 
such large-scale usage of MPPC's. In fact, 

MPPC's 26 x 26 pixels in 1.3 x 1.3 millimeter square will probe the inner 
workings of neutrinos.
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there was no such thing as an MPPC at all. All 
they had were some prototype detectors 
developed by Russian researches and 
Hamamatsu. From this small start, a team of 
physicists and engineers from the photon 
sensor group of the KEK detector technology 
project (KEKDTP) including Kyoto University 
and Hamamatsu put their heads together and 
came up with a variety of possible designs for 
a new type of photon detector that could be 
used in the T2K's near detectors, the Belle 
experiment, the future linear collider, and 
others beyond nuclear and particle physics. It 
was only in 2005 that the photon detector was 
named MPPC.
 
As team leader of the T2K 
near detector team, Nakaya 
had three choices for the 
photon detectors at the very 
heart of their neutrino 
detector technology: multi-
channel plate-PMT (MCP-
PMT), APD, and MPPC. The 
MCP-PMT was much too 
voluminous, and also overly 
sensitive to magnetic fields. 
The APD had severe thermal 
noise, and needed to be kept 
cool. The MPPC, on the other 
hand, was much smaller, had 
no issues of background 
noise because of its much 
smaller noise-to-signal ratio, 
and was less expensive. "It 
was an experiment," says 
Nakaya. "We had only two 
years for research and 
development, and the MPPC 
was a new technology that 
had not yet been tested." In 
the end, they chose to use 
MPPCs, and they did so for 
all components that required 
photon detectors.

 
With this decision in 2005, a group of research 
and development collaborators from Russia, 
Japan, and Canada designed and tested half a 
dozen sample MPCCs. Two years later, the 
collaborators finally nailed down a single 
design for a 1.3 x 1.3 millimeter square sensor 
that has an array of 26 x 26 pixels. Each pixel 
amplifies signals by a factor of 106. This 
design was adopted by the project as a whole, 
and was applied to all five detector 
components. Now, a total of around 50 
detector physicists from Canada, England, 
France, Japan, Poland, Russia, and the U.S. 

The T2K's 
experimental hall. The 

off-axis ND280 
detector (right) and the 

on-axis INGRID 
detector (left).

Prof. Tsuyoshi Nakaya of Kyoto University, the 
leader of the near detectors team, holds a 
scintillator strip. Through it runs a wave-length 
shifting optical fiber, which will be attached to an 
MPPC.
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are looking at cosmic rays to check MPPC 
functioning, wirings and electronics for their 
detector components. "We've confirmed that 
most channels in the first FGD are working as 
we expected," says a graduate student at 
Kyoto University, Kei Ieki. The team is now 
working on the second FGD. "We will be well 
prepared for the fall run and the data-taking in 
winter."
 
Now, these detector components that required 
miles of traveling and years of research and 
development are being installed in the T2K 
experimental hall. The SMRD is already in and 
being tested. Installation of INGRID was 
completed last month. Last week the team just 
installed the P0D. The team will install FGD, 
ECAL, and TPC in October. "All things 
considered, it is actually amazing how 

everything has been carried out on a tight 
schedule in such large collaboration among 
many nations," says the near detector technical 
coordinator Prof. Toshifumi Tsukamoto of KEK.
 
In fact, the T2K's near detector team is a 
collaboration of more than 200 physicists and 
engineers from 12 nations working at the 
frontier of neutrino science and technology. 
The development of the MPPC alone has 
already brought much innovation to the world. 
In 2007, KEK's detector technology project 
group, the T2K photon detector team, and the 
international linier collider (ILC) group held a 
conference in Kobe, Japan, for the purpose of 
offering a venue to discuss the application of 
MPPC to T2K. The conference, however, 
attracted experts from around the world. In 
addition to T2K, attendees discussed a broad 

range of applications from observational 
astronomy to medical equipment. At this 
conference a new official name, pixelated 
photon detector (PPD), was adapted for photon 
detectors like MPPC. As one very practical 
example, PPDs are now being considered for 
use in positron emission tomography (PET). 
The collaboration met again in June this year 
and will continue to meet every two years.
 
The first test of MPPC application to particle 
physics experiment is now underway. "Our 
priority right now is to get ready for the fall 
run," says Nakaya in anticipation. "With these 
MPPCs installed, we will hopefully see the first 
neutrino beam at T2K." The team will start their 
full-scale physics experiment at the beginning 
of the next year.

Related Link:
JHFnu (http://www-nu.kek.jp/jhfnu/index_e.html)
J-PARC (http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html)

Related Issue:
Guiding and monitoring the first T2K beams (P. 7)

P0D collaborators 
are getting ready 
to install the P0D 

detector, which 
uses 15,000 

MPPCs, in the 
ND280 next 

month.

http://www-nu.kek.jp/jhfnu/index_e.html
http://www-nu.kek.jp/jhfnu/index_e.html
http://www-nu.kek.jp/jhfnu/index_e.html
http://www-nu.kek.jp/jhfnu/index_e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/T2KBeamLine.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/T2KBeamLine.html
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October 6, 2009

The Tsukuba International 
Congress Center, Epochal 
Tsukuba, was the scene Aug. 2-8 of a 
gathering of about 200 students from all over 
Asia, who were in Japan for the 2009 Asian 
Science Camp.
 
The purpose of the annual event is to give the 
region's top students a chance to interact 
with eminent scientists, including Nobel prize 
winners, and at the same time give them 
experience in collaborating with people from 
different cultures and backgrounds.

 
The idea for the Asian Science Camp arose 
when Dr. Masatoshi Koshiba and Dr. Yuan T. 
Lee were attending the Lindau Science 
Meeting in 2005. Lindau was a valuable 
experience, Dr. Lee recalls, but "we looked 
around and realized that there were very few 
Asian students there. Also, we thought it 
would be valuable to involve younger 
students." 
 
They thought that if they could get some of 
the top scientists in the region involved, it 
could be a powerful incentive for the best 

science students in Asia to come and meet 
them. The idea met with a positive reception, 
and the result has been three successful 
camps, in Taipei in 2007, Bali in 2008, and 
this year in Tsukuba. 
 
The host institutes of this year's event were 
the Heisei Foundation for Basic Science, KEK 
and the International Center for Elementary 
Particle Physics (ICEPP), the University of 
Tokyo in association with Japan's Ministry of 
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology, and NHK (Japan Broadcasting 
Corp.).

2009 Asian Science Camp
BY ROBERT CAMERON

Student Participants 
of 2009 ASC.
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The leaders were: Rajagopala Chidambaram, 
Principal Scientific Advisor to the Government 
of India; Leo Esaki, Nobel Laureate in Physics, 
1973; Makoto Kobayashi, Nobel Laureate in 
Physics, 2008; Masatoshi Koshiba, Nobel 
Laureate in Physics, 2002; Yoshihide Kozai, 
Director of Gunma Astronomical Observatory; 
Yuan T. Lee, Nobel Laureate in Chemistry, 
1986; Ryoji Noyori, Nobel Laureate in 
Chemistry, 2001; Koichi Tanaka, Nobel 
Laureate in Chemistry, 2002; and Chen Ning 
Yang, Nobel Laureate in Physics, 1957. 
 
The program consisted of plenary lectures by 
each of the nine leaders; the "camps" (small 
seminars hosted by the leaders); lab tours and 
excursions; and poster creation and 
presentation sessions by the students. The 
students were divided into 40 teams, which 
stayed together as they participated in the 
camp activities. 
 
Science today requires cooperation among 
researchers in a variety of fields, so the ability 
to collaborate with people from various 
countries and fields is crucial. A good 
example is climate change, one of the most 

serious problems facing humankind, and one 
that many of the participants in the camp will 
surely be called upon to help solve at some 
point in their careers. Topics along these lines 
at ASC09 included "Green Chemistry" by Dr. 
Noyori and "Scientific Challenges for Energy 
Research," by Dr. Chidambaram.
 
The camp seminars were small, about 30 
students each, allowing plenty of interaction 
with the leaders and lively in-depth 
discussions. Topics ranged from the light and 
thought-provoking, such as Dr. Esaki's "How 
to Win a Nobel Prize," to high-level theoretical 
concepts, like Dr. Kozai's "Gravitational Lens," 
and Dr. Koshiba's "Universe, Mankind and 
Elementary Particles."
 
Most of the students were considering careers 
in science, so they relished the chance to hear 
some very successful scientists talk about 
their careers and the attributes that helped 
them rise to the top of their field. Dr. Yang's 
"Stories about Some Great Physicists," Dr. 
Tanaka's "Discussion on Creativity by Ignoring 
Scientific Classifications," and Dr. Lee's "My 
Personal Experiences of Being a Scientist" 
were met with rapt attention.

Dr. Masatoshi Koshiba, 
Nobel Laureate in 
Physics, 2002.

Dr. Chen Ning 
Yang, Nobel 
Laureate in 
Physics, 1957.
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The camps also dealt with the latest science 
topics, such as Dr. Koshiba's discussion of his 
Nobel-winning work in his lecture "Neutrino, 
Neutrino and Neutrino." Dr. Yang held a camp 
on "Thematic Melodies of 20th Century 
Theoretical Physics," on the revolution that 
resulted from quantum mechanics, symmetry 
and the concept of phase, which he calls the 
three fundamental "melodies" of 20th century 
physics. Dr. Kobayashi spoke on "Flavor of 
Quarks and Leptons," and Dr. Kozai on the 
"Atmosphere of Venus, Mars and Earth," and 
"Gravitational Lens."
 
The Wednesday of ASC09 week was devoted 
to excursions around Japan and tours of labs. 
One group of students made the long bus ride 
to the town of Hida, Gifu Prefecture, to visit the 
Super Kamiokande neutrino detector. Others 
went on tours of research facilities in the 
Tsukuba area, including particle accelerators 
at KEK, the space center at JAXA (the Japan 
Aerospace Exploration Agency), and labs at 
AIST (the National Institute of Advanced 
Industrial Science and Technology), as well as 
trips into Tokyo.
 
The culmination of the camp was the poster 
creation and display session. The teams were 
required to create a poster to show their 
understanding of the lectures and camps and 
the ideas they generated, using text and 
graphics to make a visually pleasing and 
informative presentation. The posters were 
then hung in the Multipurpose Hall, and as 
leaders, helpers and other students walked by, 
the poster creators discussed their ideas with 
them.
 
Ten posters were selected for presentation in 
the Main Hall; the presentations were fluent 
and thorough, and sparked some lively 
discussions. The judges then evaluated the 
posters based on their originality of ideas and 
presentation, the team's presentation and 
discussion, their use of key concepts from the 
lectures, and the level of team cooperation.
 
The winning poster was "ASC, ASC and ASC," 
an interesting thought experiment that 
combined topics covered at the camp into 
speculative but plausible ways to cure human 
diseases. The title (a play on the title of Dr. 

Koshiba's lecture, "Neutrino, Neutrino and 
Neutrino" and "Asian Science Camp"), had 
three sections: "Asymmetry Synthesis Cure," 
in which inverting certain molecules' symmetry 
would change their chemical properties, 
depriving pathogens of nutrients, thus curing 
the disease; "Antimatter Slaughters Cancer," a 
method of destroying tumor cells by injecting 
them with antimatter, which would be 
annihilated when it came into contact with 
matter, emitting gamma rays and destroying 
the cancerous cells; and "Amazing Super drug 
Carrier," a nano-size robot that could be 
injected into the body to target cancerous 
tissue with a sensor, then inject single 
molecules of medication to destroy the tumor 
cells.
 
The poster was both interesting and rather 
funny in parts. "The humor was a big part of 
it," said Ramya Balaji, one of the winning team 
members. "We started talking and 
brainstorming and laughing about it, and these 
silly ideas came out, like trying to make it all 
'ASC,' and it all came together."
 
One silver medal went to "Superlattice, 
Superhuman, Supergeneration," an 
interdisciplinary approach to creating artificial 
limbs, eyes and skin. The other went to 
"Matter Matters," about problems waiting to 
be tackled by the next generation of scientists, 
such as dark matter, antimatter and the 
unification of the four forces.
 
Bronzes went to "Pierces through the Clouds," 
about telescope technologies and the new era 
of astronomy; "Similarity, Similarity and 
Similarity," on how structures in nature inspire 
scientific innovations, and "Carbon Reduction 
Technologies," on ways to reduce carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere.
 
The most important aspect of the poster-
making sessions was that it was a chance for 
students from different parts of Asia to bond 
around a common purpose. 
 
Ms Balaji said, "The poster-making session 
was a time I shall treasure forever. My team 
had such a good time discussing the lectures 
and coming up with some really creative ideas 
and then brainstorming them to develop our 
poster. The moment I cherish the most was 

Dr. Makoto 
Kobayashi, 
Nobel 
Laureate in 
Physics, 
2008.

http://asc09.kek.jp/posters.html
http://asc09.kek.jp/posters.html
http://asc09.kek.jp/posters.html
http://asc09.kek.jp/posters.html
http://asc09.kek.jp/posters.html
http://asc09.kek.jp/posters.html
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when the medal was put around my 
neck, because there could have 
been no better place to win it in."
 
Another member of the winning 
team, Jae Yeong Heo, said, "I was 
astonished by the ideas the other 
members came up with, and even 
though each of us had different 
ideas, we didn't collide. Our gold 
medal was the result of the union of 
our various innovative ideas."
 
On the Friday night the entire group 
attended a farewell party and 
banquet for a last chance to meet 
and talk with new friends. The party 
was graced by the presence of their 
Highnesses the Emperor and 
Empress of Japan, who visited to 
chat with some of the students and 
discuss their posters. The Emperor 
takes a special interest in science 
and science education.
 
The 2009 Asian Science Camp was 
judged a thorough success by 
everyone involved. The event 
appears to have a healthy future 
ahead of it as well, with other 
countries showing interest in 
sponsoring it, including the Indian 
government, which has proposed 
holding it next year in Mumbai. 
South Korea has offered to host it 
the year after that.
 
"The main value of the science 
camp," noted Dr. Koshiba, the 
driving force behind this year's 
camp, "is that it exposes young 
people to different cultures and 
ways of thinking. In this globalized 
culture, that is very important. ... No 
one knows what the future will bring. 
So our hope is that these camps will 
help science-oriented young people 
find inspiration and a direction in 
scientific research."

Related Link: 
some quotes and impressions from students at the Camp
(http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/ASC09_2.html)

2009 Asian Science Camp
(http://asc09.kek.jp/)

Gold Prize Poster by Team Ba.

http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/ASC09_2.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/ASC09_2.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/ASC09_2.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/ASC09_2.html
http://asc09.kek.jp/
http://asc09.kek.jp/
http://asc09.kek.jp/
http://asc09.kek.jp/
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In summer 2008, when Jui-Te 
Wei, a physics graduate student from 
National Taiwan University (NTU), saw his first 
plot of forward-backward asymmetry in B 
decay, he was not sure if he did it right. The 
data points came rather too high relative to 
the line expected from the Standard Model. 
He checked his analysis process for bugs, but 
did not find any. He shared the plot with the 
Belle collaborators, who approved them. The 
result was presented to the particles physics 
community in July 2008 as a good evidence 
for new physics beyond the Standard Model. 
 

The process Wei was looking at is an 
extremely rare B decay called electroweak 
penguin mode. In this process, a B meson 
decays into a positively charged lepton, a 
negatively charged lepton, and a kaon in an 
excited state (K* meson). The K* then 
immediately decays into a kaon and a pion. 
The diagram of this process looks like a 
penguin with either a photon or a neutral Z 
boson emitted from the loop (see figure). 
Among many analyses that Wei had done for 
the decay mode, the forward-backward 
asymmetry was expected to exhibit a strong 
sign for the new physics.
 

The forward-backward asymmetry is an 
asymmetry in the direction in which the 
positively charged lepton is emitted, with 
respect to the direction of the K* meson. The 
asymmetry parameter, AFB, is a measure of 
the relative number of forward decays and 
backward decays. If all positively charged 
leptons are emitted in the forward direction, 
the value of AFB would be +1. If they are all 
emitted in the backward direction, it is -1. If 
the number of forwards and backwards 
decays are exactly the same, then AFB would 
be 0. The direction difference results from the 
interference between two penguin diagrams: 
one with an intermediate photon, and the 

Physics beyond 
the Standard Model 
at Belle
[Forward-Backward Asymmetry, Supersymmetry, Penguin Diagram]
After many confirmations of the Standard Model over the past 
decades, particle physicists are starting to find evidence for new 
physics beyond the Standard Model. Read on to learn about what 
Belle's new result says about our universe.

The Belle's new result on 
the forward-backward 
asymmetry of the resulting 
leptons in the rare decay 
of B meson hints at the 
existence of new physics 
beyond the Standard 
Model. The solid blue 
curve represents the 
Standard Model 
expectation, the dotted 
green curve is one 
example of a 
supersymmetry model, 
and the black dots with 
error bars are the data.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE BELLE EXPERIMENT AT KEK
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other with an intermediate Z boson. This 
photon or Z boson has a virtual mass, called 
invariant mass, which could take quite 
different value from its mass in the usual 
sense. In the Standard Model, AFB should be 
negative for small invariant mass of the 
intermediate particle, and positive for the 
larger invariant mass.
 
"The positive values for the smaller invariant 
mass of the intermediate particle rule out the 
Standard Model's prediction," explains Dr. 
Mikihiko Nakao of KEK, the leader of the 
direct CP (charge-parity) violation and rare 
decay group. "The data points are rather well 
fitted by a supersymmetry curve."
 
Supersymmetry, SUSY for short, is a 
symmetry proposed to relate two families of 
particles: bosons and fermions. In the 
Standard Model, Higgs particles and force 
carriers such as photons, gluons, and Z/W 
particles are bosons, and leptons and quarks 
are fermions. What distinguishes the two 
families of particles is a quantity called 'spin': 

bosons have integer values for spin, while 
fermions have half-integer values for spin. 
Physicists had made substantial efforts at 
finding a theoretical model that could 
describe symmetry between the two within 
the framework of the Standard Model, to no 
avail. So they introduced for each particle in 
the two families a super partner with its spin 
differing by one-half. Namely, every fermion 
has a bosonic counterpart, and vice versa. 
Although this symmetry theory is as old as 
the Standard Model, physicists have so far 
not found any direct evidence of SUSY.
 
"It may be that SUSY particles are too heavy 
to be detected by current technology," 
explains Prof. Yoshi Sakai of KEK the co-
spokesperson of the Belle experiment. "Yet 
the theory appeals to experimentalists in that 
it unifies three forces, namely 
electromagnetic, weak, and strong forces at 
very high energy scale."
 
How does the forward-backward asymmetry 
of B meson decay relate to SUSY theories? 

Jui-Te Wei (right), a 
physics graduate 
student at National 
Taiwan University, and 
his colleagues working 
on analysis for the 
Belle and LHC 
experiment.

Forward-backward asymmetry of the leptons with respect to the direction of K* 
meson is a result of the asymmetry of two leptons' momentum.
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These theories postulate that for every 
fermion or boson, a superpartner, also called 
a sparticle, exists. For photons, leptons, and 
quarks, there had to be photinos, sleptons, 
and squarks, at least when the universe just 
began with the Big Bang. Now sparticles are 
not seen naturally, but in processes such as 
B meson decay, those sparticles briefly 
appear as intermediate particles, as shown 
in diagram (c) in the figure below. Once they 
have those diagrams ready in hand, 
physicists can calculate the possible 
contributions of SUSY particles to the 
asymmetry factors. 
 
Though is a strong candidate for the new 
theory, SUSY needs to resolve significant 
amount of issues. "There are infinitely many 
models of SUSY to choose from, and even 
more parameters that one can use to fit our 
data," says Sakai. The new result ruled out 
those SUSY models that predicted a 
negative value for forward-backward 
asymmetry, but there are still many possible 
models remaining. On the experimental side, 
particle physicists are trying to narrow down 
the breadth of possible SUSY theories and 
other new physics theories.
  

The Belle's original purpose, Sakai says, was 
to make precision measurements of CP 
violation predicted by the Kobayashi-
Maskawa theory, which successfully 
predicted matter-antimatter asymmetry 
within the framework of the Standard Model. 
Belle's long accumulated data were enough 
to fulfill the goal. 
 
Whatever the new theory turns out to be, 
physicists believe that there is something 
beyond the theoretical framework they 
currently have, simply because so many 
unsolved problems remain. Take one 
example of matter antimatter asymmetry. 
Why is no antimatter found in nature? CP 
violation in the Standard Model can account 
for only very small portion of CP violation 
necessary to create matters as we have now 
in our universe. Another example on 
theoretical side is the puzzle concerning the 
weak gravitational force compared to other 
three forces: electromagnetic, weak, and 
strong forces.
 
"Whether the SUSY is correct or not, I am 
interested to see how the physics theory will 
evolve in the future," says Wei. "I am excited 
about the result of our analysis on the 
forward-backward asymmetry, which hints 

The penguin diagram of extremely rare decay of Bmeson. The intermediate W 
and Z bosons are much heavier than the original B meson. According to the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle such particles can exist only for a very short 
time. 

In the Standard Model, either a photon or a Z boson is emitted from the loop. When supersymmetry enters the interaction, 
additional particles (marked with tildes), called sparticles, contribute to produce further possible interaction diagrams.
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that the Standard Model prediction should be 
modified or retuned in some way."
 
There are two contributing factors to the new 
finding the Belle collaborators just made; the 
increased number of data samples, and the 
improved analysis technique. The extremely 
rare electroweak penguin-mode B meson 
decay was first discovered in 2002 by the Belle 
group, but there were not enough samples then 

for the measurement of the forward-backward 
asymmetry. Wei used around 660 million B and 
anti-B meson pairs to obtain about 250 signal 
events in his analysis. He also improved his 
analysis by reducing systematic errors caused 
by lepton identification process. 
 
"Though not a decisive one, the result is a very 
good indication of the new physics," says 
Sakai. The standard deviation is 2.7, above 99 

percent accuracy. 
Physicists will call 
it a discovery 
when the 
standard 
deviation comes 
up to above 5, 
meaning that the 
finding is true with 
a probability of 
more than 
99.9999 percent. 
"Interesting new 
results are coming 
out in other 
decays as well," 
says Nakao, "but 
to say anything 
conclusively, 
significantly more 
data are 
necessary." 
 
To go to the next 
stage, physicists 
at the Belle 
collaboration are 
working full-time 
on the proposed 
upgrade, the 

SuperKEKB-Belle II experiment, which is 
proposed to start operation in 2013. The new 
accelerator will bring the luminosity-the rate of 
collisions-up to 40 times the current value. In 
the Belle II experiment, Sakai assures, they will 
be able to confirm any deviations from the 
Standard Model when they exist.
 

Related Link: 
Belle Finds a Hint of New Physics in Extremely Rare B Decays
(http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/press/2009/BellePress14e.html)

Belle
(http://belle.kek.jp/)

The direct CP violation 
and rare decay group 
leader Dr. Mikihiko 
Nakao of KEK has been 
working on the analysis 
of CP violations and 
rare decays since the 
beginning of the Belle 
experiment. He now 
supervises young 
researchers.

http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/press/2009/BellePress14e.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/press/2009/BellePress14e.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/press/2009/BellePress14e.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/press/2009/BellePress14e.html
http://belle.kek.jp/
http://belle.kek.jp/
http://belle.kek.jp/
http://belle.kek.jp/
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October 13, 2009

The energy recovery linac (ERL) X-
ray source could help bring about 
a new era of materials science. By illuminating 
a specimen with a short-pulse, coherent, 
nanometer sized beam of X-rays, scientists 
will be able to conduct non-destructive 

measurements on rapidly evolving dynamical 
materials and organisms with submicron 
resolution. Multitudes of applications will be 
available in material, life, chemical and 
environmental sciences. Particularly 
interesting examples include: next-generation 
high-speed communication devices, catalysts 

for clean hydrogen energy, drug-discovery 
research, sub-cellular imaging, and efficient 
use of light energy.
 
The key to making such measurements is 
having an X-ray source with short pulse-
length, small beam size, and a high degree of 

Progress on a next-generation 
X-ray source for imaging small, 
dynamic structures
[Energy Recovery Linac, Coherent, Nanometer-Sized X-ray Beam]
Research and development for the compact energy recovery linac 
(Compact ERL) is now underway at KEK. The Compact ERL is a 
testbed for the technologies required by the proposed energy 
recovery linac (ERL). Read on to learn about what the world's 
brightest coherent X-ray source can achieve.

Conceptual figure of the 
Compact ERL.

DEPARTMENT OF ADVANCED ACCELERATOR TECHNOLOGY
THE ENERGY RECOVERY LINAC PROJECT AT KEK
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coherence. Every chemical structure around us, 
both living and non-living, undergoes 
continuous dynamical change at very short 
time-scales. One good example is the process 
of photosynthesis. Photosynthetic proteins 
absorb light and convert the radiation energy to 
chemical energy in around a hundred 
femtoseconds (100 times 10-15 seconds). 
Current technology cannot produce pulses 
shorter than tens of picoseconds (10 times 
10-12 seconds). This means the resulting 
information is a broad average over thousands 
of femtosecond processes. The nanometer 
sized, short-pulsed synchrotron radiation from 
ERL will be able to explore these intriguing 
processes in real-time, with no averaging. 
 
One special feature of the beam produced at 
ERL is the coherency of the X-rays. In current 
X-ray imaging methods, X-ray photons are 
scattered by the inner structure of a sample 
when they strike it, creating an interference 
pattern on the screen behind the sample. 
Scientists reconstruct the inner structure of the 
sample from the resulting pattern of bright 
spots (amplitude information) available at the 
screen. The phase information, however, is lost. 
Since the reconstruction method involves 
moving back and forth between phase space 
and real space, the lack of phase information is 
a serious problem, especially when dealing with 
complex, non-crystalline structures. If the X-
rays are coherent and they all strike the object 
in phase, then scientists can reconstruct the 
sample's inner structure because they have a 
clear knowledge of phase. 
 
"The coherency will allow us to do atomic and 
nano-scale imaging, which is not so easy even 
at a third-generation light source like SPring-8 
synchrotron in Hyogo because of the low 

degree of spatial coherency," says Prof. Hiroshi 
Kawata of KEK, the head of the ERL Project 
Office. ERL's X-rays will have a high degree of 
spatial coherency, and a wavefront of the ray 
can encompass the entire sample all at once. 
With an intensity roughly two orders of 
magnitude brighter than other facilities, and a 
pulse-width roughly two orders of magnitude 
shorter than other facilities, the ERL will be the 
world's highest performance X-ray facility. 
 
The ERL will be a 400-meter long linac whose 
ends are connected by two 800-meter return 
arcs. The main linac will accelerate injected 
electrons up to 5 GeV at a current of 10 - 100 
milliampere. In the arc region, electrons at 5 
GeV produce synchrotron X-rays along the way. 
These electrons are used only once to keep the 
X-ray beam clean and short-pulsed. At the end 
of the second arc, these electrons are not just 
dumped. Instead, they are used to accelerate a 
newly injected beam of fresh, clean electrons in 
the main linac. The ERL team also plans to 
build an additional linac, a single mode free 
electron linac (FEL) called XFEL-O, which will 
drive electron beam further to 7.5 GeV. As well 
as being the brightest, this X-ray source will 
have perfect spatial and time coherence.
 
To understand how the ERL re-uses the energy 
of returning electrons, you need to understand 
the mechanism of acceleration in the main 
linac. For the ERL, superconducting cavities 
accelerate the electrons. Each cavity is a 9-cell 
niobium pipe that looks like long-string of 
donuts. The cells (donuts) are shaped to create 
an alternating electromagnetic wave with just 
the right shape and frequency for electrons to 
ride on the crest of the wave. If, however, 
electrons ride on decelerating mode instead of 
the accelerating mode of the wave, those 

Schematic view of the 
future Energy Recovery 
Linac, ERL. Electrons 
are accelerated to the 
near speed of light in 
the main linac, go 
around the arc, and 
when they return, the 
energy is used to 
accelerate newly 
injected electron 
bunches in the linac.
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electrons will slow down. The energy extracted 
from those slowing electrons is used to feed 
the field to accelerate freshly injected 
electrons. The used electrons are decelerated 
to 5 MeV, and then dumped at the end of the 
main linac.
 
Reusing the energy of electrons in this way 
makes the ERL much more energy efficient. 
For example, consider a beam with 5 GeV 
electrons and a current of 100 mA. Without 
energy recovery, the linac would require 500 
megawatts of power. With energy recovery, if 
the electrons are decelerated to 5 MeV, then 
the linac ideally needs no more than 0.5 
megawatts of power. So, is this an energy 
saver? Kawata answers: "Well, we will drive 
the 500 megawatt beam with a thousandth of 
that power, but we still need tens of 
megawatts to run the accelerator, to cool the 
superconducting cavities."

 
While the shape of the cavity allows reuse of 
energy in the electrons, the superconducting 
nature of the cavity allows the ERL to produce 
pulses at an unusually high repetition rate. At a 
linear accelerator such as the linac at KEK that 
is based on normal-conducting (high-
temperature) technology, there is an upper 
limit to the acceleration frequency of electron 
bunch. Electromagnetic fields in the cavity to 
accelerate the electrons induce wall currents 
which heat up the cavity wall, causing the 
energy loss on the cavity wall. For this reason, 
the repetition rate of electron bunch for such 
normal conducting accelerator cannot be 
brought up beyond 50-100 hertz. Since the 
ERL cavities are superconducting, there is no 
issue of induced wall currents. Thus, the 
superconducting ERL will eventually be 
brought up to a repetition rate of 1.3 gigahertz.
 

Prof. Hiroshi Kawata, the head of the ERL Project Office, explains how the 
Compact ERL components will be constructed in the east experimental hall at 
KEK.
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To test these innovative concepts, dozens of 
ERL collaborators from 9 universities and 
research institutes (including KEK and Cornell 
University) are now building an ERL prototype, 
the Compact ERL. Currently under 
development at KEK, the Compact ERL will 
drive electron beam at 60-200 MeV at one-
twentieth size of 5 GeV ERL. As well as proving 
the feasibility of the critical technologies for the 
full facility, the collaboration will also produce 
new science using the X-rays produced at the 
Compact ERL.
 
Although the Compact ERL will not produce X-
rays directly, by colliding electrons with laser 
beams, the scientists will be able to produce X-
rays at 10-50 keV. This small (a few tens of 
microns) point-source will provide a new 
imaging technology which can be used to 
obtain phase contrast images of soft materials. 
"The X-rays from the laser inverse Compton 
scattering will capture images of not just the 

bones but also the soft tissues on your hand," 
explains Kawata. The use of the laser induced 
Compton X-ray source can also do some of the 
same femtosecond science planned at the 
future 5 GeV ERL facility. Though at low 
intensity, the study is expected to bring about 
improvements in time resolution measurement. 
 
Another use for Compact ERL X-rays involves 
intense terahertz radiation. When the electron 
bunch is very short at sub-picosecond in 
length, the coherent synchrotron radiation 
wavelength becomes comparably large at 
around terahertz (1012Hertz), so that the 
synchrotron radiations emitted from electrons 
in a single bunch appear mostly coherent. 
Because of the coherency, the radiation 
amplitudes superpose and become much more 
intense. The Compact ERL will provide 7-8 
orders of magnitude more intense light, in the 
terahertz region, than currently available at any 
facilities around the world. Kawata says that 

this might bring forth a major advancement in 
semiconductor production process, where 
selective diffusion of doped atoms using the 
terahertz radiation may become possible.
 
"Though there is materials science to look 
forward to, our main target is to develop the 
technologies to build the successful 5 GeV 
ERL," says Kawata. Now the renovation of the 
east counter hall at KEK is underway. The 
Compact ERL construction will begin early next 
year, while the research and development of 
components such as superconducting cavities, 
electron guns and lasers will continue until the 
end of 2011. "The 5 GeV ERL will shed light on 
heterogeneous systems that exist ubiquitously 
around us at a sub-nanometers resolution, for 
the first time in our history. We hope to realize 
the science at the 5 GeV ERL in the near 
future."
 

Related Link:
ERL Project Office (Japanese)
(http://pfwww.kek.jp/ERLoffice/)

One possible scientific application of the Compact ERL is advanced X-ray imaging  using laser inverse Compton scattering. The 
phase contrast imaging (right) gives a very clear 3-D image, and will be very useful in medical imaging.
(http://mml.k.u-tokyo.ac.jp/indexJP.html) 

http://pfwww.kek.jp/ERLoffice/
http://pfwww.kek.jp/ERLoffice/
http://pfwww.kek.jp/ERLoffice/
http://pfwww.kek.jp/ERLoffice/
http://mml.k.u-tokyo.ac.jp/indexJP.html
http://mml.k.u-tokyo.ac.jp/indexJP.html
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Some of the best supercomputers around the world 
run at full power to create vacuums. These are not ordinary vacuums, 
not just simple empty space. Instead, these are complex simulations of 
a theory called quantum chromodynamics, or QCD. This theory 
describes the interactions among two types of fundamental particles: 
quarks and gluons. Since these particles interact so strongly with each 
other, the interaction is called the strong interaction, or the strong 

force. This, mediated by gluons, is the strongest of the four forces that 
are known to exist in our universe. 

This elegant mathematical formalism of QCD says that vacuums are 
not actually empty, but instead contain bubbles of quarks and 
antiquarks that come into and out of existence endlessly. According to 
QCD, it is in these vacuums (in condensates of quarks and antiquarks, 
to be more precise) that particles gain mass. QCD, together with the 

Lattice explains the origin of mass
[Supercomupters, Lattice QCD, Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking]
At the top of the elegant edifice of theoretical particle physics, the theory of 
quantum chromodynamics (QCD) has received strong support from new 
computer simulations. The Lattice QCD group at KEK, with the launching of a 
new project in 2006, became the first to present proof of the mechanism that 
gives mass to matter. This is just the first of many important results expected 
to be produced by the new formalism.

The Lattice QCD 
group members with 
the IBM BlueGene/L 

supercomputer 
(installed in 2006). 

From left: Lattice QCD 
group leader Dr. Shoji 

Hashimoto, Dr. 
Norikazu Yamada, Dr. 
Junichi Noaki, and Dr. 

Hideo Matsufuru.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE THEORY CENTER AT KEK
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theories of electromagnetic and weak interaction constitute the 
Standard Model of particle physics.
 

Hidden particles
No one has actually seen individual quarks. They are hidden, or 
confined, within particles called hadrons. 'Hadron' is a name given to a 
group of composite particles that contain two or more quarks. 
Common hadrons include particles such as protons, neutrons, and 
pions. The reason why no free quarks can be seen is that the strong 
force between quarks, unlike all other known forces, does not become 
weaker as quarks are separated. In fact, it stays the same, and the 
work required to rip them apart is enough to produce pairs of quarks 
and antiquarks from vacuum in between. You would end up creating 
more quarks by trying to isolate one.
 
Quarks interact strongly because of a property called color charge. 
Each quark has one of three 'colors': red, green, or blue (thus the name 
'chromo', in analogy with the three primary colors in nature). Just as 
regular charged particles interact electrically via two charges (positive 
and negative), quarks interact strongly through these three charges. 

QCD explained the mysterious variety of new hadrons that has been 
observed in laboratories since the 1950s. The success of QCD is clear 

from the bounty of confirmatory data gathered over the course of the 
last thirty years.
 
As successful as it is, QCD theory is extremely hard to solve 
analytically at low energy. At high energy, the interaction of quarks and 
gluons becomes relatively weak. This is called asymptotic freedom, 
and allowed precise predictions of high-energy experimental results by 
means of usual analytical procedures.
 
To deal with QCD at low energies, physicists in early 1980s turned to 
computer simulations. Since computers cannot deal with continuous 
spaces, researchers approximated space-time as a lattice, a grid of 
equally spaced points connected by lines. Quarks live on vertices, and 
gluons reside on links between two vertices. 

"Quarks are point-like particles that also behave like waves because of 
their quantum mechanical nature," explains the Lattice QCD group 
leader Dr. Shoji Hashimoto of KEK. "At the end of the day, you'd see 
fluctuating fields of quark and antiquark across the lattice, and what 
you are looking at is the behavior of vacuums." This approximation to 
continuous space-time, called lattice QCD, has successfully explained 
quark confinement (the fact that single quarks are not found in nature) 
and has produced predictions in excellent agreement with 
experimental data.

 

Proton mass calculated
Hashimoto calculates that 30 years of 
development has made computers roughly a 
million times faster. He says that it has only 
recently become possible to do full-scale 
simulations of lattice QCD, bringing necessary 
virtual quark-antiquark pair creation into 
vacuum for dynamical simulation. 

Hashimoto and his team of around ten 
physicists create vacuums, throw various 
quarks in them depending on their physics 
purpose, and make analysis sampling Confinement of quarks

In quantum field 
theory, vacuum is 
not an empty space, 
but contains 
bubbles of particles 
that come into and 
out of existence 
endlessly. (Image 
courtesy of Prof. 
Derek Leinweber, 
CSSM, University of 
Adelaide. http://
www.physics.adelai
de.edu.au/theory/
staff/leinweber/
VisualQCD/Nobel/)
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500-1000 vacuums at once.
 
In April 2007, the team's simulations 
successfully explained the 98 percent of proton 
mass expected to come from QCD effect. This 
was a dazzling-bit of news, because no one 
had ever before been able to prove the mass of 
anything from purely the theoretical formalism 
that explains the origin of mass. Here, for the 
first time, the mass was derived from the nature 
of the vacuum based on the fundamental 
theory of QCD. 

"Our new tool was a formalism that allowed us 
to implement the mass-generating mechanism 
exactly on our lattice, without approximations," 
says Dr. Hideo Matsufuru of KEK, a member of 
Lattice QCD group and supercomputer group.
 

Chiral symmetry breaking
The new tool is called an exact chiral symmetry. 
Chirality refers to the handedness of a quark 
field. Each quark spins, somewhat like the Earth. 
The direction of this spin relative to the direction of motion it gives 
certain handedness that manifests in symmetry. 

Chiral symmetry is said to hold if the left-handed quarks and right-
handed quarks transform independently. Mathematically, this is the 
case when quarks have no masses. A broken chiral symmetry, in turn, 
is what gives rise to the mass in hadrons. For the case of a proton, 
quarks constitute only 2 percent of the proton mass, and the rest are 
governed by the chiral symmetry breaking.
 
If the chiral symmetry breaking in vacuums causes hadrons to have 
mass, how does the symmetry break? Imagine an empty wine-bottle 
(see figure). Set it up and drop a small marble in on the symmetrical 
potential at the bottom. The marble would land on the tip of the bulge 
and roll down to one side of the bottom of the well. Notice how the 

system becomes unsymmetrical when the marble chooses a certain 
direction to settle onto more stable state. Physicists call this 
spontaneous symmetry breaking. QCD theorists believe that this is 
how the chiral symmetry breaks in a wine-bottle shaped potential, 
giving mass to quark composites.
 

Lattice QCD with 
exact chiral symmetry
The difficulty associated with modeling continuous space-time as a 
lattice was the bottleneck in the formulation of lattice fermion that 
preserves chiral symmetry. To implement chiral symmetry researchers 
had to use various approximations, and these produced vast 
uncertainties that made the calculations involving light-mass quarks 
and antiquarks unreliable. In order to perform a complete simulation of 
quarks, however, exact chiral symmetry needed to be in place.

 
Then there came the 1998 
talk given by H. Neuberger of 
Rutgers University. He 
showed that the exact chiral 
symmetry could be 
implemented on lattice by 
introducing an infinite 
number of extra fermions, a 
theory called overlap 
fermions. By adding an extra 
dimension (as was originally 
proposed by David Kaplan), 
he was able to obtain the 
correct chiral symmetry at 
low energy beneath the high-
energy sea of fermions. 

"The first breakthrough since 
the lattice formulation," 
according to Hashimoto. 
This breakthrough allowed a 
step forward in explaining 
the experimental value of 
proton mass.
 
"We are confident that the 
mass producing mechanism 
of the QCD is true," says 
Hashimoto. 

Fast computing
The achievement required 
advances in many areas. 

The wine-bottle potential via 
which hadrons gain mass.

The 2006 simulation successfully obtained the quark and antiquark condensate in which 
particles gain mass. The spectral density where the spectrum flattens out at the lower end 
of quark energy shows the density of condensed quark-antiquark pairs. 
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While the implementation of the exact chiral symmetry was key, also 
necessary was the new IBM BlueGene/L supercomputer that had fifty 
times the computing power of the previous machine. 

Additionally, researchers worked from the theory, algorithm, and code 
sides to push the limit of the cpu. Eliminating any singularities 
(mathematical discontinuities caused by the lattice structure) that 
unwantedly showed up and took up cpu time was one important 
optimization. 

Algorithmically, they also put much work into simplifying the giant 
matrix calculations. The final code was optimized by IBM Japan Co. 
that, in the end, made it run more than a thousand times faster.
 
The team of physicists from KEK and two institutions in Taiwan are now 
working on analyses of diverse topics such as quarks' masses, quark 
seas, and topological susceptibility of vacuums. In these studies, the 
researchers are making full use of the new chiral symmetry 
environment. 

"For now, we are on the front-line of Lattice QCD with exact chiral 
symmetry," says Matsufuru. "Soon, other groups from Europe and the 
US will catch up. Before that happens, we still have many interesting 
experiments we can do before the next upgrade." They expect next 
supercomputer in 2011.
 

Having a working formulation of lattice QCD with exact chiral symmetry 
means physicists can explore many topics that are deep and 
fundamental. One example is the simulation of the early universe. In the 
first 10-6 seconds after the big bang, quarks and gluons formed 
baryons and mesons. 

"Understanding this phase transition is crucial in cosmology, and will 
help us to understand how stars and galaxies are formed," says 
Hashimoto. "Lattice QCD with exact chiral symmetry is a very strong 
tool for this purpose."
 
The world-wide lattice QCD community has become increasingly 
intrigued by physics beyond the Standard Model. Asked what his future 
plans are, Matsufuru answers that he and his colleagues are exploring 
some possible physics beyond the Standard Model. 

With the CERN's Large Hadron Collider starting in November, high 
energy physicists will soon be busy selecting, constructing, and 
proving viable theories. Lattice QCD will be an important part of such 
exploratory missions in the decade to come.
 

Related Link:
The JLQCD Collaboration (http://jlqcd.kek.jp/)
KEK Supercomputer System (http://scwww.kek.jp/index_e.html)
JLDG: Japan Lattice Data Grid (http://www.jldg.org/)
International Lattice Data Grid (ILDG) (http://ildg.sasr.edu.au/Plone)

Supercomputer systems at KEK. Left: Hitachi SR 11000 K I (2.15 Tflops). Right: IBM BlueGene/L (57.3 Tflops).

http://jlqcd.kek.jp/
http://jlqcd.kek.jp/
http://jlqcd.kek.jp/
http://jlqcd.kek.jp/
http://scwww.kek.jp/index_e.html
http://scwww.kek.jp/index_e.html
http://scwww.kek.jp/index_e.html
http://scwww.kek.jp/index_e.html
http://www.jldg.org/
http://www.jldg.org/
http://www.jldg.org/
http://www.jldg.org/
http://ildg.sasr.edu.au/Plone
http://ildg.sasr.edu.au/Plone
http://ildg.sasr.edu.au/Plone
http://ildg.sasr.edu.au/Plone
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Your heart should sit on your left side 
(or on right if you are one in roughly 40,000 
people) rather than in the middle. We look 
pretty much symmetrical on the outside, but 
when watched closely we realize symmetry is 
broken in many places in our features.

So it is in the amino acids. Amino acids are 
the building blocks of proteins, playing vital 
roles in our biochemistry. The composition of 

amino acids allows two different 
arrangements that are mirror images of each 
other. However, all naturally occurring amino 
acids take only one of these two forms. What 
this means is that symmetry is broken in 
nature. The basic laws of chemistry are 
symmetric, yet nature chooses one way over 
the other.

Why the asymmetry? The answer to that 
question will have a deep implication in the 

origin of life and even the evolution of the 
cosmos. One hypothesis is that the 
asymmetry in amino acids comes from 
polarization of X-rays that can penetrate well 
into interstellar clouds. With the hope of 
proving it, scientists are looking at amino 
acids with the best quality pulsed, polarized 
X-rays to date. The study, called circular 
dichroism, however, will require much faster 
switching of X-rays polarity than the currently 
available. 

Developing new tool for 
hospitals and life science
[Laser-Compton X-ray Source, Superconducting Radiofrequency 
Cavities, Four-Mirror Laser Cavity]
Members of the next-generation compact high-brightness X-ray 
source project are developing a commercial version of the new 
affordable, compact X-ray source at KEK for a year-old program 
to study and utilize the quantum nature of particle beams, the 
Quantum Beam Technology Program. This issue features the 
circularly polarized laser just discovered by a KEK physicist.

The project leader Prof. Junji 
Urakawa of KEK (left) and Abhay 

Deshpande of SAMEER, India 
(right) standing beside the test 
laser-Compton X-ray source in 

the accelerator test facility (ATF) 
at KEK. The newest feature is the 

electron gun Deshpande 
developed (middle) for his 

doctoral thesis.

DEPARTMENT OF ADVANCED ACCELERATOR TECHNOLOGY
THE QUANTUM BEAM PROJECT AT KEK
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The newly established five-year long Quantum 
Beam Technology Program is developing tools 
to help answer these fundamental questions. 
The aim of the program is to develop a 
compact and high-quality particle source for 
commercial use broadly in medicines, life 
science, information technology, 
nanotechnology, and quantum science.

The name, Quantum Beam, refers to beams of 
particles like neutrons, photons, and ions. 
These particle exhibit quantum mechanical 
behaviors, and the unique feature of the 
program is to take advantage of this quantum 
nature of the particles. Prof. Emeritus Makoto 
Inoue of Kyoto University announced the 
program in the kick-off meeting last December 
to promote the technology transfer broadly to 
hospitals and research institutions. What he 
emphasized was the importance of social 
contributions. The above mentioned circular 
dichroism measurement in amino acids could 
possibly bring about major applications to 
medicines, for example, by improving our 
understanding of how drugs can be engineered 
to ease side-effects.

The Quantum Beam Technology Program is a 
collaboration of around 50 scientists from 18 
companies, universities, and research 
institutions across Japan. Four projects have 
been approved for the program so far. Led by 
project leader Prof. Junji Urakawa of KEK is the 
team of the next-generation compact high-
brightness X-ray source project. The 
collaborators from seven institutions across 
Japan are now working on research and 
development of an X-ray source based on a 
superconducting electron accelerator and high-
quality laser cavity.

The superconducting cavity accelerates 
electrons to an energy of 25 MeV. These 
electrons hit a tightly focused laser beam and 
produce X-rays at 0.2-70 keV. This method is 
called inverse Compton scattering. The device 
has several different components: an electron 
gun to fire electrons, superconducting cavities 
to accelerate and decelerate electrons, a 
refrigerator to cool the cavities, a laser cavity to 
store the intense beam of laser, and a beam 
dump. Expected to be no more than 10 meters 
in length, the entire station will fit in an average 
hospital or laboratory room.

"This will be the first application of 
superconducting radiofrequency cavities to a 
commercial product," says Urakawa. "Our goal 
is to make the station compact, and for that 
superconducting cavities play a significant 
role."

Superconducting cavities, compared to room 
temperature cavities, produce a higher 
accelerating gradient (greater acceleration in 
the same amount of distance), and are more 
energy efficient. The team closely collaborates 
with the KEK-based team of the next-
generation 30-kilometer linear collider, the 
International Linear Collider (ILC), to develop 
such high performance cavities. The ILC aims 
at the cavity gradient of more than 35 
Megavolts per meter. "For the performance we 
seek, we need 30 Megavolts per meter, which 
we've already achieved," says Urakawa. Just a 
one-meter superconducting cavity will be 
sufficient to accelerate electrons to the 
necessary energy.

The present inverse Compton X-ray sources 
produce about 105 X-ray photons per second. 

A schematic view of 
the laser-Compton 
X-ray source under 
development.
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"There are some higher performance X-ray 
sources such as Helios by Oxford Instrument 
that goes up to 109 photons per second, but 
they are generally so expensive that small 
laboratories cannot afford them," says 
Urakawa. For the new device, they are aiming 
for an intensity of 1010 photons per second.

To produce such high intensity X-rays from the 
beam of electrons, another critical component 
is an optical cavity for laser. To achieve the 
target intensity, the team needs to intensify the 
laser by a factor of a hundred to a thousand. 
The key to the high intensity is to make the 
waist size of the beam at the collision point as 
small as possible, as well as to superpose the 
pulses as many times as possible. For this, the 
laser team is developing a four-mirror system 
that circulates laser pulses which are injected 
one by one, superposing them in phase to 
store an amplified resonant laser.

"With four-mirror 
cavity, we can make 
the beam much more 
intense than when we 
use two-mirror 
system," explains Dr. 
Kazuyuki Sakaue of 
Waseda University. He 
and members from 
KEK and Linear 
Accelerator 
Laboratory (LAL) in 
France collaborate to 
develop the high-
performance four-
mirror laser cavities.

The interesting feature 
of the four-mirror laser 
cavity is that it 
produces circularly 
polarized laser beam 
from the linearly 

polarized beams of the injected laser. The 
team uses non-planar configuration for the two 
concave and two flat mirrors, arranging them 
in three-dimensional twisted configuration 
rather than two. This makes the beam's image 
rotate as it travels the optical path, making the 
laser circularly polarized. This property can be 
used to polarize the X-ray photons.

"Changing the polarity of an X-ray beam has 
been a relatively slow process of changing 
mechanical position of magnet arrays called 
undulator," says Sakaue. "If we could instead 
change the polarity by changing the laser 
polarization, we would be able to change the 
laser polarity with much higher frequency."

The current technology with the undulator can 
alternate the X-ray polarity no more than 10 
times per second, while the new technology 
will be able to change the polarity up to 1000 

Two-peak signal observed in the laser beam stored in 
four-mirror optical cavity, showing  that the incoming 
linearly polarized laser beam become circularly polarized 
as it circulates in the cavity.

Dr.  Kazuyuki Sakaue of Waseda University working on the laser he developed. 
The iron cylinder on the right is a vacuum chamber that contains an optical 
cavity (right now only a two-mirror cavity) inside.
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times per second. This is 10 times more than 
required to conduct the circular dichroism 
study of amino acids. Thus, this technology 
may bring about a revolution in the way we 
understand biological systems by helping to 
explain the broken symmetries in biochemistry.

Dr. Yosuke Honda, a member of the KEK laser 
team, discovered this novel property of the 
four-mirror cavity and made this technology 
possible. The discovery came in rather 
unexpected way. One day last summer, when 
Honda was working at the four-mirror cavity, he 
saw peculiar two-peak signal on the 
oscilloscope (see image). This signal appeared 
as he was changing the position of a concave 
mirror. Honda and his team studied what was 
going on to find that each of the two peaks 
corresponded to circularly polarized beam. 
They also made a calculation for the system 
which successfully explained the experimental 
data. The team's new idea made it possible to 
utilize the feature of the four-mirror system for 
obtaining a stable differential signal to control 
circularly polarized beam. The published result 
has rippled out in waves among biochemistry 
community and beyond.

The team is now working to increase the 
enhancement factor (the number of pulses that 
are stored in cavity), as well as to improve the 
focus of the laser beam. For better 
enhancement factor, Sakaue has a new plan. 
The bottleneck is that, for in-phase 
superposition of a thousand 1-micrometer laser 
pulses, he needs to adjust the mirror position in 
sub-nanometer precision. He is now studying a 
way to utilize a phase modulator that can adjust 

phase of 
each pulse 
before it 
enters the 
laser cavity.

The team is 
also 
considering 
an ambitious 
plan to put 
the pulse 
stacking 
cavity inside 
a laser 
oscillator 
that produce 
laser beam. 
"We have 
some 
challenges 
to cope with, 
but hopefully 
that will be 
resolved by 
the end of 
the project," 
says 
Sakaue.

The object of this project, Urakawa says, is the 
technology transfer. "I had been doing 
fundamental sciences, which I'm afraid had not 
resulted in anything useful to society just 
because our research stops short for such 
purpose." Less than one year into this new 
project, the team has already been making 
difference. Urakawa and his team are already 
starting to transfer the technology to 

universities and companies in Japan. "The 
result will come out soon. We are also planning 
to share this technology with Indian 
institutions." Urakawa says that he would like 
to see the project through to completion, and 
witness the affordable, compact X-ray machine 
installed in hospitals to aid in medical 
treatment. His three key goals are "safe, useful, 
and for society." 

Dr. Yosuke Honda of 
KEK showing how his 
laser system works. 
The picture shows 
laser system for the 
compact energy 
recovery linac 
(Compact ERL). The 
compact X-ray source 
project plans to use the 
Compact ERL to test 
the laser-Compton X-
rays technique when it 
starts in 2012.

Related Link:
Quantum Beam (Japanese)
(http://kocbeam.kek.jp/project/index.html)

Related Issue:
Progress on a next-generation X-ray source for imaging small, dynamic structures
(P.35)

Paper:
Stabilization of a non-planar optical cavity using its polarization property
(http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009OptCo.282.3108H)

http://kocbeam.kek.jp/project/index.html
http://kocbeam.kek.jp/project/index.html
http://kocbeam.kek.jp/project/index.html
http://kocbeam.kek.jp/project/index.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/ERL.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/ERL.html
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009OptCo.282.3108H
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009OptCo.282.3108H
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009OptCo.282.3108H
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009OptCo.282.3108H
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November 10, 2009

Einstein once said, “If at first the idea is 
not absurd, then there is no hope for it.” The 
worldwide particle physics community is 
expecting a little more than just absurdities 
from CERN’s Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the 
world's largest particle smasher.

“The TeV scale will be an entirely new energy 
region, one which we’ve never before 

entered,” says Prof. Katsuo Tokushuku of 
KEK, Co-leader of the ATLAS Japan Group. 
“Anything can happen.”
 
After a year-long period of intense repairing 
and rechecking, the LHC is ready to start 
again later this year. Initially, it will run at 3.5 
TeV, half the full capacity. Even so, this should 
be enough to find the Higgs particle—the last 

missing piece of the Standard Model of 
particle physics. 
 
There are two major LHC experiments that will 
look for the Higgs particle: ATLAS (A Toroidal 
LHC ApparatuS) and CMS (Compact Muon 
Solenoid). These two devices sit in the south 
end and north end (respectively) of the 27-
kilometer LHC ring. Physicists believe that if 

How ATLAS will look 
for Higgs particle
[Large Hadron Collider, ATLAS, Higgs Particle]
With the anticipated startup of CERN’s Large Hadron Collider, 
the answers to many questions will soon be within reach. 
The LHC's ATLAS detector will search for the last piece of the 
Standard Model, the Higgs particle, and also begin the search 
for physics beyond the Standard Model. Today, we look at the 
Higgs search from aspects of photon and lepton identifications.

Simulated four-lepton 
decay of Higgs in the 

ATLAS detector. (http://
www.atlas.ch/photos/

events-simulated-
higgs-boson.html)

 

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE ATLAS EXPERIMENT AT CERN

http://www.atlas.ch/photos/events-simulated-higgs-boson.html
http://www.atlas.ch/photos/events-simulated-higgs-boson.html
http://www.atlas.ch/photos/events-simulated-higgs-boson.html
http://www.atlas.ch/photos/events-simulated-higgs-boson.html
http://www.atlas.ch/photos/events-simulated-higgs-boson.html
http://www.atlas.ch/photos/events-simulated-higgs-boson.html
http://www.atlas.ch/photos/events-simulated-higgs-boson.html
http://www.atlas.ch/photos/events-simulated-higgs-boson.html
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the Higgs particle exists, then these 
experiments should be able to find it.

“Engineering the experiment and actually 
identifying the Higgs particle, however, is an 
extremely difficult thing to carry out,” says Dr. 
Junji Tojo of KEK. He and hundreds of other 
physicists will be looking for the Higgs at 
ATLAS. “It requires a very high collision rate, 
and is only reachable through fullest capability 
of ATLAS.”

Higgs production 
and decay process 
In the Standard Model, the Higgs particle gives 
mass to all the other particles through a 
process called the Higgs mechanism. There are 
two particle families constituting the Standard 
Model: fermions (matter particles) and bosons 
(gauge/scalar particles). Higgs particles and 
force carriers such as photons, gluons, and Z/
W particles are bosons; while the particles that 
make up normal matter, such as leptons and 
quarks, are fermions.

The Higgs mechanism explains why the force 
carriers of the weak interaction, W and Z 
particles, have mass; while the force carrier for 
the electromagnetic interaction, photons, are 
massless. The elegance of this mass 
generating mechanism is that the exact same 
mechanism also explains why leptons and 
quarks have mass. The circumstantial evidence 

for the Higgs mechanism is strong, yet the 
actual Higgs particles have yet to be observed. 

The search for the Higgs particle is an intricate 
work of tracing and reconstructing many 
possible production and decay mechanisms. 
Higgs are produced via collisions of protons 
and quickly decay into bosons and fermions. In 
a nutshell, physicists will mostly be looking at 
combinations of four Higgs production 
processes and five decay modes depending on 
the mass of the Higgs.

The four Higgs production processes are gluon 
fusion, vector boson fusion, W/Z associated 
production, and top quark associated 
production (see image). While the LHC is a 
proton collider, the particles that are actually 
interacting in the collision are the smaller 
particles—partons—that make up protons. 
Each proton consists of a large number of 
quarks and antiquarks, as well as gluons that 
bind the quarks together. When the partons 
interact in a collision, gluons can fuse to create 
a Higgs, or so do quarks to create W or Z 
bosons which can then fuse to produce Higgs. 

From the previous Higgs searches conducted 
at CERN using the Large Electron Positron 
(LEP) Collider, Higgs with rest mass below 114 
GeV have been ruled out. Exactly where Higgs 
would sit in the mass is what physicists are yet 
to find out. One reason that the exact mass of 
the Higgs particle is important is that it will 

affect the decay modes of the particle. If the 
mass is above 140GeV, particles will most likely 
decay into pairs of W or Z bosons. These W or 
Z bosons then decay into four leptons, for 
which ATLAS will be able to pick up very clean 
signals. If the mass is below 140 GeV, Higgs 
particles will most likely decay into pairs of 
bottom quarks and, with a tiny probability, into 
tau particles or photons. Physicists expect 
bunch of bottom quarks from other processes 
than the Higgs’, and so the detection of low-
mass Higgs will be challenging.

Complex collaboration
At ATLAS, thousands of physicists from 37 
countries are working to understand the 
incredibly complex signals from this 
experiment. There will be billions of events 
every second hitting arrays of detector 
electronics surrounding the collision point, 
which they reconstruct and analyze depending 
on their interests. A few hundreds of ‘menus’ 
are prepared to define trigger levels for each 
physics process. Organizing hundreds of 
researchers working on dozens of questions is 
itself a difficult project.
 
There are two crucial aspects of the ATLAS 
experiment, and they are the identification of 
signals that particles from collisions will 
produce, and the physics that the collaborators 
are looking for. Depending on the type of 
events (tau, electron, photon, muon, jet, etc), 
how they reconstruct the particle paths, 

In the Standard 
Model, Higgs are 
the only missing 
piece yet to be seen 
in an accelerator. 
Higgs mass-
generating 
mechanism gives 
rise to masses in 
gauge particles, 
quarks and leptons.
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energies and momentum differ. On the other hand, they have 
different analysis procedure for each different physics themes, 
such as Higgs particles, supersymmetric particles, top quarks, 
the Standard Model, exotic physics, and so on. It only makes 
sense that the ATLAS experiment collaboration has a structure 
of a matrix, having physics themes as rows and signal 
performance groups as columns. Each physics theme has two 
coordinators and signal performance group has two conveners, 
and each cell in the matrix has roughly twenty researchers.

Tau performance group
Dr. Soshi Tsuno of KEK is one of the two conveners for the tau 
performance group. He helps organize about a hundred 
researchers working on tau related projects at ATLAS. He is 
responsible for organizing meetings for the group, steering the 
team and presenting new themes to study for new young 
scientists. 

Tsuno has worked on tau-related projects at ATLAS for quite 
some time. His search for Higgs particles targets the mass 
range below 140 GeV. In this region, the promising channel for 
the discovery is the vector boson fusion process. “The unique 
characteristic of this production process is that it creates two 
jets in the forward and backward direction, and no jet activity 
except two tau leptons in the central region,” explains Tsuno. As 
the convener of this channel, he had previously worked with his 
team for three years to produce the first full detector simulation 
analysis in the ATLAS collaboration.

The challenge of the tau analysis is that the tau identification 
performance deteriorates very quickly with the increasing 
luminosity of the collision events. “The most efficient way to 
enhance the analysis is to improve the identification process of 
the real data,” says Tsuno. With increasing number of collision 
events, the rate will exceed the maximum handling rate of the 
electronics at some point. So the team has developed a new 
trigger menu that can keep high performance without losing 
events.

The team is now developing a procedure to assess data quality. 
“We have to review variables used in the tau reconstruction 
every time data comes up,” says Tsuno. To make it quick for 
everyone in the group, the group is developing a tool to monitor 
such variables. “I myself touch the real data to look for missing 
pieces for smooth operation.”

Two-gamma mode and four-lepton decay mode
Dr. Junji Tojo of KEK is a member of the ATLAS electron and 
photon identification group, and is one of around twenty people 
from that group working on the Higgs search. The team will be 
looking at two Higgs decay modes, the two-gamma mode and 
the four-lepton mode, where Higgs particles decay into two 
photons and four leptons (electrons or muons), respectively.

The key to observing this decay process is the reconstruction of 
electron and photon events from the data. The two components 
of ATLAS which detect these events are the inner tracker (the 
inner most detector that tracks particle paths) and the 
electromagnetic calorimeters (measures particle energies). So 
far Tojo has worked closely with the electron/photon working 
group to bring out the fullest performance by improving signals, 
reconstruction algorithm, and physics analysis.

To find the most effective solution to this type of problem, 
ATLAS team members use a Monte Carlo event generator to 
produce events akin to what is expected in the real life ATLAS 
experiment. The Monte Carlo generator is a crucial bit of any 
study conducted at ATLAS before the actual experiment starts. 
Tojo, in charge of the Monte Carlo sample generation in the 
electron/photon working group, has also been acting as a 
member of the production team that mass produces simulated 
samples for the entire physics working community at ATLAS.

↓From the direct 
search of Higgs 
particles by the Large 
Electron Positron 
(LEP), physicists 
know the mass of 
Higgs in the Standard 
Model must be at 
least 114 GeV.

←Four ways Higgs 
particles (H0 in this 
figure) could be 
produced from the 
LHC’s proton-
proton head-on 
collisions. In reality, 
the constituent 
particles of protons
—quarks and 
gluons—interact to 
create Higgs if it 
really exists.
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The search for the Higgs is a complex 
business. As Tokushuku depicts it, “it is like 
singling out one individual from the entire 
population of the planet Earth.” The Higgs 
particle is expected to appear only once 
in every hundred billion collision events. 
Tojo says, “we need to ensure 
maximum performance if we are to find 
the Higgs. The final tuning using Monte 
Carlo samples and understanding the 
Standard Model processes are essential 
in doing that.”

Collaboration as one
According to Tojo, to have a successful 
experiment, "from detectors to 
physics," requires a transparent, 
efficient, and cooperative collaboration 
structure. To incorporate all resources 
and make sure transparency, Tojo works 
on the inner trackers, electron/photon 
reconstruction, Monte Carlo production, 
and Standard Model processes for 
Higgs. He also collaborates closely with 
KEK-ATLAS teams on detectors and 

event generator, as well as with international 
groups on inner trackers and calorimeters.

The ATLAS experiment provides an 
environment for truly international 
collaboration. “Our collaboration 
contrasts with the one in, say, 
telescopes. There, astronomers share 
one telescope by allotting a separate 
time and date for each group,” says 
Tokushuku. “Here, each one of us 
takes a working part of the entire 
search mission, and who knows, the 
discovery might come out from an 
individual from the smallest country. 
We all have an equal opportunity.”

After the collisions start, the teams will 
be shifting their subject of analysis 
from the Monte Carlo samples to real 
experimental data. In the next year, 
they will hopefully publish the first 
results in the new energy region, 
mainly on the Standard Model 
processes, and even beyond where 
they anticipate new discoveries at any 
moment. The search for the Higgs will 
start simultaneously. “Once the LHC 
starts, it will be a long project which 
will span ten to fifteen years,” says 
Tojo. “Our work will be hard but also 

fascinating, for we are probing new 
physics.”

Dr. Junji Tojo in 
front of the 
Building 40 

where ATLAS 
physics groups 

work to prepare 
for the LHC 

restart.

A convener of 
tau performance 
group for ATLAS, 
Dr. Soshi Tsuno 
of KEK spends 
busy days 
steering the 
team of a 
hundred.

Related Link:
ATLAS (http://www.atlas.ch/)
ATLAS at KEK (Japanese)  (http://atlas.kek.jp/index.html)

Related Issue:
KEK-ATLAS collaborators getting ready for LHC restart (P. 11)

Paper:
Expected performance of the ATLAS experiment : detector, trigger 
and physics (http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1125884)

http://www.atlas.ch/
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November 17, 2009

Here is something 
to think about: if you 
were unexpectedly 
confined to a hospital for 
several weeks, unable to 
go to work, how would 
you spend your time? 
When this happened to 
Professor Masashi 
Hazumi of KEK, he chose 
to connect high energy 
physics with the cosmos. 

Hazumi is a high energy physicist, the kind of 
person who works with atom smashers. The 
advancement of our technology has pushed 
the frontiers of high energy physics, allowing 
scientists like him probe the origin of matter 
and the mysteries of the universe. However, as 
an expert in the field, Hazumi knows that there 
are limits to what we can do with accelerator 
technology. For example, we will not be able to 
engineer particle collisions with energy of more 
than some tens of TeV in an accelerator at 
least in the near future. To explore physics 
beyond this energy, scientists need to use 
other methods.

KEK’s new cosmic 
connection
[Cosmic Microwave Background, Primordial 
Gravitational Wave]
The newly established Cosmic Microwave 
Background (CMB) project is KEK's new 
cosmic connection. Read on to learn what 
high energy physics community can do 
to probe primordial gravitational waves 
from the early universe.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE CMS EXPERIMENT AT KEK
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 While in the hospital, instead of filling in the 
blanks of Sudoku grids, Hazumi pondered this 
kind of ultra-high energy physics, the kind that 
just can't be done in an accelerator on Earth. 
There were many interesting topics: X-ray 
astronomy, black holes, dark energy, dark 
matter, gravitational wave detection with 
interferometers, muons, neutrinos, etc. He 
listed the pros and cons for each of those fields 
as they came to his mind, and picked the 
field that looked most promising.

“The cosmic microwave background 
project, or CMB project, appeals to me 
because in it we look directly into the 
primordial cosmos,” says Hazumi.

The epoch of last scattering
The cosmic microwave background 
(CMB) is microwave radiation coming 
from outer space. The radiation is a relic 
of the early days of our universe, when 
the universe became cool enough to 
form atoms. Up to this point, the 
universe was opaque because the 
ubiquitous free electrons absorbed and 
scattered photons. When those electrons 
became bound to protons, the universe 
became transparent to electromagnetic 
radiation—light. The radiation from that 
time is still around today in the form of 
the CMB. The map of CMB radiation 
provided a proof for this era, which was 
predicted in the big bang theory. Many 
astrophysicists believe that the map of 
CMB radiation is one of the biggest 
discoveries of the century.

The universe became transparent to light 
about 380,000 years after the big bang. 

Now, 380,000 years sound pretty much 
insignificant compared to the age of the 
universe, which the present cosmological 
observations yield at about 13.7 billion years. 
Knowing this age however, is not enough for 
particle physicists like Hazumi. He and his 
fellow physicists believe that the universe 
became explorable by particle physics 
experiments around 10-11seconds into its 
existence. The interesting thing about the CMB 

physics is that it can actually probe the time 
even before that.

Cosmic inflation and 
primordial gravitational waves
“There are three things you can measure in the 
CMB radiation: intensity, wavelength, and 
polarization,” explains Hazumi. “CMB 
polarization offers the best chance to date of 
detecting very exciting feature called 
primordial gravitational waves generated 
during the cosmic inflation.”

Cosmologists believe that at around 10-36 
seconds after the birth, the universe began an 
expansion by a factor of 1026 that lasted for 
very small fractions of a second. This theory is 
called the inflationary scenario, and elegantly 
resolves many of the puzzles of the big bang. 
 
For example, the CMB radiation appears nearly 
homogeneous and isotropic, with intensity 
fluctuations of only one part in 100,000. 
However, these tiny fluctuations are incredibly 
important, and are related to the matter and 
energy distribution—the large-scale structure—
of our observable universe. By theorizing a 
rapid expansion of the space in very short 
period of time, cosmologists are able to explain 
the smallness of these variations. If such an 
enormous expansion had not occurred, the 
universe would have been entirely 
heterogeneous and anisotropic, unable to form 
the large-scale structure we see today. 
 
It was in this brief inflationary epoch that 
graviton-antigraviton pairs were created from 
the quantum vacuum. In a universe which was 
not expanding rapidly, those graviton-
antigraviton pairs would quickly recombine and 

Cosmology and particle physics. Primordial gravitational waves (PGW) are relics of the 
inflation epoch observed in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation by means 
of polarization measurement. (Ref. Theoretical Astrophysics Group Department, The 
University of Tokyo:http://utapen4.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~sato/)

The leader of KEK CMB 
group Prof. Masashi 
Hazumi of KEK sitting in 
front of the QUIET 
telescope in the 
Atacama desert in Chile.

http://utaprc4.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~sato/
http://utaprc4.phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~sato/
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annihilate. However, in a rapidly expanding 
universe, the gravitons and antigravitons were 
split far apart in tiny fractions of a second. 
They were split apart before they had a chance 
to annihilate back again into vacuum. Hazumi 
says, “We currently have no means to create 
detectable gravitons in a machine. In a way, 
the early universe is our machine for producing 
primordial gravitons.”

The graviton is a particle hypothesized to 
explain gravitational force in quantum field 
theory, and acts as a field as well. 
Cosmologists believe that the enormous 
expansion of space during the inflation gave 
rise to fluctuations in the fabric of spacetime 
creating ripples across the universe. These 
ripples are called primordial gravitational 
waves, and they can be 
detected in the CMB 
polarization.

Polarization of 
CMB radiation
The CMB radiation 
is a result of 
radiation scattered 
from the last free 
electrons, before 
the universe 
became transparent 
380,000 years after 
its birth. There are 
two ways that the 
CMB radiation can 
become polarized. 
The first is 
anisotropic 
primordial radiation. 
When radiation of 
the same intensity 
was incident from 
all directions on an 
electron, there 
would be no net 
polarization in the 

scattered radiation, and the CMB would be 
unpolarized. However, distinct intensity 
anisotropy was discovered by the COBE 
satellite in 1992 and has precisely been 
measured by the WMAP satellite. If the 
intensity of the CMB is anisotropic today, then 
the primordial radiation incident on the 
electrons was also anisotropic, which means 
that the CMB radiation we see today would be 
polarized. This CMB polarization pattern due 
to intensity anisotropy can further be deformed 
by gravitational waves that stretch and shrink 
the metric of space. 
 
If precisely measured, the polarization map 
should look like a bunch of tiny bars on the sky 
(see image). Each bar gives the direction of the 
polarization of CMB radiation in that part of the 

sky. Interestingly, primordial gravitational 
waves produce curl patterns in this map. This 
is called ‘divergence-free’ or B-mode, in 
analogy with the magnetic field. On the other 
hand, without the primordial gravitational 
waves, primordial intensity anisotropy 
produces star-shaped patterns in the map, 
where bars point directly out from or tangent 
to a circle around a single point. This is called 
‘curl-free’ or E-mode, in analogy with electric 
field.

“The CMB map we have today mainly shows 
the intensity of the radiation,” says Hazumi. 
“For polarization, if measured precisely, we 
have much richer information with the angle 
and the length of the bars, which correspond 
to the direction and the strength of 
polarization.” 
 

QUIET, POLARBeaR, and LiteBIRD
In 2007, Hazumi received official approval from 
the KEK director general to start research and 
development for his new projects: the Q/U 
Imaging Experiment (QUIET) and the 
Polarization of Background Radiation 
experiment (POLARBeaR). QUIET and 
POLARBeaR are collaborations of 14 and 9 
organizations, respectively, from US, Europe 
and Japan. The KEK CMB group is the first 
group from Japan to ever join a CMB 
polarization project.

Despite its importance, CMB science had 
previously been neglected in Japan. This was 
unusual as many major high energy 
organizations world-wide had started such 
research decades before. “There are, however, 
increasing number of interested individuals 
and groups in universities and research 
institutions in Japan,” says Hazumi.

QUIET and POLARBeaR are both ground-
based CMB telescopes located (or to be 

Primordial gravitational waves give the divergence-free B component in the 
CMB polarization.

Dr. Osamu Tajima 
(right) of KEK is 

deploying the W-
band receiver 
system at the 

observing site in 
Chile. Tajima is 

currently a two-year 
visiting fellow at 

University of 
Chicago, working 
together with the 

Chicago team 
(center and left).
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located) in the Atacama desert in Chile at an 
altitude of 5,000 meters. Both telescopes 
measure the polarization of CMB radiation, but 
they do so for different frequencies. While 
QUITE works at 40 and 90 GHz, POLARBear 
works at the higher frequencies of 90, 150, and 
220 GHz. These frequencies are carefully 
chosen to distinguish CMB background 
radiation from other foreground radiation.

QUIET is currently in phase I, in which the team 
is observing using 100 receiver modules. 
QUIET will be upgraded to employ ten times 
more receivers in 2012 to greatly enhance the 
sensitivity. POLARBeaR telescope is currently 
under construction, and will start taking 
measurement next year. During the QUIET 
phase II run, scientists at QUIET and 
POLARBeaR plan to conduct joint 
measurements, taking data from the same 
patches of the sky simultaneously. 

“With the combined analysis, we will be able to 
remove the foreground signals more 
effectively,” says Hazumi. “The joint project will 
provide the highest sensitivity in ground-based 
CMB projects for the coming decade.”
 
Hazumi also established a working group for a 
next-generation satellite CMB project, Light 
satellite for the studies of B-mode polarization 
and Inflation from CMB Radiation Detection 
(LiteBIRD). “If we could find the primordial 

gravitational waves using ground-based 
telescopes, the next step would be to launch a 
satellite dedicated for B mode precision 
measurement to identify a correct model of 
inflation. Our approach is to design a light-
weight satellite so that it can be launched as 
soon as possible” he says. The LiteBIRD 
working group, proposed by the KEK CMB 
group was approved by JAXA in 2008, and is 
now composed of more than 30 scientists from 
11 organizations in 
Japan and the US.

New era, new 
people 
Hazumi's project was 
entirely new to the 
high energy physics 
community both at 
KEK and in Japan. 
However, he was 
confident that he 
could pull it off for 
three reasons. First, 
the high energy 
physics community at 
KEK is already an 
excellent source of 
knowledge and 
technologies suitable 
for astrophysics 
experiment. Second, 

Japanese industries have 
already proved 
themselves to be good 
producers of the types of 
devices used in 
astrophysics research. 
Third, the timing was ripe 
for Japanese academia to 
enter the field of 
experimental cosmology. 

The KEK CMB group now 
has nine full-time staff and 
students, and eight part-
time staffs. In addition, the 
collaboration has 
attracted international 
partners.

Hazumi says, “The most 
important thing is people. 
I am especially optimistic 
because this new field 
seems to attract many 
young, brilliant 
researchers not only at 
KEK but also in Japan.” 
Hazumi and his team are 
trying to find fundamental 
rules of the universe that 
should be simple and 

short. “The list of researchers is very 
encouraging, and tells me that CMB physics is 
an exciting, growing field. It tells me that people 
are interested in fundamental and grand 
questions about the cosmos.” The discovery of 
primordial gravitational wave will be a ground 
breaking discovery in cosmology, and also in 
particle physics.

Hiroki Watanabe is 
a graduate student 

at Sokendai 
University. He says 

he enjoys the 
project because 

creating detectors 
and equipments for 

astrophysics 
experiment was 
what he always 

wished to do.

Eri Yaginuma (left) 
and Akie Shimizu 
(right) are graduate 
students at 
Sokendai 
University. 
Yaginuma studies 
effective ways to 
scan the sky using 
LiteBIRD, and 
Shimizu studies the 
power spectrum 
analysis for 
POLARBeaR.

Related Link:
Cosmic Background Radiation (Japanese) (http://cbr.kek.jp/index.html)
KEK CMB Group (Japanese) (http://cmb.kek.jp/index.html)

http://cbr.kek.jp/index.html
http://cbr.kek.jp/index.html
http://cbr.kek.jp/index.html
http://cbr.kek.jp/index.html
http://cmb.kek.jp/index.html
http://cmb.kek.jp/index.html
http://cmb.kek.jp/index.html
http://cmb.kek.jp/index.html
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November 24, 2009

Perhaps you have sat on a dark 
mountaintop, surrounded by imponderable 
numbers of shimmering stars and galaxies 
glued on the penetrating darkness of the sky, 
and listened to the silence of the cosmos. 
Perhaps you have felt the commanding forces 
of the cosmos urge you to ponder the deep 
cosmic processes yet unfathomable to human 
beings. 

Cosmologists and astrophysicists have made 
it their life's work to study these things, and 
have already found many wonders. The dark 
soundless spaces beyond the stars we see 
contain many luminous objects. Applying 
science, technology, and mathematics has 

revealed previously unseen truths, and there is 
still more to explore. A group of theoretical 
physicists at KEK is joining these cosmic 
endeavors under the group name 
‘Cosmophysics’.

Cosmophysics is not an everyday word. When 
Prof. Hideo Kodama of KEK named the new 
theory group at KEK two years ago, he hoped 
to integrate the fields of high energy 
astrophysics, gravitational physics, and 
cosmology. He was then a newly appointed 
theoretician specializing in general relativity, 
and the only member of the cosmophysics 
group at KEK. Now, the group has grown to 

include nine additional researchers and 
students.
 

Luminous explosions in far away 
galaxies
One recent addition to the cosmophysics 
group is Dr. Kunihito Ioka, an associate 
professor of astrophysics. Ioka’s cosmic 
pursuit is in extremely energetic astronomical 
objects. As he describes it, our universe is a 
wondrous place. It contains gamma-ray 
bursts (GRBs), explosions so luminous that 
they can radiate as much energy as the Sun 
emit over its entire life span in just a few 
seconds, as well as black holes a billion times 

Cosmic conference at KEK
[Cosmophysics, Dark Matter, PAMELA]
This is part-two of the two-part series on KEK’s cosmic connection, 
featuring the international workshop on high energy astrophysics held 
on November 10-12, 2009. Read on to learn how a small group of 
theoretical comophysicists at KEK is taking steps to tackle the frontline 
of scientists’ cosmic endeavors.

Cosmophysics 
workshop participants 

gather in front of the 
conference room 

during a coffee break 
for group photo.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE THEORY CENTER AT KEK
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heavier than our Sun. The universe also 
contains ultra high energy cosmic rays which 
have as much as 10 million times the energy of 
particles produced by the most powerful man-
made accelerator, the Large Hadron Collider 
(LHC).

The mechanism of particle acceleration in 
these high energy sources—Gamma-ray 
bursts, active galactic nuclei, pulsars etc—is 
not well understood. It is believed that black 
holes or neutron stars sit at the center of these 
energetic sources. The relativistic shock waves 
flowing out from the extremely dense center is 
rendered responsible for particle acceleration, 
but just how those outflows are generated 
remains mystery.
 
The observational and theoretical 
developments in cosmophysics are products 
of worldwide efforts in the quest to unlock the 
outstanding mysteries of the universe. For 
example, modeling astronomical objects in 
distant galaxies involves complex tasks of 
incorporating every bit of physics known to 
humanity from relativity theory to quantum 
mechanics.

Take GRBs, the most energetic explosions in 
the universe. It was only in the early 1990s that 
astrophysicists were able to tell if the sources 
were just on the edge of the solar system or in 
the very distant galaxies. Several satellites were 
launched worldwide, and this resulted in the 
discovery that these energetic explosions 
occurred in far away galaxies. Subsequent 
satellites have brought a wealth of GRB data 
that allowed researchers to narrow down a 
broad field of hundreds of theoretical GRB 

models down to just a few beautifully explained 
models, though the results have thrown up new 
challenges.

Workshop on cosmophysics
One event that illustrates the active 
involvement of the KEK cosmophysics group in 
the worldwide community is the recent 
international workshop on cosmophysics held 
at KEK on November 10-12 of this year. The 

workshop, attended by 56 astrophysicists and 
cosmologists from 32 institutions in 5 nations, 
provided an opportunity for interdisciplinary 
exploration of the present and future of 
cosmophysics from both the theoretical and 
experimental sides.

“The aim of this workshop is to exchange ideas 
on some of the most fundamental problems in 
cosmophysics, by sharing both observational 
and theoretical developments,” says Ioka, the 

convener of the cosmophysics 
workshop.

Fundamental problems in 
cosmophysics include the origin 
of cosmic ray particles, the 
nature of dark matter, the 
evolution of the universe, the 
nature of gravity, and the 
ultimate theory of physics—the 
grand unified theory. One way to 
explore these problems is by 
observing various messages 
from the cosmos: high energy 
radiation such as gamma rays, 
high energy particles known as 
cosmic rays, cosmic neutrinos, 
and gravitational waves.

By far the most active 
discussions presented by the 
workshop speakers were on the 
new results from PAMELA and 
Fermi, two satellite-based 
telescopes which look for clues 
to these puzzles by observing 
cosmic rays and gamma rays.

The Payload for Antimatter 
Matter Exploration and Light-
nuclei Astrophysics, or PAMELA, 
is a cosmic ray detector module 
attached to Resurs-DKI satellite. 

Credit: NASA/SkyWorks Digital

Prof. Hideo Kodama (left) of KEK, the head of KEK Cosmophysics group, and Dr. 
Kunihito Ioka of KEK, the convener of the international workshop on cosmophysics.

http://pamela.roma2.infn.it/index.php
http://pamela.roma2.infn.it/index.php
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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Launched in 2006, the Italian satellite aims to 
observe antimatters in our universe by 
detecting positrons and antiprotons of cosmic 
origin. The Fermi Gamma-ray Space 
Telescope, or Fermi, on the other hand, is a 
gamma ray telescope launched in 2008, 
designed to perform an all-sky survey of high 
energy astronomical objects and dark matter.

New results found by PAMELA in 2008 have 
excited the entire astrophysics community, 
and as the result, hint at the nature of dark 
matter. The results showed an unexpectedly 
large positron-to-electron ratio (known as 
'positron excess') in the energy region of 10 to 
60 GeV. While the ratio was theoretically 
predicted to go down with increasing energy, 
the PAMELA data showed a ratio that rises 
with increasing energy (see image). 

“There are various explanations for this 
excess,” says Dr. Kazunori Kohri of Tohoku 
University. “It could have dark matter origin, 
but it could also have other astrophysical 
origin such as pulsars, supernova remnants, or 
gamma-ray bursts.” So far more than 300 
theoretical papers have been written on the 
positron excess, and the issue is yet to be 
settled.

Searching for dark matter
Dark matter is matter that doesn’t interact with 
electromagnetic forces. Because of this fact, 
dark matter cannot be seen directly with any 
wavelength of light. Its presence has so far 
only been inferred through its gravitational 
interaction with the visible contents of 
observable universe. Unlike the disk-shaped 
arrangement of visible matter in spiral 
galaxies, dark matter is thought to have a 
spherical distribution around galactic centers.

Scientists have built colliders and launched 
satellites to search for dark matter signature. 
The LHC is one such collider, in which dark 
matter particles might appear as a “missing 
particles”. PAMELA and Fermi, on the other 
hand, look for evidence of dark matter in 
cosmic ray and gamma ray signals.
 

There are direct and indirect ways for 
physicists to probe dark matter in 
observational astrophysics. The direct 
detection involves processes in which dark 
matter particle scatters ordinary matter 
particle. PAMELA and Fermi are designed to 
detect dark matter particles indirectly. 
Astrophysicists believe that exploring dark 
matter particles may occasionally collide with 
each other and annihilate, producing ordinary 
particles. They may also simply decay into 
ordinary particles over time. A whole host of 
dark matter models are currently under 
investigation to explain the positron excess 
discovered by PAMELA.

Dark matter particles are an area of new 
physics. Plausible dark matter particles, such 
as weekly interacting massive particles 
(WIMPs) only appear in physics theories 
beyond the Standard Model. 

Nearby cosmic accelerators
The dark matter theories are 
not without problems. For 
one thing, the standard 
WIMP models cannot be 
easily fitted to the positron 
excess curve and need a 
bit of twisting to push the 
positron fraction upward at 
high energies. The 
expected decay processes 
also appear unlikely, 
considering the fact that 
typical dark matter 
particles’ predicted decay 
time being 109 times longer 
than the age of the 
universe.

Astrophysicists have 
worked out possible 
solutions from pulsars, 
supernova remnants, micro 
quasars and GRBs as well. 
Nearby accelerators of 
particles could produce the 
observed positron excess 
in a variety of ways. “What 

PAMELA has seen is consistent with 
our current model of galactic cosmic 
rays,” says Prof. Subir Sarkar of 
Oxford University. "A refined 
calculation of the 'background' due to 
nearby sources removes the need to 
invoke dark matter."

The future observatories
“The exciting thing about this debate 
over dark matter is that it should be 
finalized soon when the next 
generation of satellites is launched and 
data taking starts in a few years time,” 
smiles Kodama. “I am particularly 
excited to hear about the series of 
future experiments under 
development.”

Many of the acronyms heard at the 
workshops, such as CTA, CALET and 
AMS, are the future experiments 

making solid progresses towards launch 
by 2015. The Cherenkov Telescope Array, or 
CTA, is the next-generation European ground-
based gamma ray telescope, employing 
optical arrays in two locations in northern and 
southern hemisphere. CALET, the 
CALorimetric Electron Telescope onboard the 
Japan Experiment Module on the international 
Space Station (ISS) is the next-generation high 
energy electrons and gamma ray telescope. 
The Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer, AMS, is 
another cosmic ray search module which will 
be mounted on the ISS next year.

“It is evident from the talk that the Fermi 
satellite is an enormous success, producing 
many new results,” says Ioka. “CTA will follow 
soon with better sensitivity, better angular 
resolution, and an extended sensible energy. 
As to the positron excess, we are in a very 
exciting time as CALET and AMS are expected 
to give the final answer soon.” Ioka is also the 
coordinator for the CTA Japan theory group.

Dr. Kazunori Kohri of 
Tohoku University 
giving a talk on 
positron excess. He 
will join the KEK 
Cosmophysics 
group in April next 
year.

Positron excess in 10-100GeV energy region found 
by the PAMELA satellite last year has been cited in 
more than 300 papers. The red is PAMELA data, 
solid line is the theoretically predicted curve.

http://www.cta-observatory.org/CTA_home.html
http://www.cta-observatory.org/CTA_home.html
http://www.calet.rise.waseda.ac.jp/index.php/en
http://www.calet.rise.waseda.ac.jp/index.php/en
http://www.calet.rise.waseda.ac.jp/index.php/en
http://www.calet.rise.waseda.ac.jp/index.php/en
http://ams.cern.ch/
http://ams.cern.ch/
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Connecting fields
The workshop also discussed cosmic 
gamma rays, ultra-high energy cosmic rays, 
neutrino observatories, gravitational waves, 
and quark-gluon plasma. The future 
experiments in these subfields are also 
making headway. JEM-EUSO, the Extreme 
Universe Space Observatory on board the 
Japan Experiment Module on the 
International Space Station (ISS), will 
observe ultra high energy cosmic ray 
particles colliding with the Earth’s 
atmosphere and producing brief flashes of 
light. In high energy neutrino, IceCube 
observatory in the Antarctic ice sheet have 
already employed more than half of full 80 
strings of photomultiplier tubes. In 
gravitational waves, the Large Scale 
Cryogenic Gravitational Wave Telescope 
(LCGT) is one of many future gravitational 
wave projects worldwide.

“It is nice to share our results in an 
interdisciplinary workshop like this because 
you learn from experts from other fields,” 
says Dr. Marco Casolino of the National 
Institute of Nuclear Physics in Rome, who 

presented new results from the PAMELA 
experiment. 

“The workshop also provided us with a good 
opportunity to get know how the field of 
cosmology and astrophysics is strategically 
promoted in Europe and the US,” says Ioka.

In his closing remarks, Prof. Sarkar 
discussed the recently established 
Astroparticle Physics European Coordination 
(ApPEC), the advisory committee whose role 
is to define a strategic roadmap for this field 
in Europe.

“Astroparticle physics bridges astronomy 
and particle physics,” said Prof. Sarkar. “The 
scale and scope of astroparticle 
experiments are set to grow substantially 
over the coming decade ... Japan has 
substantial expertise in many key areas, 
both in theory and in experiment.”

Kodama says that in cosmophysics, theory 
and experiment go hand-in-hand. KEK has 
long participated in the Balloon-borne 
Experiment with a Superconducting 
Spectrometer, or BESS, which has 
previously produced antiproton results 

consistent with PAMELA’s new data. The 
Cosmophysics group also closely 
collaborates with the new cosmic 
microwave background (CMB) project 
launched two years ago at KEK.

In the KEK theory center as well, the 
Cosmophysics group bridges the fields of 
physics. “The Cosmophysics group links 
Hadron physics with particle physics 
community” says Dr Kazunori Itakura of the 
KEK Hadron theory group. “The timing is 
good. Cosmophysics has recently become a 
new field that hadron physics can contribute 
to.” He says that there are two areas of 
cosmophysics in which hadron physics 
plays important roles: the early universe 
when it was filled with quark-gluon plasma, 
and the ultra high energy cosmic rays that 
induce energetic hadronic reactions with 
nuclei in the Earth’s atmosphere.

“Cosmophysics at KEK has just started,” 
says Ioka. “There is much room for diversity 
in terms of discipline at KEK. Hopefully we 
will be able to better contribute 
internationally to both experiment and 
theory in Cosmophysics.

Related Link:
KEK Theory Center Cosmophysics Group 

(http://cosmophysics.kek.jp/index.html)
Cosmophysics Workshop 09  

(http://www-conf.kek.jp/heap09/)
PAMELA  (http://pamela.roma2.infn.it/index.php)

Fermi  (http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/)
CTA (http://www.cta-observatory.org/CTA_home.html) 

CALET  (http://www.calet.rise.waseda.ac.jp/index.php/en)
AMS (http://ams.cern.ch/) 

JEM-EUSO (http://jemeuso.riken.jp/en/index.html)
IceCube  (http://icecube.wisc.edu/)

LCGT (http://gw.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/lcgt/)
BESS (http://bess.kek.jp/~masaya/bess/index.htm)

Related Issue:
KEK's new cosmic connection  (P. 51)

Paper:
Is the PAMELA anomaly caused by the supernova 
explosions near the Earth? (http://jp.arxiv.org/abs/
0903.5298)

A Gamma-Ray Burst/Pulsar for Cosmic-Ray Positrons 
with a Dark Matter-like Spectrum
(http://jp.arxiv.org/abs/0812.4851)

Cosmic-Ray Electron Excess from Pulsars is Spiky or 
Smooth?: Continuous and Multiple Electron/Positron 
injections (http://jp.arxiv.org/abs/0903.3782) 

[PAMELA] 
On cosmic ray acceleration in supernova remnants and 
the FERMI/PAMELA data (http://jp.arxiv.org/abs/
0909.4060)

Prof. Subir Sarkar of Oxford University gave 
a talk on PAMELA/Fermi results as well as 
closing remarks, presenting Europe’s new 
strategic roadmap in astroparticle physics.

The Cherenkov Telescope Array 
(CTA) is a next-generation ground-
based gamma ray telescope.

Dr. Marco Casolino of the National 
Institute of Nuclear Physics in Rome 
presenting new results from the 
PAMELA experiment.

http://jemeuso.riken.jp/en/index.html
http://jemeuso.riken.jp/en/index.html
http://jemeuso.riken.jp/en/index.html
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December 1, 2009

On November 24, physicists from the 
Tokai-to-Kamioka long baseline neutrino 
oscillation experiment (T2K) announced the 
detection of the first neutrino events. Neutrinos 
produced from 30 GeV protons were detected 
in one of the T2K near detectors (ND280), 
INGRID. With the milestone, the T2K 
experiment has entered into the operational 
phase. The physicists are now working 
towards completion of installation of the near 
detectors in preparation for the full-scale 
startup next month.

The goal of the T2K experiment is to study 
neutrino flavor change, more commonly known 
as neutrino oscillation. Neutrinos have three 
flavors: electron-, muon-, and tau-neutrinos. 
Differences in the masses of neutrinos cause 
them to periodically change flavor. The T2K 
experiment aims to discover the muon-to-
electron neutrino flavor change. 

To do this, physicists produce a beam of muon 
neutrinos at Tokai, observe the characteristics 
of the beam just after production at a set of 
near detectors, ND280, then send the beam 
295 kilometers to Kamioka underground to 

again observe the beam at the water tank 
neutrino detector, Super-Kamiokande. By 
comparing the two observations, physicists 
can determine the changes in the beam as it 
travelled between the two locations.

The neutrino beam produced at J-PARC 
spreads out like a cone. Super-Kamiokande 
observes neutrinos coming out 2.5 degrees 
from the beam center. This is called an ‘off-
axis’ configuration, because the neutrinos 
being measured are off the main axis of the 
beam. Physicists chose this configuration to 
narrow down the energy distribution of 

Art of mapping 
neutrino 3D 
trajectory
[Neutrino, Time Projection Chamber, 
Micromeagas Gas Detector]
The time projection chambers (TPCs) 
are important components of the near 
detector at the Tokai-to-Kamioka (T2K) 
neutrino experiment. They are 
designed to identify the types of 
particles passing through the 
detectors and measure their momenta. 
The T2K TPCs are a new design, the 
product of innovative ideas from 
Europe and Canada.

From right: Prof. Dean Karlen of the 
University of Victoria and TRIUMF. A 
postdoc Dr. Kendall Mahn, from TRIUMF, 
and a PhD student Casey Bojechko, from 
the University of Victoria, are working on 
T2K TPCs.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE T2K NEUTRINO EXPERIMENT AT J-PARC
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neutrinos in the 
beam to the 
range where 
neutrino 
oscillations 
would most 
likely occur at 
the far detector.

Because of this 
configuration, 
there are two 
detectors in the 
T2K 
experimental 
hall. One 
detector, called 
INGRID, is on 
the main beam 
axis, while a 
second 
detector, called 
ND280 off-axis, 
is located 2.5 
degrees off the 
main beam 
axis. INGRID 
measures the 
profile and flux 
of the on-axis 
beam, and 
ND280 off-axis 
measures 
neutrino flux 
and energy 
spectrum of the 
off-axis 
neutrinos which 
head to the 
Super-
Kamiokande.

Composed of 
80 percent 
international 
researchers, 
T2K is the 
largest 
international 
project at the 
Japan Proton 
Accelerator 
Research 
Complex (J-
PARC). J-PARC 
is a high-
intensity proton 
accelerator 
facility 
constructed 
jointly by KEK 
and the Japan 
Atomic Energy 
Agency (JAEA). 
About 500 
members from 
12 countries—
Canada, 
France, 
Germany, Italy, 
Japan, Korea, 
Poland, Russia, 
Spain, 

Switzerland, UK, and US—have contributed to 
the T2K project over the past 6 years. 

“The current range of international collaboration 
at T2K owes much to the hospitality of KEK 
and its staffs’ great efforts,” says Prof. Tsuyoshi 
Nakaya of Kyoto University, the leader of near 
detectors team. Prof. Toshifumi Tsukamoto at 
KEK, who acts as a liaison to the foreign 
groups of T2K near detectors, is one of the 
most important persons to lead the successful 
installation of near detector systems. “The 
success is the result of the professional work of 
individuals, the conscientious supports by KEK 
staffs of the neutrino group, and the great 
teamwork of international groups who respect 
each other.”

Even in such an international collaboration, 
T2K’s Time Projection Chamber (TPC) group is 
unique. For one thing, it is the only group that is 
composed of non-Japanese multi-national 
collaborators. Including approximately 80 
researchers from Canada, France, Germany, 
Italy, Spain, and Switzerland, the group makes 
up a large part of the T2K ND280 collaboration. 
Secondly, it is the only detector component in 
the two near detectors that does not employ 
scintillators and photo sensors. All other 
detector components use new photo sensors 
called multi-pixel photon counter, MPPC. These 
sensors are an important new technology 
developed by Hamamatsu Photonics and KEK-
T2K collaborators (featured in a previous story).

Time projection chamber
A TPC provides a 3-dimensional picture of the 
path of charged particles passing through the 
chamber with a fast, electronic read-out 
system. At T2K, there are three TPCs in a five-
layer sandwich with fine grained detectors 
(FGDs) in between. These layers of TPCs and 
FGDs are placed in between a pi-zero detector 
(P0D) and an electromagnetic calorimeter 
(ECAL). A small fraction of neutrinos interact 
and produce particles in the FGDs. TPC 
modules are designed to distinguish types of 
those resulting particles and measure their 
momentum and charge. 

On the insides of the TPC boxes, there are 
copper strips on panels and resistors that 
connect them to create a uniform electric field 
inside the box. A cathode plate stands parallel 
to endplates to divide the box into two. When 
particles pass through the chamber, the mixture 
gas of argon, iso-butane, and carbon 
tetrafluoride liberate electrons through 
ionization process. These electrons drift to the 
ends, and are measured by modules called 
‘micromegas’. Physicists use the data to 
reconstruct the trajectory of the particles.

The TPCs will operate inside the large ND280 
magnet transported from CERN to J-PARC. 
The magnet was previously used for UA1 and 
NOMAD experiments. Charged particles bend 
in the magnetic field and the curvature of the 
tracks tells the charge and momentum of the 
particles and the amount of ionization identifies 
each type of the particles. “The TPC is 
excellent at separating muons from electrons, 

Prof. Toshifumi Tsukamoto of KEK standing in front of the T2K’s 
ND280 off-axis before the installation of sub-detectors in the 
basket. He acts as a liaison to the foreign groups of T2K near 
detectors.

The T2K ND280 magnet (red) contains a basket of detectors, in 
which a pi-zero detector, two fine grained detectors, three time 
projection chambers (TPCs), and an electromagnetic calorimeter 
line up.

(Left) To fit in the basket, the TPCs have a cross section of 2.5 
meters square, and in the beam direction, the dimension is 0.9 
meters, a depth chosen to achieve momentum resolution. (Right)  
Three-dimensional reconstructed signals of cosmic rays used to 
check for miswiring.

http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/T2K.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/T2K.html
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and therefore can separate muon neutrino 
events from electron neutrino events,” explains 
Dr. Kendall Mahn, a postdoc with TRIUMF in 
charge of the TPC test.

The original research and development of TPC 
was for the next-generation linear collider, the 
International Linear Collider (ILC). “In 2004, we 
realized that this type of detector could be 
used in the near detector for T2K and the T2K 
collaboration approved the concept,” says 
Prof. Dean Karlen who holds a joint 
appointment at the University of Victoria and 
the TRIUMF laboratory in Canada.

Karlen says that there are three innovative 
features in the design of the TPCs: the 
mechanical structure of the TPC, the gas 
amplification system, and the calibration 
system.

Mechanical structure of the TPC's
The TPC has a double box design. An outer 
wall surrounds the main body of the TPC, 
including the endplates. The space between 
the inner and outer walls is filled with carbon 
dioxide gas. This helps to insulate the central 
cathode from the outer wall, and also reduces 
contamination of the drift volume by air 
molecules.

“The panels of the inner box are composite 
with copper clad skins and sturdy foam core. 
The strips to create the uniform electric field 
were made by machining away copper 
material,” says Karlen. “This allows for a very 
precise alignment.” The panels and the other 
large components were machined and 

assembled using specialized equipment and 
facilities at TRIUMF.

‘Wireless’ TPC 
The T2K TPC is the first large scale TPC that 
does not use individual wires to detect the 
electron ionization signals. Although wire 
amplification can produce higher gains, the 
wire spacing is limited to several millimeters 
which can limit the capabilities of the detector. 
Also, the narrow wires used in such chambers 
can break as a result of a spark. With a 
wireless TPC, most of the positive ions 
produced in amplification are collected 
immediately instead of lingering around and 
so do not distort the electric field.

T2K uses technology called ‘bulk 
micromegas’, micropattern gas detector 
(MPGD) to amplify the electron signals before 
they are sampled by readout pads. 
Micromegas is composed of the readout 
pads and a thin wire mesh placed just 128 
microns above them.

The micromegas modules were produced at 
CERN, under the responsibility of the CEA/
DAPNIA (Saclay) Laboratory in France. 
“Because T2K TPCs are the first large scale 
application of the bulk micromegas, a lot of 
R&D work was necessary to prove these 
detectors had the ability to fulfill the T2K 
requirements,” says Claudio Giganti, a PhD 
student at Saclay.
 
Each of the 24 modules for each TPC 
underwent rigorous tests at CERN. To test if 
the energy resolution of each module is 

satisfactory, Giganti and his colleagues 
mounted each module in a small chamber 
filled with a gas, and exposed it to an iron 
source that emitted 5.9 keV photons. Only 
those modules where each of the 1,728 
channels of detectors fulfilled the energy 
resolution requirement passed the test. These 
modules were installed on the TPC endplates. 

The micromeagas were then brought to 
TRIUMF and installed in the TPCs, and tested 
with the electron, proton, and muon beams. 
Giganti says that the tests were all successful.

Apart from the detector itself, many efforts 
were put into the electronics that read the 
TPCs. The front-end electronics are also 
Saclay’s responsibility. One endplate has 
20,000 channels of electronics each of which 
measures the amplitude of electrons and the 
time of arrival. “It was difficult to arrange the 
electronics in the small space allocated, 
because the three TPCs altogether consist of 
120,000 channels, and taking the read-out 
data from all channels combined is a difficult 
task,” says Giganti.

Photoelectron calibration system
In order to monitor the shape of the electric 
and magnetic fields within the TPC's, 
physicists from Canada developed a 
calibration system. Aluminum targets were 
placed on the central plate of the detector. 
Physicists then used a pulsed ultraviolet laser 
to knock photoelectrons off of the aluminum 
targets. The laser was tuned to just the right 
energy to kick out photoelectrons from 
aluminum, but not from copper, giving a nice, 
clean image of the targets.

The photoelectrons then drift through the 
detector and are read out by the electronics. 
“The process is very similar to how electrons 
created by charged particles work,” explains 
Casey Bojechko, a PhD student from 
University of Victoria. A well defined pattern of 

Schematic view of micromegas, the new technology to detect electron ionization 
signals. T2K’s TPC is the first large scale application of micromegas.

Bojechko applying aluminum targets 
on one of the central cathodes for 
field calibration system.
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photoelectrons produced inside the TPC drift 
the full distance.

If field non-uniformities are present, the test 
pattern will not match the expected pattern. 
The direction and magnitude of the non-
uniformities can then be calculated from the 
differences in the two patterns.

“The first test of the calibration system worked 
only marginally,” Bojechko says. Some of the 
aluminum calibration targets were not 
producing any electrons, while others were 
working as expected. The team noticed that the 
targets that had undergone more cleaning were 
the ones working normally.

The solution to this problem was simple but 
tedious: clean each target yet again, this time 
using extraordinary care. In the second 
cleaning, the calibration targets were cleaned 
multiple times with two different chemicals: 
isopropyl and ethanol. Bojechko cleaned each 
target—as many as 4,000 of them—with cotton 
swabs several times. “It took us almost three 
weeks,” says Bojechko. “After the cleaning the 
calibration system started working very well.”

Final step
Two TPCs are already installed into the 
underground ND280 off-axis detector basket. 
The final TPC has completed a successful test 
at TRIUMF, where the team used a beam of 
protons, muons and electrons to test the 
response of the detector. It is now in Japan 

where the team prepares to install it in the 
basket.

“It is great to see that the TPCs work so well in 
tests,” says Karlen. “The time scale from initial 
concept to installation has been very short for 
such a complex device. The rapid progress we 
have made is due to the exceptional dedication 
to the project by the members of our team.”

Now, the team is working on the final tunings in 
preparation for the physics that starts next year. 

Mahn is working to help start up the 
data acquisition system and install 
the last TPC. She and her colleagues 
are planning to improve the 
measurement of electron neutrinos 
with the TPC. Giganti is helping to 
integrate the frontend electronics for 
the micromegas. Having developed 
the particle identification methods 
with TPCs last year, he will also work 
on the Monte Carlo analysis for the 
measurement of the electron-neutrino 
component of the beam. 

“This is a very exciting period for us. 
We will soon start the beam and see 
the first neutrino events,” says 
Bojechko. “Things are coming 
together quite nicely. It is nice to be 
in an environment like J-PARC where 
everyone is committed to a common 
goal.”

Further commissioning of the 
detector and integration of the 
detector with the rest of ND280 is 
underway. “I look forward to the 
completion of the near detector 

installation and commissioning, and the initial 
physics data taking for the T2K experiment,” 
says Karlen. Over the coming 5 years, they 
hope to collect significant data which could 
transform the understanding of neutrino 
physics.

“This particular physics program is quite 
exciting, and working with a new, cutting-edge 
type of detector is really fun,” says Mahn. “The 
hardest part is stopping myself from getting 
involved with too much!”

2 TPCs and 2 
FGDs were 

successfully 
installed in the 
ND280 basket 

in early 
October. 

Claudio Giganti is 
a PhD student 
from Saclay 
National 
Laboratory in 
France, working 
on micromeagas 
component of the 
TPC.

Related Link:
ND280.prg (http://www.nd280.org/info)

T2K.org  (http://www.t2k.org/)
T2K at J-PARC  

(http://jnusrv01.kek.jp/public/t2k/index.html)

Related Issue:
Nailing down the photon detector (P. 23)
Guiding and monitoring the first T2K beams (P.7)
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December 8, 2009

Beams of electrons (e-) and 
positrons (e+) collide head-on and produce 
B mesons. That’s the gist of the KEK B Factory 
experiment. When you know this, you’d notice 
how clever the design of the Belle collaboration 
logo is: two ‘e’s colliding head-on and 
producing the letter ‘B’. 

There were 37 proposed logos for the new 
SuperKEKB-Belle II experiment, the proposed 
upgrade of the KEK B Factory experiment. 
When the first spokesperson of the Belle II 
collaboration Prof. Peter Krizan of the 
University of Ljubljana introduced the new logo 
in his opening remarks at the 4th open meeting 
of the Belle II collaboration, the logo was 
greeted with applause. The many elaborate 
designs which were proposed reflect the team’s 
enthusiasm, but the final choice could not be 
simpler: a mere addition of ‘II’ at the end of 
‘Belle’ in the Belle experiment original logo.
 
“I guess people couldn’t let go of the design of 
the original Belle logo,” says Belle’s co-
spokesperson Prof. Yoshihide Sakai of KEK. 

The winning logo was submitted by Marc 
Rosen of the University of Hawaii.

106 participants from 38 institutions in 16 
countries attended the 4th open meeting of the 
Belle II collaboration held on November 18-20, 
2009, on KEK campus. The Belle II is a 
collaboration of around 300 physicists from 13 
countries/regions. The technical coordinator for 
the Belle II collaboration, Dr. Yutaka Ushiroda, 
says that this was the last meeting before the 
final detector design due this month. “Each 
sub-detector group was expected to come to 
an agreement on the basic direction to take 
concerning their design.”

SuperKEKB’s new 
nano beam design
The goal of the SuperKEKB, the proposed 
upgrade of the current KEKB accelerator, is to 
bring the luminosity—the measure of how 
efficiently an accelerator produces particle 
collision events—up to 8 x 1035 cm-2 s-1. This is 
40 times greater than the KEKB’s current 
luminosity. This increased luminosity will make 

it possible to explore physics beyond the 
Standard Model. It will provide the means to 
evaluate different models of new physics in 
detail, which the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at 
CERN is not designed to do.

Achieving the luminosity goal is far from a 
straightforward process. Accelerator scientists 
have been working hard for over years trying to 
optimize the accelerator design to reach the 
target luminosity. In October, the new 
SuperKEKB design was officially approved, 
changing the accelerator design a hundred and 
eighty degrees.
  
“This was the first meeting since the official 
accelerator design change from the high 
current scheme to the nano beam scheme. We 
needed to develop a shared understanding of 
design changes on detector side,” says Sakai. 
“On top of that, especially for those 
components that still have several technology 
choices, it was important to bring all open 
issues to the table to discuss them face-to-
face.”

Belle II’s new logo and new beginning
[SuperKEKB-Belle II Experiment, Nano Beam Design]
The 4th open meeting of the Belle II collaboration was held on November 18-20, 2009. 
The meeting saw intense discussions, sometimes going late into the night, by the Belle 
II collaborators. The final design is due this month and the experiment is in good shape.

The first 
spokesperson of 
the Belle II 
collaboration, Prof. 
Peter Krizan of the 
University of 
Ljubljana, presents 
the Belle II logo 
election result. 
Look for two ‘e’s in 
the ‘B’.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE BELLE II EXPERIMENT AT KEK

http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/SuperKEKB.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/SuperKEKB.html
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Higher luminosity means more signals and 
stronger radiation. The key for the Belle II 
upgraded detector is the fast tracking and 
radiation hardening. The detector itself will not 
undergo drastic changes in its overall design, 
but many of the smaller components will.
 

Belle II detector design
The most important new component of the Belle 
II is the innermost detector. The center of this 
detector contains pixelated detectors (PXD), 
which are located inside the four layers of the 
silicon vertex detector (SVD). These 
components are carefully arranged to improve 
the detector's vertex—the collision point—
resolution. Outside the SVD are the central drift 
chamber (CDC) for charged particle tracking, the 
particle identification device (PID) for particle 
identification, and an electromagnetic 
calorimeter (ECL) to measure the energy of 
particles. The outermost detector is the KL 
meson and muon detector (KLM). Both the PID 
and ECL are designed as barrel shapes. PID 
also has an endcap to catch particles going in 
forward direction with respect to the beams’ 
directions, while ECL has two endocaps in 
forward and backward directions.

When 
electrons and 
positrons 
collide head-
on, the 
collisions 
produce B 
mesons. 
These B 
mesons 
quickly decay 
into D and 
then K 
mesons or 
various other 
particles, 
such as tau 
leptons and 
pions, in 
which 
physicists 
look for signs 
of physics 
beyond the 
Standard 

Model. The 
particles traverse each of the detector 
components, which gather the information 
necessary for physicists to calculate the charge, 
energy, momentum, and path of the particles.
 
For the detectors to work properly, triggers 
(TRG) need to be in place to distinguish particle 
signals from various background noises. 
Another necessary component is the data 
acquisition system (DAQ) that integrates 
different sub-detectors. The meeting offered 
parallel sessions on each of these detector 
components that continued even after dinner.

Among the many open issues to be discussed 
at the meeting, there were three outstanding 
issues that will greatly influence the final design 
of the Belle II detector: the barrel PID, the 
endcaps of the ECL, and the structure of the 
detector itself (the accelerator design might 
require a slight rotation of the entire detector). At 
the meeting, the review committee for the 
endcap ECL design was officially established.

One-bar and two-bar options 
for barrel PID
The barrel PID is a cylindrical structure around 
the beam pipes. It is designed to identify the 
type of a charged particle by determining the 

particle mass from measured momentum and 
velocity. Particle identification, especially of K 
mesons and pions, is crucial for future B factory 
experiments. 
 
Of all the detector components, the barrel PID 
component will undergo most changes from the 
original design. In the current Belle detector, the 
barrel PID consists of two parts. First, there is an 
array of 960 counters called threshold čerenkov 
counters which detect čerenkov light emitted by 
charged particles passing through. Second, 
there are arrays of plastic scintillation counters 
that measure the time-of-flight of particles from 
the interaction point to the PID. Combining the 
information from the PID with the ionization 
energy loss measured in the CDC, physicists 
can identify charged particles passing through 
the PID.

There are three problems with this design for 
Belle II. First, the scintillation counters will 
become useless in noisy background at Belle II. 
Second, the threshold 
čerenkov 
counters are 
not expected 
to provide 
good enough 
resolution for 
K meson and 
pion 
separation. 
This is a 
problem, as 
distinguishing 
the two 
particles is 
important for 
exploring new 
physics. Third, 
the large mass 
of materials 
used in the 
current design 
negatively 
affects the 
performance of 
the ECL, which 
is just outside the PID. Particles can get easily 
disturbed by materials in the PID, and this 
disturbance results in inefficient ECL 
measurements.

The chosen solution to all three problems is 
called a time of propagation (TOP) counter. This 

uses a technology called ring imaging 
čerenkov, in which propagation time 
of čerenkov photons and position 
information of particles can be 
inferred from the čerenkov light 
produced by those particles. The 
čerenkov light is a light emitted by 
charged particles traversing through 
an insulator faster than the speed of 
light in the medium. Because of the 
speed, a charged particle can create 
a cone of čerenkov light, like the 
sonic shock front of supersonic 
aircraft. The čerenkov light then 
undergoes total internal reflection 
inside the quartz bar to reach the 
photo detectors at the ends. The 
TOP counter provides a clear 

The future (top) and current (bottom) Belle detector configuration. 
Barrel PID will reduce its material size dramatically.

The Belle II collaborators gather around in front of the meeting venue for a group photo.

Belle’s co-
spokesperson Prof. 
Yoshihide Sakai of 
KEK says a feasible 
and viable final design 
of Belle II design is 
now very close.
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separation of K meson and pion signals. 
Additionally, at just a few centimeters in 
thickness, the TOP counter would reduce the 
disturbance effect of PID material on ECL 
measurements.

Proposed and developed by Nagoya 
University, the TOP counter is an alternative to 
the DIRC technology utilized at the BaBar 
experiment at SLAC and the proposed SuperB 
Factory experiment (SuperB in Italy). While a 
TOP counter measures time and one 
dimensional position, a DIRC counter 
measures two dimensional positions but with 
no time information.
  
“We decided on the TOP counters because 
DIRC requires a big space that Belle II cannot 
afford,” says Belle’s co-spokesperson Dr. Toru 
Iijima of Nagoya University. With 20 photons 
detected for each particle path, the 
performance of TOP is equivalent to a time-of-
flight with a time resolution of just 4 
picoseconds. Even for light, that’s only a 1.2 
millimeters of traveling.

For design of the TOP counters, the PID 
experts have proposed various configurations. 
The two remaining candidates for the final 
design are the ‘one-bar’ and ‘two-bar’ options.

The ‘one-bar’ option, proposed by the 
University of Hawaii and University of 
Cincinnati, has a quartz wedge attached at 
one end of the quartz bar to expand the width 

of the čerenkov signals so that two arrays of 
photon detectors can fit on the end of the bar. 
This increases the time resolution, but takes 
up an extra 2.5 centimeters in the vertical 
direction because of the wedge size.

Nagoya University has been pursuing more 
compact and simpler configurations. The ‘two-
bar’ option proposed by Nagoya University 
splits the single quartz bar into two pieces: 
one 1.5 meters and the other 0.5 meters. Each 
end has photon detectors 2.5 centimeters in 
thickness. The idea is to split the signals at the 
section where resolution become worse, and 
detect them with only one end. (The 
asymmetry of the dimension is introduced 
because of the energy difference of the 
electron and positron beams.)

“Both configurations have similar capabilities 
with different pros and cons, which is why it 
has been difficult to make a choice,” says 
Iijima. The one-bar option introduces space 
between the barrel PID and ECL sitting just 
outside, possibly decreasing the efficiency of 
gamma ray measurement in the ECL. When 
electron-positron pair creation from gamma 
ray occurs inside the barrel PID, the electron 
and positron may be identified as different 
event by the ECL sitting a few centimeters 
farther apart. On the other hand, the ‘one-bar’ 
option provides robustness to an inherent 
small (few tens-of-picoseconds) jitter in 
measurement of the time of collision. The 
robustness is thought to come from the wedge 

of the ‘one-bar’ design, adding vertical 
resolution.

“There are still some simulation studies 
required before we decide on the final 
configuration,” says Iijuma. The team will meet 
again on December 12, 2009 to come to 
consensus and define the future responsibility 
of each group (Nagoya University, University of 
Hawaii, University of Cincinnati, Jozef Stefan 
Institute, KEK, Tokyo Metropolitan University, 
Chiba University, and Toho University).

The ECL endcaps
Located immediately outside of the PID, the 
ECL measures the electromagnetic energy of 
particles through the amount of light deposited 
in the crystals. It has barrel and endcap 
components. 

“The barrel ECL will be left as it is for 
economic reasons,” explains Prof. Gary Varner 
of the University of Hawaii, the chair of endcap 
ECL review committee, an internal advisory 
committee to make the final recommendation 
for endcap ECL upgrade. Since electrons and 
positrons collide head-on, the detector sees 
higher radiation rate in forward and backward 
directions than the sides. “The concern is that 
the rate would be high enough to start to 
degrade the physics the endcap ECL detector 
can do.”

To cope with the higher radiation rate and 
higher occupancy, the electronics will be 
entirely replaced. An open question is whether 
the photon detectors and crystal scintillator 
components should be replaced as well. 
Higher radiation also damages the photo 
detectors and increases their leakage current. 
“Increased leakage current may make the 
noise, and therefore the recorded background 
energy level fluctuations, too large and the 
photo detectors may need to be replaced. If 
the physics warrants it, the crystals may need 
to be replaced, which is difficult and expensive 
process,” says Varner.

There are currently two types of photo 
detectors and three types of crystals being 
considered, each having different advantages 
and disadvantages. The two proposed types 
of photo detectors, the photo pentode (PP) 
and the avalanche photo diode (APD), are both 
photo-electron multiplier devices. These have 
lower gains (102) than those used for the barrel 

PID (106), but provide 
sufficient gain for 
replacement the present 
Thallium-doped cesium 
iodide (CsI(Tl)) crystal which 
produces a number of 
photons per deposited 
energy.
  
For the crystal, the 
collaborators are studying 
pure cesium iodide (Pure 
CsI), lead tungstate (PWO), 
and bismuth silicon oxide 
(BSO). These have been 
proposed by the Budker 
Institute of Nuclear Physics 
(BINP), Korea, and Nara 

The ring imaging čerenkov counter can separate K 
meson signals and pion signals more efficiently, 
and in a smaller space, than other technologies.

Dr. Toru Iijima of Nagoya 
University works on the 
barrel PID.

Prof. Gary Varner of the University 
of Hawaii (center) is the chair of 
the endcap ECL selection 
committee.

The proposed one-bar and two-bar configurations for the 
barrel PID design.
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Womans University, respectively. Varner says 
that pure CsI and PWO are well studied, 
though Pure CsI is less dense and not as 
capable of separating tight showers, while 
PWO needs to be cooled (to as much as 
minus 25 degrees Celsius) for high light 
yield. BSO is a dense crystal, needs no 
cooling, and has good performance and 
radiation hardness, but is not yet well 
studied, and is supported by only very 
limited data.

“Good ECL performance is essential for 
good physics. We need to know how much 
benefit we can get by replacing the photon 
detectors and crystals, and that’s being 
studied right now,” says Varner. A 
recommendation will be made before the 
end of this year.

Rotate the Belle detector?
The accelerator design team has recently 
requested the Belle II collaborator to 
consider if the Belle detector can be rotated. 
To achieve the target performance, 
SuperKEKB scientists have been running 
many simulations. They recently found out 
that it might be necessary to make the 
crossing angle of electrons and positrons 
much wider at the interaction point.
  
“The accelerator components need to come 
well deep inside the Belle detector, which 
makes the crossing angle larger,” explains 
Prof. Junji Haba of KEK, the leader of the 
Belle II structure group. “The cryostats that 
keep the superconducting components cool 
near the interaction region also become 
more voluminous to cover the wide angle, 
which will affect the detector geometry.” 

The beam quality at the interaction region 
also depends on the angles of the two 
beams relative to the axis of the Belle II 
spectrometer solenoid magnets. The current 
solenoid axis coincides with the axis of the 

positron ring. When 
the beams are not 
in line with the axis 
of the magnet, 
electrons and 
positrons 
experience 
transverse forces 
from the magnet, 
affecting the beam 
quality. These 
effects are now 
under intense 
study. 

The Belle II 
collaborators also 

need to study the effect of changing the 
angle of the beams on the detector 
performance, taking into account such 
parameters as the acceptance of detector 
components and background noises.
 
The most serious issue, however, is not one 
of physics, but one of mechanics. No one 
can tell exactly what will happen if when 
actually rotating the 1,400-ton Belle detector. 
“Close to 9,000 of the crystal bars of the 
ECL calorimeter are supported by very thin 
aluminum, because we want as little material 
as possible in the region, and the structure is 
extremely fragile,” says Haba. “The slightest 
shock could cause disastrous results.” They 
are currently examining safe ways to rotate 
the detector, closely collaborating with 
several companies to either replace the 16 
assemblies of rollers beneath the detector or 
to implement new system.

“If rotation is what it takes to achieve the 
target performance of the SuperKEKB 
accelerator, then we will do it,” says Haba. 
The final decision again will be made before 
the end of this year. Meanwhile, the teams 
are working on various simulations and 
analyses from both detector and accelerator 
sides.

The 
viable 
final 
design 
is within 
reach
On top of 
these three 
outstanding 
issues, 
there were 
detailed 

studies for each sub-detector and 
subsystem. The meeting provided parallel 
sessions for each of them, some going well 
into the night. Attended by scientists of 
diverse interests, the plenary sessions 
included talks by accelerator scientists and 
physicists from the SuperB in Italy and 
theorists.

“The meeting was a big step forward,” says 
Krizan. “The most exciting feature of this 
meeting was the enormous progress that 
was made by the collaborators of Belle II 
since our previous meeting in July.”
 
The meeting also saw new members to the 
collaborations. Dr. Shuji Tanaka of KEK, a 
new member of the pixelated detector 
group, says “This is the most exciting time 
for Belle II, as we are discussing different 
technology options and designing the 
detector.” He has worked at LEP and ATLAS 
at CERN and will bring new insights into the 
collaboration.

A new institution, Bonn University, joined the 
collaboration, bringing 9 experts and 
students to work on the pixelated detectors. 
The collaboration also saw the addition of 
three graduate students, one each from the 
US, Germany, and Austria. “It was nice to 
see so many international collaborators and 
young researchers at the meeting,” says 
Sakai. “There was a great sense that a 
feasible and viable final design is now very 
close.”

“We now have a very good idea of what the 
final design will look like, although there still 
remain some choices we have to make in 
certain sub-detectors,” says Ushiroda. “I am 
pleased to see the collaboration is now 
beginning to move towards the technical 
design report due in March of next year.”

Heated discussions went on during the banquet on the second 
day. Krizan (center) believes it is much better to discuss open 
issues face-to-face than via video-conference.

Prof. Junji Haba of KEK, the leader 
of the Belle II structure group, 
presents Belle II structure summary.

Related Link:
Belle II 4th meeting  

(http://superb.kek.jp/4th-skekb/index.html)
belle2.kek

(http://belle2.kek.jp/)

Related Issue:
Belle II collaboration meets at KEK (P. 5)
SuperKEKB making headway toward higher luminosity (P.19)

The technical coordinator for 
the Belle II collaboration Dr. 
Yutaka Ushiroda of KEK (right) 
discusses the Belle II detector 
design with new member Dr. 
Shuji Tanaka of KEK.

http://superb.kek.jp/4th-skekb/index.html
http://superb.kek.jp/4th-skekb/index.html
http://superb.kek.jp/4th-skekb/index.html
http://superb.kek.jp/4th-skekb/index.html
http://belle2.kek.jp/
http://belle2.kek.jp/
http://belle2.kek.jp/
http://belle2.kek.jp/
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/BelleII.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/BelleII.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/SuperKEKB.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/SuperKEKB.html
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The muon is an elementary particle 
that is much like an electron, but is 200 times 
heavier. Because of the larger mass, it is less 
likely to lose energy from radiation when 
interacting with matter, and is less affected by 
electromagnetic fields. Thus, muons can 
penetrate deeper into matter than electrons 
would. Muons are uniquely useful because 
their magnetic spin can map the local 
magnetic environment inside matter. Alongside 
the light and the neutron beam, the muon 
beam is one of three complementary tools 
used in material science. Muon beams are 
useful for probing properties such as 

magnetism and superconductivity (read about 
it in superconductivity and physicist’s MUSE).

The scope of applications of muon science 
goes beyond just material science. The wide 
range of its applications include fundamental 
sciences such as particle physics, condensed 
matter physics, and chemistry; as well as 
applied sciences such as muon catalyzed 
fusion, biophysics, non-destructive analysis, 
and beam technology. 

Take muon-catalyzed fusion, a potential green 
power source. When a room temperature 
mixture of hydrogen isotopes—such as 

deuterium and tritium—is irradiated by 
negatively charged muons, fusion occurs.

This intriguing process utilizes the fact that 
muons are 200 times heavier than electrons, 
while carrying the same electric charge. When 
a normal atom is bombarded by negatively 
charged muons, some of the electrons are 
replaced by muons, which orbit 200 times 
closer to the nucleus. This means that those 
atoms need to come 200 times closer to 
experience same strength of Coulomb 
repulsion as ordinary atoms would, and so 
these muonic atoms can get much closer to 
other nucleus. This makes it much easier for 

New milestone at MUSE
[MUSE Construction, Ultra-Slow Muon, Pillow Seal, Super Omega] 
The Muon Science Establishment, MUSE, at the Japan 
Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) recently produced 
the world’s highest intensity pulsed muon beam. Read on to 
learn the team’s hard work, and their plans for the future.

Oct, '04
Setting the proton 
beamline and MLF 
base
Feb, '06
Installing the alignment 
plates 
May, '06
Installing the target 
chamber 
Jun, '06
(top) A shield guide and 
a monitor
(left) MUSE proton 
beamline tunnel view 
Dec, '06
Installing a correction 
mangnet
May, '07
Installing a gate valve 
equiped with pillow seal 
flanges
July, '07
MUSE Group photo 
celebrating the 
completion of the 
MUSE proton beamline 
installation 
Dec, '07
Solenoid coil arrival
Jan, '08
(left) Installing solenoid
(right) Target exchange 
test 

Feb, '08
Installing the cryogenic helium buffer tank
Mar, '08
Remote control test in hot cell 
May, '08
(left) Installation of the secondary muon 
beamline (decay and surface muon lines) 
(right) A view of quadrupole magnet

INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS STRUCTURE SCIENCE
MUON SCIENCE AT J-PARC

http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/MUSE.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/MUSE.html
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molecules of muonic hydrogen to form. In these 
muonic molecules, hydrogen nuclei fuse to 
produce energy. The process is cyclical in 
nature, catalyzed by negatively charged muon. 

Currently, muon-catalyzed fusion is an 
unpractical power source, as the process 
consumes more energy than it produces. To fix 
this problem, scientists need to find a way to 
produce muons more efficiently. To increase the 
number of cycles muons can undergo before 
decaying, it turned out that it is also crucial to 
deal with the muon loss by the fusion product 
called alpha particle. The studies found that 
intense pulsed muon beam can unveil the 
muon loss process.

The key to most of these applications is having 
a more intense, pulsed muon beam. The Muon 
Science Establishment, MUSE, at the Japan 
Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) in 
Tokai, Japan, has just taken another step 
towards creating such a beam and enabling 
this kind of science. The 100-kilowatt power for 
the proton beam which was achieved last 
month is another milestone for the MUSE 
program, marking the world’s highest pulsed 
muon beam intensity. 

MUSE’s challenge
The muon beamline at J-PARC extracts protons 
from a rapid cycle synchrotron (3GeV) ring, and 
hurls them at a graphite target. The resulting 
collision produces large numbers of pions. 
These pions then decay into muons in one of 
two ways. First, lower energy pions stopped at 
the graphite target decay inside the target. 
These muons are called surface muons and 
have energies around 4 MeV. Second, the 
higher energy pions that emerge from the target 
decay while travelling through a six-meter 
superconducting magnet that extends to muon 
experimental areas. These muons are called 
decay muons, and have energies of 5 MeV to 
50 MeV.

 
“We were designing and constructing a 
beamline for a muon intensity level with 
which no one has any experience,” says Prof. 
Yasuhiro Miyake of KEK, the leader of the 
MUSE construction team. “The challenge 
was to design everything to be radiation 
proof.” Not only do the components require 
radiation hardening, but all components 
require remote handling capability, because 
no one can enter the facility when handling 
radioactive equipment. 

Sealing with pillow
The beam of protons can easily be scattered 
by just a smattering of air molecules. This 
contaminates the environment with the 
resulting radiation. The accelerator scientists, 
therefore, need to make sure their beam pipe 
can seal tightly, and maintain a high vacuum. 
For the beam ducts of the primary proton 
beamline and the extraction beamline, the 
team uses a vacuum sealing technology 
called a pillow seal.

The pillow seal was originally developed at 
the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in 
Switzerland. The ingenious feature of this 
vacuum sealing mechanism is the thin foil bag 
inserted between the flanges that connect 
vacuum ducts. The foil is filled with 
compressed air to shut the tiny openings 
between flanges.

However, the original pillow seal did not satisfy 
MUSE’s requirement for a leak rate of less than 
10-7Pascal–m3/s. “To develop the KEK pillow 
seal, we had an intense period of research and 
development,” says Miyake who was in charge 
of the MUSE construction as well as the 
development of the pillow seals.

To decrease the leak rate, Miyake, KEK 
mechanical engineer Nobuhiko Sato, and his 
collaborators from PSI came up with several 
sophisticated ideas. The pillow seal has two 

sets of pillow rings, inner and outer, on each 
side. Between the inner and outer pillow rings 
on the supporting flanges, they cut a miniscule 
groove. The groove is connected to a vacuum 
pump that vacuums the tiny volume of the 
groove, so that the pillow can seal the ducts 
even more tightly. Moreover, the team has 
found that the smoothness of the flange 
surface affects the performance. “The design 
was a success,” says Miyake. “With polished 
surface of flange, we have found that the leak 
rate can be brought as low as 10-9 Pascal–m3/
s.”
 
It was also necessary to make the pillow seals’ 
thickness adjustable to gaps that range from 70 
millimeters to 90 millimeters. The team 
developed a way to use a device called a 

pantograph to 
extend or 
contract the 
flanges using 
a bellow and 
compressed 
nitrogen gas. 
The final 
product 
successfully 
fulfilled all 
requirements, 
and can adjust 
itself to the 
appropriate 
thickness.

The 
successful 
pillow seal 
design has 
also been 
applied to 
other 
experiments 
at J-PARC. 

A pillow seal with the radiation shield 
structure attached above.

The top view (above) and the cross sectional view of muon beamline 
at MUSE. 23 pillow seals connect beam ducts in the vicinity of the 
muon target to maintain the vacuum in excellent condition.

Many layers of thick concrete shield the 
upper-floor facility from radiation 
produced at the MUSE target station 
beneath.
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For example, the underground neutrino 
experiment at J-PARC, T2K, has applied the 
new pillow seal design to their vacuum 
chambers at the target station.

Guiding and shielding
The proton beamline runs through multiple 
dipole and quadrupole magnets to skew and 
focus the beam. To manage this intense beam 
of protons, the magnets need be aligned with 
a 0.1 millimeters precision. However, the real 
difficulty is that no one is allowed in the facility 
for maintenance by hand, because of the 
severe radiation conditions that can fry living 
things instantly.

To deal with this problem, the team designed 
remote-control mechanisms. However, to 
manipulate beamline components with the 
needed high precision, the team developed 
guide shields. These are huge blocks of iron 
with rails on them to guide magnets and other 
beamline components to exactly right 
positions when they are lowered by crane. The 
thick iron blocks shield the surroundings from 
the radiation coming from the beamline, and 
the guides allow operators to remotely mount 
and dismount 60-ton magnets with 0.1-
millimeter precision.
 

Cooling the target
The heart of the muon beamline is the graphite 
target that produces pions from the intense 
proton beam. The 3 GeV proton beam will 
ultimately have a power of one megawatt. This 
beam will deposit 4 kilowatts of heat at the 
graphite target, which translates to 1,500 
degrees Celsius. Without any cooling, 
however, the target would reach above 2,000 
degrees Celsius.

To deal with the heat, the team fabricated an 
edge-cooled graphite target. A copper frame 
goes around the 2 centimeters-thick graphite 
target, and it contains a water pipe that spirals 
around inside the copper frame three times. 
This structure keeps the frame under 150 
degrees Celsius.

One big challenge was the physical stress 
between the graphite target and the copper 
frame. The heat of the proton beam causes 
both materials to expand, but the graphite 
expands more than the copper. To relieve the 
stress, the team inserted a 2 millimeters-thick 
titanium strip in the area in between. “When 
heated, the titanium expands to just right 
degree so as to relieve the stress between the 
graphite and the frame,” explains Miyake. The 
team also had to take into account the 
irradiation effects that can lower heat 
conduction rate and even change graphite’s 
crystal structure, making it shrink. “Our 
analysis of thermal and dimensional stress 
showed the edge-cooled 
graphite target with 
titanium buffer interface 
can endure 4 kilowatt of 
heat deposit and radiation 
damage.”

Because of the intense 
radiation, the current 
target would not last 
longer than six months 
under the expected 1-
megawatt proton beam. 
The team just performed 
the target exchange 
operation test in 
September using J-
PARC’s radiation shielding 
containment box, which is 
known as a hot cell. The 
hot cell allows MUSE 
team members to safely 
handle radioactive 
materials using robotic 
manipulators. J-PARC is 
the first accelerator facility 
in Japan that requires a 
hot cell.
 
The MUSE team performs 
target exchange operation 
in the hot cell developed 
by J-PARC neutron group. 
To remotely control the 
target mounted on the 2-

ton stainless steel shield to 0.5-
millimeter precision requires a 
careful design around the target.

“We visited other facilities that 
handle radioactive materials to learn 
from them, and collaborated closely 
with oversea laboratories such as 
PSI to carefully design the target,” 
says KEK engineer Shunsuke 
Makimura. He was in charge of the 
development of the muon source 
and the beam transfer line to the 
neutron source. “We did not have 
previous experience with this, so we 
repeated many cycles of test-and-
modify to improve our equipments.” 
Operating the manipulators takes 
some getting used to. However, with 
good training and the operation 
guidelines developed by the team 
members, the team now efficiently 

manages target exchange 
operations.

Rotating target
One goal of the MUSE team has been to 
increase the lifetime of the target so that target 
exchange would be less frequent or altogether 
unnecessary. The team has been working on 
an alternative target called the rotating target. 
With the current fixed target, the proton beam 
hits only one spot. By rotating the target, the 
effects of the beam are spread over larger 
areas. This reduces the heat deposit and 
irradiation effects dramatically, thereby 
increasing the lifetime of the target. 

↑Dr. Koichiro Shimomura of KEK 
explains the refrigeration system he 
is in charge of during the beamline 
development. He also took charge 
of the superconducting magnet.

The graphite target has a cooper frame with water 
pipes inside to keep the target cool.

To seal the vacuum more effectively, the team cut 
grooves between the outer and inner pillow rings, and 
pumped out the air inside.

↓Prof. Ryosuke Kadono of KEK is 
the head of KEK-MSL laboratory 
and the leader of the KEK-Muon 
Spin Rotation / Relaxation / 
Resonance (muSR) group.

↓Prof. Yasuhiro Miyake of 
KEK is the leader of the 
MUSE construction team.
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The bottleneck of the rotating target 
development is the axle bearing. The lifetime 
of the rotating target would depend on the 
lifetime of the bearing rather than the lifetime 
of the graphite target. The team has just 
begun testing of their bearing’s lifetime.

“The bearing must endure extreme 
conditions such as high temperature, high 
radiation, and the use in vacuum,” says 
Makimura. “The rotating target will decrease 
the cost of target exchange, the amount of 
exposure to radiation, and the amount of 
machine downtime.”

Ultra-slow muon source
MUSE is a small group of just a dozen 
physicists and engineers. Every member of 
the team worked hard to pull off the 
successful construction of the world’s most 
intense pulsed muon source in just a few 
years. “Even though it was planned, it feels 
good that we achieved the world’s highest 
intensity at 100 kilowatts,” says Prof. 
Ryosuke Kadono of KEK, the head of KEK-
MSL laboratory and the leader of the KEK-
Muon Spin Rotation / Relaxation / 
Resonance (muSR) group. “In terms of 
science, however, this is just the start.” The 
team is now preparing for the various 
science projects that will be made possible 
once the target 1-megawatt proton beam 
intensity is achieved.

The team’s next step is to create a source of 
ultra-slow muons. These are muons with 
even lower energy than the surface muons. 
As the surface muons take 1 millimeter of 

matter to come to a complete halt, they can 
only be used to measure the properties of 
materials at a depth of around 1 millimeter. 
They cannot be used to explore the surface 
properties of materials. The proposed super 
omega muon channel at MUSE will deliver 
ultra-slow muons with energies in the range 
of 30 eV to a few tens of keV. This means 
that physicists will be able to implant muons 
anywhere from 1 nanometers to 300 
nanometers into material, and thereby 
measure the surface properties of materials.

“The super omega is a dream machine that 
will bring unprecedented time resolution, 
beam size, and yield,” says Miyake. 

“With the startup of MUSE, we have already 
taken the first step towards the science of 
the ultra-slow muons,” says Kadono. “It is 
up to Japan whether it should continue its 
strong tradition of pulsed muon beams.” As 
muon experts around the world would 
admit, the actual installment of the super 
omega channel would bring important 
breakthroughs in muon science.

The MUSE hot cell crews at work to replace the muon graphite target using 
manipulators (the arm structures).

Research and development of the 
superconducting magnet for the super 
omega channel is ongoing in the back 
of the MUSE station.

KEK engineer 
Shunsuke Makimura is 

in charge of the the 
muon source and the 

beam transfer line from 
muon source to 
neutron source

The MUSE team is currently developing 
and testing the rotating target.

Related Link:
MUSE 

(http://msl.kek.jp/keikaku/keikaku3/index_en.html)
Muon Science Lab 

(http://msl.kek.jp/index_en.html)

Related Issue:
Superconductivity and the physicist's MUSE (P. 15)
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In 2005, Prof. Junji Haba of KEK 
launched the Detector Technology Project 
(DTP), receiving a strong support from the then 
director of Institute of Particle and Nuclear 
Studies at KEK, Prof. Fumihiko Takasaki (now 
an Executive Board member). Haba’s goal was 
to improve the strength of Japan’s detector 
technologies by establishing a common base 
for detector development at KEK. This, he 
thought, would bring about a number of 
advantages: introduce Japan's frontline 
technologies to the world, foster cross-
disciplinary collaboration, establish domestic 
bases for technologies critical to sciences 
using particle beams, and encourage as well as 
simplify detector research and development 
activities. 

“In Japan, detector technologies had been 
developed on a project-by-project base. The 
importance of integrating detector technologies 
and know-how had been neglected,” says the 
DTP head Haba. “Europe and the US have 
accumulated knowledge of detector sciences, 
and have held strong traditions of detector 
systems.”
 

Almost five years into the project, Haba’s 
scheme has worked out quite nicely. Japan has 
strong technological bases worth being 
introduced to the world, such as the silicon on 
insulator (SOI) technology, an innovative device 
that integrates sensor and readout electronics 
in a single piece. The project has also built 
inter-university collaborations for studying and 
developing a new photo sensor called MPPC, 
which are now installed in the detectors at the 
long-baseline neutrino experiment, T2K. The 
DTP has established horizontal collaboration on 
detector technology, bridging large and small 
projects from particle physics, nuclear physics, 
and material sciences.

Currently the DTP has seven projects: micro 
pattern gas detector (MPGD), data acquisition 
system (DAQ), silicon on insulator (SOI), 
superconducting tunnel junction device (STJ), 
liquid time projection chamber (TPC), 
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), 
and photo sensors.

“Each project has its own directionality, but 
each also furthers one or more of our four 
central goals: to promote applications of 
detector technology to other disciplines, to lead 
the world with cutting edge technologies, to 

establish solid bases for existing technologies 
which are currently missing or insufficient at 
KEK, and to promote collective and 
collaborative research and development 
activities among universities and research 
institutes.”

Basic principles of particle 
detection 
There are hundreds of types of subatomic 
particles of interest. Such particles include 
elementary particles like neutrinos, composite 
particles like B mesons, and force carriers like 
photons. All of these particles are unimaginably 
small, and many move very fast.

The basic principle of particle detection 
remains pretty much the same since the very 
first days of particle detectors. When particles 
pass through a material, they interact with 
surroundings either emitting light or knocking 
electrons loose from the atoms or molecules 
near the particle's path (ionization). To detect 
light, scientists use photo sensors. In ionization 
detection, the electrons knocked loose are 
carried to sensors by an applied electric field.

Detector technology project connects fields
[Cutting-edge Detector Technology, MPGD, DAQ, SOI, STJ, TPC, ASIC,  QPIX]
It has been almost five years since the launch of the Detector Technology Project (DTP) at KEK. 
In that time, this new entity has established vital cross-project connections within KEK and 
beyond, and helped to develop a number of promising new technologies.

Prof. Junji Haba of KEK, the head of 
Detector Technology Project, is also a 
technical coordinator for Belle 
experiment. The silicon vertex detector 
(front) is the inner most detector of 
Belle, and underwent many revisions.

DEPARTMENT OF ADVANCED ACCELERATOR TECHNOLOGY
THE DETECTOR TECHNOLOGY PROJECT AT KEK
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The information that physicists can derive from 
these sensors depends on the geometry and 
capabilities of the sensors. Sensors can collect 
information about such things as position, the 
time at which an event occurs, and the number 
of particles. Readout electronics are generally 
attached to the rear side of the sensors. These 
electronics then output the data to computers 
for analysis. In a nutshell, the basic design of a 
detector involves choosing the types of the 
media which particles traverse and ionize, the 
type of sensor, and the design of the electric 
readout system.

MPGD’s many applications
The DTP has already made fruitful contributions 
to many experiments by bridging multiple 
disciplines studied at KEK and the Japan Proton 
Accelerator Research Center (J-PARC). One 
particularly notable project is the micro pattern 
gaseous detector (MPGD) project.

MPGDs are fast, high performance, position 
sensitive sensors designed for two-dimensional 
gaseous detectors such as gaseous time 
projection chambers (TPC). A gaseous TPC is a 
box filled with a noble gas—generally argon or 
helium. Particles passing through the gas ionize 
the atoms of the gas. An applied electric field 
causes the resulting electrons to drift towards 
sensors on the sides of the chamber. However, 
the number of electrons created by ionization is 

relatively small, 
around 100. 
Since the 
background 
noise count can 
be as many as 
1,000, it’s very 
difficult to 
identify signals 
from the 
background. 

The way to 
resolve this 
problem is to 
amplify the 
signal 
electrons. In 
the vicinity of 
the sensors, 

physicists apply 
an electric field about 100 times stronger than 
that in the chamber, and accelerate the signal 
electrons. These electrons become energetic 
enough to kick out additional electrons from 
atoms, and those additional electrons are 
accelerated again to 
knock out still more 
electrons from other 
atoms. When the 
avalanche of electrons 
finally hit the sensor, a 
single electron is 
amplified to 10,000 
electrons.

There are several 
types of MPGDs 
studied around the 
world. The MPGD 
project at KEK studies 
a type of MPGD 
known as a gas 
electron multiplier 
(GEM). The GEM was 
first introduced at 
CERN in 1996. (Another 
type of MPGD called micromegas is used for the 
TPC chambers in one of the T2K’s near 
detectors, which is featured in the article here.)

A GEM is essentially a sandwich, with thin 
copper foil electrodes as the bread, and a 

polyimide insulator as the meat. 
Arrays of small holes (around 70 

micrometers in diameter) are 
punched through the sandwich. 
Lastly, an electric potential of 
320 volts is applied across the 
sandwich, and this voltage is 
what accelerates the electrons 
and amplifies the signal. 
Because each hole on the GEM 
foil can identify signals, the 
sensor can report two-
dimensional information on one 
event.

Although the technology was 
invented for particle and nuclear 
experiments, the MPGD 
collaborators have found 
various applications in material 
and life sciences as well.

At the J-PARC neutron facility, the use of GEM's 
has made two-dimensional imaging possible, 
resulting in better position and time resolution. 
To detect neutrons, the team coated GEM foils 
with a neutron-sensitive material, boron. When a 
neutron hits the boron coating, it produces an 
alpha particle whose charge triggers the 
detector signal. The boron coating is 
inexpensive compared to the very rare isotope 
of helium (He-3) used for conventional neutron 
detectors. Also, since boron is sensitive to 
neutrons but not to gamma rays, it eliminates 
background noise from gamma rays. Using this 
technology, the scientists at the neutron facility 
were able to gain remarkably clear two-
dimensional images of the gold content in coins 
(see image).

GEM’s application does not stop there. If coated 
with X-ray sensitive materials, a GEM becomes 
an excellent X-ray detector. For example, this 
can be used to image iron bars deep inside a 
concrete block, and might bring about a new 
tool for construction inspection. The 
collaborators also study applications to medical 
equipment such as single photon emission 

computed tomography (SPECT).

Standardized electronics 
KEK’s new data acquisition (DAQ) framework is 
another notable result of the cross-discipline 
collaboration fostered by the DTP. The new DAQ 
was developed by KEK physicist Dr. Tomohisa 
Uchida, and is now widely being employed. The 
goal of the DAQ system is to readout data from 
detectors and send it to a computer as fast as 
possible.

“Our motivation was to use currently available 
advanced network technology to make data 
acquisition simple and fast,” explains Haba. The 
technology they used was the standard 
transmission control protocol (TCP) that every 
computer uses to connect to the Internet 
nowadays. The team developed a silicon TCP 
(SiTCP) circuit that can talk network language 
and programmed it into a field programmable 
gate array (FPGA). An FPGA chip is then placed 
in each detector so that each detector can be 
directly connected to a network via an Ethernet 
cable.

“This way, we do not need individual CPU's 
inside each detector. All users have to do is to 

The Detector Technology Project aims to build horizontal 
collaborations and empower the research and development of the 
common technologies.

Each GEM foil (orange) is coated with boron so as to make 
them sensitive to neutrons. Several neutron groups at J-PARC 
have employed GEMs for their detector. The right shows a 
neutron image of gold.

(Left) The gas electron multiplier (GEM) foil can image 
two-dimensional position of particles passing through 
a gaseous chamber. (Right) The cross sectional view 
of the GEM shows strong electric fields in the vicinity 
of holes where electron signals are amplified.

http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/T2KTPC.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/T2KTPC.html
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connect the detectors to a hub with Ethernet 
cables, and they can then start analyzing data 
in a LabVIEW like environment.”

A middleware—computer software tool 
connecting application software—called robot 
technology (RT) middleware was specially 
designed by National Institute of Advanced 
Industrial Science and Technology to offer user 
interface to view and analyze the output data. 
The DAQ-middleware framework brings about 
almost a plug and play capability.

“DAQ-middleware is very useful to small 
projects that cannot afford a DAQ expert,” says 
Haba. The SiTPC technology has already found 
several applications. All GEM detectors 
developed in MPGD project are equipped with 
the DAQ. Other applications include Hadron 
Hall at J-PARC, the neutrino detector Super-
Kamiokande, and the CCD readout system for 
the hyper supreme camera at the National 
Astronomical Observatory of Japan.

SOI: Japan’s leading detector 
technology
Including 70 collaborators, 20 of whom are 
international, the silicon on insulator (SOI) 
project is the largest international project in 
DTP. SOI is a high-resolution, fast and low 
power sensor currently studied only in Japan. 
Since 2005, the SOI project has collaborated 
with Oki Electric Industry, a Japanese company 
that has strong SOI technology. 
 

Ordinary computer chips have a silicon 
substrate which is several hundreds of 
micrometers in thickness. Because of the 
thickness, small parasitic capacitances 
can form within it, and can degrade the 
performance of the chip. SOI inserts an 
insulator between the circuit and the 
silicon substrate to eliminate the device 
capacitance, and unnecessary currents 
flowing in the silicon area. The fast, low 
current SOI is a widely used technology in 
the semiconductor industry today.

However, what detector scientists saw in 
the SOI was not a semiconductor but a 
sensor. “We can use the silicon as a 
sensor, and the readout circuit is 
conveniently attached just 1 micrometers 
away, completely insulated,” says Haba. 

“It is an all-in-one technology.” Because the 
conventional detectors and readout electronics 
are separate entities, they must be connected 
by bonding, and the solder bumps for bonding 
cost at least 50 micrometers of space. With 
this innovative technology, scientists can skip 
the bonding, and greatly reduce 
the amount of material 
required to construct a sensor. 
Less material means less 
disturbance to particle paths, 
and the better performance in 
particle physics experiments.

The thickness of silicon is also 
scalable. For example, high 
energy X-ray detectors need 
substantial thickness. If they 
are too thin, the X-rays will 
simply pass through 
undetected. Detectors which 
use standard charged coupled 
device (CCD) technology are 
limited in their thickness by the 
nature of the technology. This 
limits their ability to detect high-
energy X-rays. The SOI detector can be made 
as thick as desired to absorb and detect high 
energy X-rays.

Aspiring for unseen energies
Another anticipated technology is called 
superconducting tunnel junction (STJ). In 
superconductors, electrons travel as pairs. 
These pairs, called Cooper pairs, are 
responsible for the superconducting state. 
However, the pairs are fragile, and just a few 
milli-eV of energy can destroy them. Detector 

scientists plan to use this property to detect 
particles of very small energy. “The STJ will be 
a breakthrough when realized,” says Haba. 

The new cosmic microwave background (CMB) 
radiation group at KEK is in the middle of 
research and development of an STJ detector 
to detect primordial gravitational waves in the 
CMB. A different group, this one led by Prof. 
Shinhong Kim of Tsukuba University, is seeking 
a way to detect the neutrino decays thought to 
occur abundantly in our universe. Through 
these projects, the STJ may help to answer the 
most profound questions about our universe.

All these teams have many challenges to 
overcome. The project has built a clean room 
where they can produce their own detector 
samples in-house. The CMB group is yet to 
observe their first signals. Observing neutrino 
decay will be even more challenging, because 
this project requires their STJ to sense photons 
with an energy of just a hundredth of a 
thousandth of an eV. To create a 
superconducting state sensitive to such low 

energy photons, the team first needs to figure 
out a way to keep material stably at 0.05 
Kelvin.

Complete four-dimensional 
imaging
The current neutrino observatories detect 
Cherenkov photons. These are photons 
emitted by particles that result from 
interactions of neutrinos with a medium. The 
neutrino interactions produce both photons 
and other particles. However, because current 

observatories can only detect 
photons, they cannot 
distinguish between different 
types of neutrinos. This might 
change forever in the advent of 
liquid TPC.

A liquid TPC is simply a TPC 
chamber filled with a noble 
element in liquid state. When a 
charged particle passes 
through, it emits scintillation 
light and Cherenkov light, and 
also produces ionization 
electrons along the path of the 
particle. All these are detected 
by GEM and photo sensors. 

The newly developed silicon TCP (SiTCP) 
simplifies data acquisition process from 
detectors to computers.

Silicon on insulator (SOI) combines sensor and circuit 
in one detector.

In a superconducting tunnel junction 
(STJ) detector, low energy photons can 
disrupt Cooper pairs, locally disturbing 
the superconducting state.

The multi pixel photon counter (MPPC) is a 
new silicon photomultiplier diode developed by 
Hamamatsu that amplifies photon signals and 
converts them to electrical signals.

http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/CMB.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/CMB.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/CMB.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/CMB.html
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Thus, a liquid detector can detect both 
Cherenkov light and other particles.

The liquid TPC would provide time information 
from the scintillation light, and three-
dimensional position information from the 
ionization electrons and Cherenkov light. From 
these, physicists can reconstruct complete four-
dimensional particle trajectory. 

With these remarkable characteristics, liquid 
TPC can distinguish between electromagnetic 
showers originated from electrons and ones 
originated from photons. Both look identical to 
the current neutrino observatories because they 
are both a bunch of electrons, positrons, and 
photons. This means that physicists can 
distinguish between electron showers from 
electron neutrino events and photon showers 
from background neutrino events.

“We will be able to tell what flavor of neutrino 
has passed and reconstruct the exact 
trajectories of particles in the decay,” says 
Haba. “Liquid TPC will bring a revolution in 
particle physics.”

The liquid TPC is vigorously studied in medical 
research as well. As part of the next-generation 

positron emission tomography (PET) systems, it 
will provide much higher resolution images. PET 
is medical equipment that detects two gammas 
flying out in opposite directions as the result of 
electron positron annihilation near cancer cells. 
The current PET uses scintillator bars of 10 
centimeters in length and a few centimeters 
square cross section, giving special resolution 
on the order of centimeters. With the liquid TPC, 
this will be brought down to the order of 
millimeters or better.

As promising as it looks, the challenges are 
daunting. One major difficulty will be producing 
the large volume of high quality liquid medium 
necessary for these applications. The liquid 
needs to be extremely pure so as not to disturb 
ionization electrons’ paths. For neutrino 
experiment, it will require 100 kilotons of liquid 
argon, all of which needs to be cooled to keep 
the liquid state. In addition, they need to figure 
out how to apply one million volts to the 
container.

Catching up to the world
Application specific integrated circuits (ASIC) 
are customized IC chips to be used for a 
particular purpose. “It is not realistic to mass 

produce our ICs because we generally 
need only a small amount,” says Haba. 
As ICs become smaller and higher 
performance, it has become difficult to 
produce ASICs without a well-
established infrastructure. “Europe and 
the US have long put efforts on ASIC 
development, while Japan has put less 
focus on the matter.”

The ASIC project aims to train ASIC 
developers beyond KEK at universities 
around Japan. The project has hosted 
ASIC programs to promote in-house 
ASICs. Now scientists at universities 
such as the University of Tokyo, Kyoto 

University, Saga University, and Tohoku 
University who have completed the program 
can fabricate detector readout systems on their 
own. At KEK as well, the team has developed 
ASICs for both the MPGD and liquid TPC.

Strengths of research and 
development community
The next-generation photo sensor project is the 
second largest project in DTP, and includes over 
60 collaborators from various projects such as 
T2K, the International Linear Collider (ILC), and 
Belle. The project’s main interest has been the 
multi pixel photon counter, MPPC, developed 
by Hamamatsu. 

This year, the first large-scale MPPC application 
was completed at the T2K near detector. 
Altogether 63,500 MPPCs went into service just 
recently and are currently being tuned in 
preparation for the full-scale startup next month. 
The successful research and development of 
the MPPC owes much to the DTP photo sensor 
project at KEK and its collaborators.

The R&D activities proved to be useful 
experiences for collaborators from other 
projects. MPPC studies for ILC and Belle are 
ongoing. “The first generation of MPPCs has 
been completed,” says Haba. “However, there 
are some disadvantages of MPPCs that need to 
be overcome for the next application. For 
example, you cannot make the pixel much 
larger than the order of 1-millimeter square as 
the noise grows steeply with the size.” The team 
is currently exploring various options to 
overcome these problems. 

Growing into the future
The DTP has grown to attract more than 260 
collaborators. “Our primary goal to build a 
pipeline between projects has been 
accomplished,” says Haba. “Also, the project 
provides a place where detector scientists can 
work on R&D of detector technologies not 
directly related to experiments at KEK.”

Around a dozen DTP members meet every 
month to discuss their progress and to set the 
direction of the project. New technology under 
discussion is a pixel-readout ASIC called QPIX. 
QPIX is a multi-function pixel that measures 
total charge, time-of-flight, and signal width of 
particles. With QPIX, complete imaging of 
radiation will become possible. Currently around 
10 people are working on the QPIX R&D.

Haba thinks that there is a room for 
improvement in terms of communication. “For 
wide variety of scientists at KEK, we’d like to 
improve the quality of seminars and offer places 
to discuss new technologies more casually.” 
The DTP project welcomes new collaborators.

Related Link:
Detector Technology Project 

(http://rd.kek.jp/index_e.html)
CMB Group (Japanese)

(http://cmb.kek.jp/index.html)

The liquid argon time projection chamber (liquid Ar TPC) can reconstruct complete 
particle decay processes from time and three-dimensional position information.

The QPIX will be able to acquire time-of-flight 
information as well as the signal width.

Related Issue:
KEK’s new cosmic connection (P. 51)
Art of mapping neutrino 3D trajectory (P. 59)
Nailing down the photon detector (P. 23)
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January 12, 2010

The splash started at the ALICE 
detector (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) on 
the evening of November 20, 2009. It then hit 
Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector and 
LHC beauty (LHCb) detector, with an hour-long 
intermission for magnetic quench in between. 
At half past eight p.m. lastly arrived at the 
ATLAS detector (A Troidal LHC Apparatus). 
Every event display responded with the 

expected set of colorful dots and curves 
showing that all online detector components 
were diligently at work.

LHCb, CMS, ALICE, and ATLAS are four 
experiments at the Large Hadron Collider 
(LHC) at the European Organization for 
Nuclear Research (CERN). The LHC is the 
world’s largest collider, and only recently 
came back online after over a year of repair 

ATLAS’s first beam 
and first collision
[Large Hadron Collider, ATLAS, Thin Gap Chambers, Semiconductor Trucker]
The world’s largest and most powerful collider, the Large Hadron 
Collider (LHC) at CERN came back online on November 20, 2009. 
Three days later, the ATLAS collaboration saw the first collisions. 
Read on to get behind the scenes stories of the trial run, which 
ended on December 16, 2009 in a great success.

ATLAS-MUON team members 
celebrate the successful beam 

injection on November 20, 
2009. Dr. Masaya Ishino of KEK 

(Lower left) leads the endcap 
muon trigger level 1 team.

Muon detectors are the outer most 
subsystems of the ATLAS detector. They are 
composed of a barrel component and two 
endcap components. The endcap muon 
detectors are called ‘Big Wheels’ (BW).

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE ATLAS EXPERIMENT AT CERN
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work. The LHC is now the most powerful 
particle accelerator in the world, having 
produced proton-proton collisions at an energy 
of 2.36 TeV during the trial run. The 2010 run will 
start at an energy of 7 TeV.

A splash occurs when a beam of protons hits a 
collimator, an accelerator component located 
140 meters upstream of each detector to protect 
the accelerator and detectors from off-orbit 
particles by eliminating them. Initially, the 
collimators at the experimental sites are closed 
so that the beam would hit the collimators and 
create splashes of particles, which can be 
detected by each detector subsystem. 

ATLAS is a collaboration of around 2,900 
scientists from 172 institutions in 37 nations. On 
this night, hundreds of the collaborators had 
gathered in the Control Room to ensure the 
detector’s operation in the real experiment. 
Among them was the muon trigger team, which 
is composed of international groups from CERN, 
China, Italy, Israel, Japan, and Russia. 

The two-component—a barrel and two endcaps 
called big wheels (BWs)—muon trigger system 
is the outermost subsystem of the ATLAS 
detector. It is designed to catch high-
momentum muons that penetrate through inner 
detector components.

A ‘trigger’ refers to a hardware or software 
system that picks out interesting events in very 
short period of time to reduce the frequency of 
event recording to a technically feasible level. 
When a collision takes place at the collision 
point, the detector subsystems are showered by 
as many as 40 million beam crossing per 
second. However, most of the resulting events 
are not interesting for the collaborators in terms 
of physics.

So they have developed as many as three levels 
of trigger to select out only a few hundred 

interesting events per second. The level 1 trigger 
is a hardware-based system which reduces the 
40 million events to around 100 thousand events 
within a few microseconds. The level 2 trigger 
and the event filter are software-based systems 
that reduce 100 thousand to several thousands 
and then to a few hundred, respectively.
 

Close call at the TGC
For Dr. Masaya Ishino, the first successful 
splashes with working muon triggers meant a 
huge relief. Ishino, a scientist from KEK, is the 
muon level 1 trigger leader for the ATLAS big 
wheel (BW) muon team. The problem that 
started forty-eight hours before this point was 
critical considering the decade-long preparation 
efforts. “If the problem was unfixed, we might 
have had to keep the entire Thin Gap Chamber 

(TGC) system off for quite a while,” 
recalls Ishino.

TGCs are trigger chambers 
deployed to the BW components of 
the muon trigger system. Turning off 
the TGCs means to disabling the 
BWs of 25 meter in diameter on the 
either end of the ATLAS detector.

The problem occurred quite 
unexpectedly. “What had been 
working perfectly normally prior to 
this point suddenly decided not to 
work,” says Ishino. Just two days 
before the startup, a shift crew tried 
to configure programmable ASIC 
chips called FPGA (Field 
Programmable Gate Array) on 
custom made logic boards for the 
TGC during his routine work, but the 
operation unexpectedly failed. The 
team had not encountered this 
problem in the entire year-long 
period of detector testing with 
cosmic rays.

There are 72 logic boards in total on 
the BWs and each has two FPGAs. 

The team investigated the cause for an 
entire day without having any clues. Those chips 
had been working, and nothing had been 
changed on TGC side. Meetings were gathered, 
and Ishino continued searching for the answer, 
encouraging his team members, and reporting 
to the ATLAS collaborators at frequent intervals. 

During his investigation, Dr. Takashi Matsushita 
of Kobe University, in charge of the online code, 
realized that one time in hundred, the upload 
command succeeded. The first splash was 
approaching, and the team could use a stopgap 
measure: to write a script that repeats the 
configuration command over and over until the 
command was successful. 

Matsushita did this, and in matter of a few 
hours, all 144 FPGAs were up and running 

A big wheel during integration. 3,600 thin gap chambers (TGCs) cover each BW. There are 
six small and large BWs total (3 BWs on each side of the ATLAS detector).

The image shows a 900-GeV proton-proton collision event producing two 
muon candidates. They are detected by TGCs.
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again. This was early in the morning, just 12 
hours before the LHC’s big start. “The 
beginning at low energy with low luminosity did 
not have much significance in terms of new 
physics,” says Ishino. “Nevertheless, missing 
the start could be damaging because no one 
knows when significant events will come out.”

After further investigation, Matsushita soon 
identified the problem. Buried in old coding 
practice, it was a minor hitch long unnoticed 
because all had been functioning well up to 
that moment. “Since it was too risky to stop 
what was functioning in the middle of the run to 
test the idea, we kept it as it was during the 
entire run,” says Ishino. Matsushita made the 
change and confirmed that the problem was 
fixed as soon as the run ended.

Swift decision making
When the first splash hit ATLAS, the detector 
system appeared to be well functioning. 
However, as the next few splashes hit Ishino 
could see that something was odd. Many 
others in the Control Room also had an odd 
feeling as they leaned intently forward to 
decipher the event monitors.

Two types of trigger in ATLAS were prepared for 
beam splash event recording: two scintillation 
triggers and a calorimeter trigger. Scintillation 
triggers tell if any events occurred at the 
collision point, while Calorimeter trigger tells 
particle energy. However, during the splashes, it 
seemed as though all events were identified 
only by the scintillation triggers. There seemed 
to be no events triggered by the calorimeter 
trigger. Ishino hurried to the run coordinator, 
who immediately gathered the leaders of each 
group.

“The problem was quickly identified. The 
scintillation triggers were giving out trigger 
signals about 50 nanoseconds too fast,” says 
Ishino. Within twenty minutes, the team 
decided to run without the scintillation triggers, 
and the change was swiftly carried out. “From 
that point, everything was stable, better than 
we expected.” The rest of the night brought 
around 60 more splashes. The scintillation 
triggers were soon brought back on with 

correct trigger 
timing.

On November 23, 
the ATLAS 
collaboration saw 
the first collision 
at 900 GeV. From 
then on, the LHC 
increased the 
beam energy up 
to 2.36 TeV. 
During the entire 
run, the ATLAS 
system ran 
steadily. “So far, 
the scintillation 
trigger timing has 
been the only 
system change 
we had to make,” 
says Ishino.

The level 2 
trigger
As this little 
drama unfolded in 
the Control 
Room, other 
groups of 
researchers were 
carefully checking 
if their systems 
were behaving 
according to their 
designs. The level 
1 trigger is the 
first trigger that 
signals hit, but the 
higher level triggers are just as important. 
These are where physicists create software 
filters to identify candidate events depending 
on the physics of interest. 

For example, to look for Higgs at ATLAS, 
physicists are interested in the muons that 
result from the decay of Higgs particles. These 
muons are expected to have high energy, and 
so they are less affected by magnetic fields, 
and tend to travel in straighter paths. To pick 
out these rare events from the tens of millions 

of events, the muon level 1 triggers first make a 
rough estimate of the curvature of the muon 
trajectories. The triggers retain the position and 
estimated momentum of muons travelling in 
straighter paths, and pass the information onto 
level 2 trigger. Upon receiving it, the level 2 
trigger employs the software filters physicists 
have prepared to provide more precise value 
for the muon momentum. 

“During the trial run, we did not throw away any 
events at the level 2 muon triggers because 
we’ve so far collected only small amount of 

muon candidates,” says Dr. Kunihiro 
Nagano of KEK. Nagano has been working 
on the muon level 2 trigger since 2006. 
“However, we did have various things we 
could do with the data collected with the 
level 1 trigger.” Immediately after the 
collision started, the team experimentally 
applied their trigger to each event, testing 
trigger behaviors. They quickly found that 
their system functioned well. As the result, 
the high level trigger could be brought 
online just two days after the first collision.

“The level 2 trigger does two things: 
calculation and event selection,” explains 
Nagano. “Algorithms first calculate the 
particle properties like energy and 
momentum. Then based on those 
numbers, the filter menus make trigger 
decisions.”

Developing new tools to probe unexplored 

The purpose of triggers is to reduce the number of events which will be stored. Event 
rates (Black) after level 1 trigger, (Red) after level 2 and event filter, (Green) of proton-
proton collision for calibration, (Brown) of level 2 trigger activity. At around 14:20 all 
detector subsystem and high level triggers were brought online, and started event 

Dr. Kunihiro Nagano of KEK works on the muon trigger level 2.

Minoru Hirose, a PhD student from Osaka University, works 
on one of the inner detector components, the 
semiconductor tracker (SCT), with its DAQ ducks.

http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/ATLASHiggs.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/ATLASHiggs.html
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regions of physics means a continual weighing 
of advantages versus risks. The level 2 trigger is 
no exception. The challenge, Nagano says, was 
to decide where to draw boundaries. They could 
analyze the data in any way they wished, but 
with the constraint that the level 2 trigger cannot 
take more than 10 milliseconds on average.

The level 2 team had worked long and hard to 
optimize setups for the speedy calculation, and 
to refine the filter conditions, using simulated 
events. They had worked to find the optimal 
values for fit combinations, the mesh size for 
the magnetic field information, and so on. Now 
that they have the actual data to analyze, the 
team can work out details of parameters and 
cuts to validate their trigger algorithms. For the 
filters, they expect them to soon become more 
complicated as the number of events increase 
with increasing energy and luminosity in the 
future runs.

Semiconductor Tracker
As well as the muon big wheels, the ATLAS 
Japan members have worked on various other 
subsystems. Among them is a PhD student at 
Osaka University, Minoru Hirose, who is working 
on the offline detector monitoring system, the 
Semiconductor Tracker (SCT). Where the muon 
detector is the outermost part of the ATLAS 
system, the SCT is one of the innermost 
detectors.

The ATLAS collaborators are expected to 
reconstruct received events within 48 hours 
time. However, the inner detector is vulnerable 
to strong radiation that is damaging to the 
silicon detector. The damage can cause wrong 
signals. The responsibility of the event 
monitoring team is to give a recommendation to 
the data quality (DQ) team 24 hours before the 

reconstruction, as to whether 
they are good to proceed 
with the reconstruction; and 
if so, which signals are 
usable and which are 
suspect. 

Hirose had been working on 
the offline monitoring to 
identify noisy strips and dead 
strips from the total of six 
million strips in the SCT. “It is 
relatively easy to identify 
noisy strips. You could simply 
look for strips that are giving 
out signals all the time,” says 
Hirose. “Identifying dead 
ones that don’t give out any 
signals is a little more 
challenging.” However, by 
carefully examining the 
information produced by 
each strip, he had completed 

a successful offline monitoring system.

During the trial run, Hirose had repeated the 
monitoring cycle many times, checking for noisy 
or dead strips. Since there were only small 
amount of data, the DQ team reconstructed all 
data available. The team instead gave feedback 
to the data acquisition system (DAQ) 
configuration. “The ratio of noisy strips during 
the run was what we expected from our 
previous cosmic ray tests. Overall, the SCT 
remained as stable as any detector can be, and 
my shift was as smooth as it could get,” says 
Hirose, “until my last night shift last year when 
the SCT refused to start up.”

The SCT startup problem was the minor and 
only happening last year. It occurred when the 
team tried to change the operation mode from 
‘collision’ to ‘cosmic ray’ to observe cosmic 
rays during the LHC downtime. “It turned out 
the problem was simply that the run type of the 
central DAQ was not correctly configured, but it 
still took us some hours to figure that out,” says 
Hirose.

“Beyond expectations”
Other ATLAS teams are also rapidly acquainting 
themselves with the subsystems and the 
relations between them. “It is a very hard thing 
to get everything in this extremely complex and 
elaborate system done perfectly on the first 
attempt, although solutions may appear obvious 
in hindsight,” says Ishino. As the example of the 
bit code uploading on the ASIC chips for the 
muon trigger level 1 would illustrate well, the 
collaborators are often required to know every 
inch of technologies they use.
 
During the two months before the startup, the 
collaborators had thoroughly outlined their plans 

for the first month of the run. “We also had 
experience from last year's run. Problems were 
identified speedily, and I could follow all 
decisions with satisfaction,” says Ishino.

“The run went well beyond our expectations,” 
says Nagano. “Originally, the muon high level 
triggers were expected to remain on standby for 
quite a while, even as long as the entire 
commissioning period. We actually brought 
them online a couple of days after the first 
collision." On the accelerator side, the beam 
pickup signal—a detector that reports the 
absolute point where beam went through the 
ATLAS detector—was turned on in the 
afternoon the next day to synchronize with the 
level 1 trigger. This was again days earlier than 
anyone had expected.

The complexity of the entire detector system 
and its initial success continue to surprise even 
the collaborators themselves. When asked 
about his most challenging experience, Ishino, 
who has worked on the ATLAS muon trigger 
system for nine full years, says it is the sheer 
scale of the system. “The system is roughly 
1,000 times larger than anything I had worked 
with before. All components were well 
understood, but integrating them correctly and 
grasping the scale of it in my mind required 
careful planning and lots of time.” Nagano adds: 
“I am impressed with the level of achievement. 
During one year of testing and planning, the 
system has become fully functional.”

Making strides toward 
higher energy
The system will restart in February, aiming this 
time for an energy of 7 TeV. In the meantime, the 
teams are analyzing the data acquired during 
the 26-day trial run, and replacing a few bits of 
failed electronics. For the muon level 2 trigger 
team, the next run will be the moment of truth, 
as production of thousands of muons is 
expected.

“Once an event is lost in the trigger, it’ll be lost 
forever,” says Nagano. “This month is a good 
opportunity for us to recheck everything.” On 
the SCT side, Hirose is now working to develop 
an interface to upload data on noisy and dead 
silicon strips, and other useful information to 
monitor SCT performance (hit efficiency, 
number of hits, etc) to the database.

Facing the dawn of a new era of physics, these 
physicists’ dreams are materializing. They 
embrace the physics analysis waiting in the near 
future, but they have to first ensure the perfect 
commissioning this year. As Ishino says, “The 
machine will run for ten years. What we can do 
this year is to make the system as robust as 
possible.”

Related Link:
ATLAS (http://www.atlas.ch/)

ATLAS at KEK (Japanese) 
(http://atlas.kek.jp/index.html) 

The inner detector has three components: the pixel 
detector, the semiconductor tracker (SCT), and the 
transition radiation tracker.

Related Issue:
How ATLAS will look for Higgs particle (P. 47)
KEK-ATLAS collaborators getting ready for LHC restart (P. 11)

http://www.atlas.ch/
http://www.atlas.ch/
http://www.atlas.ch/
http://www.atlas.ch/
http://atlas.kek.jp/index.html
http://atlas.kek.jp/index.html
http://atlas.kek.jp/index.html
http://atlas.kek.jp/index.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/ATLASHiggs.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/ATLASHiggs.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/ATLAS.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/ATLAS.html
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The NOP group members gather in front 
of their beamline at J-PARC: (Back left) 
two physicists from KEK, Dr. Kenji 
Mishima and Dr. Tamaki Yoshioka, and 
two PhD students from the University of 
Tokyo, Hidehiko Otono (front left) and 
Hideyuki Oide.

Current cosmology tells us that our 
universe started out from ‘nothingness’. When 
our universe first burst into existence, there 
were equal numbers of particles and 
antiparticles. Yet today, our universe is almost 
entirely composed of matter, with just a very 
little bit of antimatter.

Physicists have proposed several mechanisms 
to explain how this matter-antimatter 
asymmetry came about. Recently, they found 
physical evidences for one such mechanism: 
violation of charge conjugation-parity (CP) 
symmetry. CP symmetry says that the laws of 
physics must stay the same when a particle is 
swapped with its antiparticle (charge 
conjugation) and then takes mirror image 
(parity operation) of its physical properties 

such as spin. In 2001, both the Belle 
experiment at KEK and the BaBar experiment 
at SLAC succeeded in providing experimental 
evidence for mechanism of CP symmetry 
violation in B meson decay.

The outstanding problem with the CP violation 
is that size of this known violation is too small 
to explain the large matter/antimatter 
asymmetry in our visible universe. So particle 
accelerators around the world are working to 
increase the energy of the collisions to look for 
additional, hidden CP violations. Interesting 
candidates for additional CP violation includes 
those in new exotic physics such as in theories 
of supersymmetry (SUSY).

However, colliding particles at high energy isn’t 
the only way to search for CP violations. In the 

indirect CP violation search, physicists use a 
more fundamental symmetry in the laws of 
physics, CPT symmetry. The CPT symmetry 
says that the laws of physics should be 
unaltered when charge conjugation, parity, and 
time reversal are applied simultaneously.
 
This means that one can look for violation of 
time reversal symmetry to deduce violation of 
CP symmetry. If time reversal T symmetry is 
broken, then unbroken CP operation cannot 
restore the CPT symmetry. Because the CPT 
symmetry must be preserved at all time, T 
symmetry violation automatically implies CP 
symmetry violation. This method—looking for 
CP violation by means of time reversal violation
—is called indirect CP violation search.

A backdoor to 
new physics
[Neutron, Electric Dipole Moment]
The Neutron Optics and 
Physics group at KEK (NOP) is 
preparing to begin the 
research and development of 
an experiment to measure the 
neutron electric dipole 
moment. The result may 
answer one of the most 
fundamental questions about 
the universe. To make this 
measurement, the group 
proposes an innovative 

INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS STRUCTURE SCIENCE
NEUTRON SCIENCE AT J-PARC
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Neutron electric dipole moment
The Neutron Optics and Physics (NOP) group 
at the Japan Proton Research Complex (J-
PARC) is a collaboration of seven universities 
and research institutions in Japan including 
KEK. The mission of the group is to perform 
research on a number of topics in fundamental 
physics using neutron beams. One of the main 
objectives of NOP is to search for CP violation 
indirectly by measuring the size of the electric 
dipole moment of neutrons.

An electric dipole moment is a slight 
asymmetry in the distribution of electric 
charges inside neutrons. Since neutrons are 
electrically neutral particles, they have an equal 
amount of positive and negative charge inside. 
However, the positive and negative charges 
may not be evenly distributed. For example, 
there may be more positive charges on one 
side, and more negative charges on the other. 
This asymmetry is called an electric dipole 

moment, and means that neutrons can be 
affected just a little by the presence of a 
powerful electric field. The world’s most 
advanced neutron experiment at Institut Laue-
Langevin (ILL) has shown that the value cannot 
be larger than 10-26 e centimeters. 

“The neutron electric dipole moment is the 
most promising probe for new physics. With 
this tool, theoretical predictions of models 
beyond the Standard Model are experimentally 
testable,” explains the NOP group leader Prof. 
Hirohiko Shimizu of KEK.

The uncertainty principle of quantum 
mechanics states that the elementary particles 
which make up a neutron—an up quark and 
two down quarks—can spontaneously 
transform into much heavier particles for a brief 
periods of time. Those heavier particles may be 
either known particles from the Standard 
Model, or exotic new particles from theories 
beyond the Standard Model. Either way, these 
short-lived heavy particles can occasionally 
interact with external particles like photons.

“In order to prove the existence of new particle, 
we need to be able to measure a moment on 

the order of 10-31 e centimeters,” says Shimizu. 
However, some supersymmetric models predict 
a moment of 10-27 ecentimeters, meaning that 
just one order of magnitude improvement in the 
measurement will prove or disprove some 
models.

Since neutrons have a small magnet-like 
property called spin, they precess in the 
presence of a magnetic field. If physicists apply 
an alternating electric field in addition to a 
static magnetic field, the interaction of the 
electric field and the electric dipole moment 
causes the neutrons to precess at a faster rate. 
“Spin causes neutrons to precess a few times 
per second, while the electric dipole moment 
increases that by something like one 
precession in 100 years,” says Shimizu. “To 
measure this tiny difference, we need to 
produce and store as many neutrons as 
possible.”

Ultracold neutron source
The NOP’s proposed 
neutron electric dipole 
moment beamline 
will produce high 
intensity pulsed 
beam of cold 
neutrons from 
protons provided by 
a linac at J-PARC. 
The resulting cold 
neutrons are then 
slowed, transforming 
them into ultracold 
neutrons by a 
converter. Ultracold 
neutrons are very 
slow neutrons, 
moving at the speed 
of just a few meters 
per second. The 
team estimates that 
the system produces 
several thousands 
neutrons per cubic 
centimeter per pulse. 
The ultracold 
neutrons are then 
guided to the 

storage cell.
 
As the neutrons travel to the storage cell, the 
neutron pulse smears out as some particles 
travel faster while some travel slower. To reduce 
the velocity differences, physicists use the spin 
property of neutrons. When a varying external 
magnetic field of a particular type is applied to 
the neutrons, the spin of the neutrons flips, 
releasing energy from the neutrons, and 
slowing the faster neutrons. This makes the 
neutron bunch much denser. Additionally, the 
slowest neutrons are cut out of the bunch by a 
shutter before entering the storage cell. This 
combination of magnetic field and shutter is 
called a neutron rebuncher. The team found 
that repeating this process ten times would 
multiply the number of neutrons in the cell by 
roughly three times.

Neutron storage
The gist of effective neutron storage is to 
produce ultracold neutrons and let them 

(From left) Dr. Takashi Ino, Dr. Kaoru Taketani, Dr. Tamaki 
Yoshioka, and Dr. Kenji Mishima from KEK gather around 
their neutron guides with supermirrors on the inner surfaces 
to guide slow neutrons. They are the four members who 
constructed BL05.

A schematic picture of the ultracold 
neutron source with a converter, in 
which cold neutrons are slowed to 
become ultracold neutrons.

The leader of 
Neutron Optics 
and Physics 
(NOP) group at 
KEK Prof. 
Hirohiko Shimizu 
explains the 
theory behind 
the neutron 
electric dipole 
moment 
experiment.
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bounce around inside of a small volume. The 
challenge is to make the cloud of neutrons as 
dense as possible.

“The neutrons in the storage cell are moving 
around randomly and behave like a gas, so 
when compressed, the temperature rises, 
making them move faster,” explains Shimizu. 
“Faster neutrons will simply penetrate through 
the container.”

At ILL, about 10 ultracold neutrons per cubic 
centimeter enter the storage container. This 
means that, ideally, their 20-litter volume can 
hold a total of 200,000 ultracold neutrons. An 
alternative to increasing density is to make the 
volume larger. However, neutron precession 
can be disturbed by very small magnetic 
fields. Using a larger volume is not practical 
since a larger cell requires a larger magnetic 
shield.
 
For this reason, neutron laboratories from 
around the world are trying to increase storage 
density, rather than increase storage volume. 
Both the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) in 
Switzerland and the National Laboratory for 
Particle and Nuclear Physics (TRIUMF) in 
Canada aims to hold neutrons of the order of 
several thousands per cubic centimeters. 
That's a two-digit improvement. “Our group at 
KEK is aiming for at least two-digit 
improvement, and possibly more. This would 
increase the sensitivity of the device by a 
factor of at least ten,” says Shimizu.

Neutron guide
The NOP team has just launched into the 
research and development of the neutron 
electric dipole moment experiment using a 
neutron beamline called BL05. BL05 produces 
cold neutrons from protons provided by a 3 
GeV proton synchrotron at J-PARC, and sends 
them to three beamline branches. The R&D is 
conducted at an experimental station installed 
on one of the branches.

Accelerator scientists generally use magnets 
to skew and focus beams of charged particles. 
For electrically neutral neutrons, however, that 
is not possible. To prevent dispersion of 
neutron beams during transport to an 
experimental station, the team introduced a 
neutron guide with specially designed mirrors 
on the inner surfaces to reflect neutrons away 
from the guide walls and contain them inside 
the guide. This was 
one of Shimizu’s 
previous 
contributions to 
the neutron 
science.

Each mirror is itself 
a work of art. 
Because neutrons 
are electrically 
neutral, they easily 
penetrate ordinary 
substances, 
undisturbed by the 
electrons and 
protons in 
everyday matter. 
To reflect them 
back, the guide 
uses special 
mirrors with fine 
granularity film 
coating for the inner 
surface. Even though neutrons are undisturbed 
by electric charges in atoms, they still 
experience nuclear potential due to nucleus. 
The potential is very small at 10-4 eV, but 
tightly spaced nuclei can form a potential to 
reflect back slow-moving neutrons. This 
specially fabricated mirror is called a 
supermirror.

Doppler shifter
For their R&D work, the team proposes to take 
a step further and use this supermirror to 

convert as many cold neutrons as possible to 
ultracold neutrons. Cold neutrons move at a 
speed of 1,000 meters per second. The 
current supermirror technology only allows 
reflection of neutrons moving slower than 42 
meters per second. Any neutrons moving 
faster than that can escape the container. In 
practice, this means that significant portions of 
neutrons are lost before they can be used in 
the experiment.

“We know that there are a sufficient number of 
neutrons which travel at under 200 meters per 
second being produced at BL05,” says 
Shimizu. “We need a supermirror that can 
reflect back those neutrons.”

He says a supermirror that could reflect 
neutrons with a speed under 100 meters per 
second would be sufficient. Simple kinematics 
says that if the mirror is in motion at 100 
meters per second away from the neutron 
source, those neutrons moving at 200 meters 
per second would come to complete halt 
when they hit the mirror. Neutrons moving less 
than 200 meters per second would be slowed. 
The team therefore has designed a clever 
turbine of supermirrors that rotates at a few 
Mach speed in vacuum to move the mirrors 
away at 100 meters per second. They call this 
turbine a Doppler shifter.

Supermirror
The big challenge is to create a supermirror 
that can reflect back neutrons moving at 100 
meters per second. The current supermirror 
consists of ten thousand layers of 5-

nanometer thick films. The new mirror will 
require between 100 thousand to a million 
layers of 2-nanometer thick films.
 
The enabling technology is called ion beam 
spattering. Nearly a decade ago, the neutron 
team from Kyoto University and the Institute of 
Physical and Chemical Research Laboratory 
(RIKEN) first used ion beam spattering to form 
films for the first neutron supermirror. Now, the 
technology has become standard in neutron 
experiments worldwide.

A supermirror consists of layers of thin films to create 
effective potentials with finely spaced nuclei so as to prevent 
neutrons from passing through.

A schematic 
view of the 
ultracold 
neutron 
source at J-
PARC. This 
source is 
used for the 
neutron 
electric dipole 
moment 
experiment.
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Over the past few years, 
Europe has caught up with 
the technologies required 
for supermirror production. 
However, Japan still holds 
the strongest technological 
base in these technologies, 
and is best positioned to 
advance the frontier 
further. Shimizu says that 
his team’s goal is to create 
a mirror which can reflect 
neutrons with velocities up 
to 119 meters per second.

Neutron decay 
measurement
At another BL05 
experimental station, the 
NOP group at KEK is now 
starting the first phase of 
the project: neutron decay 
time. About 15 minutes 
after its birth, a neutron 
decays into a proton, an 
electron, and an 
antineutrino. Many 
laboratories report that the 
lifetime to be around 886 
seconds. One laboratory in 
Russia, Petersburg Nuclear 
Physics Institute (PNPI), 
reports it to be at 879 
seconds, one percent less 
than the world’s average. 
PNPI, however, has the 
best experimental 
sensitivity. The team’s aim 
is to determine the precise 
lifetime of a neutron.

According to Shimizu, the 
research and development 
for the neutron electric 
dipole moment experiment 
will benefit from the 
physics of the neutron 
decay experiment. An 
observable called spin-
electron asymmetry in 
neutron decay can explore 
some of the same physics 
as the neutron electric 
dipole moment. Although 
the measurement will not 
be as precise as that for 
the electric dipole moment, 
the team thinks that the 
result will help refine the 
dipole moment experiment 
setup.

“By determining the lifetime of the neutron, we 
can answer some very fundamental questions 
in physics. For example, we will improve our 
understanding of fundamental properties of the 
Standard Model, and of the composition of 
elements during the nucleosynthesis phase of 
the early universe,” says Hidetoshi Otono, a 
PhD student at the University of Tokyo.

“We will hopefully put a period to the long 
debate over the lifetime of neutrons sometime 
this year,” says Dr. Tamaki Yoshioka of KEK. He 
and Dr. Kenji Mishima of KEK have been 
working on the proposal for the neutron electric 
dipole moment experiment.

What’s impressive is that just a handful of 
physicists completed the designs and actual 
construction of the beamline in less than three 
years. “We are conducting processes that 
would have normally taken more than ten 
years,” says Shimizu. "In the 25 years since 
KEK produced the world's first neutron beam 
from an accelerator, there has been little 
neutron science at KEK. We are now trying to 
make up for those 25 years.”

The team has successfully applied their 
innovative ideas about neutron optics using 
supermirrors. In the very low energy, clean 
background, high quality neutron beamline at 
J-PARC, their physics endeavor now starts with 
unprecedented experimental sensitivity. 
Mishima who has worked on the project since 
its inception three years ago says, “Finally, we 
are at this moment of beginning that we have 
long waited for. We are looking forward to 
presenting the world with new conclusive 
results.”

Related Link:
Neutron Optics and Physics (http://nop.kek.jp/index.html)

Paper:
Design of neutron beamline for fundamental physics at J-PARC BL05 
(http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009NIMPA.600..342M)

At J-PARC, the 3 GeV synchrotron proton ring provides 
proton beams to the neutron experimental hall at the 
Materials and Life Science Facility. The proposed electric 
dipole moment experimental station will be built at the 
end of the linac.

The neutron lifetime is very difficult to measure. Depending 
on the experimental methods, past experiments have 
reported different values for the lifetime.

Sohei Imajo is a PhD student from Kyoto University 
working on Doppler shifter.

A neutron 
decays into 
a proton, an 
electron, 
and an 
antineutrino 
via a W 
boson.

http://nop.kek.jp/index.html
http://nop.kek.jp/index.html
http://nop.kek.jp/index.html
http://nop.kek.jp/index.html
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009NIMPA.600..342M
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009NIMPA.600..342M
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009NIMPA.600..342M
http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2009NIMPA.600..342M
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Hop in a submarine, have yourself 
shrunk to the size of a single cell, and dive 
into a man's blood stream to save his life. Yes, 
this is the synopsis from Fantastic Voyage, 
a1966 film from the U.S. During their rescue 
mission, the voyagers would witness the 
beautiful functions of life at work.

Prof. Shin-ichi Adachi of KEK admits that just 
such an adventurous idea might have been the 
driving force behind his desire to see the 
dynamics of tiny structures. In reality, life 
pounds and breathes in rhythms. It is not static 
like a photo. “But of course, if you are shrunk 
to nano-scale, you will be smashed before you 
know it because of the rapid nano-scale 
motion of molecules, called Brownian motion.” 

To observe such ultrafast processes in ultrafine 
structures, the tool Adachi had in mind six 
years ago when he joined KEK was called 

time-resolved X-ray structural analysis 
beamline. X-ray structural analysis is a 
technique to resolve the structure of materials 
by using X-ray. X-ray is an electromagnetic 
wave that has wavelength ranging from 0.01 to 
10 nanometers. Since atomic distance in 
molecule is on the order of 0.1 nanometers, X-
ray is perfect for observing such fine structures 
that optical microscope cannot probe.

The mainstream of X-ray structural analysis 
has been to illuminate samples with a 
continuous stream of X-ray to get clear 
pictures of static structures. Adachi’s interest 
had always been to capture the movements of 
nano-scale structures. “We function because 
proteins do work for us, and plants create 
energy through photosynthesis. We know 
components in the cell level from static 
observation, but if we actually observe these 
processes in motion, we might find something 
new.”

Adachi had previously been a user of time-
resolved X-ray beamline at the European 
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in 
France. He had tried to develop a new project 
for such science when he was at SPring-8, a 
synchrotron radiation facility in western part of 
Japan. “The problem was always the short 
amount of beam time allotted for the time-
resolved X-ray experiment, typically two weeks 
annually,” says Adachi.

Thus, he saw an opportunity when he learned 
that KEK was looking for a useful way of 
utilizing its Photon Factory Advanced Ring (PF-
AR). The Advanced Ring was once a booster 
for TRISTAN—the precursor of KEK’s main ring 
accelerator, KEKB. When TRISTAN was shut 
down for good, AR became the full-time 
accelerator for materials science. So it is old. 
Old, but designed to operate in single-bunch 
mode. This means that only one bunch of 
electrons goes around AR at a time, producing 

Watching light-induced 
molecular dynamics
[Time-Resolved X-ray, Laser System, Myoglobin, Spin State Dynamics]
A team at KEK’s Photon Factory Advanced Ring (PF-AR) has been 
observing the dynamics of various materials excited by light with 
their new time-resolved X-ray beamline. This growing technique 
can have great impact on a broad range of fields from environmental 
science and materials science to biological sciences.

Prof. Shin-ichi 
Adachi of KEK 
in the beamline 
control room.

INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS STRUCTURE SCIENCE
PHOTON FACTORY AT KEK
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X-ray pulses only once per 1.3-microsecond 
cycle. A three-centimeter long electron bunch 
corresponds to the pulse width of 100 
picoseconds (100 x 10-9seconds). Thus, the AR 
was a perfect fit for Adachi’s time-resolved 
experiment.

Spectroscopy, diffraction, 
and scattering
Adachi’s plan was to construct a beam line that 
is dedicated to time-resolved X-ray structural 
studies. Three years of design and construction 
and two years of data collection have brought 
Adachi’s team to their present success. They 
are now producing impressive results, directly 
observing a range of phenomena in nano-scale 
structures. Important current subjects include 
proteins breathing oxygen in and out and 
magnetic phase transitions in iron and cobalt 
compounds. 

There are mainly three techniques used in X-ray 
structural studies: spectroscopy, diffraction, 
and scattering. The proper technique depends 
on the science of experiment. The 

spectroscopy technique uses X-ray photons 
with energies from 4000 eV to 100 keV. This is 
enough energy to excite the electrons in atoms. 
The absorption spectrum depends on the 
quantum mechanical characteristics of 
electrons in the material. Such characteristics 
include electron energy levels and electron 
spin. In diffraction and scattering, X-ray 
photons are diffracted or scattered off as they 
pass through a sample. Scientists extract 
information about the structures of their sample 
from the angle, polarization, and intensity of the 
scattered X-rays. 

The spectroscopy technique is useful when 
scientists want to get information about 
structures in relatively local regions—at the 
atomic level—of their sample. Diffraction is for 
when they want to get information about a 
broader region—often times an entire molecule 

or 
complex. The scattering technique has less 
spatial resolution than the diffraction technique, 
but is useful in non-periodic structures such as 
those found in liquids.

“We wanted to build a beam line that could 
provide our users with the ability to use all 
available techniques,” says Adachi. Their beam 
line is currently the only beamline in the world 
that is dedicated full-time to time-resolved X-
ray structural studies, and allows users choose 
from all three techniques. 

Pump and probe
The team is particularly interested in light-
induced processes. They first induce some 
reaction in their samples by exposing the 
sample to light of a particular color, and then 
send a 100-picosecond X-ray pulse to observe 
the process at a single moment in time. By 
adjusting the timing of laser pulse, they can 
image the reaction process at different timings. 
Stringing these images together in sequence, 
researchers can produce the equivalent of a 
movie, allowing them to watch the process 
unfold. This method—excite and observe—is 
referred to as the pump-probe technique.

The key to this type of experimental setup is to 
synchronize the laser clock with the X-ray 
clock. The PF-AR already had a high-
precision clock, and all necessary 
technologies were available. However, 
putting these pieces together was an 
extremely difficult task.

Dr. Tokushi Sato of KEK designed and 
built the laser system. He set up devices 
to synchronize the timing of the two 
experimental processes, to chop off X-ray 
pulses so as to match the frequency of 
the pulses to the frequency of laser 
system, and then to send each laser pulse 
at well-characterized timing. “It took us 
three full years to build a successful laser 
system,” says Sato. He produces laser 
pulses for the team members and users.

The biggest challenge came from the 
versatile nature of the beamline: the range 
of laser properties that would be required 
by users of the system. “Every experiment 

requires different intensity, wavelength, and 
pulse width of laser,” explains Sato. “Some 
experiments need a destructively strong laser, 
and others need low intensity pulses. The 
wavelength and pulse width also need to 
correspond to experiment-specific conditions.” 
Sato handles three different types of laser 
systems to produce various types of pulses 
depending on the subjects.

The right place at the right time
Creating a new device always requires 
overcoming challenges. Even after construction 
is complete, it takes time for researchers to 
tune and calibrate the system. Adachi says that 
it took them approximately a year before they 
were able to collect any meaningful data.

The team's first subject was an organic material 
in which light excites electrons, causing it to 
become electrically conductive. The sample 
had previously been well-studied using visible 
light. However, to really see what was 
happening inside required X-ray structural 
analysis. For this test-run, the team exposed 
their sample to pulses of laser light and X-rays 
at different timings with different intervals. 
Unfortunately, it wasn't working.

Dr. Ayana Tomita of the Tokyo Institute of 
Technology stands before her experimental 
setup. Tomita was awarded the UNESCO-
L’oreal Co-Sponsored Fellowships for 
Young Women in Life Science in 2009 for 
her successful myoglobin study.

Dr. Tokushi Sato of KEK designed and 
developed the laser system for the 
time-resolved X-ray beamline.

Schematic view of the time-resolved X-ray spectroscopy experimental setup.
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Months later, after trying everything they could 
think of, the team changed their strategy. The 
problem was that this first sample was an 
opaque solid, meaning that only the surface of 
the sample could be excited by lasers. 
Because only a small portion of the sample 
was affected by the light, the team was having 
a hard time focusing the system on this 
affected region. 

So they tried a different type of sample, a 
material composed of cadmium sulfide whose 
structure is compressed by light. In this 
material, the light-induced shock compression 
penetrates deep inside the material, even to 
the degree that the sample would be 
destroyed. “We could immediately see the 
effect with our setup,” says Adachi. After this, 
the team rapidly acquired a feel for the nano-
scale experiment.

Proteins that breathe
With the working experimental setup, Dr. 
Ayana Tomita of the Tokyo Institute of 
Technology looked at a type of oxygen-carrier 
protein found in muscle tissue called 

myoglobin. The myoglobin structure contains 
many cavities inside. When a carbon 
monoxide molecule (CO) is introduced to a 
myoglobin, it binds with iron-based compound 
called heme inside protein matrix. A pulse of 
laser light can induce chemical breakdown of 
the binding, setting the CO molecule free. 
Those molecules then move around among 
neighboring cavities. However, actual motion 
of those molecules through cavities had not 
previously been observed. 
 
To slow the motion of the CO molecules so as 
to be able to catch the fine structural 
movements, Tomita cooled her myoglobin 
sample to about minus 150 degrees Celsius. 
The general shape of the results was just as 
expected, but the ability to witness the 
molecular motion directly was still stunning. 
The CO molecules jumped from cavity to 
cavity, and as they did so the cavities grew just 
as if they were breathing in. 

To observe proteins, researchers generally use 
the diffraction technique because it allows 
them to gain detailed information about the 
entire sample. Because Tomita had to take 

multiple shots per sample to understand how 
CO molecules moved through the structure, 
the amount of data quickly grew large. She 
says that the real challenge was to make the 
structural analysis of the tens of data sets from 
each sample. Because the experiment is 
relatively new, there were no established 
procedures for analysis. She had to use a 
different software for each of the dozen steps 
of her analysis, to ultimately create movies of 
breathing myoglobin molecules from the 
electron density distribution data. 

“Proteins are especially intriguing to me 
because of their complex structure,” says 
Tomita. “The time-resolved X-ray structural 
analysis of proteins is new. I am interested to 
see how other proteins behave.” Tomita is also 
interested in rhodopsin, a photosensitive 
protein found in the retina, and in the proteins 
at work in photosynthetic processes. 
 

Sub-nanosecond magnets
Dr. Shunsuke Nozawa of KEK had been 
interested in seeing the dynamics of fine 
structures for long time, and is one of the first 

members to join Adachi’s group. 
Nozawa recently succeeded in 
directly observing the change of 
magnetism in a molecular 
complex using the X-ray 
absorption spectroscopy 
technique. 

We know that a solution of iron 
based molecular complex called 
iron-phenanthroline undergoes a 
color change only for a short 
period of time when the molecular 
complex is excited by pulsed 
laser. The color change comes 
from the change in electronic 
state of the molecule, which is 

The crystal structure of a muscle protein, 
myoglobin, and migrating molecules of carbon 
monoxide. Myoglobin harbors a number of 
internal cavities (Xe1-Xe4).

(Left) The molecular structure of iron- phenanthroline complex (Red: iron, Yellow: carbon, Blue: 
nitrogen, and Green: hydrogen). (Three images on the right) Light excites the iron- 
phenanthroline complexes to change their magnetic state called spin. They remain its magnetic 
property for 700 picoseconds.

The migration of CO 
distributions (white) in internal 
cavities (purple) of myoglobin.
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driven by the change of magnetism. A pulse of 
laser light changes the spin of the iron atom in 
this molecular complex by transferring 
electrons from the iron atom to the ligand 
atoms that bind to the iron atom. This changes 
the magnetism in the molecular complex for a 
very brief 700 picoseconds.

Using the absorption technique, Nozawa 
observed not only the expected change in spin 
state but also a change in the molecular 
structure of the complex. The distance between 
the iron and the nitrogen in the phenanthroline 
increased by about ten percent. The dynamics 
are theoretically well explained, but this was the 
first time it had been directly observed.

“What’s interesting about the light-induced 
ultrafast phenomena is that we can control the 
function of materials using light,” says Nozawa. 
“Using pulsed X-ray photons, we can observe 
ultrafast light-induced changes in the function 
and structure simultaneously. This is crucial 
information for molecular design.” 

Nozawa is now working on a light-induced 
phase transition in a crystal of iron and cobalt 
complex. For iron- phenanthroline solution, the 
changes were observed in molecular level. This 
time, he is observing magnetic phase transition 
in solid state. 

The iron and cobalt based complex undergoes 
a phase transition when its temperature is 
increased, and altering the structure of the 
complex so that it becomes a magnet. This 
phase transition can also be induced by light. 

“In the thermal phase transition, the thermal 
energy built up within the complex induces the 
change all at once, so it is hard to observe 
how one-site excitation expands into a 
macroscopic phase transition,” says Nozawa. 
“When we induce it using light, we can see 
how the functional and structural changes 
propagate through the system via interactions 
in the crystal.”

The light-induced effect is also much quicker 
than the thermal-induced effect. For this 
reason, light-induced ultrafast phenomenon 
makes a good candidate for the future 
ultrafast devices. Understanding the dynamics 
of the structure, therefore, is of practical 
importance.

The world’s foremost center for 
time-resolved X-ray experiments
Adachi hopes that, over the next few years, 
the PF-AR beamline will become the global 
center for time-resolved X-ray science. The 

beamline is well on its way to meeting this goal. 
Already, users from Brazil, Denmark, France, 
Italy, Korea, UK, US and several national 
institutes visit Adachi's beam line to conduct 
their experiments. His team runs the beam line 
day and night, and supports users 24 hours a 
day with just handful of members, so as not to 
waste precious beam time.

The team members also have their own plans. 
Dr. Manabu Hoshino of the Tokyo Institute of 
Technology joined last April to conduct an 
experiment that 
can only be done 
at the KEK PF-AR 
beam line. He 
works on 
photocatalytic 
molecules that 
accelerate 
photoreactions. 
Though three-
dimensional 
knowledge of the 
molecular 
structure is crucial 
to understand and 
control these 
functions, it is 
currently 
unknown. 

The problem is that the electron excitations due 
to light last for only short time, on the order of 
nanoseconds to microseconds. “So far, we 
have results from simulation and simple 
spectroscopic analysis,” says Hoshino. “I 
believe the time-resolved three dimensional 
analysis will shed new light on our dynamic 
studies.” He just finished data taking and is 
now starting the analysis.

In addition to his work on the laser systems, 
Sato wishes to proceed with his research on 
energy and environmental technology. In 
particular, he plans to look into a new type of 
high-efficiency, inexpensive solar cell called a 
dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC). 

“If we can understand the property of energy 
conversion, we can apply it to light emission as 
well,” says Sato. He says he would like to also 
study a new display technology called organic 
light emitting diode (OLED). “To understand 
energy conversion in DSSC and emission in 
OLED requires good understanding of excited 
states. For that, we need to study dynamics of 
the electronic states and structures. The time-
resolved X-ray is a powerful tool to investigate 
the dynamics.” 

According to Adachi, the beam line’s abilities 
aren’t that much different from others, but the 
capacity is much greater, as they have 4,000 
hours of beam time per year. “The importance 
of time-resolved X-ray structural study has 
gradually increased, with the increasing 
availability of beam time globally,” says Adachi. 
“However, to really achieve the science we 
would like, we need higher quality beam lines in 
the future.” He adds that this is also a step 
forward towards the next generation Photon 
Factory, the energy recovery linac (ERL), 
planned at KEK.

The spin 
state 
change in 
the complex 
weakens the 
iron and 
phenanthroli
ne bonding, 
causing the 
atoms to 
become 
more distant 
from each 
other.

Dr. Manabu Hoshino of the Tokyo Institute of Technology (left) 
and Dr. Shunsuke Nozawa of KEK in the experimental station.
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Dr. Akinobu Dote, a member 
of the Hadron Nucleus Group 

at the KEK Theory Center. 
Dote studies hadrons that 

contain strange quarks.

Our universe is filled with exotic 
objects that we don’t currently understand. For 
example, a supernova remnant called neutron 
star is believed to have a very dense core from 
their gravitational compression. The density 
exceeds the maximum density thought 
possible inside nucleus, and the mechanism of 
such dense core offers theoretical hadron 
physicists interesting topics to explore. Rather 
unusual nuclei, called kaonic nuclei, have 
stirred up a decade long debate over dense 
nuclei.

An atom is composed of a dense central 
nucleus and a diffuse cloud of electrons that 
orbit around it. Inside of a normal nucleus are 
protons and neutrons, collectively called 
nucleons. Different combinations of those two 
nucleons create the many different types of 
atoms and isotopes, which form the matter of 
everyday life. However, there is more to this 
story, as physicists have found that the 

nucleons are themselves composed of even 
smaller elementary particles, called quarks.
 
The two nucleons are both composed of three 
quarks. A proton contains two up quarks and 
one down quark, while a neutron contains one 
up quark and two down quarks. In short, the 
atoms of ordinary matter that we see around 
us are all composed of up quarks and down 
quarks. In the Standard Model of particle 
physics, however, physicists have found six 
types of quark: up and down, charm and 
strange, and top and bottom. Each of these six 
types also has an antiparticle: anti-up, anti-
down, anti-charm etc. 

Since the heavier quarks decay quickly into 
lighter ones, our universe currently consists of 
only the lighter ones, the up and down quarks. 
Yet other quarks can exist in dense, high 
temperature environments, such as those 
produced in the high energy accelerators at 
KEK. 

Hadrons are those particles that are composed 
of quarks. quark-antiquark hadrons are called 
mesons, while three-quark hadrons are called 
baryons (so nucleons are baryons).

Hadrogenesis
When our universe started out with the big 
bang, it was a hot, dense fireball. Quarks and 
gluons were unbound, and could race through 
the rapidly expanding space. This state of 
matter is called a quark-gluon plasma. As the 
universe expanded, it underwent rapid cooling 
process, accompanied by a phase transition 
called Chiral symmetry breaking. The 
symmetry breaking is the reason why matter 
has mass. Just 10-6 seconds after the big 
bang, the universe had cooled enough that 
quarks and gluons began to stick together, 
forming baryons and mesons and their 
antiparticles: antibaryons and antimesons. 

A spice of strangeness 
[Hadron Theory, Strangeness, Kaonic Nuclei]
Understanding hadrons is key to understanding the evolution of 
our universe and the nature of many of the exotic objects it contains. 
A theoretical hadron physicist from KEK's Theory Center has been 
pursuing the physics of nuclei that include quarks called ‘strange’. 

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE THEORY CENTER AT KEK
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One second later, the 
temperature and 
density had decreased 
enough that hadrons 
and electrons could 
meet their antiparticle 
counterparts and 
annihilate, giving out 
energy. The 
cancellation of particles 
and antiparticles 
occurred at an 
enormous scale, 
because there were 
exactly equal numbers 
of each. However, 
some diminutive 
differences in their 
properties between 
particles and 
antiparticles—the 
complete picture of the 
differences is still a 
mystery for us—left just 
enough matter behind 
to eventually form stars 
and galaxies, and us 
human beings.

A few minutes into its existence, the universe 
had quieted to relatively calm state, with a 
temperature of a mere one billion Kelvin and a 
density of atmosphere. At this time, nucleons 
began to stick together to form nuclei. (FYI, the 
current temperature of the universe is 2.7 Kelvin 
and the density is 10-26 of atmospheric density). 
This phase of the universe is called 
neucleosynthesis.

In the present universe, neutron stars that have 
a very dense core are also a topic hadron 
physics might answer. The core density is 
expected to be much greater than the nuclear 
saturation density (the density of nucleons in 
stable nuclei: normal nuclear density) of 0.17 
nucleon per cubic femtometer. Hadron physics 
can explain the mechanism which allows such 

dense cores, and the internal structure of 
neutron stars is currently a hot debate.

Hadron physicists are currently probing such 
questions about the universe. Dr. Akinobu Dote 
of KEK is one such physicist, who is fascinated 
by unexpected phenomena and unconventional 
physics. He works on theoretical studies of 
rather unusual nuclei, called kaonic nuclei.
 

Kaonic nuclei
The most pronounced difference between 
particle physics and hadron physics is that 
particle physics studies interactions, between 
just one or two individual particles, while 
hadron physics deals with interacting many-
body systems. 

“Just because we know what would be 
discussed between two people does not imply 

we know what will 
happen when we 

bring many into 
a group. New 
ideas might 
pop up that 
might not have 
otherwise,” 
says Dote. “The 
same thing 
happens in 
physics. We 
might see 
entirely new 
phenomena in 
many-body 
systems that 
we would not 
have expected 
by simply 
looking at few-
particle 
interactions.” 
The basic 
particle 

interactions are well understood, but it is 
extremely difficult to solve many-body systems. 
That does not stop Dote from exploring the 
strangeness of physics.

Dote’s main interest has been in nuclei that 
contain a strange quark. One way of creating 
such nuclei is by bombarding ordinary nuclei 
with anti-kaons (K- mesons): mesons 
composed of one anti-up quark and one 
strange quark. Nuclei that contain kaons are 
called kaonic nuclei.

As a meson that contains a strange quark is 
called kaon, a baryon that contains one or more 
strange quarks is called hyperon. Nuclei that 
contain hyperon are called hypernucleus.

Bound to be exotic
The story of kaonic nuclei starts out with an 
empirical study of kaonic nuclei published by 
Prof. Yoshinori Akaishi (then at KEK) and Prof. 
Toshimitsu Yamazaki (then at University of 
Tokyo) in 2002. 

To model a kaonic nucleus, the two turned to 
previously obtained experimental results from 
three systems that contained K- mesons; a 
kaonic hydrogen atom (an atom of hydrogen 
where the electron had been replaced with a K- 
meson), scattering of K- mesons off nucleons, 
and an excited hyperon called Lambda(1405) 
interpreted as a bound state of K- meson and a 
proton. The combined results had pointed to 
the conclusion that K- mesons and protons 
attracted one another via the strong force. 
From these empirical results, they have 
constructed an effective potential in the kaonic 
nucleus.

Akaishi and Yamazaki first applied their theory 
to a nucleus called 3HeK-, which is composed 
of two protons, one neutron, and one K- 
meson. A 3He nucleus and a K- meson which 
are not bound to each other are unstable. The 

The quark-gluon 
plasma in the early 
universe underwent 
a phase transition 
from gas to liquid to 
produce hadrons. 
These hadrons, 
made of up and 
down quarks, are 
the building blocks 
of matter in our 
present universe. 
When 
gravitationally 
compressed, 
heavier quarks, 
particularly strange 
quarks, might play 
a crucial role in the 
neutron stars and 
even denser 
objects. (Image 
credit: Prof. 
Hirokazu Tamura, 
Tohoku University)

The theoretical calculations of K-pp by various groups show a broad 
range of predictions in the binding energy and the decay width. None 
has met the experimental results.
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system quickly decays into a proton, a 
neutron, and a pair of hadrons (one pion and 
one Sigma particle), a state 100 MeV lower 
level.

A 3HeK- nucleus, the bound state of a K-

meson and a 3He, should also decay into a 
proton, a neutron, a pion and a Sigma particle. 
However, when they are bound, binding energy 
takes up some amount of energy of the 
system, bringing the energy level down.

The peculiar thing they found was that, when 
bound to the 3He nucleus, the K-meson 
attracts the three nucleons of 3He nucleus so 
strongly that the binding energy could be 
greater than 100 MeV. This means that the 
3HeK- system resides in an energy level below 
the energy of the decay particles and so 
cannot immediately decay. Therefore, Akaishi 
and Yamazaki concluded that 3HeK- should be 
long-lived. In addition, the decay width—
quantum mechanical uncertainty of decaying 
energy due to the finite lifetime of the system
—is at around 20 MeV, narrow enough that the 
decay peak should be experimentally 
measurable in 100 MeV sea of decay 
spectrum.

The deeply bound kaonic nucleus intrigued 
other hadron physicists including Dote. Dote 
and his colleagues launched into a systematic 
study of various other light kaonic nuclei with 
Akaishi and Yamazaki, using the empirical 
potential as well as some additional 
techniques which could be used to calculate 
nuclear structure.

The first interesting result involved beryllium. 
The nucleus of beryllium-8 contains 4 protons 
and 4 neutrons which are split into two distinct 
clusters, each with 2 protons and 2 neutrons 
(namely 4He, or an alpha particle). When a K- 
meson was injected into the system, their 
calculations predicted a change in the 
structure. The kaon attracts other nucleons so 
strongly that two clusters merge together to 
form a single oval shaped cluster. Binding 
energy was calculated to be 104 MeV, and the 
decay width 40 MeV. The deeply bound nuclei 
should be distinguishable in experiments.

This result had deeper implications; with the 
nucleons so close together, the density of the 
nucleus grew. The average density of the 
kaonic beryllium-8 was calculated to be twice 
the saturation density for a nucleus, and the 
maximum density of this nucleus was even 
larger than four times the saturation density.

Another interesting finding was in a three-
proton system. The strong force between a K- 
meson and the three-protons work so strongly, 
pulling them close together. However, the Pauli 
exclusion principle in quantum mechanics 
states that two protons cannot occupy the 
same state at the same time and space. 
Proton has a quantum state called spin which 
has two possible states, up and down. So two 
of the three protons can have two different 
quantum states and are able to coexist 
simultaneously. Because of this, the two 
protons were pulled close by the K- meson, 
and the third proton orbited around them.

Binding speculations
These results brought great excitement to the 
hadron physics community. Could this be the 
mechanism that explains the dense core of the 
neutron stars? Accelerators around the world 

launched experiments to look for the binding 
energy spectrum in kaonic nuclei. KEK in 
Japan, LNF-INFN in Italy, GSI in Germany, and 
BNL in the US all found interesting results but 
few were to be definitive. Some results were 
not reproducible, and others had large 
statistical uncertainty.

In the midst of these experimental 
uncertainties, strange hadronists decided to 
go back to the basics. They thought it more 
important to understand the simplest kaonic 

nucleus than to explore complex ones. In 
particular, the experimental result on two 
protons and a kaon system, K-pp, produced at 
LNF-INFN was the one reliable data that it was 
worthwhile to explore.

There were many techniques available to 
model a kaonic nucleus system. There were 
also controversies over the way interactions in 
the nuclei were modeled. “It had been pointed 
out on various occasions that the empirical 
potential which we used was not consistent 
with the theoretically-driven potential,” says 
Dote.

In hadron theory, calculations need to take into 
account every possible contribution from 
participating bodies, and these contributions 
are many. For example, in a two particle 
system of a K-meson and a nucleon, 
researchers needed to consider the odd-
seeming possibility of those particles changing 
themselves into a pion and Sigma particle, and 
then reverting back to the original K- meson 
and nucleon pair. In the empirical potential, the 
self-interaction of the pion-Sigma particle pair, 
a possibly significant contribution, was 
ignored.

An issue with the approximation technique 
was also pointed out. As nucleons come very 
close to each other, they start experiencing a 
strong repulsive force. Conventional models 
smoothed this short-range repulsive potential, 
using a method called G-matrix. This would 
not have affected the calculation if the 
nucleons were at a normal distance, but it 

seemed likely to be important if the nucleons 
were brought unusually close together by the 
K- meson.

Dote decided to work on the problem with a 
physicist from the Technical University of 
Munich, Prof. Wolfram Weise. Weise proposed 
to utilize a theoretically based potential called 
the Chiral unitary model. They also avoided the 
small distance approximation by changing 
their technique to something called the 
variational method. This is a technique to find 

Beryllium-8 has a 
two helium-4 cluster 
structure. When a 
kaon (K-meson) is 
thrown in, empirical 
studies predict it will 
attract the nucleons 
in the two clusters, 
bringing them closer 
together and forming 
a smaller, higher-
density cluster.

A two-proton, one-neutron system and a three-proton system behave differently 
when a K- meson is thrown in. This is because of the Pauli exclusion principle in 
quantum mechanics, which says no two fermions (such as protons) can be in the 
same state at the same space and time. For spin up and down protons, two protons 
are attracted strongly by the presence of a K- meson, and the third proton orbits 
around the K-pp system (left).
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the minimum energy state of a system by 
varying the parameters of a trial wave function 
that can handle the short-range repulsive 
potential between nucleons properly.

Their findings were less sensational. With the 
binding energy of 20 MeV and a decay width of 
40 to 70 MeV, the nuclei with two protons and a 
kaon would be unstable if ever observable. The 
nucleon’s distance was at around 2.2 
femtometers (10-15 meters), as would be in 
ordinary nucleus, meaning that the saturation 
density of nucleons would be unaffected.

“However, the variational technique with the 
empirical potential still gives a large binding 
energy,” says Dote. Including Dote's result (the 
lowest) the range of predicted binding energies 
runs from 20 MeV to 100 MeV, none of them 
really in agreement with experimental results. 
“None of the results of our theoretical studies 
are final yet. There are multitudes of 
uncertainties, but that is why it is interesting.”

The Lambda(1405) debate
One particularly interesting result of Dote’s 
study was that using the variational method, 
they were able to model the distribution of a K- 
meson-proton pair inside a K-pp, which came 
out to be very close to that of a Lambda(1405) 
particle.

“The discrepancies between the empirical 
potential and the Chiral potential had been an 
issue with us,” says Dote. “Now we know the 
discrepancies stem from different ways of 
interpreting the Lambda(1405) particle.”

In the empirical potential, the Lambda(1405) 
particle is considered a bound state of a proton 

and a K- meson with a binding energy of 27 
MeV. However, the theoretically based Chiral 
potential has a different interpretation. In 
experiments, the energy of 27 MeV actually is 
obtained by measuring the energy of a pion and 
a Sigma particle, the decay products of 
Lambda(1405). In hadron theory, physicists can 
use this known contribution of the pion and 
Sigma pair to compute the contributions of a 
kaon and a nucleon interaction. Then, they can 
look for the theoretical binding energy of 
Lambda(1405)—a bound state of a K- meson 
and a nucleon. The calculation found that the 
theoretical binding energy was 15 MeV, a little 
more than half that predicted by the empirical 
model.

Black or white
The resolution of this discrepancy will come 
from a pair of experiments planned at the 
Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex, 
J-PARC. The two experiments, E17 and E15, 
will look at kaons’ behavior in kaonic atom and 
in kaonic nuclei, respectively.

The E17 experiment will produce kaonic 3He 
atoms—a K-meson replacing one of the 
electrons in a 3He atom. Because the well-
understood and simple force, electromagnetic 
force binds the K- meson in the system, 
observation of a slight deviation from the 
expected force potential can induce strong 
force between the K- meson and nucleons. The 
experiment will be already starting this year.

The other experiment, E15, will produce and 
directly look at kaonic nuclei. The experiment 
will create a system of two protons and one K- 
meson, K-pp, by bombarding 3He (2 protons 
and 1 neutron) with K- mesons. The idea is to 

knockout the neutron and replace it with a K- 
meson. The kaonic nuclei will immediately 
decay, but the details of the decay will provide 
important information. Specifically, researchers 
will not only measure the energies of the decay 
products, but also of the neutrons knocked out. 
“This will be a ‘perfect’ experiment, meaning 
that we will be making a complete observation 
of every participating particle,” says Dote. “The 
experiment will hopefully provide us with critical 
data for the kaonic nuclei systems.”

Dote is currently working on some possible 
improvements to his theoretical method for 
modeling kaonic nuclei. He is also studying 
physics of hypernucleus with his colleagues 
from Hokkaido University by throwing 
hyperons, instead of kaons, in a nucleus. 
“Hypernucleus is a comparatively well-
established branch of physics, while the 
physics of kaonic nuclei is still new,” says Dote. 
“We are excited by the possibility that the 
density of kaonic nuclei can really exceed the 
nuclear saturation density. This would have 
broad implications.” He says that the high 
density and high temperature can restore the 
broken Chiral symmetry to explore the 
extremely early universe. Technologically, the 
high temperature condition is achievable, but 
the high-density condition required for such 
extreme physics had been thought not feasible.

“With strangeness, we might see things we 
don’t expect from the conventional hadron and 
nuclear physics,” says Dote. “Strangeness is 
now another dimension for us to explore in 
nuclear science, adding a new third dimension 
to the previous two dimensions of proton 
number and neutron number.”

Nuclei with various neutron numbers and proton numbers 
have been explored throughout last century (yellow, blue, 
and green). Now exploration of another dimension, 
strange quark number, is beginning. (Image credit: Dr. 
Masshi Kaneta, Tohoku University)

Experiments on kaonic nuclei are planned at the Japan 
Proton Accelerator Complex (J-PARC).

Related Link:
Hadron, Nuclear, and Quantum Field Theory Group 

(http://research.kek.jp/group/hnth/index_e.html) 

Paper:
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February 9, 2010

The cavities being string-
assembled by technicians 

from DESY and Fermilab, in 
the KEK's ISO Class-4 clean 
room. (Photo by Nobu Toge)

From the Enlightenment to the present day, 
science has been opening doors to the 
unknown. Recent physics experiments and 
observations continue to unveil a universe filled 
with even more mysteries to solve than we 
ever imagined: dark matter, dark energy, extra 
dimensions, supersymmetry …. and more 
surely to follow. Particle physicists are on a 

quest to tackle those mysteries, learning about 
the origin and nature of the universe from the 
smallest to the largest scales. One of the most 
powerful tools for this quest is the accelerator, 
particularly large-scale collider, which re-
creates conditions that existed shortly after the 
Big Bang.

Currently, most experiments at particle 
accelerators are being implemented with 
international collaboration. One such 
collaboration, now on a particle accelerator 
itself, has just started at KEK, work on the 
superconducting accelerating system, the core 
technology for the International Linear Collider 
(ILC).

A world of researchers 
joins hands and hardware
[ILC, S1Global, Superconducting cavities]
The particle physics community is accustomed to global collaboration, 
and here at KEK, one of those collaborations has just begun on a core 
technology for the International Linear Collider (ILC), the superconducting 
accelerating system.

DEPARTMENT OF ADVANCED ACCELERATOR TECHNOLOGY
THE INTERNATIONAL LINEAR COLLIDER PROJECT
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Small particle, big collaboration
Particle physics research has a long history of 
international collaboration. As the subjects of 
the research get smaller and smaller, the 
accelerators grow in size, price, and 
complexity. It has become a general notion 
among the particle physics community by now 
that the next-generation accelerator to address 
the multitude of open questions cannot be built 
within a budget of a single country. 
Increasingly, scientists must travel to wherever 
in the world the accelerator they want is 
available, so research is done globally.

One of the current focus points of international 
collaboration is on the planning, design, 
funding and building of the next-generation 
electron-positron collider, the ILC. R&D for the 
ILC accelerator is being led by the Global 
Design Effort (GDE), setting strategy and 
priorities for more than a thousand scientists 
and engineers around the world.

In the ILC, superconducting accelerator cavities 
give the particles more and more energy until 
they smash head-on in a blazing collision at the 
center of the machine. Stretching 
approximately 31 kilometers in length, the 
cluster of beam particles called “bunches” 
collide 14,000 times every second at extremely 

high energies — 
up to 500 
billion 
electron volts 
(GeV). Each 
spectacular 
collision 
creates an 
array of new 
particles that 
could answer 
some of the 
most 
fundamental 
questions 
about the 
universe. 

To answer 
those 
questions, 
even the 
most-
advanced 
accelerator, 

by itself, is not enough. Together with the 
accelerator, a cutting-edge particle detector will 
record every collision that takes place and each 
particle produced. The ILC research directorate 
lead by Prof. Sakue Yamada, the former 
Director of the Institute of Particle and Nuclear 
Study at KEK, is responsible for the 
development of the ILC experimental program 
for physics and detectors, involving more than 
a thousand scientists across the globe.

“The ILC will complement the LHC. With LHC 
discoveries pointing the way, the ILC will show 
us more precisely the landscape of our 
universe,” said Prof. Kaoru Yokoya of KEK, the 
Asian regional director for the GDE.
 
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a proton-
proton collider at CERN (European Center for 
Nuclear Research) in Geneva, currently the 
man-made accelerator with the highest energy. 
The effective collision energy at the LHC will be 
higher than that at the ILC, but measurements 
at the ILC will be more accurate, since the 
collisions between electrons and positrons are 
much simpler to analyze than collisions 
between protons, which are bags of quarks, 
antiquarks and gluons. “There are many 
technical challenges along the road to the ILC 
accelerator. One of the most important of all is 
the superconducting RF technology”, said 
Yokoya. 

How do superconducting cavities 
work? 
A charged particle can be accelerated by an 
electric field. To provide the necessary 
acceleration, ILC will use a hollow structure 
made of the exotic element niobium. A voltage 
generator fills each cavity with the required 

ILC : Facing each other, two linear accelerators - one for electrons and other for positron - will stretch total of 
approximately 31 km. Like any complex machine, ILC is made up of several systems - each one an essential component 
for launching particles at close to the speed of light. (Graphic courtesy of ILC / form one visual communication)

Prof. Kaoru Yokoya, the ILC Asian regional director and a Head of 
Linear Collider Project office at KEK, in his office discussing the 
future of the ILC accelerator design.
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radio frequency (RF) field, where the charged 
particles feel the force of the electric field and 
accelerate. The entire apparatus is immersed 
in liquid helium to chill it to near absolute zero 
degree (-271 ºC), making a ‘superconducting 
RF cavity’. Those cavities will sit inside a 
vessel surrounded by thermal shields and an 
outer vacuum tank, called a cryomodule. 
Superconductors transport electrical current 
with almost no power loss, and it means that 
nearly all the electrical power may be used to 
accelerate the beam, rather than heating up 
the accelerating cavity structures themselves.

Only a few high-energy particle accelerators in 
the world use superconducting RF cavity 
technology for the beam acceleration at the 
present day, but a number of superconducting 
accelerators are 
being
planned and 
constructed. 
“KEK has been 
engaged in a 
variety of R&D 
projects on 
superconducting 
cavities. KEK 
used 
superconducting 
technology for the 
TRISTAN 
accelerator, 
operated until 
1995, making it 
the first large-
scale 
superconducting 
accelerator at the 
time at particle 
storage rings”, 
Yokoya explains. 
“We will need to 
perform much 
more R&D on 
superconducting 

RF technology in applications to linear 
accelerator, in particular, to realize the ILC. It is 
crucial for us to demonstrate the cryomodule 
system. We are starting with a cryomodule unit 
which contains eight cavities. This 
demonstration program is called S1”.

The actual ILC accelerator will require as many 
as 16,000 superconducting cavities, each 
roughly a meter long, placed end-to-end in 
2000 cryomodules. 
 

S1-global
The collaboration work taking place at KEK is 
called S1-global. "S1" refers to one of the 
priority R&D milestones for the ILC, with the 
object of S1 being the demonstration of an 

eight-cavity cryomodule operating at 
an average accelerating gradient of 
31.5 Megavolts per meter, which is 
the design gradient for the ILC. The 
original plan for the S1 program was 
to implement individual efforts in 
each region. But in an action to 
respond to very difficult situations 
due to global economy crisis started 
in later 2008, “I proposed to the 
community that the S1 program may 
be realized with the global 
collaboration work as a way to 
maximize our effort with very limited 
resources under the given difficult 
condition”, said Dr. Akira Yamamoto 
of KEK, one of the three project 
managers of ILC GDE. “It is 
extremely gratifying to see that the 
project has come to the stage of 
actual collaboration work”.

The program combines the 
endeavors and equipment from 
several collaborating laboratories: 
two superconducting cavities from 
DESY (Germany), another two from 

Fermilab (U.S.), and four from KEK. 
They will be installed in two cryomodules, 
each six meters long. A new one has been 
designed and constructed as a cooperative 
effort between Italy's INFN (Istituto Nazionale 
di Fisica Nucleare) and KEK.

Following the delivery of all components to 
KEK, assembly team members have joined 
from DESY and Fermilab. The team started 
assembly work on 14 January in a cleanroom 
of ISO class 6, or class 1000, where there are 
no more than 35200 airborne particles larger 
than 0.5 microns per cubic meter. Next day, 
they moved to ISO class 4, or class 10 
cleanroom with much more strict levels of 
cleanliness: hundred-thousand times cleaner 
than the air in the usual office room. Not all 
cavities gathered at KEK were exclusively 

The bird's-eye view 
rendering image of 
the ILC. The 
underground tunnel 
will be installed with 
the state-of-the-art 
precision systems. 
(Graphic courtesy of 
Rey Hori)

The one meter-
long 
superconducting 
accelerating 
cavities are made 
from nine cells, 
polished to 
provide micro-
level surface 
smoothness, and 
free of impurities. 
A series of 
detailed chemical 
treatments and 
processes make 
the cavity literally 
sparkle. (Photo by 
Nobu Toge)
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fabricated for S1-global, and another goal was 
a performance comparison for each cavity type, 
so the physical condition and feature varies 
from cavity to cavity.

“These efforts to integrate different pieces of 
equipment into one combined system test will 
be a exercise of the global collaboration in 
gaining practical understanding of the cavity 
hardware systems toward the plug-
compatibility concept”, said Yamamoto. Plug 
compatible is a term 
commonly used in the 
manufacturing and computer 
industries, meaning hardware 
that is interchangeable with 
another vendor's product, 
even though internal details 
may differ. This concept, as 
applied to the ILC design, will 
accommodate the variations 
that result from new 
innovation and optimization in 
the development stage, and 
from local features/constraints 
in the production
stage. “It is very important for 
them to keep their creative 
spirit in the R&D stage. It is 
also very important that the 
intellectual work and the 
knowledge should be well 
shared globally in the 
production stage”, Dr. 

Yamamoto said.

Work on S1 global will continue for the rest of 
this year, 2010. Assembly completion is 
expected by June, and the system will be 
operated by the end of December.

Fast track for industry
The effort to do cutting-edge physics research 
produces unexpected technological 
breakthroughs with everyday applications. The 

World Wide Web is a prime example, known 
to everyone, and has transformed society. 
The Web was developed by high-energy 
scientists at CERN to share their data with 
colleagues who used different computer 
systems. Other examples include accelerator 
technology that has been adapted to the 
manufacture of computer microchips, and 
medical diagnostic and therapeutic tools, 
such as proton-beam therapy, that have 
emerged from this basic scientific research.
 
The same will be true of the technologies 
developed for the ILC. Today, accelerators 
based on superconducting technology are 
being planned and built for use in many 
areas of science and medicine, such as next-
generation X-ray imaging facilities. 

“We need a strong partnership with industry 
to make the ILC happen”, said Yamamoto. 
“There is no way to produce all required 
numbers of the cavities and the cryomodules 
in only one region. We need to prepare for 
the mass production stage with world-wide 
industries”. KEK has already started to work 
with the Advanced Accelerator Association 
Promoting Science and Technology (AAA), 
launched in June 2008 with a total of about 

100 companies, universities and laboratories. 
Discussions are underway on R&D issues, 
industrialization models, intellectual property 
rights and other related areas, using the ILC as 
a model project. Dr. Yamamoto believes that 
this will put also industries on a fast track 
toward new products and life-changing 
technologies.

Related Link:
ILC Web site (http://www.linearcollider.org/cms/)

ILC Global Design Effort (http://www.linearcollider.org/cms/)
ILC Research Directorate 

(http://www.linearcollider.org/physics-detectors)

Gateway to the quantum universe 
(http://www.linearcollider.org/gateway/)
Advanced Accelerator Association Promoting Science and 
Technology (Japanese) (http://aaa-sentan.org/)
Advanced Accelerator Web site (Japanese) 
(http://sentan.kek.jp/)
CERN LHC 
(http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/LHC/LHC-en.html)

ILC Project managers Prof. Marc Ross (Fermilab, on the right) and Prof. Akira 
Yamamoto (KEK, on the left) during the meeting at KEK. (Photo by Nobu Toge)

ILC GDE released the 
Reference Design Report 
(RDR) in February 2007 
when the concept design 
for the ILC was established.  
"Gateway to the Quantum 
Universe" summerlize the 
essence of the RDR. Now, 
the GDE is taking the next 
step for the Technical 
Design phase, improving 
the RDR design through 
continuing R&D and value 
engineering.
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February 16, 2010

Prof. Atsuko Ichikawa (left) of 
Kyoto University and Dr. 

Tetsuro Sekiguchi of KEK 
stand in front of the prototype 

of the first horn. Ichikawa 
designed and developed the 
horns, and Sekiguchi joined 

the team in 2005 and now 
leads the horn group.

Of the six parameters that 
determine neutrino oscillation, two have yet 
to be measured. When Prof. Atsuko Ichikawa 
(Kyoto University) started her design studies 
for the next-generation long baseline neutrino 
oscillation experiment, she thought 
determining the parameters was so near the 
reach. Ten years have passed since then. It 
was a long wait, Ichikawa says, but the goal is 
now within sight. 

T2K sends neutrinos 295 kilometers across 
Japan, from Tokai to Kamioka. Neutrinos are 
extremely light particles, and come in three 
different types: electron, muon, and tau. The 
different types are known as flavors. During 
flight, neutrinos can change flavors back and 
forth. This is called neutrino oscillation.

 
Determining the six parameters which 
influence the probability of neutrino oscillation 
is very important to understand the structure 
and evolution of our universe. These 
parameters will help physicists understand 
how ordinary matter (as opposed to antimatter) 
came to prevail during the early universe.

The T2K experiment uses the 30 GeV proton 
beam produced at the Japan Proton 
Accelerator Complex (J-PARC). The high 
intensity proton beam is extracted from the 
synchrotron, guided through the neutrino 
beamline to the T2K target station, where it hits 
a graphite target, producing pions. These 
pions quickly decay into muons and muon 
neutrinos. The detectors at the two ends of the 
long baseline, the near detector at J-PARC and 

the far detector Super-Kamiokande at 
Kamioka, determine the properties of the 
neutrino beam. Measured properties include 
energy, momentum, and flavor. Differences in 
the measurements at the two ends of the 
experiment are due to neutrino oscillation.

Of the many important components necessary 
to build such ambitious experiment, the 
electromagnetic horns, sitting at the very heart 
of it, are essential. It was in 2000 when 
Ichikawa became in charge of the component.

The 30 GeV proton beam produces billions of 
neutrinos. However, because neutrinos interact 
with ordinary matters only very weakly, most of 
them pass through the detectors undetected. 
In fact, Super-Kamiokande is expected to 
catch only one hundred billionth of them. In 

Beats of neutrino horns
[Neutrino, T2K, Electromagnetic Horn]
Two months into the operation of the Tokai-to-Kamioka neutrino 
oscillation experiment (T2K), the experiment is now expecting at any 
moment the first neutrino at the end detector, Super-Kamiokande. 
This week features the devices at the heart of the T2K experiment, the 
electromagnetic horns that shape and focus the neutrino beam.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE T2K NEUTRINO EXPERIMENT AT J-PARC
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order to make the best use of the 
neutrino beam and catch as many 
neutrinos as possible, physicists want 
the neutrino beam focused and aimed 
as effectively as possible when it 
departs the J-PARC facility. The 
problem is that neutrinos are hard to 
focus precisely because they do not 
interact with electromagnetic forces. 
Since focusing the neutrinos is 
practically impossible, neutrino 
scientists have chosen a simpler, 
though indirect, alternative. They use 
electromagnetic horns to focus the 
charged pions before they decay into 
neutrinos in the direction that the pions 
travel.

The T2K horns have a double-walled 
aluminum structure, in which 320 kilo-
Amperes of current flows from the inner 
surface back through the outer surface. This 
creates a strong spiral-shaped magnetic field of 
2 Tesla between the aluminum surfaces, 
bending the paths of charged pions to the 
forward direction. 

Balancing stress and performance
Building on the old neutrino beamline at 
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), 
Ichikawa’s conceptual design started out with 
two horns. The first horn would enclose a 
sapphire target, at which pions are produced. 
The second, larger horn would sit a few meters 
away to tune the shape of the pion beam.

It quickly became evident that the BNL style 
horns would not survive the heat and radiation 
load placed on them by the intense beam and 
the high current. To keep it cool, Ichikawa and 
her team would need to use sprays of cooling 
water, but even that would not be enough. The 
team needed some serious design work to 
reconsider the beam stresses felt at and around 
the target, and the shapes and the sizes of the 
horns.

“If we didn’t have to think about the beam 
intensity, the original two-horn scheme would 
have worked,” explains Ichikawa. The BNL 
style horns would ideally increase the neutrino 
numbers at Kamioka by a factor of about 17. 
“The idea was to design horns that have an 

efficiency of 95 
percent of the 
BNL 
efficiency”

Ichikawa’s 
study needed 
to balance the 
robustness 
and efficiency 
of neutrino 
generation at 
the horns. The 
high current 
flowing within 
the horns 
would 
produce high 
stress due to 

electromagnetic 
force—called 

Lorentz force—on the horns. The high intensity 
pulsed beam would give rise to strong thermal 
shocks and mechanical vibrations. She 
calculated the size and nature of all these 
stresses on the horns for various 
configurations, applied her simulations, 
modified the designs, and repeated 
the process.
 
In particular, Ichikawa found that 
the two-horn configuration would 
not work. “The first horn is 
supposed to focus the pions, 
and the second one is to make 
the beam even,” says Ichikawa. 
“However, the high intensity 
beam required an unrealistically 
large size for the horn.” So she 
proposed to split the first horn to 
produce a three-horn system, in 
order to keep the size of the 
horns feasible for construction 

and handling.

Ichikawa surveyed the design of horns from 
around the world, such as ones at Fermi 
National Laboratory, CERN, and T2K’s 
precursor KEK-to-Kamioka (K2K). Varying inner 
diameters, length, and curvature of the horn 
structure, she simulated as many as 600 
different configurations. 

One of the keys to a robust structure was to 
reduce the thermal and mechanical shock 
around the target. For the target, the team had 
chosen graphite instead of sapphire. Graphite 
has less dense crystal structure than sapphire, 
and therefore experiences less thermal load per 
volume. Ichikawa enlarged the inner diameter 
of the first horn to place space between the 
target and the horn’s inner surface. The target 
is a cylinder of 90 centimeters long and 2.6 
centimeters in diameter. The resolution was to 
expand the first horn’s inner diameter from 1.9 
centimeters to 6 centimeters. Since the 
magnetic field generated by the horn would 
decrease with the distance from the center, 
enlarging the inner diameter means reducing 
the stress due to the Lorentz force, as well as 
the thermal stress.

Horns to focus the world’s most 
intense neutrino beam
The conceptual design was finalized in 2004, 
and the technical design was finalized in 2006. 
For Ichikawa, this was the first time she had 
done such engineering-oriented designs. She 
started out with no experience in building 

The original design was based on the two-horn scheme at 
Brookhaven National Laboratory. After rigorous calculations and 
simulations of various shapes and sizes, the current three-horn 
design came about.

When a proton 
beam hits the 
graphite target, it 
produces pions. 
The pions decay 
into muons and 
muon neutrinos. 
The role of the 
horns is to focus 
and tune the pion 
beam to send as 
many neutrinos as 
possible to the 
Super-Kamiokande 
detector.

This is an 
illustration of 
the inner 
component 
of the first 
horn, where 
the 90 
centimeters 
long graphite 
target would 
be inserted.
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radiation intense experiments but she had 
substantial experience in particle physics. 
Joined by Prof. Eric Zimmerman from 
Colorado University, Larry Bartoszek from 
Bartoszek Engineering, experts from 
Fermilab’s MiniBooNE experiment, and a team 
of KEK engineers, Ichikawa successfully 
designed every single piece of the horn 
design.

“Since the target area is the most radiation 
intense area, everything needed to be made of 
ceramic or metal that are radiation-proof,” 
explains Ichikawa. “We had to know for sure 
that none of the parts would fail, making sure 
the Lorentz stress, the thermal shock, 
mechanical vibrations, and aluminum 
corrosion were all under control.”
 
If designing the horns to focus the world’s 
most intense neutrino beam is a challenge, 
actually building them is another. From 
selecting the right vendor to managing parts 
under budgetary restrictions, she says 
everything was about challenge.

Support module to 
suspend the horns
In 2005, soon after the technical design phase 
started, another KEK member Dr. Tetsuro 
Sekiguchi, joined the team. Sekiguchi is the 
present leader of the horn team. For proper 
operation, the horns require precise alignment, 
a helium atmosphere, and a water cooling 
system. Sekiguchi had developed them to 
make those components work.

Each horn is suspended from the ceiling, 
hanging from an iron framework called a 
support module. The suspended design 
makes it easier to align the horns. The area 
which contains the horns, the helium vessel, is 
filled with helium gas to prevent contamination 
by air molecules that can interact with pions 
and cause radiation contamination. Sekiguchi 
designed and developed the support modules 

and most of the crucial components 
around the horns.

“The challenge was to install and 
maintain the horns in strong radiation 
environment,” says Sekiguchi. 
“Everything needs to be remotely 
controlled with cranes to a 3-millimeter 
precision.” Blocks of one-meter thick 
concrete and three-meter thick iron sit 
above the service pit to shield human 
operators from dangerous radiation.

For maintenance, the horns and their 
support modules are brought to the 
maintenance area. However, before the 
horns can be moved, they first need to 
be dismounted from the iron shields. 
Operators can stand on the support 
module only when the thick blocks of 
iron and concrete are in place. So for 
the operators to detach the support 
modules from the shields, they must 
stand on top of the blocks and remove 
bolts four meters below them through 
four-meter long shafts with a four-meter 
long wrench.
 
As your everyday experience will tell you, 
making bolts four meters away tight and 
straight is not easy. To make this work, 
Sekiguchi and his team discussed and 
produced a design that would make the bolts 
fit correctly no matter what angle they came in. 
This specially designed assembly allows 
operators to attach and remove the bolts on 
the support modules through a narrow four-
meter vertical shaft. “It was this type of small 
detail we had to address when we made our 
designs,” says Sekiguchi.

Developing the support module was a tricky 
business as well. Because of the strong 
radiation from underneath, the massive blocks 
of the iron shield need to fit as tightly as 
possible. However, they cannot be too tight, or 
installation would be impossible. The space 

between each block 
was designed to be 
at 3 centimeters, 
but came out to be 
much narrower 
when actually 
constructed: about 
1 centimeters and 
even 5 millimeters 
at the narrowest 
point.

The largest horn, 
the third horn, is an 
eight-meter tall 
object. Consider 
installing an eight-
meter object with 
5-millimeter 
precision without a 
single scratch using 
the huge arms of 
cranes. “We've 
been monitoring the 
installation process 
with camera,” says 
Sekiguchi. For now, 

that works, but not well. The team is now 
constructing a new guide system to ensure the 
safe installation in millimeter precision.

Milestones: the beating 
horn and installation
In June 2006, the prototype horn was first 
electrified. “It was a sensational moment,” 
recalls Ichikawa. When the pulse of the 
electrical current flow in the horn, the Lorentz 
stress on the horn created huge sound. Every 
few seconds came a BANG sound that was 
unbearable to naked ears. “Despite all the 
troubles we had had up to that point, the test 
operation gave us confidence that we were on 
the right track.” The team's careful and 
thorough design process had brought about a 
smooth test run.

The test operation was conducted with the 
horn sitting on the floor. Actual horns were to 
be hung below the iron support modules. 
Sekiguchi and Ichikawa worked together to 
complete the support module testing at KEK, 
and to construct the second horn in the US 
and the third horn in Japan.
  
Installation of the horns marked the second 
big milestone for the team. Due to a one-
month delay in the construction of the 
building, schedules were pushed back. In 
order to recover the delay, many devices had 
to be installed simultaneously. “We worked 
night shifts to optimize the crane use,” recalls 
Sekiguchi.

Horns in operation
T2K has been in full operation for a few 
months now. The first neutrinos were observed 
at the near detector late last year, and the first 
neutrinos are expected to be observed at 
Super-Kamiokande within a few months. So 
far, the horns have operated exactly as hoped.

The first horn (below) and the second 
horn installed in the target station.

Prof. Yoshikazu 
Yamada of 
KEK, the leader 
of the 
secondary 
beamline (the 
target station, 
the decay 
volume, and 
the beam 
dump), stands 
in front of the 
third horn 
before 
installation.
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However, to stabilize the horn operations is still 
a challenge. Sekiguchi says there are many 
things to take care of to ensure continued 
stable operation.
 
The first is the cooling water. A mist of water 
continuously showers the horns to keep their 
temperature below 60 degrees Celsius so not 
to cause deformation of the aluminum. The 
runoff is gathered in tanks and pumped back 
up to the surface level. “Either too much or too 
little water can cause problems in the 
experiment,” says Sekiguchi. If there is too 
much water, it will interact with the pions, 
reducing the number of neutrinos produced, 
and at the same time becoming radioactive. If 
there is too little water, the horns will overheat. 
“Adjusting is especially hard when water needs 
to go 8 meters up and down.”

The second concern is the vacuum level inside 
the service pit. The entire pit is filled with helium 
gas so pions would not interact with air 
molecules. However, water can interact with 
pions and produce hydrogen and oxygen. 
Those hydrogen molecules are combustible 
and could become dangerous, but they cannot 
be easily disposed of because they are 
radioactive. The team is currently developing a 
damping machine for hydrogen.

For a system that was so large and complex, a 
test-and-modify approach was not possible. All 
designs and development were created and 
installed in one-shot. “I think all the bugs have 
come out in these two years. Now we are 
working on solutions,” says Sekiguchi.

Sekiguchi also mentions that the key to stable 
operation right now is the stable power supply. 

The current power 
supply was a hand-
me-down from the K2K 
experiment, and has 
already failed once in 
the six months before 
the operation started. 
Sekiguchi and 
engineers at KEK are 
working on a brand 
new, low-noise power 
supply that can 
produce a 320 kilo-
Ampere current with 
stable pulse widths of 
0.3 percent precision.

The physics 
is near
Ichikawa and her 
students at Kyoto 
University are now 
refining the simulation 
she began ten years 
ago. To determine the 

properties of neutrino oscillation, the 
collaboration needs to simulate every 
component of the experiment and particle 
beam. In particular, beam simulator will 
calculate energy and number of particles such 
as muon, proton, and neutrinos. Ichikawa and 
her colleagues work on the neutrino beam 
component. They will provide neutrino 
information such as neutrino types, energy, and 
number, at the near detector and Super-
Kamiokande.

“I am looking forward to seeing the physics that 
result from this experiment,” says Ichikawa. The 
oscillation analysis will be ready by August of 
this year. Asked why she had dived in the T2K 
experiment, she answers, “I like working hard 
towards one goal.”

Related Link:
J-PARC (http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html)

JHFnu (http://www-nu.kek.jp/jhfnu/index_e.html)

A horn hanging from a 
support module. Above the 
support module are the 
concrete and iron shields 
which make the area above 
safe for humans to walk on it.

The three horns are suspended from 
support modules inside the service pit at 
the target station. Thick blocks of iron and 
concrete sit above the service pit to shield 
human operators from dangerous 
radiation.

The excitation of the prototype horn ended in success. Every few seconds, when an electric pulse hits 
the horn, the horn makes a loud sound which is painful to human ears.

Related Issue:
Guiding and monitoring the first T2K beams (P. 7)
Nailing down the photon detector (P. 23)
Art of mapping neutrino 3D trajectory (P. 59)

http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://www-nu.kek.jp/jhfnu/index_e.html
http://www-nu.kek.jp/jhfnu/index_e.html
http://www-nu.kek.jp/jhfnu/index_e.html
http://www-nu.kek.jp/jhfnu/index_e.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/T2KBeamLine.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/T2KBeamLine.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/T2K.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/T2K.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/T2KTPC.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/T2KTPC.html
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February 23, 2010

Suppose we have a good detector 
with good resolution to detect neutrons, but 
we want to make it better? What can we do to 
improve the resolution? First off, you might like 
to make your neutron beam pulse compact. 
What else? Think about how you might 
measure slightest difference in the 
wavelengths of neutrons. The answer: move 
your neutron detector far away from your 

neutron source so that small differences have 
time to develop into large differences.

This is the essence of the idea behind the 
super high resolution powder diffractometer 
(SuperHRPD) at the Japan Proton Accelerator 
Research Complex (J-PARC). Normally, a 
neutron experimental station sits at the end of 
a beamline which is no more than a few tens of 
meters in length. The SuperHRPD 

experimental station sits at the end of a 
beamline which is 100 meters long. This is one 
of only two facilities in the world with such a 
long neutron beamline. Additionally, the 
SuperHRPD has a specially designed neutron 
moderator to improve the resolution.
 
Prof. Takashi Kamiyama of KEK and his team 
built SuperHRPD to sample powders or 
crystalline materials using neutron diffraction 

A high resolution, high intensity 
neutron diffractometer
[Neutron diffractometer, SuperHRPD, Industry Application] 
The team of neutron diffraction scientists at KEK has constructed the 
world’s highest resolution neutron powder diffractometer, SuperHRPD. 
In addition to conducting experiments at the frontier of neutron physics, 
the team puts forth great efforts to involve local industry in their work. 
Here, read how they managed to achieve this high resolution, and how 
the world’s first industrial involvement in neutron science came about.

Neutron powder diffractometer 
team members stand in front 
of the SuperHRPD beamline 

building at J-PARC. From left: 
Dr. Takashi Muroya, Dr. Shuki 

Torii, Prof. Takashi Kamiyama, 
Dr. Miao Ping, Dr. Junrong 

Zhang, Dr. Teguh Yulius Surya 
Panca Putra, and beamline 

user Dr. Sang Hyun Lee.

INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS STRUCTURE SCIENCE
NEUTRON SCIENCE AT J-PARC
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techniques. In 2008, the beamline 
broke the world record for highest 
resolution, achieving a resolution 
of 0.03 percent of the lattice 
spacing of the sample. The 
previous record of 0.05 percent 
had stood for 20 years, and was 
held by the Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory’s ISIS in England. This 
means that using SuperHRPD, 
scientists can map the structure of 
their crystalline samples with a 
resolution of 0.03 percent of the 
lattice spacing, a distance which is 
typically on the order of angstroms 
(10-10 meters).

Neutrons are particles which are 
most commonly found in the nuclei 
of atoms of ordinary matter. They are 
particles, but according to quantum 
mechanics, all particles are also waves. For the 
high resolution diffraction technique, scientists 
produce free neutrons that are unbound to any 
nuclei, and send them to a sample 100 meters 
away. The wavelengths of the neutrons are 

carefully chosen to be of the order of the 
atomic spacing in the sample. 

According to quantum mechanics, wavelength, 
energy, and speed are all different ways of 
looking at the same thing. If you know any one 
of these three, you can easily calculate the 
other two. Faster—and therefore shorter 
wavelength—neutrons would arrive at the 
sample earlier than slower, longer wavelength 
neutrons. By measuring the time-of-flight, 
scientists can calculate the wavelength of the 
neutrons. The difference in arrival time 
increases when the neutrons travel farther. 

Thus, the long beamline of SuperHRPD 
improves the resolution.

Bragg diffraction
The mechanism of neutron diffraction is similar 
to that of X-ray diffraction. When X-rays, high 

energy electromagnetic 
waves, hit a crystalline 
sample, they disturb 
the clouds of 
electrons surrounding 
the atoms within the 
sample. The disturbed 
electrons then emit 
new electromagnetic 
waves which mix 
together to produce 
an interference 
pattern. The 
phenomenon is called 
Bragg’s effect. 
Scientists analyze the 
interference patterns, 
and work backwards 
to get high resolution 
image of the 
crystalline structures 
which produced the 
pattern.
 
Neutrons are 
electrically neutral 
particles, so they 
cannot affect the 
clouds of 
electrons via 
electric forces. 

Instead, they 
interact with nuclei of 

atoms in the sample via the strong force. 
Additionally, neutrons have a tiny magnet-
like property called spin, and this means 
they can interact with the magnetic field 
produced by the clouds of electrons. 

An interesting difference between X-ray 
diffraction and neutron diffraction is that the 
two techniques are sensitive to atoms of 
different atomic numbers. X-ray diffraction 
produces a stronger pattern when there are 
more electrons. Atoms with larger atomic 
numbers have more electrons, and so 

exhibit stronger X-ray diffraction signals. For 
neutron diffraction, it is not so simple. There is 
no simple pattern, but in many cases, neutron 
diffraction is more sensitive to lighter atoms 
than to heavier ones. Therefore, neutron 
diffraction gives complementary information to 
the X-ray diffraction.

Sharp peaks, long travel, better 
resolution
Powder diffraction techniques, using both X-
rays and neutrons, are well established 
methods. The X-ray powder diffraction 
technique has been steadily moving forwards 
for the past 10 years, as new technologies have 
allowed ever brighter X-ray sources. However, 
neutron diffraction has not had the same good 
fortune. With the ISIS upgrade in the UK, the 
SNS construction in the US, and J-PARC in 
Japan, this is going to change.

The aim of the SuperHRPD is to build and 
maintain the world’s highest resolution neutron 
diffraction system for the next ten years. The 
ability to look into the nano scale structure of a 
broad range of materials will be crucial to nano-
sciences and nano-technologies in the future. 
The high-resolution, high-intensity neutron 
diffraction technology is expected to play 
significant roles in a range of fields from 
materials to life sciences.

The super high resolution powder diffractometer (SuperHRPD) beamline is 100 meters 
long, helping the SuperHRPD to achieve the world’s highest resolution.

An illustration of the SuperHRPD 
instrument. A large neutron detector 
surrounds a vacuum chamber in which 
neutrons hit and are diffracted by a sample.

A schematic view of neutron beamlines at Material and Life 
Science Facility (MLF) at J-PARC.
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For the crystallography device, Kamiyama and 
his team made use of a well established 
technology previously developed at KEK. The 
main structure of the experimental apparatus 
was simply transported from KEK’s Tsukuba 
campus to J-PARC’s Tokai campus.
 
“There are three keys to achieve the high 
resolution,” explains Kamiyama. “The first is 
the new design of the high resolution 
moderator in the neutron source, the second is 
the technology to transport the neutrons for 
100 meters, and the third is to minimize 
detector pixel size.”

Ground breaking design vs ground 
subsidence
A moderator is a device to slow down 
neutrons. Moderators are made of a type of 
hydrogen. Because hydrogen atoms have the 
same mass as neutrons, they can decelerate 
the neutrons efficiently. The team is interested 
in neutrons with a broad range of wavelengths, 
from 0.3 angstrom to 10 angstrom. More 
energetic, faster neutrons would come out of 
the moderator quickly, but the ones that take 
longer to come out are less energetic, slower 
ones. Therefore, the slower neutrons stretch 
out the neutron pulse. 

To filter out the lowest energy neutrons, 
neutron diffraction scientists generally install a 
slice of material called ‘poison’ in the middle of 
the moderator. Energetic neutrons can 
penetrate through the poison, while less 
energetic ones cannot. This essentially 
eliminates the low energy tail of the neutron 
pulse. Poison is generally placed at the middle 
so not to give directional preference (neutron 
beamlines generally stretch out in all 
directions).

The ingenuity of the J-PARC moderator design 
is that it positioned the poison much closer to 
the SuperHRPD beamline, instead of right at 
the middle, so that the beamline would look at 
neutrons coming out of much smaller volume 
of the moderator. This effectively generates 
narrower pulses. He and the moderator 

development 
team ran a 
number of 
simulations 
to 
understand 
the effects 
which 
various 
thicknesses, 
materials, 
and positions 
of the poison 
would have 
on quality of 
the beam. 
The 
innovative 
design of the 
SuperHRPD 
poisoned 
moderator 
produced a 
system with 
1.7 times 
better 
resolution 
than the ISIS, 
which also 
has a 100 
meter 
beamline.
 
The length of 
the 100-
meter long 
neutron 
beamline 
isn’t unique, 
but it is a 
challenging 
business to 
build one, 
especially 
with the 
neutron 
guides made 
of glass on the 
fragile and quake-prone soil of Japan. The 40-
meter upstream beamline is located in the 

material and life science 
building, while the 50-
meter downstream 
beamline stretches out 
in an annex. On their 
own, these two 
structures would 
subside at different 
rates. “The original 
design of the beamline 
had 40 sections with 40 
legs to support the rail,” 
says Kamiyama. “It 
quickly became clear 
that it would be 
practically impossible to 
adjust every section to 
the right alignment.”

To solve the issue, the 
team exercised their 
ingenuity, and chose to 
build two rails—one for 
the upstream beamline 

and one for the downstream beamline. These 
two rails are supported by just 6 legs in total, 
instead of 40. This worked for natural ground 
subsidence and many earthquakes, but it was 
not as sturdy as the team had hoped. When an 
earthquake hit Tokai in June 2008, a part of 
structure was damaged. “The fight with the 
fragile soil still continues,” Kamiyama says.

Bringing in local industry
There are two powder diffractometer 
beamlines at J-PARC. One is BL08, the 
SuperHRPD beamline, that aims to be the 
highest resolution neutron powder 
diffractometer beamline in the world. In 
contrast, the second BL20, the iMATERIA 
beamline, is designed to be a general purpose 
neutron powder beamline for materials science 
and industrial applications.

Just 26.5 meters in length, BL20 is the world’s 
first neutron beamline owned by a local 
government. It is owned by the prefecture of 
Ibaraki to promote industrial use of neutron. 
The BL20 neutron beam is more intense than 
the BL08 beam, and has a broader range of 

The neutron community is entering the era of the next-
generation high intensity, high resolution neutron 
crystallography.

Because of the different ways in which X-rays and neutrons 
interact with atoms, they have different sensitivities for different 
types of atoms, and therefore provide complementary information.
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neutron energies. “The beamline will be used to 
study, for example, how to improve battery 
lifetime and to better understand material 
capabilities,” says Kamiyama.

Some of BL20’s other notable characteristics 
are the large size of the sample storage area, 
and the robot to automate transportation of 
samples between the storage area and the 
vacuum chamber. A normal storage area can 
hold only ten samples, while the storage area at 
BL20 can hold as many as 700 samples. The 
robot can take out a sample from a storage 
cell, bring it to the air lock, and then place the 
sample inside the vacuum 
chamber. “The development of 
robot has not yet been completed, 
but when it is, iMATERIA will 
provide a fully automated 
environment for the structural 
characterization using neutron to 
users,” says Kamiyama.

The development of the beamlines 
was a good opportunity for the 
newly established collaboration of 
small local industry, the J-PARC 
Support Study Group (JSS). The 
goal of the JSS is to support 
developing experimental devices 
at J-PARC. “The SuperHRPD 
chamber was developed by JSS,” 
says Kamiyama. 

Each vacuum window of 
SuperHRPD chamber is a square 
piece of a thin aluminum plate 
which are 80 centimeters on each 
side. The windows surround the 
vacuum chamber at the center of 
the SuperHRPD device. The thin 

plates of aluminum are generally sandwiched 
between two thick and strong frames, which 
get in the way of the neutrons. To increase the 
effective area of detectors which look at the 
specimen located at the center of the vacuum 
chamber, Kamiyama’s team designed aluminum 
windows with different sizes, number, and 
spacing of fastening screws, and found that no 
frames were required to achieve the required 
physical strength. The JSS acted on this 
information, and after many cycles of test-and-
modify, the team finally constructed and 
installed the SuperHRPD chamber with the 
frameless windows at the BL08 last August.

  
“The scheme worked,” says Kamiyama. “The 
resolution as well as the effective area of the 
detector was also improved, and spurious 
peaks that were present went away, improving 
the signal-to-noise ratio.”

Kamiyama and his international team members, 
Dr. Shuki Torii, Dr. Takashi Muroya, Dr. Junrong 
Zhang, and Dr. Teguh Yulius Surya Panca Putra, 
Dr. Ping Miao from Japan, China and Indonesia, 
respectively, oversee SuperHRPD, while 
Kamiyama’s pupils now working at Ibaraki 
University oversee iMATERIA. Now Kamiyama 
and his KEK members, Dr. Masao Yonemura, 
Dr. Ryoko Oishi and Dr. Takahiro Morishima 
work on development of analysis software to 
take full advantage of both SuperHRPD and 
iMATERIA.

The two beamlines are now producing large 
numbers of interesting results. The SuperHRPD 
can catch the slightest structural changes in 
crystalline, complex structures, composite 
materials, and layered structures with very high 
resolution. The team aims to fully realize the 
high-resolution and high-intensity capability of 
the SuperHRPD, producing performances that 
are comparable to the best resolution 
synchrotron radiation X-ray diffractometer 
technology. They believe that this will bring an 
entirely new type of crystallography to the 
world.

A resolution 
comparison 
between the 
SuperHRPD 
(resolution of 
0.03 percent) 
and KENS Vega 
(resolution of 
0.3 percent). 
The 
SuperHRPD 
can clearly 
identify the 
structure of a 
lattice of 
atomic size.

Neutrons are slowed in the moderator. For obtaining high resolution results, it is critical to 
employ the right materials at right places. For example, the team’s simulation showed that 
a partition to cut off the slow end of a neutron pulse, called poison, produces best results 
when it is located brought closer to the beamline.

Related Link:
Neutron Science Division

(http://neutron-www.kek.jp/index_e.html)

Related Issue:
A backdoor to new physics (P. 79)

http://neutron-www.kek.jp/index_e.html
http://neutron-www.kek.jp/index_e.html
http://neutron-www.kek.jp/index_e.html
http://neutron-www.kek.jp/index_e.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/neutronEDM.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/neutronEDM.html
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KEK’s senior engineer, Takashi 
Kohriki, and physicist, Dr. Shuji 
Tanaka, are two very different people with 
very different backgrounds. It turns out, 
however, that they’ve taken quite similar paths 
in their careers. Both have worked on ATLAS 
since the very beginning, and both are now 
contributing to the Belle II upgrade. In separate 
interviews, they both use the word monozukuri
—spirit of product making—synonymously with 
their challenges, processes, and goals. 

Once a frequently heard philosophy that 
brought Japan rapid economic growth, 
monozukuri is now often replaced by the 
convenience of mass production automation. 
At KEK, the authenticity of the concept remains 
intact. “To create new technology requires a 
fundamental understanding of materials and 

functions,” says Kohriki. “Underlying everything 
is the attitude of monozukuri.”
 
ATLAS is one of the four major experiments at 
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the world's 
highest energy proton collider located at the 
European Organization for Nuclear Research 
(CERN). The purpose of the ATLAS experiment 
is twofold: to look for the last missing piece of 
the Standard Model, the Higgs particle, and to 
look for new physics beyond the Standard 
Model. 

A proton is not an elementary particle, but 
instead a composite of elementary particles 
called quarks and gluons. It turns out that 
creating collisions between quarks and gluons 
is a good way to find new particles, providing a 
large cross sectional area for the strong 
interaction. Thus, physicists at the LHC smash 
protons together at the highest energy possible 

ATLAS, Belle II, and monozukuri
[ATLAS Muon Chambers, ATLAS upgrade, Belle upgrade]
In the large worldwide community of accelerator science, there always 
are new projects for talented physicists and engineers to exercise their 
creativity. Read here a story of a physicist and an engineer at KEK who 
built components of the LHC's ATLAS detector from scratch, and are 
now making a difference at the Belle II experiment. Learn what it takes 
to develop state-of-the-art, unique devices.

Left: KEK’s senior engineer 
Takashi Kohriki in his 

office. Right: KEK physicist 
Dr. Shuji Tanaka during the 
beam test of his upgraded 

thin gap chamber (TGC) for 
the ATLAS upgrade.

Tanaka headed the team that developed 
and produced the muon endcap 
detector TGCs that are now installed on 
the six endcap muon disks called big 
wheels (BWs). Kohriki developed and 
produced the silicon strip modules for 
one of the inner detectors, the Semi-
Conductor Tracker or SCT.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE ATLAS EXPERIMENT AT CERN 
THE BELLE II EXPERIMENT AT KEK
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in order to find new particles. During the trial run 
late last year, the collision energy of protons 
reached 2.36 TeV, which means that the LHC is 
now the highest energy collider in the world. The 
collision energy will eventually be brought to 14 
TeV.

Kohriki developed silicon strip barrel modules 
for the inner detectors, while Tanaka developed 
thin gap chambers for the outer muon detectors. 
With the successful start up of the LHC last 
November, both changed course, and began 
working on the upgrade project at KEK, the 
Belle II experiment. 

Belle is an experiment within KEK’s KEKB 
accelerator ring that is designed to collide 
electrons and positrons. Unlike protons, 
electrons and positrons are elementary particles. 
A collider of electrons and positrons often aims 
to study the detailed physics of known particles 
as well as to search for new physics, providing a 
clean environment. For this type of experiment, 
the important parameter is not energy, but 
luminosity—the rate of collisions. The KEKB has 
been setting luminosity world records since 
2005.
 
The Belle experiment, in place since 1999, has 
successfully fulfilled its goal by finding a 
symmetry violation that partially explains why 
our universe contains matter instead of 
antimatter. By summer, KEKB will have closed 
down for good, but it will soon be reborn as the 
SuperKEKB, which aims for a 40 fold 
improvement in luminosity. The respective 
upgraded version of Belle is called Belle II, and 
technical design studies are currently underway.

Three to a hundred

The history of the ATLAS Japan group goes 
back to 1993 when there were only three 
Japanese physicists involved in the project. 
Tanaka, then just starting graduate school at 
Kobe University, was one of them. At that time, 
there were two high-energy hadron colliders 
being planned: one was the LHC, and the other 
was the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) 
in the US, which aimed for a collision energy of 
40 TeV.

For his master thesis, Tanaka started evaluating 
a prototype for a muon detector called a thin 
gap chamber (TGC). “A thin gap chamber, or 
TGC, is like an egg slicer of gold coated 
tungsten wires with a 1.8 millimeters spacing, 
connected to electrodes,” explains Tanaka. The 
slicer is enclosed in a thin chamber of just 1.4 
millimeters in thickness. A mixture of carbon 
dioxide and n-pentane gas continually fills the 
chamber. “When a particle goes through a TGC, 
it hits and ionizes the gas molecules in the 
chamber, producing electrons and ions. The 
high voltage applied to the wires amplifies each 
individual electron to a cascade of tens of 
thousands or hundreds of thousands. This 
cascade can then be read out as an electrical 
signal.”

Among many candidates for the muon detector, 
the TGC was chosen because its basic 
performance met every requirement of the 
ATLAS experiment. First of all, because beam 
collisions at ATLAS would take place every 25 
nanoseconds, the response time had to be very 
short. Second, the device needed to be fairly 
low cost. Third, the device needed to have the 
smallest possible dead region—the area where 
particles cannot be sensed. Lastly, the device 
needed to have a very short recovery time, to be 
able to recover the initial state quickly before the 

next particle hits. Tanaka’s study showed that 
the TGC was just such a short response-time, 
inexpensive, short recovery-time, high efficiency 
(dead region less than 10 percent) sensor. The 
TGC was officially chosen to be the sensor for 
the ATLAS endcap muon trigger detectors in 
1996.

By then, the ATLAS Japan team had grown to 
dozens of members. With the termination of 
SSC project in 1994, most of the KEK scientists 
and engineers who had been working on the 
SSC joined ATLAS Japan. The collaboration 
eventually grew to include around a hundred 
members from 15 institutions.
  

Do-it-yourself production
The endcap muon detectors are six disks, each 
25 meters in diameter, called big wheels (BWs). 
Once the design was chosen, the challenge was 
to actually produce the many TGCs, each 1.3 
meters by 1.4 meters, required to cover the big 
wheels. Of the 3,600 TGCs required, Japan was 
responsible for producing 1,200. Each TGC 
needed about 1,000 tungsten wires in exactly 
equal spacing, and precise tensioning to prevent 
sags.

ATLAS Japan first tried contracting with private 
firms to construct the machineries for 
production. “It turned out to be not a good idea. 
Machines did not reach the level of performance 
necessary for our purpose,” recalls Tanaka. 
“Also, because we needed to adopt production 
line system, we had to make sure all 
machineries were reparable over night. This 
meant that we had to have good understandings 
of how machineries and production processes 
work, and allow no black box in process.”

A TGC consists of about a thousand equally-
spaced wires. When a particle passes though 
the chamber, it ionizes molecules inside the 
chamber. The resulting electrons are amplified 
by the high voltage applied on the wires of the 
TGC.

Tanaka and his team designed and built the TGC production line which 
successfully produced 1,200 TGCs on schedule. (Upper row, left to right) 
Graphite spraying, framing, and wire winding on rotary. (Middle row left to right) 
Cleaning, making a singlet module, and sandwiching a paper honeycomb with 
two TGCs. (Lower row, left to right) making a doublet module, an image of 
singlet module, and an image of doublet module.
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So he and the team members from Kobe 
University and KEK led by Prof. Hiroyuki 
Iwasaki of KEK basically built everything for the 
production line. Tanaka says that many 
specialists helped them along the way. He also 
visited Israel to learn about their production 
processes and materials.

People who know him well unanimously say 
Tanaka always succeeds in achieving the 
necessary technologies for experiments. His 
secret: local do-it-yourself centers. He knows 
them like his backyard. Tanaka and his 
colleague Dr. Koji Ishii (KEK) then at Kobe 
University returned to do-it-yourself centers 
frequently to browse around for just right piece 
of equipment. For them, a block print device is 
an adhesive applicator. The rotary parts of a 
revolving chair would turn a TGC board to 
make sure adhesive is applied uniformly. A 
pesticide applicator would clean TGC boards. 
And of course, a timer would turn it off in 20 
minutes. Standard electrical switches would 
switch on and off the machines. A carbon box 
covers the rotary chains used to rotate the 
wire-winding, providing needed safety. The 
bonding of TGCs with paper honeycomb for 
strength would be done on a the flat surface of 
a granite table bought and polished at local 
shops, and drilled by the team to ensure a 
flatness of 100 micrometers precision.

The first TGC prototypes each took a month to 
produce. The wire bonding did not come out 
well the first time, and electrification did not 
work the second time. The team’s test-and-
modify approach, however, provided continual 
improvements. Between 2001 to 2005, they 
successfully produced 1,200 TGCs on 
schedule, helped by part-time workers and 
graduate students. The total expense was a 
tenth of that they would have needed if the 
production had been done by a private firm.

“The personal challenge for me was to 
understand monozukuri,” says Tanaka. “This 
was the first time I had created machines to 
produce an experimental apparatus. To meet 
the demand of quality, schedule, and cost, we 
really had to have a clear idea of every step of 
the production process.”

Seeking advanced technologies
Another important contribution of the ATLAS 
Japan team is in one of the innermost detector 
components, the Semi-Conductor Tracker, or 
SCT. The inner detector of ATLAS is composed 
of three components that track charged 
particles. From inner to outer, the components 
are the pixel detector, the semiconductor 
tracker, and the transition radiation tracker. 
Each of these three components has a 
cylindrical shape, and has both barrel and 
endcap components. 

Kohriki played one of the leading roles in 
developing and producing the silicon strip 
barrel modules for the SCT. He started research 
and development for the hybrid board of the 
silicon strip detector board for SSC in 1992. By 
then, he had already worked on cryogenic 
technologies—in particular, bubble chambers—
and later on one large-scale experiment 
TRISTAN’s VENUS at KEK. He gained a wide 

range of expertise in central drift 
chamber, transition radiation 
detector, and other detector 
components. Kohriki says that 
these experiences certainly helped 
him later developing and 
constructing the SCT modules. 

For the SCT, he opted to develop a 
smaller-sized, more sophisticated 
device rather than a large-sized 
device that used conventional 
technologies. To do this, he chose 
to study silicon strip detector 
technology. This was back when 
the SSC project was just starting.

“High energy physics community 
has produced many innovations, 
from the world-wide-web to 
electronics technologies. That is 
because we try to understand 
every part of the process of 
creation,” says Kohriki. He 
believes such monozukuri 
philosophy brought about the 
success of the SCT.

In particle experiments, it is also 
important that all materials are 
radiation-proof. It is also desirable 
to use the least amount of material 
mass and space as possible, so 
not to interfere with particles’ 
paths. The board for the electronic 
readout that Kohriki engineered is 
called a flexible printed circuit 
boards. “The insulator of the 
flexible board is made of polyimide 
unlike ordinary green boards which 
are made of epoxy. This means 
that the flexible board has 
excellent resistance to radiation,” 
explains Kohriki. All cables are 
built into one board, which has a 
thickness that is just half that of 
other printed circuit boards. 

The thinnest and lightest 
flexible hybrid boards 
The main competitor of the new 
flexible boards was a conventional 
ceramic circuit board based on 
beryllia—beryllium oxide. Beryllia 
is strong and has a good heat 
conductance, which is important 
to keep the system cool. Berillia, 
however, was harder to produce 
under Japanese regulation 
because of the toxic nature of the 
material, and also required 
soldering of wires and materials 
which would increase the mass of 
the device. 

Kohriki utilized the flexible circuit 
technology that had been 
gathering attentions for some time. 
However, the chips on it need a 
strong back-plane to support 
them. For the strength and good 
heat conductance, he chose new 
material called carbon-carbon. 

The ATLAS inner detector has three detector 
components. Together, these components work 
to track charged particles. Each has a barrel 
component and endcap components. Kohriki 
worked on the barrel SCT.

An image of a barrel SCT module.

Kohriki developed thin, light hybrid boards for 
the ATLAS barrel SCT modules. The Carbon-
Carbon bridge is robust and has good thermal 
conductance in one direction.

Kohriki manually bond thousands of wires 
on the prototype flexible board.
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This was produced by a Japanese company, 
Nippon Oil Corporation. The material was stiff 
and heat conductive in one direction, but 
flexible and only weakly conductive in another. 
“The carbon-carbon was a big hit,” says Kohriki.

The flexible polyimide circuit board was a four-
layer of conductors and insulators. To make it 
as thin as possible, he first tried 8 micrometers 
electro copper plating for the conducting layers 
rather than using copper foil of 35 micrometers 
in thickness. The first prototype went well, but it 
went well for a wrong reason.

At this point, the development of the thinner and 
lighter flexible circuit board became challenging. 
Despite many attempts, Kohriki and Nippon 
Mektron, one of the leading companies near 
KEK, could not produce another successful 
prototype. The copper would simply come off 
when layers were stacked on top of it. Nippon 
Mektron gave up on the idea, but Kohriki could 
not. He pursued the flexible circuit boards 
persistently. “It turned out that the culprit was 
the heat—around 150 degrees Celsius—used in 
the lamination process. For plating, copper is 
sputtered on polyimide before using electro 
copper plating method. This sub-micrometer 
sputtered-layer could not withstand such high 
temperature. I tried copper foil which does not 
require sputtering, and was immediately 
successful,” says Kohriki.

After overcoming this difficulty, things became 
much easier. “The time was just right,” says 
Kohriki. “Then the copper foil technology was 
improving day by day, producing ever thinner 
and lighter foils. Additionally, we were able to 
make use of a new technology called copper-
clad laminated sheet for flexible printed circuit 
board. Developed using Nippon Steel 
Chemical’s proprietary technology, the 
technology requires no adhesives.” Over just a 

few years, the thickness of available 
copper foil shrank from 35 micrometers 
to 12 micrometers. In addition, using the 
copper-clad laminated sheet removed 
the need for 30 micrometers of adhesive. 
As a result, he was able to develop a 
hybrid board with just 0.25 millimeters in 
thickness.

The resulting board was environmentally 
friendly, thin, light, and robust. More 
importantly, it was a well-functioning 
board with good heat conductance that 
required no wire soldering. At times, for 
the prototype, Kohriki would manually 
bond thousands of wires. “The eventual 
success is built on just such plain 
experience,” he says. 

As do-it-yourself centers were to Tanaka, 
material and equipment exhibitions were 

to Kohriki. Kohriki attended at least one 
exhibition every month on his vacation in order 
to learn about new materials and garner new 
insights. He does not like waste. He thinks 
smart and economically.

Belle and ATLAS upgrades
The ATLAS experiment has just started. The 
LHC is striding towards its full capacity, running 
at 7 TeV this year, eventually increasing to 14 
TeV.

“Detectors are harder to maintain than to 
produce,” says Tanaka. “We have yet to see if 
our detectors function as expected.” In addition 
to the maintenance, the teams have already 
started working on the research and 
development of the 
ATLAS upgrades. 
There are a handful of 
candidate detectors 
for the muon trigger 
system. Groups are 
now finalizing 
candidate designs, 
and the detector 
proposal is due later 
this year. Kohriki is 
working on even 
lighter and higher 
performance SCT 
materials making use 
of today’s advanced 
technology.

However, Tanaka and 
Kohriki are now both 
focusing on the Belle 
upgrade. Kohriki has 
already played a large 
part in the design of 
several components 

of the Belle II detector, including the structure of 
the inner detector, the central drift chamber, and 
the particle identification device. The challenge 
is to optimize the design to allow easy wiring of 
readout electronics and require a minimum 
amount of materials to maximize robustness. 

Tanaka is working on the development and 
production of a new detector component, the 
pixel detector, which is to be installed at the 
very heart of Belle II. The device will sit in a very 
small space between the beam pipe and the 
silicon vertex detector. The small size of this 
space is currently the most challenging issue.

“There are many issues to be solved, but I think 
we are a capable collaboration and will be able 
to come up with right solution for each,” says 
Kohriki.

“ATLAS is a very large collaboration. Each of us 
was highly specialized, and didn’t know much 
about anything beyond what we did. Belle II is a 
collaboration of just 500, it’s nice and small,” 
says Tanaka. “On the other hand, Belle and 
Belle II have just the name in common. In 
actuality, they are very different entities, in a 
sense that Belle II is truly an international 
collaboration.”

Belle II collaborators are privileged to have both 
of these scientists in their collaboration. 
Tanaka’s energy to learn and create is an asset. 
As the leader of mechanical engineering group 
established in 2008 to support various 
experiments at J-PARC and KEK, Kohriki now 
endeavors to bring his monozukuri spirit to the 
Belle II collaboration.

Related Link:
ATLAS (http://www.atlas.ch/)

ATLAS at KEK  (http://atlas.kek.jp/index.html)
Belle II  (http://belle2.kek.jp/)

Related Issue:
How ATLAS will look for Higgs particle (P. 47)
KEK-ATLAS collaborators getting ready for LHC restart (P. 11)
Belle II’s new logo and new beginning (P.63)
Belle II collaboration meets at KEK (P. 5)

The ATLAS barrel SCT is composed of four 
layers of cylinder with varying diameter. 
The image shows four-barrel assembly, 
installing the third layer.

The Belle design (below) and Belle II design (above). Tanaka 
works on the pixel detector, located near the beam pipe. 
Kohriki works on in structural designs for various 
components.
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On Thursday February 18, prominent 
particle physicists and Ministry staffs gathered 
in one room at KEK to celebrate the great 
achievement of KEKB: the integrated luminosity 
of 1,000 inverse femtobarn. Nobel laureate and 
Professor Emeritus of KEK, Makoto Kobayashi, 
said of the particle collider that experimentally 
confirmed his Nobel prize winning theory: 
“KEKB has brought out its best and beyond.”

An inverse femtobarn is a measure of the rate 
of particle collisions per area. When KEKB 
began operation in 1999, the target integrated 
luminosity was 500 inverse femtobarn. Indeed, 
Kobayashi was surprised by the speed at which 
upgrades to KEKB were improving the 
luminosity. In 2003, then a head of the Institute 

of Nuclear and Particle Science, he reset the 
target integrated luminosity at 1,000. “To 
achieve the world record in luminosity is not a 
simple task, but is instead the result of hard 
work, brilliant ideas, and good luck,” says 
KEK’s Director General Prof. Atsuto Suzuki. 
“Everyone who has contributed in to 
achieving this milestone is to be celebrated.”
 
One important milestone was the successful 
installment of a crab cavity in each ring of 
KEKB. KEKB is well known for continually 
setting and breaking the instantaneous peak 
luminosity world record since 2001. It has 
achieved a peak luminosity of 2.11 x 1034 
inverse square centimeters per second (21.1 
inverse nanobarn per second), over twice as 
much as the original design peak luminosity. 

The installation of crab cavities in KEKB gave 
the final and vital kick to produce this 
luminosity record.

 

KEKB crab cavity may 
help LHC upgrade
[KEKB, Crab Cavity, LHC Upgrade]
In 2009, the KEKB accelerator set a new world luminosity record with the 
help of a newly installed device called a crab cavity, and the integrated 
luminosity of KEKB reached 1,000 inverse femtobarn. This is the world’s 
first successful installment of a crab cavity. KEK scientists’ expertise in 
this new technology will help in an upgrade of the Large Hadron Collider 
at CERN. Here is why. 

Left: Prof. Kenji Hosoyama of 
KEK and his team developed 

and built the successful 
KEKB crab cavities. Right: 
Prof. Kazunori Akai of KEK 

developed the baseline 
design work for B Factory 

crab cavity when he was on 
sabbatical at Cornell 

University.

KEKB’s beams of electrons and positrons 
make a finite angle when they cross.

ACCELERATOR LABORATORY
KEKB AT KEK
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A particle accelerator drives particle beams that 
consist of a series of particle bunches. At KEKB, 
there are two separate beams, an electron beam 
and a positron beam. The beams cross at a 
horizontal angle in the center of the Belle 
detector. The bunches are ribbon shaped, 
around 5 millimeters long, 100 micrometers wide 
and a micrometer thick. Because the bunches 
are so narrow, not all region interacts when they 
collide. To increase the number of particle 
collision events, accelerator scientist Prof. 
Robert Palmer came up with a concept called a 
crab crossing more than thirty years ago. A 
device called crab cavity gives a tiny sideways 
kick to each particle bunch so that bunches 
collide head on, rather than crossing in an angle.

“The idea was already there, but the technology 
to make it work is very difficult,” says Prof. 
Andrew Hutton, the head of the accelerator 
division at Jefferson Laboratory, who chaired the 
KEKB review committee. Because of the 
thinness of the two bunches, the slightest error 
in positioning can cause them to slip right past 
each other, without interacting at all. It is the 
team at KEK that took the complex design 
behind the crab cavity and made it work.
 
The crab cavity at KEKB is currently the only 
successful crab cavity in the world, and its 
success has encouraged particle scientists 
around the world. Now, CERN’s Large Hadron 
Collider (LHC) scientists are looking into 
installing crab cavities in the LHC upgrade. 

LHC upgrade
The LHC is a ring, 27 kilometers in 
circumference, and 100 meters underground. 
The LHC creates a pair of proton beams, 
travelling in opposite directions, and smashes 
the beams together. It smashes protons at four 
major experimental sites—ATLAS, ALICE, CMS, 
and LHCb—to look for new elementary particles 
and evidence for new physics. The LHC 
successfully completed a test run late last year 
at a beam energy of 1.18 TeV, producing a 
wealth of data. This made it officially the world’s 
most powerful particle accelerator. This year, the 
LHC is starting with actual physics experiments 
at an energy of 3.5 TeV, half the designed energy 
of 7 TeV.

Because of the intense radiation from the 
particle collisions, detector hardware corrodes 
very quickly. The hardware damage would only 
increase the time the hardware takes to process 
a signal without an error. In order to keep up the 
good performance, one thing scientists can do 
is to increase the rate of particle collisions per 
area. To investigate the feasibility of using crab 
cavities at the LHC, the LHC crab cavity team at 
CERN is joined by the accelerator scientist who 
developed the crab cavity at KEKB, Prof. Kenji 
Hosoyama of KEK.

A cavity that contains 
electromagnetic waves inside
Hosoyama and his team have worked on various 
superconducting technologies, including both 
superconducting magnets and superconducting 
cavities. When he began working as an 
accelerator scientist over 30 years ago, 
superconducting cavities were just emerging. He 
illustrates the miracle of superconducting 
cavities using an example from his childhood.
 
Hosoyama begins by asking us to think about 
light. What could you do to contain it in one 
place? Perhaps you could build a box with 
mirror walls, in which the light would bounce 

around forever. As a child this was 
his thought experiment. 
Unfortunately, this setup doesn't 
actually work. Mirrors can reflect 
light at very high efficiency, but 
they are not perfect. Each time a 
ray of light hits a mirror, a tiny 
fraction of the light is absorbed. A 
ray of light in Hosoyama's box 
would be reflected billions of times 
in a single second, losing just a bit 
of its brightness each time. This 
means that the light in the box 
would dim into nothing in an 
instant. 

Hosoyama carried his 
disappointment until the day he 
learned about superconducting 
cavities. In a superconducting 
material, electrical current can flow 

without any resistance. This 
characteristic allows for extraordinarily 

perfect reflection of electromagnetic waves 
(light) at the surface of a superconducting 
material. 

The quality of a superconducting cavity is 
measured by the number of cycles (one cycle is 
a singe back-and-forth reflection) for which an 
electromagnetic wave can be contained inside. 
This is called Q value. Using a normal 
conducting mirror, microwaves can be contained 
for about 104 cycles before the light is reduced 
to half it's original brightness. On the other 
hand, using a superconducting mirror, the light 
can be contained for 109 cycles before it gets 
reduced to half. This means that, if one were to 
use superconducting mirrors, the microwave 
would last for an order of seconds, a hundred 
thousand times longer than for normal 
conducting mirrors. It also means a hundred 
thousands times less heat generated, and a 
hundred thousands times less power required to 
generate the electromagnetic waves that drive 
particles (though it costs power to cool the 
cavities to the superconducting temperature).

Designing a crab cavity
According to Professor Hutton, “Akai-san is the 
father [of the KEKB crab cavity], and Hosoyama-
san is the mother.” Prof. Kazunori Akai of KEK, 

Crab cavities kick beam bunches sideway so that the bunches would collide 
head on.

Two superconducting crab cavities were installed in the KEKB accelerator ring at KEK.
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then on sabbatical at Cornell University, did the 
baseline design work for the B Factory crab 
cavity in 1993. Cornell University’s proposal for 
the CESR-B Factory required crab cavities. The 
design was also applicable to KEKB.
 
Inside a crab cavity, electric fields are produced 
parallel to the direction of beam on the left 
hand side of the beamline, and antiparallel on 
the other side. The two opposing electric fields 
create a loop of magnetic field on each side of 
the cavity so that a bunch passing through the 
middle would receive appropriate sideway 
kicks by just the right amount. This two-loop 
mode is called crab mode.

The difficulty with this scheme is that the high 
current beam can also excite tens of unwanted 
modes inside the cavity. The primary mode of 
concern is one large loop of magnetic field 
around the beam’s path, called an accelerating 
mode. The secondary mode of concern is a 
two-loop magnetic field 90 degrees rotated 
from the fields of crab mode with respect to the 
beam axis. This mode is called vertical 
polarization mode. (The crab mode is thus a 
horizontal polarization mode.)

Akai worked to design a crab cavity that 
eliminates these unwanted modes. After a few 
months of hard thinking, his final cavity design 
came to be a squashed, oval cell that continues 
to a beam duct that contains another coaxial 
beampipe inside. The ingenuity of this design is 
that it eliminates unwanted modes efficiently 
while maintaining the high Q value for the crab 
mode.
 
The electric field created between the coaxial 
beampipe and the cavity wall couples with 
unwanted modes in the cell, and takes them 
away. When electric field is applied in radial 
direction, the electric mode (called monopole 
mode) couples strongly with the accelerating 
mode, and takes it away from the inside cell. 
On the other hand, when electric fields are 
applied perpendicular to the axis of beampipe 
in one direction, the electric mode (called 
dipole mode) couples strongly with the 
polarization modes in the cell. The oval shape 
of the cell distinguishes the vertical and 
horizontal polarization modes. In case of the 
vertical polarization mode, the magnetic field 
loops contract in the vertical direction of the 
cell. The contracted magnetic field loops have 
higher excitation frequency than the circular 
loops of the crab cavity mode. Akai calculated 
the diameter of the coaxial beampipe so as to 
make the cutoff frequency for the coupling sit 
between the frequencies of the two polarization 
modes. In effect, this means that the dipole 
mode of the coaxial beampipe couples only to 
the vertical polarization mode, but not to the 
crab (horizontal polarization) mode.

“However, a slight misalignment of the coaxial 
beampipe can create an electric monopole that 
can couple to the crab mode, which takes a 
portion of the crab mode away from the inside 
cell,” says Akai. So he also developed a filter 
called notch filter. A narrow notch of depth 
that’s one-forth of the crab mode wavelength 
goes around the beampipe to send the crab 
mode back to the cell if it ever arrives.

Akai also 
calculated various 
other parameters 
such as maximum 
electric and 
magnetic field 
strengths to 
determine the 
optimal shape for 
the crab cavity. 
He then took the 
completed design 
and actually built 
a miniature model 
cavity, cooled it to 
superconducting 
temperature, and 
measured the 
fields. “Two 
crucial 
requirements 
need be satisfied 
for a B Factory 
crab cavity. First 
is the sufficiently 
strong field of the 
crab mode, and 
second is the 
beam stability 
under the high 
current beam 
environment that 
B Factory 
generally 
requires,” 
explains Akai. His 
model crab cavity 
successfully 
demonstrated 
every feature 
required by B 
Factory 
experiment.
  

KEKB crab 
cavities
Starting from the 
baseline design 
Akai developed, 
Hosoyama drew a 
more detailed 
conceptual design 
with his pair of compasses, and then a 
technical design with CAD (mostly because his 
favorite compass broke). “Crab cavities were 
not of immediate importance for the KEKB 
team, and were neglected in some years,” says 
Hosoyama. KEKB did not require crab cavity to 
achieve the target luminosity. A detailed 
simulation study at KEK later showed that crab 
crossing actually improves luminosity greatly. 
This motivated the development of crab 
cavities. The team persevered for thirteen 
years. “Persistence paid off eventually,” smiles 
Hosoyama.

Even for Hosoyama, an expert on 
superconducting cavities, developing a crab 
cavity was difficult work. For one thing, the 
cavity requires an asymmetric shape, and this 
made the fabrication process extremely 
complicated. Second, the sheer size of the 

cavity, 1.5 meters long and 1 meter wide, was a 
challenge at the time of fabrication and when 
trying to rotate the cavity during electro 
polishing and rinsing.

“The coaxial beampipe was troubling,” 
Hosoyama says. “Cooling the cavity to a 
superconducting temperature requires only 
ordinary cryogenic techniques, but cooling a 
pipe inside the cavity required much more: an 
extra cooling system.” Hosoyama designed a 
coaxial beampipe in which liquid helium would 
flow in and out.

Hosoyama and his team spent years on the 
design of the KEKB crab cavities, producing 
multiple prototypes, using a test-and-modify 
approach. The team developed every piece of 
equipment necessary to fabricate, rinse, and 
polish these complicated structures. 
Superconducting meant the whole metal 

The oval-shaped crab cavity creates two-loop magnetic field 
(blue) inside to kick bunches sideway. It is called crab mode. 
Unwanted modes, accelerating mode (red) and vertical 
polarization mode (green), are also excited.

The conceptual design of KEKB’s crab cavity.
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structure, including inner pipe, bolts and holes, 
had to meet at superconducting temperature. At 
the temperature, material volume would be 
significantly reduced, because the material 
shrinks when cooled. This made it hard to have 
the pieces fit together tightly. “We made a 
couple of trials before we finally had them 
perfectly fit,” says Hosoyama.

Once the crab cavity was built, the focus shifted 
to concerns about the possibility of a helium 
leak. Liquid helium circulates around the system 
to keep the system cool. If something in this 
system were to go wrong, the damage could be 
catastrophic. “We spent some time preparing an 
assembly station that could fix a damaged crab 
cavity,” says Hosoyama. ”Fortunately, there 
were no problems with the cooling system.”

The world record 
luminosity
Prof. Hutton recalls: “it was a 
disappointment when the 
crab cavity started.” The 
luminosity did not go up, but 
rather went down. An 
investigation was conducted, 
re-examining the system 
from both the theoretical and 
the technical side. A group at 
KEK proposed the idea that 
particles with different 
energies may be the culprit. 
Generally particles’ vertical 
motion couples with the 
horizontal motion (x-y 
coupling). The effect was 
corrected for the particles of 
design energy. In reality, the 

energy of the particles in a bunch varies slightly. 
It turns out that the x-y coupling in different 
energy particles cannot be taken care of by the 
ordinary measure.

Prof. Kazuhito Ohmi of KEK made an important 
contribution to this idea by carrying out the 
simulation of the electromagnetic effect on the 
beam ribbon. To fix the problem, Dr. Yoshihiro 
Funakoshi of KEK installed skew sextupole 
magnets in March 2009. These magnets correct 
the x-y coupling of different energy particles. 
The effect was enormous. The luminosity 
showed steep increase, from 17.6 inverse 
nanobarn per second to 21.1 inverse nanobarn 
per second.

LHC crab cavity design
There are several different types of crab cavity. 
KEKB’s oval shape is one. Another type is a 
mushroom shaped cell. Another type uses a 
waveguide to take out unwanted modes. Right 
now the LHC crab cavity team is considering all 
available options for the baseline design.

“Because it worked here [at KEKB], they [the 
LHC team] are now brave enough to take on a 
different design,” says Prof. Hutton. The 
problem with the design of the KEKB crab 
cavities is that they are too voluminous. The 
beampipe separation at LHC is just 20 
centimeters currently, while the KEKB type crab 
cavity has a widthwise dimension of 1 meter. 
Even though the KEKB type crab cavity is 
already proven to work, it is not applicable to 
LHC unless the size is reduced, or the 
beampipe separation is increased.
  
Meanwhile, they also plan to test the feasibility 
of the crab cavity scheme for the LHC upgrade 
using KEKB’s crab cavity. When KEKB’s crab 
cavity retires from operation before this summer, 
it will be shipped to CERN to be installed at the 
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) that 
accelerates and inject protons into the LHC. 

The LHC isn’t the only place that is hoping to 
make use of the superconducting crab cavity. 
From the International Linear Collider (ILC) to 
short pulse light sources around the world, the 
potential utility of crab cavities is great. Akai and 
Hosoyama are happy that their efforts over the 
past decade became fruitful. As Hosoyama 
says, “keep at it and be patient, and you will be 
rewarded.”

Related Link:
KEKB (http://www-acc.kek.jp/KEKB/)

LHC (http://lhc.web.cern.ch/lhc/)

Related Issue:
SuperKEKB making headway toward higher luminosity

(P. 19)

Paper:
Development of Crab Cavity for CESK-B
(http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/SuperKEKB.html)

Development of the KEK-B Superconducting Crab Cavity
(http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1182446)

←CERN accelerator complex. KEKB’s crab cavity 
will be installed at the Super Proton Synchrotron 
(SPS) first to test feasibility of crab cavity in the 
LHC upgrade.

↑The mushroom shaped cell is one candidate for 
the LHC upgrade crab cavity baseline design.

Electro polishing of the crab cavity.
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Disturbing as it may sound, imagine 
cancer cells located near a human organ, cells 
that need to be treated. One of the most 
promising treatments is to irradiate cancer cells 
with high energy particles in order to ionize the 
DNA molecules in the cancer cells, breaking the 
molecules and killing the cells. 

How exactly is that doctors can use radiation to 
damage the cancer cells but not the healthy 
cells around them? Particle therapy uses a 
property of particles called the Bragg peak of 
energy disposition. When a particle travels 
through a material, it deposits energy to its 
surroundings as it travels, before it comes to a 
complete halt. It turns out that ions lose most 
of their energy immediately before they come to 
stop. This property can be used to target 
cancer cells that are located at certain distance 
from the skin, without affecting healthy tissues 
on its way. Another well known radiation 
therapy for cancer, X-ray therapy, cannot do 

this. The energy loss spectrum is much broader 
(see plot) so that much of the energy gets 
absorbed by the surrounding, damaging 
unwanted regions. This feature remains the 
same for the recently developed technique 
called intensity-modulated radiotherapy.
 
The promising particle therapy treatment, 
however, is expensive. With current technology, 
this treatment requires expensive synchrotron 
accelerators. Two well known particle therapies 
are proton therapy and carbon therapy. To 
accelerate protons and heavier, more effective 
carbon ions in one accelerator requires a high 
power injector and a large accelerator ring, and 
therefore more expensive. What if an 
inexpensive and more compact device that can 
accelerate protons and carbons in one ring is 
readily available? This will equip every hospital 
to offer suitable treatment for different types of 
tumors.

With a new technology developed at KEK, this 
may soon be possible. The new technology is 
called a digital accelerator, and was issued a 
patent in 2007. This innovative device may 
revolutionize the century-old discipline of 
accelerator science. There are many possible 
applications, including medicine, 
biochemistory, environmental science, and 
stellar science.

A brief history of ring accelerators
The first man-made accelerator was Julius 
Pluecker’s cathode tube, in which a discharge 
of electricity into rarefied gasses caused a 
fluorescent glow on the surface of a glass tube. 
Electrons were accelerated by an electrostatic 
voltage in the cathode tube. That was the 
original form of linear accelerator. Then in 1931 
the first ring accelerator called cyclotron was 
developed. It drove charged particles in circular 
paths using a dipole magnet and alternating 
current voltage.

Particle 
accelerators 
are going 
digital
[Digital Accelerator, Medical, 
Biological, Environmental 
Applications]
The principle of KEK 
scientists’ new invention, the 
induction synchrotron, was 
demonstrated in 2006, using 
the existing 12 GeV proton 
synchrotron at KEK. Now, 
the team is working hard to 
bring forth a digital 
accelerator for heavy ions 
based on the concept of the 
induction synchrotron, which 
they hope to have ready for 
use in a year's time. Read 
here about this new 
technology, and how the 
team developed the world’s 
very first digital acceleration 
scheme.

KEK’s digital accelerator team members 
gather around the side of the KEK digital 

accelerator for a photo.

When shot into a material, heavy ions deposit most of 
their energy immediately before they come to a halt. X-
rays, in comparison, have broad distributions. This 
means that X-ray radiation therapy can cause 
damages to surrounding healthy tissues, and not just 
to target cancer cells.

ACCELERATOR LABORATORY
DIGITAL ACCELERATOR AT KEK
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To accelerate particles to higher energies, the 
second-generation of ring accelerator called 
synchrotron, invented in 1945, drives particles 
with radiofrequency electromagnetic waves. 
Every ring accelerator around the world 
nowadays accelerates particles using 
radiofrequency waves. Then in 2000, an 
induction synchrotron now called a digital 
accelerator emerged as a new category of the 
ring accelerator, driving particles with induced 
electric pulses. The digital accelerator has the 
same acceleration scheme as the old induction 
accelerator, betatron, which drives particles with 
a voltage induced by a transformer, even though 
topologically two are completely different.
 
The original cyclotron used a magnetic field 
which is constant in time. This meant that as the 
speed of the particles increased the radius of 
the particle trajectories also increased. 
Ultimately, the physical size of the cyclotron 
magnets limited the maximum speed of the 
particles. In the second-generation accelerators, 
physicists made the magnetic field vary in 
strength to keep the radius of particle 
trajectories constant, independent of particle 
speed. Now magnets need not be solid disks, 
but instead arranged in a ring of certain radius. 
Radiofrequency drivers are inserted in several 
points on the ring. This 
is the synchrotron. 
Every operational 
high energy ring 
accelerator in the 
world drives 
particles using this 
basic design. 

One problem with 
the radiofrequency 
scheme is that it 
requires a resonant 
device called 
radiofrequency 
cavity with a finite 
frequency 
bandwidth of a 
radiofrequency 
power amplifier. The 
frequency must be 
synchronized with 
the revolution 
frequency of an ion 

bunch in the 
ring. Generally, 
the dynamic 
range—the ratio 
between the 
largest and the 
smallest values
—of the 
resonant 
frequency is of 
the order of 10. 
Because the 
highest 
radiofrequency 
is uniquely 
determined by 
an extraction 
energy, the 
lowest 

frequency 
available for 

acceleration should also be uniquely 
determined. The lowest frequency in turn 
determines the necessary revolution frequency 
(thus velocity and energy) of ion bunches at the 
injection. This requirement limits the shapes and 
sizes of a high energy accelerator. Before 
particles can enter the high energy ring, they 
must first be accelerated by a linear accelerator 
(an injector) and then by a low-energy 
accelerator ring (a booster). This is impractical 
for places like hospitals where the construction 
and operation cost and space are big issues.
  
Another problem comes from a fact that 
radiofrequency fields for acceleration provide 
two functions simultaneously rather than 
separately: acceleration and confinement of an 
ion bunch in the direction of motion. At the 
middle of each bunch would be the highest 
beam intensity region, because of the nature of 
radiofrequency capture. When this high local 
density reaches a charge density limit called a 
space-charge limitation, it is known that the 
space charge causes beam dispersion. It is 
therefore desirable to produce a bunch whose 
charge density would be uniform in the 
longitudinal direction, but a conventional 
radiofrequency synchrotron is just not made for 
such purpose.

A digital accelerator might change all this. “In 
principle, a digital accelerator has no limit as to 
the type of ions and the range of energies it can 
accelerate,” says the leader of KEK’s digital 
accelerator group Prof. Ken Takayama. “Without 
requiring anything more than a single ring and 
an ion source, a digital accelerator should be 
able to accelerate any type of ion, from protons 
to uranium atoms, to any speed, from the speed 
of sound to the speed of light, ultimately 
speaking.”

There are many technical difficulties to 
overcome before such dream machine can 
become real. The Digital Accelerator team of 25 
scientists from China, India, France, US, 
Malaysia, and Japan is taking solid steps 
forward. During the proof-of-principle 
experiment, which successfully ended in 2006, 
they made many important advances. Now the 
team is working to prepare the first available 
digital accelerator for users. They believe it will 
be ready for use in a year's time.

Proven principle of digital 
accelerator
Sense and response would be the right words to 
describe the principle behind the digital particle 
accelerator. Instead of radiofrequency cavities, a 
digital accelerator ring is equipped with devices 
called induction accelerating cells. Particles 
travel around the ring in a form of a bunch. 
When a charged particle bunch passes a beam 
sensor, the system picks up the signals and 
calculates the timing to generate the pulse 
voltage required to accelerate the bunch, and 
then produces the pulse voltage energizing a 
transformer.

The sense-and-response scheme has two big 
advantages over the radiofrequency scheme. 
First, because the particles in the ring 
automatically induce the necessary 
synchronized acceleration, a single ring can 
accelerate very slow ions to very high energy. 
Second, the scheme allows a vast range of 
freedom to control the bunch length. In the 
conventional radiofrequency scheme, the 

Ring accelerator evolved from cyclotron in which particles spirals 
out as they are accelerated by alternating current voltage in a 
uniform magnetic field. Synchrotron confines beam orbit at a fixed 
radius by adjusting the magnetic field. All ring accelerators 
nowadays takes a form of the synchrotron ring.

Comparisons between 
conventional synchrotron and 
digital accelerator. A digital 
accelerator is simpler and 
smaller, as it requires only an 
ion source and a single 
accelerator ring. The 
acceleration scheme of a 
digital accelerator differs from 
the conventional one. A 
conventional accelerator uses 
a sinusoidal electrical field to 
accelerate particles, while a 
digital accelerator uses 
separately controlled electric 
pulses triggered by the 
circulating ion bunch itself. 
This gives the user increased 
freedom to choose the bunch 
length.
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applied electromagnetic field has a sinusoidal 
shape in time. To keep particles confined in 
bunches during acceleration, only the rising 
positive portion of the radiofrequency voltage 
can be used. This portion accelerates particles 
in the tail of the bunch more than those in the 
head of the bunch, thereby forcing particles to 
group together. Since the rising positive part of 
the sinusoidal voltage is used to group particles 
together, the bunch length is controlled by the 
radiofrequency phase (timing) and the 
radiofrequency amplitude. In a digital 
accelerator, however, an accelerating voltage 
pulse and confinement voltage pulses are 
applied separately. By simply changing the 
voltage pulse width and the pulse duration 
between the barrier voltages, digital accelerator 
users can adjust the bunch length freely. (Since 
a digital accelerator would not waste three 
quarters of acceleration voltage like a 
radiofrequency accelerator does, it is also a 
power saver.)

Takayama and his colleague, the late Prof. Jun-
ichi Kishiro, then at Japan Atomic Energy 
Agency (JAEA), jointly invented this idea. 
However, it was not until they conducted the 
proof-of-principle experiment that Takayama 
had realized the true potential of this concept. 
For the proof-of-principle experiment, they 
used KEK’s 12 GeV proton synchrotron ring. On 
their first run, they accidentally sent very low 
frequency pulses. The shapes of the waveforms 
behaved exactly as the case for high frequency 
pulses. “In hindsight, it is obvious, but this 
accident is when we realized that using the 
digital accelerator, we can accelerate any ions, 
even slow and heavy ones, just out from the ion 
source,” says Takayama. The digital accelerator 
is also called an All Ion Accelerator (AIA). This 
idea won the team the Japanese 21st Century 
Invention Prize for 2008.

The world’s fastest switch
The key to building a working digital accelerator 
was to design the world’s fastest high power 
electrical switches, ones that can flip an electric 
power of 30 kilowatt at the rate of 1 MHz. 
Particles in an accelerator usually travel near 
the speed of light, which means they travel 
around a ring of 300 meters in circumference a 
million times in second. This means that the 
switch must be capable of flipping at 1 MHz. 
The world has only seen switching device that 

could deliver up to five 
pulses with the 1 MHz 
separation, but only once 
every single second (1 Hz).
 
Takayama says that the 
fastest switching power 
supply wouldn’t have been 
possible if not for the close 
collaborations with a pulse 
power industry and Tokyo 
Institute of Technology. “It 
was crucial to have arrived 
at a solution for a voltage 
unbalance among the 
switching elements 
connected in series, which 
are caused by the floating 
capacitances.”

The problem with a high 
frequency switch is not only 
the switching circuit 
architecture itself, but also 
the heat produced by 
switching. 150 watt of heat 
is generated on each solid-
state switching element of a 
10 millimeter square, which 
is employed in the 
switching power supply 
capable of generating 2.5 
kV. “We made many trial-
and-loud blowups until we 
were able to get the 
switching heat under 
control,” recalls Takayama. 
The team now has a copper 
heat sink with cooling water 
passages inside.

The quick bursts of current 
produced by the switches at such high 
frequency produces Eddy current, which heats 
up the magnetic material in the induction 
accelerator cells. “The cooling device for the 
cells is not anything you can take something 
available and modify a bit to fit the 
requirement,” says Takayama. His student 
produced many prototypes, using oils for 
cooling.

The news of the completed 1 MHz switching 
power supply and the associated induction 
cells dazzled the world in 2004.

The next step to an 
all ion accelerator
The proof-of-principle 
experiment was done 
using protons. However, 
the team’s ultimate goal 
is to make an all ion 
accelerator, one which 
can accelerate a range of 
ions from light ions (like 
protons) to heavy ions 
(like gold and uranium). 
The team's efforts are 
now concentrated on 
demonstrating the 
functionality of the digital 
accelerator as an argon 

accelerator.

“An argon ion is 40 times heavier than a proton, 
and so requires much more energy for the 
same amount of acceleration,” explains Dr. 
Tanuja Dixit from the Society for Applied 
Microwave Electronics Engineering and 
Research (SAMEER) in India. Dixit came in KEK 
in 2005, and for her PhD, she developed the 
acceleration scenario for argon at the KEK 
digital accelerator, and designed the induction 
acceleration cell suitable for heavy ion 
acceleration. If argon capability is proven, any 
ions should automatically become available, 
provided that the ion source of interest is 
readily available.

To accelerate a heavy ion such as argon, Dixit 
found that she needed to divide the 
acceleration scheme into four phases. The first 
phase required induction cells arranged in 
parallel, and the second required cells arranged 
in series. The third phase required two 1 MHz 
induction cells to drive a beam with up to 2 
MHz pulses, and the fourth phase required 
three cells to drive a beam with up to 3 MHz 
pulses. However, the heat issue limits the 
frequency of switching device to only 1 
megahertz. “I was excited when I found that we 
could use multiple 1 megahertz cells 
simultaneously to produce higher frequency 
cells. The exciting thing about the digital 
accelerator is that it is so flexible,” says Dixit.

From left: engineer Ei-ichi Kadokura, Dr. Taiki Iwashita, 
and Yoshio Arakida of KEK successfully developed the 
switching power supply (left).

The digital accelerator ring at KEK.

In the proof-of-principle experiment, protons were 
successfully accelerated to 6 GeV.

The proof-of-principle experiment was conducted using 
KEK’s 12 GeV proton synchrotron ring with the newly 
installed induction cells and a switching power supply.
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Designing the four-part acceleration scheme 
was a complicated task. “Each induction cell is 
given a set and a reset signals, and each signal 
comes from a switching supply that has 28 
switching boards. Each board receives signals 
from the pattern controller. I made a number of 
wiring mistakes. There were wires everywhere,” 
smiles Dixit.

Once Dixit finalized the acceleration scheme 
and finished wiring the induction cells, she then 
generated argon-like signals for equipment 
simulation. First, to check for the feasibility of 
the entire sense-and-response scheme, an 
arbitrary function generator device produces a 
waveform. The waveform triggers a signal to 
generate the voltage pulses to confine and 
accelerate the bunch. This work earned her the 
best student poster prize during the European 
Particle Accelerator Conference 
(EPAC) in 2008.

The team has also been preparing 
the argon ion source. An ion 
extraction test is currently 
underway, and the source will be 
installed in May. The team is 
looking forward to the beam 
commissioning this fall. 

The many applications for 
a digital accelerator
“A digital accelerator would be 
useful in many research fields 
beyond medical applications,” says 

Dixit. “You can find social relevance such 
environmental crops, and it would be satisfying?
I would like to remain as long as possible in the 
field of accelerator science to see them.”

Using the intense, well-controlled heavy ion 
beam, scientists will be able to make mesh 
filters with nanometer-sized holes. Such a 
material could be used as a hemoglobin filter for 
blood. The intense ion beam can also alter 
material properties in diamond when shot into it 
to change the crystalline structure, making an 
insulator a conductor. This will allow production 
of three-dimensional nanometer-sized circuits. 
Applications of such circuit might completely 
change the industry of semiconductor devices, 
and may be useful for such future technologies 
as a quantum computer.

Because heavy ions transfer energy to their 
surroundings much more efficiently than 
gamma-rays or X-rays, a digital accelerator 
will also make an excellent tool to induce 
mutations, by breaking off the DNA’s double 
helix. This has important applications in 
environmental science. Combining induced 
mutation with genetic engineering is a 
promising approach to developing crops with 
larger yields of food and biofuels.

On the other hand, astrophysicists plan to 
use the digital accelerator technology to 
create high-temperature, high-pressure 
conditions like those in Jupiter’s core. 
Biologists also plan to use the digital 
accelerator to produce the interstellar 
environment and explore how life can be 
formed in the interstellar environment of the 
cosmic rays and cosmic medium.

“The principle of our idea was proven in 
2006, and in that I am satisfied,” says 
Takayama. “Now, users are waiting to use 
our digital accelerator for their research. We 
are making every effort to provide this 

facility.” Nearly a hundred users program 
members are eagerly waiting for time on the first 
available digital accelerator in the world. 

The concept of the digital accelerator also may 
be applicable to future high-energy 
accelerators. Using a digital accelerator 
scheme, particle accelerators could work with 
very long bunches. CERN’s LHC upgrade group 
has considered an idea called the superbunch. 
In this proposal, the bunch length would be 
increased from the current 5 centimeters to as 
long as 300 meters. This would improve the 
luminosity of the LHC by a factor of 10. 
Unfortunately, this would also produce so many 
undesired junk events that it would exceed the 
handling capability of the detectors, so that the 
idea is ultimately impractical. However, ideas 
like this abound, ready for future scientists to 
explore.

Related Link:
Super Bunch (Japanese)  

(http://www-accps.kek.jp/Superbunch/)
CERN Carrier: Induction acceleration looks to the future

(http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/28831)
CERN Carrier: Rewriting the rules on proton acceleration

(http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/29307)

Paper:
Experimental Demonstration of the Induction Synchrotron
(http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v98/i5/e054801)

All-ion accelerators: An injector-free synchrotron
(http://jap.aip.org/japiau/v101/i6/p063304_s1?isAuthorized=no)

Dr. Tanuja Dixit (center) from the Society for 
Applied Microwave Electronics Engineering and 
Research (SAMEER) in India and KEK engineer 
Mitsuo Hashimoto (left) have worked on the 
induction accelerator cells.

To accelerate argons, simulation 
showed that the beam requires 
separate acceleration schemes for 
four different phases. Red: particles, 
blue: confinement voltage pulse, and 
green: acceleration voltage pulse.

Digital accelerator will explore unknown region of 
materials science of heavier ions at higher energies.

From left: KEK engineer Teruo Arai, 
graduate student at Sokendai Leo 
Kwee Wah, and NAT engineer Koji 

Okazaki are in charge of the ion source.

http://www-accps.kek.jp/Superbunch/
http://www-accps.kek.jp/Superbunch/
http://www-accps.kek.jp/Superbunch/
http://www-accps.kek.jp/Superbunch/
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/28831
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/28831
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/28831
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/28831
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/29307
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/29307
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/29307
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/29307
http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v98/i5/e054801
http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v98/i5/e054801
http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v98/i5/e054801
http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v98/i5/e054801
http://jap.aip.org/japiau/v101/i6/p063304_s1?isAuthorized=no
http://jap.aip.org/japiau/v101/i6/p063304_s1?isAuthorized=no
http://jap.aip.org/japiau/v101/i6/p063304_s1?isAuthorized=no
http://jap.aip.org/japiau/v101/i6/p063304_s1?isAuthorized=no
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A drift chamber is the most crucial 
element of many particle detectors, for 
without it, none of the data from the other 
detector components would make any sense. 
Designing and constructing a drift chamber 
requires particle physicists with good 
instincts. The system is complex, and no 
amount of simulation is sufficient for system 
optimization. 

Dr. Shoji Uno of KEK has been working on 
drift chambers ever since he joined the Belle 
collaboration in 1990. Now joined by a 

postdoc, Dr. Nanae Taniguchi, the team of two 
is finalizing the design for the new central drift 
chamber (CDC) of the B Factory's upgrade, 
the Belle II. 

The current detector, Belle, is located in the 
KEKB accelerator ring, at the point where the 
electron and positron beams intersect. The 
new Belle II detector will sit at the exact same 
position on the upgraded version of KEKB, 
the SuperKEKB. The CDC tracks the 
pathways of the charged particles that result 

from the interaction of the two high energy 
beams. 

The CDC detects charged particles using 
wires. When particles pass through a helium 
based gas mixture inside the chamber, they 
ionize the gas molecules, knocking out 
electrons. An electric field is created by 
applying high voltage on ‘sense wires’ strung 
across the chamber. The field causes 
electrons to accelerate towards the wires. 
These electrons knock out additional 
electrons from the gas as they travel. A 

Dr. Shoji Uno of KEK (right) and 
postdoc Dr. Nanae Taniguchi (lower 
left) work on the central drift 
chamber (CDC) design for Belle II. 
Taniguchi successfully 
demonstrated their new electronics 
device using the test chamber 
(silver case).

New 
electronics 
tested for 
Belle II central 
drift chamber
[Drift Chamber, Belle II]
The final technical design for 
KEK’s Belle detector upgrade, 
called Belle II, 
is now being finalized. This 
week features one of the 
central components 
of the Belle II, the central drift 
chamber (CDC), which tracks 
charged particles resulting 
from particle interactions.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE BELLE II EXPERIMENT AT KEK
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number of electrons and ions produced move 
speedily near the sense wire. The sense wire 
senses the motion and creates a pulse signal. 
The signal is then sent to the data acquisition 
(DAQ) system.
 

Same concept, robust structure
“The design of the new CDC does not change 
much from the original, because Belle’s CDC 
has worked very well throughout the past 
decade,” says Uno. “However, SuperKEKB will 

produce collisions at 40 times higher 
luminosity, so the new CDC must be able to 
work in conditions with 20 times higher 
background noise.” By adding more sense 
wires, Uno and Taniguchi can improve the 
signal-to-noise ratio.

The CDC is a barrel structure around the beam 
pipes, and sits just outside a cylinder of the 
inner detector called silicon vertex detector 
(SVD). One big change in the baseline design is 

that the outer detector to the CDC, the particle 
identification detector (PID), will shrink in size 
by a factor of 3, owing to the new technology 
called time of propagation counter. Due to this 
and in order to maintain the current level of 
performance in a high luminosity environment, 
the number of wires in the CDC will be 
doubled. The current CDC has 8,464 sense 
wires and 25,392 field wires. The upgraded 
CDC will have 14,336 sense wires and 42,240 
field wires. 

“The key is to balance weight of the wires, the 
wire tension, and the performance 
deterioration due to gravitational sag of the 
wires,” explains Taniguchi. Since wires are 
strung horizontally, gravity makes the sense 
wires sag at the middle. The sagging can 
affect measurements. Taniguchi calculated 
the sag due to gravitation for a range of 
tensions, and simulated the effect on the 
performance. “If the influence of sagging on 
the performance of the detector is smaller 
than the influence of the detector’s inherent 
mechanical resolution, then we are good.”

The biggest concern, however, is the tension 
on the end plates due to the wires. Currently, 
the CDC’s thirty thousands wires produce 3 
tons of force, displacing the location of the 
endplates as much as 3 millimeters. “The 
current endplates are shaped so that 
particles entering the CDC have to go 
through minimum distance of material,” 
explains Uno. The cross sectional view of the 
endplates are therefore curved so that 
particles from the interaction point would fly 
through no more than one centimeter of the 
endplate thickness in radial direction.

The endplates for the new CDC will have to 
endure 4 tons of force. “The cross section of 
the new endplates will be a straight line 

This cross-sectional view shows the arrangement of sense wires for the Belle 
CDC (top) and Belle II CDC (bottom). Owing to the compactness of the outer 
detector (the particle identification detector or PID), the new CDC will be able to 
accommodate twice as many wires as the current one. It has a structure called 
super-layer, consisting of a combination of wires arranged in axial direction 
parallel to one another (A), and of wires arranged in varying angles (U). Six layers 
of axial wires make one group and six layers of stereo wires make another.

The current Belle 
detector (bottom) and 
the upgraded Belle II 
detector (top) viewed 
from the top. The 
CDC tracks charged 
particles with 
horizontally arranged 
wires and a helium 
based mixture of 
gases. Note that the 
endplates on the new 
CDC (blue) have a 
different shape so as 
to increase their 
physical strength.
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rather than round.” The team calculated that 
this would be a balanced shape, providing a 
physically robust framework without having 
undue influence on the performance.

The super-layer scheme and small cells
Drift chambers are extremely complex 
systems, with many parameters to consider 
when designing. Using the accumulated 
expertise of chamber scientists, as well as 
past experimental data, the KEK team 
developed an optimal design. One widely 
accepted design, and the one used for the 
current Belle CDC, is called the super-layer 
structure. It consists of a combination of wires 
arranged in axial direction parallel to one 
another, and of wires arranged in varying 
angles—called stereo wires. Six layers of axial 
wires make one group and six layers of stereo 
wires make another. The Belle II’s CDC has 
nine groups of these.
 
In addition, there will be eight layers of tightly 
spaced axial wires at the inner part of the 
CDC. This group is called a small cell. Past 
experience has shown that the introduction 
of a small cell in a chamber helps separate 
signals from noise by tracking particles 
freshly coming out of the interaction point. 
“In 2003, we installed two layers of small 
cell to test the concept,” says Uno. 

New compact readout 
electronics
The CDC readout electronics will be 
completely replaced, owing to 
advancements in technology over the last 
two decades. The new CDC will employ an 
all-in-one technology that amplifies the 
signal, applies a pulse shaping, and then 
converts the analog signal into a digital 
signal. 

The current Belle CDC sends signals all the 
way from the detector to an electronics hut 
30 meters away via 30-meter cables to 
interpret the signals for data analysis. In the 
new CDC, all the electronics will be inside 
the Belle II detector, right beside the 

chamber itself. Digitalized data will be readily 
available through fiber optic connections, to 
be collected in the DAQ system.

Signals from wire chamber is very small, so 
they are amplified by preamplifier component 
of the electronics. Amplified signals are 
shortened to make sure sensitivity to higher 
frequency signals in Belle II. The electronics 
also need the ability to separate noise from 
signal. These functions, called shaping and 
discrimination, will be built into the new 
electronics. The electronics will use an 
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). 
An ASIC is a chip specially designed for a 
particular use. The new ASIC will process 
eight channels on a 4-millimeter by 4-
millimeter chip for Belle II, whereas the 
previous chip processed one channel on a 1-
centimeter by 3-centimeter chip for Belle.

“ASIC technology was uncommon in Japan 
20 years ago when we were starting the 

design for 
Belle. Now 
that we have 
this 
technology, 
KEK can 
develop 
custom 
chips for 
various 
projects,” 
says Uno. 
By using the 
technologies 
made 
available by 
KEK’s 
Electronic 
System 
Group, Uno 
and his 
team can 

create 
compact, high-

speed, and low power readout electronics.

In November of last year, Taniguchi 
successfully demonstrated the newly 
designed electronic device. She investigated 
optimal values for such parameters as gain, 
noise cancellation, and time resolution, using 
a hybrid board that contained all necessary 
parts.
 
“The new readout electronics with AISC are 
the result of many people’s efforts and many 
advanced technologies developed at KEK,” 
says Taniguchi. Their readout electronics with 
ASIC will be ready by this summer. 

Thinking outside the box 
Belle’s CDC is already an elaborate system 
that demonstrates superb craftsmanship. 
While the development of silicon detectors 
has become common and straightforward, 
drift chambers remain notorious for the 

Simulation result of 
gravitational sag 
effect. Sense wires 
(orange) are 
surrounded by field 
wires (purple) 
which create an 
accelerating 
electric field (field 
lines are orange).

Small cell 
chamber will 
be installed to 
increase the 
background 
noise 
recognition 
capability.
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incredibly large number of variables to be 
considered during design. “Because the 
system is too complex to be amenable to any 
meaningful computer optimization studies, a 
lot of the design choices are made based on 
our past experiences,” says Uno. “However, 

sometimes it’s 
necessary to 
go beyond 
experience and 
make 
educated 
guesses in 
chamber 
science.”

The current 
Belle CDC 
uses bare 
aluminum for 
the field wires. 
Because 
aluminum 
cannot be 
soldered and is 
easily oxidized, 
no drift 
chamber had 
previously 
used bare 
aluminum. 
Other similar 
chambers have 
used gold-
coated 
aluminum. For 
the B Factory 
upgrade, 
however, Uno 

needed light wires. So he used aluminum wires 
without the gold coating. Since aluminum 
cannot be soldered to the endplates, the new 
CDC’s wires are fixed by crimping pins. As to 
oxidation, Uno has found that “aluminum 
oxidization does not affect the performance of 

the detector a bit,” Uno grins, “It was simply a 
superstition that oxidization affects the 
performance.” KEK’s Belle CDC remains to be 
the sole chamber that uses bare aluminum 
wires. He says that people are still 
uncomfortable with this design for unfounded 
reasons.
 
Before the B Factory experiment, most drift 
chambers were filled with an argon-based gas 
mixture. This was because argon is 
inexpensive, and also sensitive to X-rays. For 
initial testing of drift chambers, experimenters 
often used X-rays with an energy similar to the 
energy lost by the charged particles produced 
at the collider. For the B Factory, however, X-
rays are considered background noise. In 
addition, because argon is so heavy, it can 
destruct the momentum measurement of 
particles. To solve this problem, the team 
developed an X-ray insensitive, light gas 
mixture consisting of helium and ethane. This 
was the first time a high energy experiment 
had used a helium based mixture.

Drift chambers are packed with the very basics 
of particle physics experiment, and cultivate 
creativity and good intuitions. This is why many 
particle physicists think it profiting to work on 
them once in the course of their career. “CDC 
is such an important and profoundly elaborate 
detector component, which excites me 
greatly,” says Taniguchi. “There also is much 
work to be done in the future.” The team 
welcomes new collaborators to work with them 
towards the goal of the next generation B 
Factory detector.
 

Related Link:
 Belle II (http://belle2.kek.jp/)

The new ASIC preamplifier will host 8 
channels on a 4-millimeter by 4-
milimeter chip.

Prototype of the new readout electronics 
for the Belle II CDC.

Two layers of 
small cell 
were installed 
in 2003.

Related Issue:
Belle II’s new logo and new beginning (P. 63)
ATLAS, Belle II, and monozukuri (P. 103)

http://belle2.kek.jp/
http://belle2.kek.jp/
http://belle2.kek.jp/
http://belle2.kek.jp/
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/BelleII4th.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/BelleII4th.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/ATLAS_BelleII.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/ATLAS_BelleII.html
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For detector scientists, this new 
technology may be revolutionary, changing 
the way some types of the particle and photon 
sensors are fabricated (or built). The 
technology is called silicon-on-insulator pixel 
or SOIPIX. This innovative technology is 
starting to draw attention from the world 
detector technology community for its high 
speed, high spatial resolution, low power 
consumption, and compactness. 

In general, detecting particles or photons 
requires two devices: a sensor, and it's 
associated readout electronics. For a silicon 
sensor, detector scientists conventionally use 
services of semiconductor companies 
specialized in processing of devices on high 
resistivity substrates. For the electronics to be 
connected to the detector, integrated circuit 
technology called complementary metal-oxide 
semiconductor (CMOS) is commonly used. 
Interactions of particles or photons in silicon 

sensor produce secondary 
electrons and electron holes. 
These secondary electrons and 
holes are converted into a 
voltage pulse, which is then 
amplified to produce a usable 
signal. When constructed with 
conventional CMOS technology, 
these two components (readout 
electronics and sensor) are 
produced separately, and then 
mechanically bonded by a 
technique called bump-bonding. 
In SOI, the two parts are produced together on 
a single chip. Only an insulating layer of sub-
micron in thickness separates the readout 
electronics part and its silicon substrate. The 
ingenuity of the detector scientists is that they 
use the silicon substrate as the sensor.
 
The SOI technology isn’t new. It has been 
around for three decades. Because the 
electrical separation of electronics and the 

substrate reduces the parasitic capacitance in 
the device, it speeds up the readout. The 
insulator also reduces the leakage current, 

Thriving new 
detector 
technology: 
SOIPIX
[Silicon-on-insulator, Pixel Detector]
On March 4-5, 2010, KEK’s 
detector scientists and 
international collaborators from 
around the world gathered in a 
meeting room at Fermilab to 
discuss a new detector 
technology: silicon-on-insulator 
pixel (SOIPIX). Learn about 
KEK’s new technological 
endeavor, and the recent steps 
made by collaborators to make 
this powerful new technology 
work.

Participants of the 5th SOI 
collaboration meeting gather in the 
Wilson Tower at Fermilab for a 
group photo.

Silicon-on-insulator pixel (SOIPIX) is a 
technology that combines the sensor and 

readout electronics on a single 
semiconductor device.

DEPARTMENT OF ADVANCED ACCELERATOR TECHNOLOGY
THE DETECTOR TECHNOLOGY PROJECT AT KEK
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lowering the power consumption of the device. 
Thus, SOI devices are faster and consume less 
power than conventional CMOS technology. SOI 
technology is already used in some CPUs, game 
devices, digital watches, and in aerospace 
engineering. Unfortunately, the higher cost of 
producing SOI chips has prevented it from 
becoming widely used.

For the detector, SOI provides many more 
advantages. First, because of the very thin 
substrate (~40 nm) of the electronics part, the 
electronics are affected less by charges 
produced by radiation in the substrate. The 
radiation hardness is particularly important for 
use in particle accelerator and in space. 
Second, SOI transistors can tolerate a broad 
range of temperatures compared to standard 
CMOS technology. This makes them convenient 
for use in extreme conditions such as in space. 
Third, because of the insulator between pixels, 
each pixel is electrically less affected by the 
neighboring pixels. This means that pixel size 
can be reduced, improving spatial resolution 
dramatically. Finally, the thickness of the sensor 
can be adjusted. This means that the sensor can 
be made as thick or thin as desired, as long as 
the appropriate amount of voltage can be 
applied to it for particle detection. Pixel 
detectors using SOI technology can 
provide an ideal detector for high energy 
particles, and photons X-rays up to a 
dozen or so keV.
  

Open SOIPIX collaboration
The idea of using SOI technology for a 
particle detector is also not new. It has 
been around for a decade. European 
scientists started investigating the 
technology some time ago, but they 
soon abandoned the idea because the 
semiconductor technology they were 
using did not give the desired results. 
Later, in 2005, the idea was picked up by 
Prof. Yasuo Arai at KEK, the leader of the 
SOI group in the KEK Detector 
Technology Project (DTP). He saw 
vibrant opportunity in the technology, an 
opportunity to bring cutting-edge 
technology to the world, technology from 
Japan.

“As I researched the SOI technology, I 

found out that Japan had a very strong 
technological background in SOI,” says Arai. 
“The detector had enormous potential that was 
not fully explored, and yet the problems were 
tractable using the advanced semiconductor 
processing technology we had in our country.”

Arai’s strategy was to make the SOIPIX 
processes they developed open to everyone. 
“Openness invites competition, and brings 
about rapid advancement in SOIPIX 
technology,” says Arai. He called for 
collaborations overseas, and now the SOIPIX 
group is the best funded and largest 
international group among the eight DTP 
projects at KEK. In 2006, the team was joined by 
several US laboratories, including Fermilab, 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), 
and University of Hawaii. More recently, they 
have also been joined by several institutions 
from Europe. 

SOIPIX collaboration 
meets at Fermilab
The SOIPIX collaboration now has around 100 
member scientists from 16 institutions. The 5th 

collaboration meeting was held at Fermilab on 
4-5 March of this year, and was the first formal 
SOI meeting held outside Japan. Around 30 
participants from 10 research institutions 
attended. Participants came from Belgium, Italy, 
Japan, Poland, and US, and from two Japanese 
companies: OKI Semiconductor Co. Ltd. (OKI 
Semiconductor) and ZyCube Co. Ltd. (ZyCube). 
While most attendees were present on-site, 
some attended via remote link. All enjoyed 
intense discussions on their new results.

The SOIPIX collaboration is formed by 
physicists and engineers who wish to use the 
technology in their future projects in high energy 
particle sciences. Important possible 
applications include the Belle II detector in 
KEK’s B Factory experiment, the upgrade of the 
LHC's ATLAS detector and future Linear Collider 
experiments. Because of its high spatial 
resolution, SOI is an ideal solution for the vertex 
detectors that measure particle tracks very close 
to the interaction point. “However, applications 
of SOI detector technology can be extended 
beyond particle science, in medical imaging, 
astrophysics, and electron microscopy,” says 
Arai.

Making it work—a challenge of 
back-gate problem
SOI has a layer of buried silicon oxide as an 
insulator between the electronics and the 
substrate. For commercial use, this is all that is 
needed for an SOI device, because the only 
component of interest is the electronics.
 
For detectors, however, the silicon substrate 
acts as a sensor, and the signals from the 
sensor need to be read out by the electronics. In 
order to give the readout electronics access to 
the sensor, holes are etched through the buried 
oxide insulator and filed with conductive 
material, typically tungsten, to form conductive 
contacts, and p-type and n-type silicon islands
—silicon that can conduct electricity—are 
formed beneath the oxide layer. The junction of 
two types of silicon allows one-way flow of 

From right: Prof. Yasuo Arai of KEK, the leader of the SOI group; Mr. Ikuo Kurachi 
from OKI Semiconductor Co. Ltd.; Jun Uchida, a graduate student from Osaka 
University; and Dr. Yoshiyuki Onuki, a postdoc at Tohoku University.

→The back gate problem 
occurs when a voltage is 
applied to the substrate in 
order to detect radiation.

↓Buried p-wells (BPW) have 
proven to be a successful solution 
to the back gate problem. Boron 
ions are implanted around the p-
type silicon in this image.

http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/KEKDTP.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/KEKDTP.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/KEKDTP.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/KEKDTP.html
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current. The detection of a particle is seen as 
freeing some excess charge in the detector 
bulk. The electric field present due to the 
existing junction causes drifting of charge 
carriers to an implantation island, which are 
read out via a tungsten plug through the hole 
to the electronics. Each pixel must have at 
least one through-buried-oxide-hole 
representing the pixel. The distance between 
holes can be as small as 1 micrometer, which 
allows for high spatial resolution.

“At first, we thought that simply inserting an 
oxide insulator between silicon layers would 
produce an SOI detector. But when we looked 
more closely, we found out that it would not 
work because the sensor and electronics have 
strong coupling,” explains Arai. To detect 
radiation, a voltage needs to be applied to the 
sensor side of the device. This creates a 
depletion region in the silicon, an area where 
no charge carriers are present. The back-end 
of the transistor is capacitively connected to 
the substrate, and at the same time grounded 
by the source voltage at the front-end. This 

means that a voltage difference can 
develop between the front and back 
of the transistor, when a voltage is 
applied to the substrate. This is 
called the back-gate effect.
 
The problem with the back-gate 
effect is that the voltage rise can 
cause the transistor to turn on, 
which would cause the pixel to no 
longer work. The effect imposes an 
upper limit of 10 to 15 volts on the 
back of the substrate, which in turn 
limits the thickness of the depletion 
region. 

In discussion with OKI 
Semiconductor engineers, Arai and 
his team came up with a solution to 
the back-gate problem. The solution 
was to add buried p-wells (BPWs) to 

the detector. Arai and his team 
implanted boron ions into the silicon around 
the pixel right beneath the buried oxide. The 
tungsten plug can then be used to control 
the voltage of the boron well, and therefore 
the voltage beneath the transistors. This 
solves the back-gate problem.

“At first, there were many uncertainties as to 
the influence of implantation on the 
transistor above and uncertainty as to how 
thick the well needs to be,” says Arai. The 
team simulated and calculated the effects 
and found that just a shallow well could 
make a great deal of difference. They 
developed a process to create the buried p-
wells, and built a prototype to test the 
solution. 

The result of the BPW test was remarkable. 
This modification raised the maximum 
substrate bias voltage to above 130 volts. 
The team further found that using the boron 
implantation method also reduces the pixel 
size and improves radiation hardness. The 

functioning of an SOI detector with 
BPW technology was proven in 

Japan a year ago, and has since 
been investigated for SOI 
detectors by other groups 
worldwide.
 
At the recent SOIPIX 
collaboration meeting, groups 
from Institute of Nuclear Physics 
at Krakow (Poland), Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory 
(LBNL), and Fermilab all reported 
separate results showing that the 
BPW solution gave successful 
results. 

“We can now say that the issue 
of the back-gate has been 
resolved. Now we need to tackle 
the next issue,” says Arai. 
Currently, some operation of the 
readout electronics causes 
crosstalk in the sensor. To amend 
this, a new nested double well 
structure is being discussed at 
Fermilab, KEK, and OKI 
Semiconductor. An organizer of 

the collaboration meeting, Dr. Grzegorz 
Deptuch of Fermilab, gave a presentation on 
benefits of the simultaneous use of buried n-
wells (BNW) and buried p-wells (BPW) in a 
form of one well containing another. The 
scheme is called nested wells. The technology 
and possible future development in the issue 
were discussed. “The availability of buried 
nested wells on the next multi-project wafer 
run is great news,” Deptuch pointed out during 
his talk.

OKI semiconductor’s presence 
in SOI
OKI Electric Industry Co., Ltd. was the only 
company in the world that mass-produces 
fully-depleted type SOI chips. When Arai 
started out with his project, there was an 
important prerequisite to gain OKI’s 
cooperation for the idea of an SOI detector. 

“Without industry cooperation, our project 
cannot exist,” says Arai. For OKI as well, SOI’s 
high price range demanded applications 
beyond mass use. A detector for high energy 
physics may be just such application.

The two parties found they had common 
interests. The partnership continued even after 
OKI’s electronics division was taken over by 
Rohm Co. Ltd. in 2008 to form OKI 
Semiconductor Co., Ltd. In fact, the 
partnership grew even stronger. “It took some 
convincing,” recalls Arai. He and his colleagues 
from overseas visited the company and 
successfully argued that pursuit of academic 
interests has significance, and that there is 
great potential in SOI beyond Japan and 
beyond high energy physics.

Two of OKI Semiconductor's professional 
engineers were also present at the 
collaboration meeting, and explained the 
current status of the project. “We often meet 
with KEK people, but in this meeting we were 
able to meet and hear from people from other 

(From left) Lawrence Soung Yee, a PhD student 
from the Univ. Cathlique de Lauvain in Belgium; 
Dr. Toshinobu Miyoshi from KEK, and Mr. Masao 
Okihara from OKI Semiconductor Miyagi Co. Ltd.

The production of advanced 
semiconductor chips is an expensive 
business. Each Multi Project Wafer 
(MPW) run accommodates multiple 
designs submitted by the member 
institutions that conduct SOIPIX R&D.

Dr. Grzegorz 
Deptuch (right) 
of Fermilab 
discusses with 
Prof. Yasuo 
Arai of KEK, 
the leader of 
the SOI group 
(left).
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oversea institutions like Fermilab and LBNL,” 
says Mr. Masao Okihara of OKI Semiconductor. 
“Characteristics such as radiation hardness, 
hysteresis effect, and noise parameters are 
something we are not very well acquainted with 
in the course of conventional SOI development, 
but they are important for the SOIPIX detector 
collaboration.”

The demand for OKI Semiconductor’s SOI 
processes is high, and is gathering great 
interest from new SOIPIX collaboration 
members as well. Lawrence Soung Yee, a PhD 
student from the Université Catholique de 

Louvain in Belgium, has been investigating the 
SOI process using the university’s in-house 
technology. He says: “For the next generation 
we are thinking OKI Semiconductor technology. 
It is more advanced technology than what we 
have right now.”

SOIPIX’s new direction—vertical integration
An exciting recent development in SOIPIX is the 
3D integration of circuits. “Vertical integration 
can remove some of the problems that are 
associated with SOIPIX processes, by 
decoupling the sensor and readout processes,” 
says the head of the ASIC Development Group 

at Fermilab, Dr. Raymond 
Yarema. “The 3D 
technology uses new ideas 
about how to create 
connections between 
sensors and readout 
electronics. This allows 
lower mass components 
and lower cost connections 
between the sensor and 
the readout electronics.” 

During the meeting, a 
Japanese venture 
company, ZyCube, 
presented one such 
technology called micro-
bump technology which 
was developed by Tohoku 
University. ZyCube 
promotes this technology 
and has been working with 
OKI Semiconductor. “If this 
becomes a successful 
development, it will find 
use beyond the SOI 
process. It could be used 
for CMOS and other 
technologies for doing 3D 
or vertical integration. In 

that sense, detector 
SOI technology could 
produce important 
spin-offs.”

Efforts in vertical 
integration are 
facilitated by 
institutions from 
Europe, the US, and 
Japan. KEK and 
Fermilab play central 
roles. “A consortium 
of parties interested in 
vertical integration 
was initiated by 
Fermilab and now 
involves 16 
institutions. This is 
about the same size 

as the SOIPIX collaboration. We pursue 
somewhat different approaches and 
applications,” says Yarema. The consortium is 
exploring applications for such experiments as 
the LHC, the B Factory in Italy, and new light 
sources.

One big step forward
When Arai started advertizing the project 
oversea, US institutions were the first to join the 
collaboration. Since then, many institutions 
from countries in Europe and Asia, as well as 
from other disciplines such as astronomical 
observatories within Japan, have expressed 
interest.

“The meeting at Fermilab was a great 
opportunity for us to bring in interested oversea 
parties,” says Arai. “Japanese projects tend to 
be self-contained, and a lot of times, materials 
are not available in English. Many questions 
were asked and answered during the meeting, 
and the collaboration as a whole has just seen 
a big step forward in terms of the technology as 
well.”

In his concluding remarks, Yarema said: “The 
analysis leading to the nested buried well 
concept, and ideas beyond this, show that 
there is much to explore in future runs, and that 
this should lead to many interesting talks at 
future meetings.” 

The head of KEK DTP, Prof. Junji Haba, was 
also present. “KEK has a strong interest in 
pursuing the SOI detector technology. The flank 
discussions held at the meeting between 
industry and oversea project groups will 
certainly motivate the advancement of the 
technology.” Arai’s goal: to increase the 
proportion of SOI designs submitted by 
oversea institutes. Right now, KEK takes up 
about a half. The next set of submissions will 
be this summer.

Related Link:
Detector Technology Project 

(http://rd.kek.jp/index_e.html)
SOIPIX (http://rd.kek.jp/project/soi/)

An X-ray image detected by SOI last 
year.

Micro-bump technology developed by ZyCube Co. Ltd. will 
be investigated using OKI Semiconductor's SOI process for 
vertical integration.

The leader of the KEK Detector Technology Project 
(DTP). Prof. Junji Haba talks with the head of the ASIC 
Development Group at Fermilab, Dr. Raymond Yarema 
about vertical integration during a coffee break at the 
recent SOIPIX collaboration meeting.

Related Issue:
Detector technology project connects 
fields (P. 71)

http://rd.kek.jp/index_e.html
http://rd.kek.jp/index_e.html
http://rd.kek.jp/index_e.html
http://rd.kek.jp/index_e.html
http://rd.kek.jp/project/soi/
http://rd.kek.jp/project/soi/
http://rd.kek.jp/project/soi/
http://rd.kek.jp/project/soi/
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/KEKDTP.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/KEKDTP.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/KEKDTP.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/KEKDTP.html
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Those who pave the way to new ideas 
and new technologies are those who are 
unafraid. They are called pioneers. Professor 
Ada Yonath, the 2009 Chemistry Novel 
laureate, is one pioneer. Now the director of the 
Helen and Milton A. Kimmelman Center for 
Bimolecular Structure and Assembly at the 
Weizmann Institute of Science, she, despite 
widespread skepticism expressed by her 
colleagues, whole-heartedly pursued her 
dream of understanding the structure of 
ribosomes, the protein-manufacturing 
machines that reside in every organism

The 2009 Nobel Prize in Chemistry was shared 
by Venkatraman Ramakrisnan, Thomas Steitz, 

and Ada Yonath. According to Prof. Noriyoshi 
Sakabe of KEK, “It was Ada who truly opened 
up the field of ribosomal crystallography for 
others to follow. She was the one who had the 
strong will and courage to make this happen.” 
Prof. Yonath’s decades-long mission was to 
determine the details of the complex structure 
of the ribosome. In her quest to develop a fully 
resolved image of a ribosome, Prof. Yonath 
traveled from continent to continent for more 
than two decades, looking for the cutting-
edge X-ray sources to shine on her ribosome 
crystals. Among the facilities she used was 
KEK’s Photon Factory—the only light source 
that offered Weisenberg Camera with high 
sensitivity imaging plates.

The 2009 Nobel 
Prize in Chemistry 
and KEK’s Photon 
Factory
[Ribosome, Weisenberg Camera, Imaging Plate]
This week features the pioneering work 
of the 2009 Nobel Chemistry Prize winner 
Prof. Ada Yonath, and explains how KEK’s 
Photon Factory played a key role in her 
pioneering research to determine the 
structure of the ribosome, the cell 
machinery responsible for manufacturing 
proteins.

The 2009 Chemistry Nobel laureate Prof. Ada 
Yonath, the director of the Helen and Milton A. 
Kimmelman Center for Bimolecular Structure and 
Assembly at the Weizmann Institute of Science, 
visited Tsukuba to attend the Photon Factory 
Symposium held on March 9-10, 2010. She was 
awarded an Honorary Supreme Professorship at 
KEK after giving an hour-long lecture.

A ribosome has a small subunit and a large 
subunit. The small subunit decodes genetic 
information in messenger RNA, while the 
large subunit forms proteins according to 
the directions in the messenger RNA.

INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS STRUCTURE SCIENCE
PHOTON FACTORY AT KEK
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The difficulty of 
ribosome crystallography
Ribosomes are the cell machinery that produce 
proteins from amino acids using the information 
in DNA. This process is called translation. First, 
genetic information encoded in the DNA located 
in the nucleus of a cell is copied onto a piece of 
messenger RNA (mRNA). Next, the mRNA 
moves out of the nucleus, into the main body of 
the cell. Here, a ribosome binds to the mRNA, 
decodes the genetic code on it, and uses the 
information in the mRNA to create a string of 
amino acids. This string of amino acids is a 
protein.

Ribosomes consist of two subunits, 
unimaginatively named the small subunit and 
the large subunit. While there is some variation 
in ribosomal structure among different species, 
the overall structure is similar. In all cases, both 
subunits are complex biochemical machines. 
For example, one type of small subunit, one 

found in bacteria and called 30S, consists of 
one strand of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and up to 
21 different proteins. The corresponding large 
subunit, called 50s, consists of two strands of 
rRNA and up to 34 proteins. These two 
subunits bind together to form a ribosome 
called 70S. While the small subunit decodes 
the genetic information in the mRNA, the large 
subunit creates a chain of amino acids 
according to the instructions in the mRNA. 
When finished, the chain of amino acids is a 
protein, an organic catalyst which ensures that 
chemical reactions necessary for life happen 
as they should.

“A ribosome is a very effective machine,” 
explained Prof. Yonath in her invited speech at 
the Photon Factory Symposium held on March 
9-10, 2010, in Tsukuba. “It produces 15 
peptide bonds in one second, and a full protein 
in a few seconds.”

The basic structure of DNA was determined in 
the 1940s. Over 

the next twenty 
years, scientists 
tried to do the 
same for the 
ribosome, 
hoping to 
understand how 
ribosomes 
actually produce 
proteins. The 
first electron 
microscopic 
image of 
ribosomes was 
obtained before 
1970s (see 
image). With a 
bit of 
imagination, one 
could 
differentiate the 
two ribosomal 
subunits, the 
mRNA being fed 
into the 
ribosome, and 

protein that came out on the other side.

However, gaining a detailed picture of entire 
ribosome, showing the exact locations of its 
constituent molecules, was much more difficult. 
To form an image of a ribosome, there were two 
crucial technological hurdles. First, scientists 
needed to prepare samples of whole ribosomes. 
These needed to be purified and crystallized as 
uniformly as possible. Second, scientists 
needed to have a high-quality X-ray source. 
With these two parts, a well-focused X-ray 
beam could be shot into the crystal. From the 
way the beam was scattered by the atoms and 
molecules within the crystal, scientists could 
infer the detailed structure of the crystal.

At that time, “textbooks definitively stated that 
ribosomes could not be crystallized,” recalls 
Prof. Yonath. Ribosomes have “a high degree of 
internal mobility, flexibility, functional 
heterogeneity, a marked tendency to 
deteriorate, chemical complexity, large size, and 

asymmetric nature.” Thus, crystallization 
seemed impossible. 

Chilling breakthrough
“Then I read in a magazine about polar bears. 
Before and during their hibernation, they pack 
their ribosomes in their cell membranes in an 
orderly fashion. This indicated that ribosomes 
could be orderly packed, in contrast to the 
published arguments that this was impossible. 
The question was why they do it,” says Prof. 
Yonath. “I thought it was to maintain a big 
storage of active ribosomes to be used when 
they woke up. Just after awakening, they need a 
very intense metabolism to produce proteins.”
  
After reading the polar bear article, Prof. Yonath 
immediately started experimenting. One of her 
colleagues, Prof. H.G. Wittmann from Max 
Planck Inst for Molecular Genetics in Berlin, 
“had experience with ribosomes but had no idea 
how to crystallize them, and I had an idea but I 
had no ribosomes. Together, we were a good 
team.” She knew just where to look. Organisms 

After the ceremony, Prof. Yonath was united with old colleagues 
from KEK. From left: Dr. Nobuhisa Watanabe, now professor at 
Nagoya University; Dr. Atsushi Nakagawa, now professor at 
Osaka University; Prof. Ada Yonath; Dr. Kiwako Sakabe; and Prof.  
Emeritus Noriyoshi Sakabe of KEK.

Prior to the success of ribosome crystallization, the above picture of ribosomes 
was the best available to show how proteins are manufactured by ribosomes.

To gain ribosomal crystals, Prof. Yonath 
chose to use extremophile bacteria. The 
Dead Sea above is saturated with salt, 
where she successfully extracted 
ribosomes from Haloarcula marismortui, 
which could be crystallized.
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living in extreme conditions, known as 
extremophiles, usually have highly active and 
presumably robust ribosomes. Prof. Yonath 
thought their ribosomes could be made 
uniform more easily, making them easier to 
crystallize. The Dead Sea, on the eastern rim of 
Israel, is an extreme environment saturated by 
salts. The first crystals were obtained from the 
large ribosomal subunits from an extremophile 
source, Bacillus stearothermophilus. A few 
years later, crystals were obtained from the 
large subunits of the extreme halophilic 
bacterium Haloarcula marismortui, which lives 
in the Dead Sea.

Different types of crystals require different 
types of conditions for optimal growth. 
Combinations of different pH values, types of 
alcohols, organic materials, temperatures, and 
types of ribosomes gave Prof. Yonath a 
staggering 25,000 of different set of conditions 
to test. For the first four months, she and her 
colleague screened numbers of conditions for 
crystal growth for four types of bacteria 
ribosomes, until when they saw convergences 
of the trends for crystal growth into narrow 
ranges.

“The path to determining the structure of the 
ribosome was long and demanding,” says 
Prof. Yonath in her presentation. “Frequently, 
we felt like we were climbing high mountains, 
just to discover that there is a higher mountain 
in front of us.”

Cryo-cooling, Eureka!
While Prof. Yonath and her team worked on the 
improvement of ribosome crystals, X-ray 
synchrotron sources around the world 
continued to make advancements towards 
higher intensity and higher resolution. For Prof. 
Yonath, who was simply incapable of sitting 
around doing nothing with ribosomal crystal in 
her hands, “those were very long ‘short 
breaks’.”

By the mid 1980s, high intensity, high 
resolution X-ray sources became readily 
available for imaging, but there was still one 
critical limitation: ribosome crystals would be 
destroyed after just one exposure. Because 
ribosomes have a complex structure with no 
repeating patterns or symmetry, Prof. Yonath 
needed to take images from every angle to 
discern their exact structure. “We figured out 
that to work under this limitation, we needed 
over 20,000 crystals to get a set of data,” says 
Prof. Yonath. This was clearly impractical.

What saved the project was the polar bear 
again. When the high intensity X-ray beam 
penetrates into a ribosomal crystal, it breaks 
chemical bonds within the ribosomes, 
damaging their structure and producing free 
radicals—the components that lack (or have 
additional) charge. These progress through the 
crystals looking for balancing their charge and 
meanwhile cause more damage and more free 
radicals. Prof. Yonath’s 
new idea was to 
minimize the damage 
within the crystal by 
cryo-cooling the 
crystal, so that there 
would be less energy 
and therefore the 
motions of the free 
radicals would be 
minimized and the 
damage would not 
progress. “Now 
everybody uses this 
technique, but at that 
time, no one believed 
in it,” says Prof. 
Yonath. Luckily, it was 
not quite ‘no one.’ 
Prof. Hakon Hope at 
University of California 
at Davis was a 
specialist in cryo-
cooling. He took the 
case and helped her 

develop the cryo-cooling methods she needed.
 
This astonished KEK’s Sakabe, who had tried 
cryo-cooling 5 years before her, and failed. “It 
was common knowledge before Ada that cryo-
cooling of protein was not possible,” says 
Sakabe. Frozen water diffracts X-rays, making 
it difficult to distinguish the effects of the ice 
from the effects of the sample. Ice also 
destroys the structure of crystals because 
water expands when frozen. The solution, 
developed by Prof. Yonath and Prof. Hope, 
was to immerse their sample in high duty gear 
oil.

“Nothing is immediate in science. We seldom 
felt like Archimedes discovering the principle of 
[buoyancy in his] bath and rushing out 
shouting: Eureka! Eureka! (I found it!) But 
finding that the cryo biocrystallography brings 
almost eternal life to crystals was really the 
moment of Eureka!” The new methods of cryo 
crystallography were improved over time. 
Consequently, the number of crystals required 
to obtain one data set went from a 20,000 
down to less than a hundred. Prof. Yonath had 
now pioneered the technique of cryo 
biocrystallography, which later became the 
standard method of biocrystallography.

KEK’s Weisenberg camera 
and imaging plate
In 1986, Sakabe's beamline at KEK’s Photon 
Factory was just about to start up. Although it 
was an inter-university research organization, 
when KEK published the user application 
forms, they didn’t expect much from oversea 
institutions. This was the age of no Internet. 
However, as soon as the form was released, 
there it was, an application from Israel. “Prof. 
Yonath’s ability to quickly seize a chance, and 
her persistence and determination over the 
decade that followed astounded us all,” says 
Prof. Osamu Shimomura, the director of the 
Institute of Materials Structure Science at KEK. 
The next year, in 1987, Prof. Yonath arrived at 
KEK with a pickup truck fully loaded with her 
equipment.

Prof. Noriyoshi 
Sakabe digs out 
from his storage 

room the first 
generation 

Sakabe-
Weisenberg 

camera used by 
Prof. Yonath.

The first cryo-cooling of 
crystals was conducted at 
SSRL/SLAC national 
laboratory, with the help of 
Prof. Hakon Hope (left).
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Prof. Yonath’s objective was to use the 
Weisenberg camera which was newly 
developed by KEK’s Sakabe. “Nowadays, 
characteristics such as coherence and intensity 
are the most important measures when gauging 
the performance of light sources. Back then, 
what mattered most was the performance of 
the detector, because a single exposure of X-
ray destructed samples anyway no matter what 
the quality of X-ray beam was,” says 
Sakabe. 

The innovative feature of the Sakabe-
Weisenberg camera was not the camera 
itself, but that it used an imaging plate 
instead of film. The imaging plate, 
developed by Fujifilm Co. for medical 
use, had many advantages over 
conventional camera film. First, the 
imaging plate reader digitalizes data 
automatically when reading out the 
imaging plate, while conventional film 
needed digitalization after the film 
development. Second, unlike film, it 
was easily reusable. Third, the 
sensitivity of the plates is linearly 
proportional to the intensity of beam, 
meaning that it requires no linearity 
correction. This is an important property 
of a detector, as linearity correction can 
be very complex. This property also 
makes the plates equally sensitive to 
low intensity X-rays. For lower intensity 
X-rays, the imaging plate was 100 times 

more sensitive than conventional film. Lastly, 
the dynamic range—the ratio between the 
largest and smallest sensitivity—was 1,000 
times greater than with conventional film. 

“Just to take a set of data to image a 
ribosome was worth a Ph.D. back then. The 
Sakabe camera made this possible in just 
month’s time. I could sense we were in the 
middle of a technology revolution,” says 
Prof. Yonath. She maximized the use of 
beam time at every possible synchrotron 
light source available around the world—
such as DESY, SSRL/SLAC, Daresbury and 
CHESS/Cornell. She came back to KEK 
frequently for the next ten years, visiting 
weeks at a time as a user.

“The experience at KEK was better than I 
had expected,” smiles Prof. Yonath. 
“Support and assistance were excellent, and 
it was clear that they really wanted to 
understand the science.” She points out that 
Sakabe and his wife Kiwako had a great deal 
of background in biology and 
crystallography, which was rare for 
synchrotron light source scientists at other 
oversea institutions. Two research assistants 
Dr. Atsushi Nakagawa, now a professor at 

Osaka University, and Dr. Nobuhisa Watanabe, 
now a professor at Nagoya University, “were 
the most dedicated and helpful.”

KEK’s second 
Honorary Supreme 
Professorship recipient

At the recent Photon Factory Symposium, Prof. 
Yonath received an Honorary Supreme 
Professorship from KEK’s Director General, 
Prof. Atsuto Suzuki, for her outstanding 
achievements in structural and functional 
studies of ribosomes. She is the second 
recipient of this award, following KEK professor 
emeritus and Nobel laureate, Prof. Makoto 
Kobayashi. “To be recognized by people who 
also work [hard at] their own sciences is really 
wonderful,” says Prof. Yonath.

Asked if she’d take a break from her job, she 
says “to rest is complicated for me, and to 
work is easy.” Her plans are three-fold: to 
understand how antibiotics affect the 
ribosomes of disease-causing organisms to 
determine how pathogens behave, and to gain 
more basic scientific knowledge of how 
ribosome evolved. 

Prof. Yonath says, “If you have curiosity, go 
after it. It will also be fun. Science is never sure, 
because you never know what will happen. 
Sometimes you get completely unexpected 
results, and sometimes you find out that you 
have to look for different mountains.”

Prof. Yonath’s driving force for the last few 
decades has been to understand how the 
ribosome works. “My question is biological, my 
answer is chemical, my method is physical, my 
calculations involve a high level of 
mathematics. [Knowledge and skills from all 
walks of science are required] to understand 
how nature functions.” To do the best you can 
at whatever you do is her advice for us. 
 

Related Link:
Ribosome Structure and Function, Prof. Ada E. Yonath Group

(http://www.weizmann.ac.il/sb/faculty_pages/Yonath/home.html)
KEK Photon Factory  (http://pfwww.kek.jp/index.html)

The 2009 Nobel Prize in Chemistry 
(http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/chemistry/laureates/2009/

index.html)

Paper:
Large facilities and the evolving ribosome, the 
cellular machine for genetic-code translation
(http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/6/
Suppl_5/S575.abstract)

Cryo-cooling apparatus developed by 
Prof. Yonath installed at KEK.

The ribosome as a target for antibacterial agents. Ribosomes are universal in organisms, 
and many current antibiotics target ribosomes in disease-causing organisms. Prof. 
Yonath’s research has revealed how 20 different antibiotics functions.
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Towards a true equilibrium between Americas, 
Europe, and Asia
This summit was supported by CNRS (Centre National de la 
Recherche Scientifique) in France and by JSPS (Japan Society for the 
Promotion of Science) in Japan with KEK as the administrative 
organization. The EPS (European Physical Society) and the AAPPS 
(Association of Asia Pacific Physical Societies) were participating, and 
both presidents were jointly calling for physicists to attend the summit. 

“A balanced cooperation between Europe, Asia, and the Americas is 
crucial for large scale physics research projects to succeed. ASEPS 
was held in a hope that this meeting reinforces the Asia-Europe 
cooperation as a first step towards a true equilibrium between the 
three main regions, and I believe we made quite a successful step” 
said Prof. Mitsuaki Nozaki from KEK and co-chair of the summit with 
Dr. Denis Perret-Gallix from CNRS, France.

With over 200 enthusiastic participants the summit brought together 
ministry and funding agency representatives, research institutes 
leaders and researchers in charge of large projects from 31 countries 
and regions, including the European Union (EU) and the Organisation 
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).

Another goal for ASEPS was to get the developing countries more 
involved in basic research in the hope to help bridging the knowledge 
or digital gap. “We made a big leap to this matter, too. There were so 
many participants form Asian developing countries such as Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, Malaysia, Philippines, Vietnam, Thai and Nepal. They did 
show a strong appeal to pursuing the ASEPS initiative whose main 
goal is forging a stronger Asia-Europe cooperation in Physics”, said 
Nozaki. ASEPS also welcomed representative from African Physical 
Society beyond the Europe-Asia connections.

Perfect field for 
global science research
ASEPS covered all areas of physics research, from nanotechnology 
and energy to medical research and accelerator development. It went 
even further than that: it looked at the history of collaboration between 
Asia and Europe and combines lessons learnt from the past with plans 
for future projects.

“Physics research is the perfect field for initiating the building of a 
global scientific research governance, because physics is covering a 
wide scope of research activities. In addition, the physics community 
has a long experience in international collaboration. We have to 

A report from ASEPS
[Global Science]
Even though the international collaboration in physics research has a long history, 
Europe-Asia cooperation has remained quite weak, compared to the collaboration 
between Europe and Americas or Asia and Americas, until the first Asia-Europe Physics 
Summit, or ASEPS held in Tsukuba, Japan form 24 to 26 March 2010.

ASEPS participants gather on 
the steps of the EPOCHAL 
Center in Tsukuba. Image: 
Physical Society of Japan

April 14, 2010
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identify the obstacles hampering Europe-Asia cooperation and to 
develop and share a common vision for the future,” said Perret-Gallix.

The summit agenda included reports on projects each participating 
countries and regions were working on, including the keynote lecture 
given by Dr. Makoto Kobayashi, Honorary Professor Emeritus of KEK, 
and 2008 Nobel prize laureate in Physics, who explained KEK’s 
scientific activities and international collaboration efforts. 

Meeting agenda included the reports of status and projects each 
participated countries and regions are working on, including the 
keynote lecture given by Dr. Makoto Kobayashi, 
Honorary Professor Emeritus of KEK, and 2008 Nobel 
prize laureate in Physics, who explained KEK’s 
scientific activities and international collaboration 
efforts. 
 

ASEPS Tsukuba Declaration 
The main outcome was the “ASEPS Tsukuba 
Declaration” signed by Jie Zhang, President of the 
AAPPS and Maciej Kolwas, President of the EPS 
which acknowledges the importance of strengthening 
the existing cooperation and implementing new 
programs in physics research between Asia and 
Europe to reach a balanced cooperation at the world 
level. But the Declaration mainly endorses the 
formation of a task force to examine the roadblocks 
to Physics research cooperation and actions to 
overcome them. Another charge for the task force is 
to propose an appropriate structure to develop and 
coordinate the Asia-Europe cooperation. “The 
formation of a task force will give a more formal 
organization to ASEPS” said Nozaki. 

It is a well-known fact to the physics community that 
any future large-scale project will be a global 
undertaking, and all regions have to work together to 
make science projects a reality. The task force to be 

formed under 
AAPPS and EPS 
will initiate this 
effort by laying 
down the 
foundation of a 
dedicated 
framework that 
would boost the 
level of the Euro-
Asia collaborations 
in physics.

"ASEPS in 
Tsukuba has 
started a new 
movement in 
research, a 
movement for a 
better 
communication 
between research, 
industry, funding 
agencies and the 
society at large, a 

movement to boost the cooperation between European and Asian 
countries on the road to a more efficient and balanced global 
cooperation that physics nowadays requires. This movement will find 
its full expression in a well structured multi-lateral organization." said 
Perret-Gallix.

Next meeting will be held in 18 months in the fall of 2011 in Wroclaw, 
Poland that will bear, at this time, the Presidency of Europe.

Related Link:
ASEPS (http://aseps.kek.jp/)

The keynote lecture 
given by Dr. Makoto 
Kobayashi, Honorary 
Professor Emeritus of 
KEK, and 2008 Nobel 
prize laureate in Physics. 
Image: Physical Society 
of Japan

Jie Zhang, President of the Association of Asia Pacific Physical Societies 
and Maciej Kolwas, President of the European Physical Society signed a 
Statement on the first day of the summit. Image: Physical Society of 
Japan

http://aseps.kek.jp/
http://aseps.kek.jp/
http://aseps.kek.jp/
http://aseps.kek.jp/
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The beginning of a new era of 
physics was announced last week at CERN. 
Particle collisions at a record-setting energy of 
7 TeV have begun. The Large Hadron Collider 
(LHC), the most powerful proton-proton 
smasher in the world, will run continuously for 
the next 1-2 years. The goal of the LHC is to 
look for the last missing piece of the Standard 
Model of particle physics, the Higgs particle, 
and to look for new physics beyond the 
Standard Model. 

Prof. Mihoko Nojiri of KEK's Theory Center is 
looking for new particles called 
supersymmetric particles at the LHC. This is 
part of her phenomenological studies of dark 
matter. "The LHC's high energy collisions will 
be able to produce many heavy particles, 

including supersymmetric particles," explains 
Nojiri."These supersymmetric particles can 
decay into many different types of particles. 
For each supersymmetric particle decay, there 
is at least one stable particle called the lightest 
supersymmetric particle, a candidate particle 
explaining the dark matter. These particles will 
appear as ‘missing’ energy and momentum.”

Supersymmetry, or SUSY for short, is a 
proposed theory which relates two families of 
particles: bosons and fermions. In the 
Standard Model of particle physics, Higgs 
particles and force carriers (such as photons, 
gluons, and Z/W particles) are called bosons. A 
different family of particles, one which includes 
electrons, neutrinos, and quarks, is called 
fermions. What distinguishes the two families 
of particles is a quantity called 'spin' that 

measures the small magnet-like property of 
particles: bosons have integer values for spin, 
while fermions have half-integer values for 
spin.
 
SUSY relates bosons to fermions by 
introducing a new particle for each of the 
currently known particles in both families. Each 
new particle is a superpartner of one of the 
current particles, having similar characteristics, 
but with its spin differing by one-half. This 
means that every fermion has a bosonic 
counterpart, and vice versa. 

Why SUSY?
The reason that physicists introduced this 
symmetry is purely theoretical. The 
introduction solves a problem called the 

Looking for SUSY at the LHC
[Supersymmetry, Large Hadron Collider]
With the exciting start of 7 TeV collisions at the 
Large Hadron Collider at CERN, both the theoretical 
and experimental worlds of high energy physics are 
beginning the exploration of a vast range of new 
physics beyond what is currently known. Learn here 
about one new theory to be explored at the LHC, 
supersymmetry, and the work of a KEK theorist who 
hopes to find evidence of new physics.

Prof. Mihoko Nojiri of KEK's Theory 
Center studies supersymmetric 

particles and dark matter in 
conjunction with the Large Hadron 
Collider's experiments. She hopes 

to find evidence of such particles in 
the new data which is just now 

beginning to be produced.

April 21, 2010

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE THEORY CENTER AT KEK
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hierarchy problem. The hierarchy is the 
difference of the sizes of parameters among the 
interactions in nature. There are four types of 
interactions—forces—in our universe. In order 
of strength in the environment around us, they 
are the strong force, the electromagnetic force, 
the weak force, and gravity. The scale of weak 
force and gravity is different by 1017. The first 
three forces are governed by theories called 
quantum gauge theory, and the difference 
among them is much smaller. However, the 
strong force is more than 100 times stronger 
than the electromagnetic force.

There is a theory, called Grand Unified Theory 
(GUT), where three forces are unified at the very 
high energy scale. At the beginning of the 
universe when the temperature was extremely 
high, the three forces are thought unified; 
namely, the three forces are indistinguishable 
from each other. The GUT scale, where this 
unification occurs, is however much larger than 
the scale of weak force; the GUT scale is 
around 1016 GeV while the weak scale is around 
100 GeV. The GUT scale is close to the Planck 
scale, at 1019 GeV, where all four forces appear 
equally strong (the strength of forces changes 
depending on the energy scale). Here, the 
possibility that all forces can be understood in a 
single theory emerges.

However, a difficulty arises due to the hierarchy 
among the scales. Theorists’ challenge is to 
reconcile the lightness of the Higgs boson, 
predicted to be at the energy region of TeV, 
which LHC explores. If the fundamental scale 
really is around the GUT or Plank scale, a naïve 
calculation of the quantum theory tells theorists 
that the mass of the Higgs boson should also 
be at this scale. Their calculation showed that to 
keep the Higgs at the TeV region requires fine-
tuning of a Standard Model constant to the 
precision of startling 32 decimal places. The 

slightest deviation of the constant will soon 
result in an unwanted mass divergence of the 
Higgs boson, and require mass correction at the 
scale of the fundamental scale.

To fix the problem surrounding the mass scale 
of the Higgs particle, one solution was to 
introduce the SUSY to the theory. This requires 
introduction of fermionic counterparts to all 
bosons and bosonic counterparts to all 
fermions. The importance of the symmetry is 
that it controls mass correction. Without SUSY, 
masses of fermions are subject to mass 

correction that is proportional to only the 
logarithm of the fundamental scale, not the 
fundamental scale itself. SUSY tells us that the 
mass correction to a bosonic particle should be 
same as that of the fermionic partner. Thus, if 
there were a fermionic superpartner to the 
Higgs, the Higgs mass correction should also 
be same as the correction of the fermion, and 
should reduce from the order of 1016 to some 
manageable level. The SUSY approach is one of 
several solutions proposed to deal with the 
problem of the Higgs boson mass.
 
The idea of SUSY introduced to account for the 
hierarchy issue, however, made things more 
complicated than the theorists had anticipated. 
The theory would have been much more 
compact if the fermionic counterparts of the 
bosons were the fermions in the Standard 
Model, and vice versa. To make the theory 
consistent with the unification theory, however, 
theorists needed to rule out the Standard 
Model, and instead work on the SUSY picture. 
In the end, the only reasonable solution involved 
having as many new superparticles as known 
particles. Quarks partnered with squarks, 
electrons with selectrons, neutrinos with 
neutralinos, photons with photinos, and so 
forth.

To the further frustration of these theoretical 
physicists, SUSY theories contain a great many 
free constants. A simple addition of this 
symmetry to the Standard Model, called the 
Minimally Supersymmetric Standard Model 
(MSSM), has 125 free constants, compared to 
the 20 of the current Standard Model. This large 
quantity of unknown numbers means it is hard 
to make testable predictions with SUSY 
theories.

As unsettling as these properties may sound, 
SUSY actually attracts great many theorists. 
There are many reasons for this, but one 
important feature of SUSY theories is that they 

At the beginning of the universe, three of the four forces in nature were unified. 
The Standard Model predicts different scales of energy at which forces unify. 
SUSY theories naturally unify the three of the four fundamental forces at the 
energy scale, without requiring any adjustments. (image credit: T. Kondo)

Supersymmetry, or SUSY for short, states that there is an undiscovered 
bosonic counterpart to every fermion in the Standard Model, and an 
undiscovered fermionic counterpart to every boson. (image credit: T. Kondo)
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clearly and naturally unify the three of the four 
fundamental forces, without requiring any 
further adjustments.

“SUSY is a little more theoretically self-
consistent than other theories which try to 
explain physics beyond the Standard Model,” 
says Nojiri. “I believe it could be true.”

Testing SUSY with experiments
If SUSY is real, physicists should see evidence 
of it at the LHC. At the previously unexplored 
energy levels produced in the LHC, most 
physicists expect that they will see something 
new, something that is not explainable by 
currently known theories of physics.

More specifically, they would know that 
they've found something new if they see 
missing particles. The first question you may 
ask is, "How do you see a missing particle?" 
The rule of thumb of physics is that a system 
must conserve its total energy and momentum 
at all time. When the total energy and 
momentum after a collision don’t add up, that 
will be the indication that some new invisible 
particles arose from the collision. By 
calculating the missing energy and 
momentum, physicists are able to account 
for missing particles.
 
The second question is, “How would you 
know that the missing particles are SUSY 
particles, and not products of some other 
type of new physics, such as extra 
dimensions?” This is where 
phenomenological theorists like Nojiri 
work, preparing for the big physics results 
about to emerge within a year or two.

In a recent collaboration with physicists at 
SLAC, the Institute for the Physics and 
Mathematics of the Universe (IPMU), and 
Tohoku University, KEK's Nojiri worked out 
a better way than previously available to 
use experimental data to reconstruct the 
mass of squarks and gluinos that might be 
produced in the LHC. This is a significant 

step 
forward, in 
that it 
provided a 
solution to 
handle 
background 
radiation of 
quarks and 
gluons that 
had long 
been SUSY 
physicists’ 
plight.

Protons are 
composed 
of quarks 
and gluons. 
If, for 
example, a 
pair of 
gluinos (the 

superpartners 
of the gluons) is 

produced in a collision, SUSY theory predicts 
that each gluino would decay into a quark, an 
antiquark, and a neutralino (the superpartner 
of the photon, Z bosons, Higgs bosons). 
Because strongly interacting particles cannot 
be separated from their neighbors, the 
collisions at the LHC will likely result in jets of 
particles spraying out from the interaction 
point. “What complicates the situation is that 
gluon and quark jets can also originate from 
just outside of the interaction point,” explains 
Nojiri. “For example, when two trains collide 
head-on and splash small pieces at the 
collision point, collisions between each 
compartment would also splash broken 
pieces. Just as so, gluons and quarks colliding 
at high energy can emit jets before the most 
energetic interaction occurs.” These jets 
produced by unwanted interactions are called 
initial state radiation (ISR). They were long 
thought an obstacle to searching for the new 
particles, as they contaminate the 
environment.

One objective of the LHC experiment for SUSY 
physicists like Nojiri is to determine physical 
characteristics, such as mass, charge, 
momentum, of the new particles. However, this 
is no easy task. First, the initial conditions, the 
center of mass of the partons (constituents of 
protons), is not known. Second, a SUSY event 
always produces two invisible SUSY particles 
that are very light, and so hard to measure. 
Because of these uncertainties, it is impossible 
to reconstruct the masses directly.

Instead of looking at the masses of the SUSY 
particles directly, physicists have been 
considering indirect values that they can use 
to estimate some physical properties of 
superparticles. One such indirect parameter is 
called MT2 where ‘T’ stands for transverse to 
the direction of beams. MT2 is calculated from 
the transverse momentum of the jets. The 
resulting gluino decay products would come 
out in different direction each time. Each event 
would also have one missing momentum that 
is the composition of two invisible light SUSY 
particles, which means that the momentum of 
the two invisible SUSY particles are not 
exactly determined. These uncertainties give 
rise to a distribution over the gluino mass in 
transverse direction, MT2.

“It has recently been found that, if we can 
correctly identify the two jet pairs that arise 
from a gluino decay, then the masses of the 
gluino and neutralinos can be reconstructed 
precisely by looking at the end point of the MT2 
distributions,” says Nojiri. The problem, 
however, is that this end point is blurred by the 
ISRs.

Filtering out the ISR effect
“When two gluinos are produced in a collision, 
there will be four jets that arise from gluino 
decays, in addition to the ISR jets. So when 
there are more than four jets, we don’t know 
which quark jets come from the gluino event,” 
says Nojiri. 

Generally, the ISR quarks can have as much 
transverse momentum as the ones from the 
gluino decays. Knowing this, Nojiri and her 

This plot shows the number of events with respect to the mass of gluino in transverse 
direction that results from the gluon decay. The jets that arise from the initial state 
radiation (ISR) smear out the upper end of the distribution, making it difficult to predict 
the mass of the superparticles.

Heavy particle production is associated with emissions of quarks 
and gluons from incoming quarks and gluons. This emission is 
called initial state radiation (ISR), and can contaminate the jet 
environment.
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collaborators considered a five-jet system 
instead of four. Here, it is not possible to directly 
identify which of the jets is the ISR jet. Instead, 
there are five possible situations in which an ISR 
jet is assigned to one of five jets. Nojiri and her 
collaborators considered each of the five 
situations, and calculated the end-point MT2 for 
each of these situations. They then took the 
smallest value of the five, MT2(min). The end 
point of the MT2(min) gave an astonishingly 
accurate match to the theoretical mass of the 
gluino.

What happens if two jets arise from the ISR? 
“Our simulation showed that, if there is a 
second jet, the second jet has smaller 
transverse momentum events than the first one, 
so it would not contribute much to the 
distribution in the high-mass end,” says Nojiri.

The state-of-the-art of Monte Carlo
To understand phenomena at the hadron 
collider requires not only good theoretical 
understanding but also many steps of numerical 
calculations. At the hadron collider, interactions 
of elementary particles in proton, often called 
parton level interactions, are accompanied by 
the process called hadronization as well as the 
initial state radiations. 

After the collision events take place, the partons 
generated fly apart from the interaction point. At 
this stage, the strong interactions of QCD kick 
in, preventing quarks and gluons from being 
separated from each other. This leads 
production of the many low energy quarks and 
gluons along the direction of the original 
partons, and they end up in a bound state of 
quarks and anti-quarks. This process is called 
hadronization. After the hadronization process, 
the final state particles pass through detectors.

The numerical 
calculation to 
reproduce the 
events as 
results of 
observation 
should 
include all 
these 
processes. 
Many groups 
in the world 
take parts to 
develop such 
simulation 
tools, and 
with those 
theorists can 
predict the 
event 
distribution 

expected at LHC. “These tools are the result of 
coherent efforts to understand the LHC physics, 
and I make a full use of those tools to deal with 
the physics I am interested in,” says Nojiri. In 
particular, Nojiri and her team needed to make 
sure that ISRs were accurately modeled in their 
parton-level shower generator. They worked 
with MADGRAPH, which is one of parton-level 
event generators that can calculate additional 
quark and gluon emission together with a SUSY 
particle. MADGRAPH 
can be easily 
combined with other 
parton shower 
generators to produce 
full events. 

The era of new 
physics
To establish models 
for SUSY, it is 
important to estimate 
the mass of the SUSY 
particle. There are 
other models which 
produce similar 
signature with multiple 
jets and missing 
momentum, such as 
the little Higgs model 
with T parity and 
Kaluza-Klein model. 
The relation between 
the mass and cross 
section is one of the 
key features to 
distinguish those.

Nojiri and her 
collaborators have 
proven their scheme 

of reconstructing gluino MT2 distribution. Now, 
they are doing the same for more complex and 
realistic system that includes both gluinos and 
squarks production.

“It is important to study what we will see at the 
7 TeV run and the following 14 TeV run,” says 
Nojiri. “It will be another year or more before the 
time comes that the LHC starts exploring SUSY 
particles. I am really looking forward the time to 
come.”

Nojiri’s primary interest, besides SUSY, has 
been dark matter. Dark matter is the unknown 
matter that does not interact via the 
electromagnetic force or the strong force. 
Current estimates suggest that about 23 
percent of the energy contents of our universe is 
the dark matter. The superpartner of the 
neutrino, the neutralino, is one of the strongest 
candidates for such matter due to the expected 
high mass and high stability of these particles. If 
such SUSY particles are found, either at LHC or 
other searches, this means dark matter, one of 
the greatest mysteries of our universe, is 
explained. At the same time, it would pose 
many new theoretical questions for us. The first 
question would be, why are there so many 
elementary particles and so many free 
constants? An exciting era of new physics is 
closing in on us.

Related Link:
KEK Theory Center (http://research.kek.jp/group/www-

theory/theory_center/index-e.html)
CERN LHC 

(http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/LHC/LHC-en.html)
KEK ATLAS group (Japanese) (http://atlas.kek.jp/)

Related Issue:
ATLAS’s first beam and first collision (P. 75)

Paper:
Novel Reconstruction Technique for New Physics Processes 
with Initial State Radiation 
(http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v103/i15/e151802)

At a particle collider, dark matter and SUSY particles will be 
evident in the form of missing energy and momentum. 
(image credit: CERN ATLAS group: http://www.atlas.ch/
photos/events-simulated-supersymmetry.html)

The transverse mass distribution reconstructed using the new scheme. 
This method successfully eliminated the noise from the ISR jets.

http://research.kek.jp/group/www-theory/theory_center/index-e.html
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http://research.kek.jp/group/www-theory/theory_center/index-e.html
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http://research.kek.jp/group/www-theory/theory_center/index-e.html
http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/LHC/LHC-en.html
http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/LHC/LHC-en.html
http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/LHC/LHC-en.html
http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/LHC/LHC-en.html
http://atlas.kek.jp/
http://atlas.kek.jp/
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http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/ATLASFirstCollision.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/ATLASFirstCollision.html
http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v103/i15/e151802
http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v103/i15/e151802
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http://www.atlas.ch/photos/events-simulated-supersymmetry.html
http://www.atlas.ch/photos/events-simulated-supersymmetry.html
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The object-oriented style of 
programming was just starting out 
in the early 1990s. Around the same time, 
scientists were developing proposals for 
several different mammoth particle colliders. 
The existing particle simulator, GEANT3, 
needed an upgrade to handle the immensely 
complicated many-particle interactions that 
would be taking place in the extreme high 

energy environments created by the proposed 
colliders. Prof. Takashi Sasaki, then a graduate 
student and now the head of the Geant4 
group at KEK, was learning about object-
oriented programming from his supervisor. 
Right away, he and the team lead by Prof. 
Katsuya Amako from KEK, and including 
several universities in Japan, started exploring 
the potential of a new particle simulator 

written in an object-oriented programming 
language.

“Although Geant4 is the spiritual successor of 
the Geant series of simulators developed at 
CERN, it is an entirely different simulation 
platform from any of its precursors,” explains 
Sasaki. “The main problem with Geant3 was 
that no documentation on its program design 
was available. Only, say, ten people in the 

The KEK’s Geant4 group is the co-
founder of Geant4, and the original 

developers of Geant4's 
components. From right: previous 
leader of KEK Geant4 group, KEK 

Diamond Fellow Prof. Katsuya 
Amako; the current KEK Geant4 

group leader, Prof. Takashi Sasaki; 
Dr. Koichi Murakami; Dr. Chihiro 

Ohmachi; and Dr. Go Iwai.

April 28, 2010

 

Particle simulator reaching out
[Geant4, Object Oriented, Space Science, Radiography]
One of the world’s most powerful particle simulators, 
Geant4, has helped simulate particles in large-scale 
particle colliders worldwide for over a decade. Its 
versatility and scalability have also gathered attention 
from fields beyond particle physics. Read here about 
the origins of Geant4 at KEK, its decade-long development 
by an international collaboration, and its recent application 
to real-world problems in medicine and space science. 

APPLIED RESEARCH LABORATORY
COMPUTING RESEARCH CENTER AT KEK
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world knew how it worked.” Additionally, 
GEANT3 was written in FOTRAN, which is a 
procedural programming language. The 
extremely complicated nature of the simulation 
code, and the relative lack of structure inherent 
in most procedural languages, made it 
impossible for general users to add new 
components to the program.
 
Geant4 is written in C++, an object-
oriented programming language. “The 
object-oriented style allows us to 
separate each function and 
component so that users can add 
their own functions without having 
knowledge of the rest of the toolkit,” 
says Amako. The design is simpler, 
has better organization, and better 
documentation.

The scalability of Geant4 brings 
significant advantages. From the very 
beginning, the team was well aware 
of this. Among these advantages, 
Geant4 is currently the only particle 
simulator that can simulate every 
kind of interaction on every type of 
radiation across a broad range of 
energy levels. This means that 
Geant4 can be used for simulating 
the effects of proton beam and 
carbon beam on organic molecules, 

something which is 
important in particle 
cancer therapy. On the 
other hand, it can just 
as easily be used to 
understand the effects 
of harsh radiation on 
the human body in 
space. “While 
developing the core 
components, we made 
sure that Geant4 could 
be extended to include 
any potential fields 
that deal with 
radiation,” says 
Sasaki.

According to the 
project webpage, 
Geant4 is open-source 
Monte Carlo software 
“for the simulation of 
the passage of 
particles through 
matter.” As with its 
precursors, Geant4 is 
freely downloadable 
from the project site.

To simulate the 
passage of particles, 
Geant4 contains a 
wide variety of 
information and 
algorithms. For 
example, it includes 
geometrical and 
functional information 
about detectors, 
procedures to simulate 

possible interactions and 
decay processes of particles, and a Monte 
Carlo generator to deal with the probabilistic 
nature of quantum mechanics. Geant4 also 
provides tools for run management, 
visualization, and user interface.

The international 
Geant4 collaboration

The object-oriented simulation project at KEK 
was originally called Prodig. Dr. Yoshinobu 
Takaiwa of KEK, Dr. Junichi Kanzaki of KEK, 
Amako, and Sasaki were the Japanese gang of 
four. They were responsible for the design and 
development of a prototype particle simulation 
tool for the Superconducting Super Collider 
(SSC), a proposed 40 TeV hadron collider in the 
US. When the SSC plan was cancelled the 
following year, the team needed another project 
to work on.

In 1994, scientists working on another 
proposed hadron collider, the LHC at CERN, 
became interested in Prodig. The result was 
that the Geant4 collaboration was officially 
started at CERN. The collaboration quickly grew 
to include many nations. Amako, Sasaki, Prof. 
Hisaya Kurashige at Kobe University, Dr. 
Makoto Asai at SLAC, Prof. Hajime Yoshida at 
Shiokoku University, and Prof. Satoshi Tanaka 
at Ritsumeikan University were joined by others 
from TRIUMF in Canada, INFN in Italy, IN2P3 in 
France, SLAC in the US, and many others.

The European Space Agency also recognized 
the potential of Geant4, and joined the 
collaboration in 1996. With the ability to 
simulate all types of radiation with a wide range 
of energy, Geant4 was ideally suited for use in 
space science, for the simple reason that space 
is filled with all sorts of radiation. The relatively 
easy way in which new parts could be added to 
the software allowed for complete simulation of 
the way in which radiation would affect both 
spacecraft and the human body. 
 
By 1996, the Japanese group had finished the 
complete core components of Geant4. This 
included everything where the physics of 
radiation was concerned. However, this was 
just the start. Eventually, Geant4 was expected 
to include all possible physics, covering 
electrodynamics and nuclear and hadron 
physics for all types of radiation. To do this, the 
Geant4 team needed to collaborate closely with 
experts from every possible field in physics. 

With help from overseas collaborators, the first 
release hit the world in 1998. Since then, the 
collaborators have been actively improving the 

Geant4 is a simulation toolkit primarily used in the field 
of high energy particle physics experiments, and has 
been utilized by many experiments around the world. 
The images above show simulation results for the Large 
Hadron Collider’s ATLAS experiment at CERN. (Photo 
credit: http://atlas-computing.web.cern.ch/atlas-
computing/packages/simulation/geant4/
photoGallery.htmls)

Geant4’s 
applications are 
many. The 
international 
collaboration of 
Geant4 was joined 
by the European 
Space Agency (ESA) 
in 1996 to simulate 
the effects of 
radiation on 
spacecraft and the 
human body in 
space.

http://atlas-computing.web.cern.ch
http://atlas-computing.web.cern.ch
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base code, improving both function and 
speed. 

How Geant4 can save people
This past decade, the team has been working 
to make Geant4 available for medical use. 
Funded by the Core Research for Evolutional 
Science and Technology (CREST) program at 
the Japan Science and Technology Agency 
(JST) from 2003 to 2009, the team worked 
closely with medical research centers in Japan 
to develop a Geant4-based simulator for 
radiotherapy.

Radiotherapy uses many types of radiation in 
order to cure cancers. Types of radiation 
include electromagnetic radiation (such as 
gamma-rays and X-rays), beta particles, 
neutrons, and ions (such as carbon and 
protons). It is relatively easy to simulate 
electromagnetic radiation, as it involves only 
one of the four basic forces: the 
electromagnetic force. Simulating ions requires 
the inclusion of additional forces, and is 
harder. Before Geant4, there was no simulation 
tool that could handle all of these interactions.

The team faced a number of challenges in 
adapting Geant4 to medical use. The first 
challenge involved geometry. The digital 
imaging and communications in medicine 
(DICOM) interface would read in the patient 
geometry data from CT scan. The data 
structure of CT required the design of a new 
data handling scheme. In particular, the data 
was organized as a set of boxes. The boxes 
from the CT were 5x5x5 cubic millimeters. 
While interactions in water can be calculated 
using a much longer distance scale, the CT 
data structure required Geant4 to deal with 
physics every 5 millimeters. This slowed the 
speed of the calculation. To optimize the 

performance of the software, the team tried 
many different geometry implementations.
 
The second challenge was particle energy. 
Because Geant4 was primarily built for high 
energy physics experiments, the behavior of 
ions at the lower energies used in radiation 
therapy had not been properly implemented. 
High energy physics experiments passed the 
500 MeV level long ago, and crucial data 
about low energy behavior were long lost or 
not digitalized. Therefore, expanding the 
energy to the fullest scale was also an 
important mission of the team. 

The successful Geant4 software allowed 
radiotherapists to simulate their medical 
treatment without requiring real samples. 
Before Geant4, no simulation came even 
remotely close to the experimental results. 
“The Geant4-based 
radiotherapy simulator 
gave a match with the 
experimental results with 
just few percentage error. 
Previously, no theoretical 
prediction was possible. 
The difference is that 
Geant4 simulates every 
fundamental physical 
process, while previous 
simulators which doctors 
had used were based on 
very simple models and 
approximations,” says 
Sasaki.

The new Geant4 medical 
toolkit is equipped with a 
fabulous user interface in 
which radiotherapists 
can maneuver their 
operations and examine 
the results in informative 

full 3D.

The program was completed last 
year, and the team is now tackling 
the next issue: speed. “With 20 
CPUs, the software takes one 
night per run. Doctors need it in 
less than a minute. We are now 
working on several new 
technologies that enable faster 
computing,” says Sasaki.

Speeding up Geant4 with 
the help of the world
The current Japanese Geant4 
team includes five researchers at 
KEK, six from universities and one 
from two radiotherapy research 
centers in Hyogo and Chiba. The 
team is currently working on 
several tasks. These include 
software management and user 
support, development of new 
functions, and improvement of the 
base code.

“One job of critical importance is 
to speed up the run time. Faster is 

always better, but for medical users 
who need diagnoses as precisely as possible 
and as quickly as possible, run time become a 
crucial issue,” says Amako. 

“Hospitals are generally closed, small places, 
while the Geant4 simulation requires very large 
scale computing capabilities and CPU time,” 
says Dr. Go Iwai who leads the GRID effort at 
KEK. GRID is a new technology that allows 
sharing of data and massive CPU power 
distributed around the world. By taking 
advantage of the unused resources of distant 
computers, Geant4 users can run a simulation 
in a drastically shorter period of time. Using 
GRID, “a radiotherapy simulation run will take 
no more than a few tens of minutes, instead of 
a whole night,” says Sasaki.

The team thinks beyond GRID. By combining 
the GRID technology with a web portal, the 

A brain tumor treatment is being simulated.

Another Geant4 
application includes 
radiotherapy 
simulations. The 
detailed simulation of 
the complex processes 
of fundamental physics 
helps doctors predict 
the precise 
consequences of 
cancer treatment by 
radiation.
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technology offers an entirely new possibility to 
connect the world of high energy physics and 
our lives via web. Iwai had developed a test 
GRID web portal for radiotherapy simulation. 
Medical physicists can go to the web portal 
site, input information in fields, and click run. 
The simulation will run in the background using 
CPU resources from around the world, and give 
back the results on the website. Iwai plans to 
develop web portals for fields where demand is 
high to bring the 3D simulation of complete 
radiation physics just a click away.

A second new 
technology, one which 
was introduced just a 
couple of years back, is 
the ability to use the 
graphics processing 
units (GPU) on desktop 
graphics cards for 
general purpose 
computing. According 
to Dr. Koichi Murakami 
of KEK, who conducts 
R&D into parallel 
computing for Geant4, 
“Using GPU 
technology, we are 
exploring the possibility 
to implement parallel 
computing ability in our 
Geant4 codes.” 
Murakami will have to 
figure out how to 

introduce parallelism and GPU technology to 
software which is 15 years old, and that is not 
easy. When he succeeds, Geant4 will make 
another big leap forward, becoming a much 
faster tool. 

Connecting to society
Although Geant4 is a completed toolkit that has 
been vastly successful, the team continues to 
improve the base code and to adapt the 
software for fields beyond Geant4’s original 
scope. With the introduction of a new young 

member, Dr. Chihiro Ohmachi, who just joined 
this April, the team has many irons in the fire.

Now that they have successfully adapted the 
software for medical and space science, the 
team says they would like to do the same for 
other fields. 

The team is now considering the possibility of 
including human cell structure in Geant4. 
“Implementing cell structure requires close 
collaborative efforts with medical researchers 
and patients,” says Sasaki. “With a 
computational model of cell structure, we will 
be able to simulate how the double strands of 
cancer DNA are affected by radiation. This 
would provide us with improved biological 
understanding of how cancers can be healed.”

Another of the team’s current efforts is to 
expand the Geant4 user community in the 
world. They have hosted series of workshops 
for eager researchers from Asian countries 
such as Korea and Taiwan, to explain what 
Geant4 can offer. “We are very enthusiastic 
about welcoming and supporting new users 
from as many countries and fields as 
possible,” says Sasaki.

“In general, simulations are perceived as having 
secondary importance, because they're just a 
grand sum of what’s already known,” says 
Amako. “However, to offer what’s truly useful to 
the society requires complete integration of 
every aspect of physics and geometry. In that 
sense, simulation is a comprehensive system of 
human knowledge. I believe what is really 
important in the basic science is the ability to 
contribute to the society.” Geant4 does just 
that.

Related Link:
Geant4 (http://www.geant4.org/geant4/applications/index.shtml)

Paper:
S. Agostinelli et al., Nuclear Instruments and Methods A 506 (2003) 250-303 -- 1,974 times cited!
J. Allison et al., IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science 53 No. 1 (2006) 270-278 -- 323 times cited!

To share the resources of computers around the world, scientists use a new technology called GRID. 
This efficiently uses unneeded resources located elsewhere, and therefore speeds up computation 
dramatically.

Using the 
gMocren 
interface to 
Geant4, 
doctors can 
treat cancers 
and get results 
in 3D.

http://www.geant4.org/geant4/applications/index.shtml
http://www.geant4.org/geant4/applications/index.shtml
http://www.geant4.org/geant4/applications/index.shtml
http://www.geant4.org/geant4/applications/index.shtml
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6TJM-48TJFY8-5&_user=145269&_handle=V-WA-A-W-E-MsSAYVW-UUW-U-AAVYCABEVE-AAVZUEVDVE-YWWWCDVAA-E-U&_fmt=full&_coverDate=07/01/2003&_rdoc=4&_orig=browse&_srch=%23toc%235314%232003%23994939996%23434441
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6TJM-48TJFY8-5&_user=145269&_handle=V-WA-A-W-E-MsSAYVW-UUW-U-AAVYCABEVE-AAVZUEVDVE-YWWWCDVAA-E-U&_fmt=full&_coverDate=07/01/2003&_rdoc=4&_orig=browse&_srch=%23toc%235314%232003%23994939996%23434441
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?isnumber=33833&arnumber=1610988&count=33&index=7&tag=1
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?isnumber=33833&arnumber=1610988&count=33&index=7&tag=1
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The goal of KEK’s planned particle 
experiment, the Belle II, is to explore new 
physics by colliding electrons and positrons. To 
do this, the Belle II physicists surround the 
particle collision point with layer upon layer of 
state-of-the-art detector systems. These 
detectors evaluate every characteristic of the 
resulting particles, characteristics such as 
energy, momentum, and charge. The signals 
from each detector component are on their 
own, trivial. Dealing with the combination of all 
the signals together is what is hard. To convert 
the analog detector signals into usable data, 
scientists need a system that digitizes the 
individual detector signal, combines the signals 
intelligently into physics events, selects 
interesting events, and stores the interesting 
events for later analyses. The entire data flow 
from the acquisition of data from the detectors 

to the storage of events is the purview of the 
data acquisition system (DAQ).

The DAQ for Belle II will be extremely complex, 
owing to the sheer size of data and the 
frequency of events. “The detectors will trigger 
20 thousand times each second, and each 
trigger produces a signal that is 300 kilobytes. 
This means that the DAQ must deal with 6 
gigabytes of data every second,” explains Prof. 
Ryosuke Itoh of KEK, the head of the DAQ 
team for both Belle and Belle II. That data rate 
is an increase of a factor of about 40 from 
Belle. “Because we cannot store everything we 
receive, the DAQ implements a series of 
processes to cut down the number of events to 
only those which are physically interesting.”

The Belle II team’s new DAQ scheme will be 
based on three ideas: smooth transition from 
Belle to Belle II, unification of subsystems, and 

scalability. During the upgrade, the DAQ will 
undergo changes in almost all its components, 
although the original Belle DAQ design 
philosophy will remain intact. 

The main components of the DAQ are: the 
front-end digitizer, the unified data link 
(Belle2Link), the common readout platform 
(COPPER), the event builder, and the high level 
trigger (HLT). One noticeable change from the 
original Belle DAQ is that the digitization will be 
done by the electronics installed near the 
detectors, instead of on the COPPER board. 
Each front-end digitization module will handle 
100 detector channels. There are millions of 
channels in total. The digitized data produced 
by the individual detectors will be merged and 
then transmitted through the Belle2Link to the 
COPPERs. The role of the COPPERs is to 
receive the merged data and place it on the 
network so that readout PCs can bring data 

May 12, 2010

Designing the 
ultrafast DAQ 
for Belle II 
[Belle Upgrade, Data Acquisition System]
KEK's Belle experiment has played an 
important role in particle physics for over 
a decade. Researchers are currently hard 
at work on a planned upgrade. The new 
detector, the Belle II, will be hundreds of 
times more powerful than the original. One 
component which is central to the Belle II 
detector is the data acquisition system, 
DAQ. Learn here what four experts at KEK 
are planning to beat the many gigabytes of 
data estimated to hit their system every 
second.

The team of four at KEK is working on rebuilding the entire 
Belle II data acquisition system (DAQ) in collaboration with 
international teams. Top from left: Dr. Takeo Higuchi and 
Prof. Ryosuke Itoh. Front from left: Prof. Mikihiko Nakao 
and Prof. Soh Suzuki.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE BELLE II EXPERIMENT AT KEK
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from all modules together to prepare for event 
building. Based on the reconstructed physical 
information of each event, the HLT software 
then decides if the event is to be stored.
  

Standardizing the data structure
The entire process where the DAQ controls the 
data, from the digitization at the individual 
detectors until storage, is called the ‘online’ 
process. Any data handling after the data are 
stored is called an ‘offline’ process. The most 
important, unique feature of the Belle II’s DAQ 
system is that the software used for both online 
and offline for data handling is built on a 
common framework called basf2. 

The basf2 framework is basically a bucket-
brigade. Basf2 orchestrates the flow of data 
through the various parts of the online process, 
as well as any later offline processes. For 
component specific operations, plug-in software 
is written on basf2. “The unified framework 
allows physicists to learn software development 
very quickly. The developed components are 

also modularized and easily upgraded and 
reused within the common framework, which 
makes it economical,” says Itoh. “We used the 
same scheme for Belle, and it is a very nice 
feature to work with.” 

One important change in the software is that 
Itoh and the offline team have written the DAQ 
software framework and the offline software 
components in an object-oriented language, to 
adopt to more sophisticated data handling 
scheme. Itoh is currently working on the 
implementation of basf2 in HLT, COPPER, and 
readout PCs.

Processing events in parallel
Itoh is responsible for building the HLT as well. 
“The HLT must process a large amount of data 
in short period of time,” says Itoh. “Because 
each event is isolated, multiple events can be 
processed simultaneously.” Itoh, together with 
student Soohyung Lee of Korea University, is 
now working on implementing parallel 

processing to increase 
the number of 
processing nodes. 

In the HLT, there are two 
levels of parallel 
processing. The first 
level enables a computer 
with a multi-core 
processor to distribute 
events among the cores 
within that computer to 
process events in 
parallel. The second 
level enables the 
distribution of events 
among multiple 
computers each with a 
multi-core processor. 
The team has already 
completed the first level 
of parallel processing, 
and is now working on 
the second level. The 

key, Itoh says, is careful 
data handing from computer to computer. 
  

The low-maintenance, 
simple event builder
Prior to the data storage, the HLT needs to 
judge whether the event is physically interesting 
and worth storing. The event to be stored also 
needs to include a ‘complete’ set of data 
associated with the event. For this, the event 
builder system packs data fragments that 
belong to the same trigger into an event data. 
Prof. Soh Suzuki of KEK, responsible for 
building the event builder, stresses the 
importance of having a low-maintenance 
system and using simple coding practices.

"We need a system that has high tolerance to 
failure," says Suzuki. Generally, having a robust 
system means having multiple computers 
running in parallel. However, Suzuki believes 
that "To reduce the probability that any PC is 
down, it is best to minimize the number of PCs." 
If the current scheme of Belle is used, it will end 
up in a total of 300 PCs just for event building.

The Belle II DAQ software will be based 
on a common software framework called 
basf2. This will standardize the data 
structure throughout the entire data 
handling processes. Both the online and 
offline software will be rewritten in an 
object-oriented language.↓

DAQ controls the online 
data flow, the flow from 
the detector interface to 
data storage. Detector 
signals are first digitized at 
the front-end digitizer (FE 
dig.), merged and fed into 
the COmmon Pipeline 
Platforms for Electronics 
Readout (COPPER). 
COPPER brings the 
incoming data on the 
network for the readout 
PCs. The event builder 
reconstructs events for the 
high level trigger (HLT) 
which then judges if 
events are to be stored for 
offline physics analyses.

Prof. Ryosuke Itoh of KEK, the 
leader of the Belle II DAQ 

team, stands with Belle DAQ 
machine that handles HLT. He 

is responsible for the entire 
DAQ software.→
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Suzuki plans to use a network switch to control 
the data flow between PCs for event building. 
The usual difficulty with the network switch is 
to handle the size of the fully built event 
packets. At Belle II, each event packet may be 
as large as 300 kilobytes, and no network 
switch is commercially available to store such a 
large amount of data in the buffer to prevent 
packet loss due to data overflow at output 
ports. Suzuki utilizes a technique called the 
'barrel shifter'. The barrel shifter rotates 
connections among a series of computers in a 
cyclic sequence, switching from node to node 
as necessary. In total, the system requires 
around 50 inputs for the readout PCs and 
around 10 outputs for the HLT units.

The key feature in Suzuki's design is that he 
arranges PCs in mesh to produce required 
numbers of input and output ports. First, he 
uses four 4-input, 4-output barrel shifters in 
two rows to create a 16-input, 16-output barrel 
shifter. In the next step, he connects four of 16-
input, 16-output barrel shifters with sixteen of 
4-input, 4-output barrel shifters, to create a 64-
input, 64-output barrel shifter. This 
is now large enough to host the 
required number of input and 
output ports. With this design, 
the number of required PCs is 
reduced to 48. A prototype of this 
system was developed last year, 
proving the idea to be feasible.
  
Suzuki is also working on the 
event builder software that 
efficiently handles the high data 
rate. The Belle II event builder will 
receive data packets of different 
size at different timing, and will 
still have to process six gigabytes 
every second. At the time of 
Belle, PCs did not have sufficient 
processing power to handle the 
entire data stream in one 
process, and so had to utilize a 
multi-process system in which 
processes were closely tied via 

inter-process communication techniques, such 
as shared memory, semaphore, and message 
queue. The many processes made it difficult to 
understand the system behavior, especially 
when something went wrong. It was the recent 
evolution of the Linux operating system and the 
dramatic increase of the CPU power that made 
it possible to build a single process event 
builder unit. Suzuki built a prototype and 
examined its performance under the expected 
data rate of Belle II. "The result shows that the 
latest generation CPU-based PC has a 
sufficient power for a 4-input, 4-output barrel 
shifter unit," says Suzuki.

Digitizing first
The DAQ team already completed the 
COmmon Pipeline Platform for Electronics 
Readout, COPPER, five years ago. COPPER is 
a general purpose pipeline readout board, 
whose aim is to reduce dead time. Dead time is 
the time after each data readout during which 
the DAQ cannot handle another incoming data.

As a live test, scientists replaced most of the 
previous system at Belle with COPPER. The 
system has run successfully ever since. In the 
Belle system, COPPER has four daughter 
cards, collectively called FINESSE (Front-end 
INstrumentation Entity for Sub-detector 
Specific Electronics). These cards take care of 
data digitalization. The data then is transferred 
to a CPU on COPPER. The CPU is like a tiny 
computer, on which relatively complex 
procedures can be easily coded. As a result of 
the COPPER installation, the dead time of the 
central drift chamber was reduced by 90%.

For the Belle II, the digitizers on FINESSE will 
be moved to the front-end electronics installed 
inside or near each detector. In this new 
design, FINESSE will act as a receiver of data 
sent through optical fiber from the detector 
electronics. “If the digitizers remain on 
COPPER, the number of cables required to 
transmit the analog signals to FINESSE would 
be enormous,” explains Dr. Takeo Higuchi 
who’s been in charge of designing, developing, 
and implementing COPPER ever since the 
inception of the COPPER project eight years 

↑Dr. Takeo Higuchi of KEK stands in front of the 
Belle DAQ system in the electronics hut.

COPPER hosts 4 FINESSEs (left) to 
receive data from the front-end 
electronics. A CPU that runs Linux will be 
installed on the upper right section. The 
lower right will contain a trigger module 
slot and generic PMC (PCI Mezzanine 
Card) slot, as well as an Ethernet port.↓

↑Left top: a 4-input, 4-output barrel shifter by 
1 PC. Left bottom: a 16-input, 16-output 
barrel shifter by 8 PCs. Using PCs as 4-input, 
4-output barrel shifters and arranging them in 
mesh configuration can create a 64-input, 64-
output barrel shifter (right).

↑Prof. Soh Suzuki stands in front of Belle’s original 
FASTBUS system in the electronics hut. Suzuki is in 
charge of rebuilding the event builder for Belle II DAQ.
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ago. “For Belle II, each detector has freedom to 
decide on an optimal digitization scheme.”

The front-end digitizer is implemented on a 
customizable integrated circuit called field-
programmable gate array (FPGA). Recent 
technological improvements in FPGAs allow 
them to code relatively complex functions. 
Higuchi will collaborate closely with each 
detector team to discuss the details of the 
digitization for each detector. 

The most challenging detector for DAQ is the 
newest detector component, the inner most 
detector—the pixel detector (PXD). Since the 
PXD is the closest detector to the collision 
point, the size of data produced by each event 
is enormous—1 megabyte. “This is beyond the 
COPPER’s capability,” says Higuchi. There 
are currently three options proposed by 
groups from Germany and KEK. The data 
from PXD is readout either by a new 
hardware or a software component, and 
handled by a new software component. 
Higuchi coordinates the collaborative efforts 
between them. “Germany’s hardware 
solution will be an innovative technology, 
and may be a big challenge.” The team is 
now proposing detailed plans that would 
meet their deadline.

A unified data link
Belle II will have to handle the dramatically 
increased number of detector channels and 
amount of data. This demands that the 
digitization be done already inside or just 
near the detector. The digitized data 

produced by these "front-end" digitizers 
will be sent through a 30-meter long 
unified data link, Belle2Link. Belle2Link 
packs and serializes many channels of 
digitized data into a single optical fiber 
line. Another DAQ expert Prof. Mikihiko 
Nakao of KEK, together with the group 
led by Prof. Zhen-An Liu of Institute of 
High Energy Physics (IHEP) in China, is 
working on this data transmission from 
point A to point B. Building the link, 
however, is much harder than it may 
sound, as this is the place where the high 
trigger rate of the Belle II creates huge 
amount of data.

When an interesting event occurs in the 
Belle II detector, the trigger logic 
generates a decision signal. The signal 
needs to be distributed to all thousands 
of front-end digitizers within five 
microseconds. Then, through the 
Belle2Link, the digitized data are sent to 
several hundred COPPER boards. In the 
process, all signals must be 
synchronized. This effectively means that 
the Belle2Link must know that the 

destination COPPER channels are ready at the 
time of transmission so that no signals are lost. 
In the current Belle system, to make sure the 
readiness, the trigger decision signal is allowed 
only after the entire digitization process of the 
previous event is completed. This scheme 
works, for now, as the trigger rate is only 400 
hertz. For Belle II, which will have a trigger rate 
of 30 kilohertz at most, the scheme will end up 
blocking trigger signals for a large fraction of 
time. In order to reduce this ‘dead’ time 
fraction, the trigger and data link system is 
‘pipelined’, meaning several triggers are 
processed at the same time. This requires a 
mechanism that guarantees transmission of all 
pipelined triggers without losing them.

The main concept of the Belle2Link is again 
unification. It unifies the hardware design, 
firmware, and protocols. The interfaces to the 
detectors are also designed to handle different 
types of data in one common framework. “If the 
readout logic varies detector by detector, it is 
harder for DAQ to handle the data, so the logic 
is integrated and all detector electronics use the 
same logic,” says Nakao. Owing to this, the 
DAQ will be able to talk to the detector boards 
directly.

Nakao's main responsibility is the distribution of 
the trigger signal to the front-end digitizers. In 
order to guarantee the synchronization of the 
entire Belle II DAQ system, “we need many 
more signals on top of the trigger signal itself. 
More signals mean more cables for 
transmission. By serializing these related 
signals into one signal, we can reduce the 
number of cables required for transmission,” 
explains Nakao. He is now working on design 
and development of the circuit boards, and the 
firmware that will drive the boards.
 

The gang of four
For the large amount of demanding work 
necessary for the DAQ, the team is relatively 
small. Four researchers at KEK, in collaboration 
with international teams, are going to rebuild 
the entire DAQ system for Belle II. The core 
members are the four who have built, 
maintained, and continually upgraded the Belle 
DAQ for the past two decades.

“Everyone here is very capable, and things are 
moving swiftly,” says Itoh. “We are aiming for a 
stable, low-maintenance system design. Also, 
we will need to scale up our system as Belle II’s 
luminosity advances. The Belle DAQ was an 
evolving technology, and the Belle II DAQ will 
also be an evolving technology.” Perfecting this 
system will require the full abilities of all four 
experts.

Related Link:
Belle II (http://belle2.kek.jp/)

Related Issue:
New electronics tested for Belle II central drift chamber (P. 115)
Belle II’s new logo and new beginning (P. 63) 
SuperKEKB making headway toward higher luminosity (P. 19)
Belle II collaboration meets at KEK (P. 5)

Prof. Mikihiko Nakao of KEK is in charge of the 
front-end digitizer and the unified data link.

At Belle II, the digitized data from the front-end digitizer is transmitted to the 
FINESSE receiver via unified data link.

http://belle2.kek.jp/
http://belle2.kek.jp/
http://belle2.kek.jp/
http://belle2.kek.jp/
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/BelleIICDCDesign.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/BelleIICDCDesign.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/BelleII4th.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/BelleII4th.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/SuperKEKB.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/SuperKEKB.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/BelleII.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/BelleII.html
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“The answer to the Ultimate 
Question of Life, the Universe, and 
Everything is” probably not forty-two. The 
supercomputer Deep Thought created by 
hyperintelligent pandimensional philosophers 
in Douglas Adams’ the Hitchhiker’s Guide to 
the Galaxy didn’t know what the question was 

anyway. Luckily, physicists on the planet Earth 
may have known more sensible questions to 
ask, such as, Is there an ultimate theory that 
governs our universe, and if so, what is it? 
 
For the past half-century, physicists have tried 
to find a theory that unites the two central 
theories of modern physics: quantum field 

theory and Einstein’s theory of general 
relativity. This hypothetical theory is popularly 
referred to as the theory of quantum gravity. 
The two current central theories have been 
vastly successful, surviving many experimental 
and observational tests across vast distance 
scales. However, these two theories cannot be 
easily reconciled as their fundamental notions 

May 19, 2010

Superstring theory: stringing 
together all the forces of physics
[Superstring Theory, IKKT Matrix Model, Black Hole, Extra Dimension]
KEK scientists developed the IKKT matrix model 
that is used to make predictions from the Type IIB 
superstring theory. Read here about the 
contributions of KEK’s superstring theorists in 
the field, and how superstring theory, the possible 
Theory of Everything, is starting to make 
predictions that can be tested by experiment. 

Five theorists at KEK are 
at the leading edge of 

superstring theory. 
From left: 

Dr. Shun’ya Mizoguchi, 
Prof. Jun Nishimura, 

the leader of the superstring group 
Prof. Yoshihisa Kitazawa, 

Prof. Satoshi Iso, 
and Dr. Makoto Natsuume.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE THEORY CENTER AT KEK
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of spacetime differ. At microscopic scales, the 
uncertainty principle of quantum field theory 
states that every point in space is subject to 
riotous quantum fluctuations, in which 
elementary particles and antiparticles are 
continuously created and destroyed. This 
seething sea of vacuum cannot be reconciled 
with the smooth curves of spacetime described 
by general relativity.

On the one hand, general relativity explains 
gravity by means of curvature of spacetime. On 
the other hand, quantum field theory explains 
the other three forces—strong, electromagnetic, 
and weak—as the result of interactions among 
fundamental particles using something called 
gauge theory. “We need a theory that can 
explain both gravity and gauge interactions,” 
says Prof. Yoshihisa Kitazawa of KEK, the leader 
of the superstring group at the KEK Theory 
Center. “One promising candidate is superstring 
theory.”

String theory proposes that the elementary 
constituents of matter are one-dimensional 
strings, rather than zero-dimensional particles. 
These strings may be either open or closed, and 
may vibrate at different frequencies. The shape 
of the string and the frequency of the vibration 
determine the type of the particle. “Consider 
Newton’s law of gravitation. As you move 
closer and closer to a point mass, the 
gravitational force between you and the mass 
becomes infinitely large,” explains Kitazawa. 
This creates a problem because a singularity—
divergence to infinity at zero radius—is a 
discontinuity in spacetime. “The extension of 
particles to strings is the simplest way to avoid 
the singularities in spacetime that are inherent 
in the point particle picture.”

String theory was originally developed to 
explain strong interactions, but was replaced 
by the successful theory of quantum 
chromodynamics (QCD). It was not until 1969 
that Yoichiro Nambu and others independently 
formulated string theory as quantum 
mechanics of one dimensionally extended 
object. In the mid 70s, Japanese physicist 

Tamiaki Yoneya found that string theory 
predicted the existence of a graviton—a 
hypothetical elementary particle that mediates 
gravity. This was the beginning of a unified field 
theory, a single theory that could describe the 
functioning of all four fundamental forces.
 
Kitazawa relates gravity and the gauge theory 
using superstring theory. In this theory, the 
gravitational interaction is an exchange of a 
string loop called graviton. When a loop is 
tossed, the trajectory of it would be cylindrical 
tube, so that the gravitational interaction takes 
the form of a cylinder in spacetime. There are 
two ways to look at the tube. One is a loop 
traveling through time, and the other is an open 
straight string going around in a circle. A closed 
string is a graviton and an open string is a 
gauge particle—such as photon, so the tube 
represents both gravity and gauge particles. 
“They are just two different ways to look at the 
same thing.”

Five superstring theories
String theory, when initially discovered, made 
mathematical sense only if there were 26 

dimensions of spacetime. In this original form, 
string theory could only explain the force 
mediating particles, the bosons, and could not 
explain the other particle family, the fermions. 
As fermions are the particles from which matter 
is constructed this was a problem. Physicists 
incorporated fermions into the theory by adding 
a property called supersymmetry. According to 
supersymmetry, every boson has a fermionic 
superpartner, and every fermion has a bosonic 
superpartner. The string theory that includes 
supersymmetry is known as superstring theory. 
Superstring is consistent in 10 dimensional 
spacetime.

With further study, physicists found that there 
are five distinct superstring theories which are 
consistent with our current knowledge of the 
universe. Individual strings could be open (a line 
with two ends) or closed (a loop). A closed loop 
could be ‘orientable’ or ‘unorientable’ 
depending on whether there was a defined 
direction along the length of the loop. In a 
racetrack in which cars can move in forward or 
backward direction, if the car can tell which 
direction it’s moving then the racetrack is 
orientable, while if the car cannot distinguish the 
direction it’s moving, the racetrack is said 
unorientable. An orientable closed string could 
also differentiate the left moving or right moving 
waves along the string. The superstring theory 
of open and closed strings is called Type I. The 
theories of closed orientable superstrings are 
called Type IIA and Type IIB where the former is 
left-right symmetric, while the latter is left-right 
asymmetric. The hybrid of left moving 
superstring and right moving bosonic string 
gives rise to two other superstring theories 
called heterotic strings. All five of these are 
supersymmetric, ten-dimensional, string 
theories.

The theory of particular interest here is the Type 
IIB superstring theory. The Type IIA strings turns 
out to produce a universe which is too 
symmetric. Our universe is filled with 
handedness. Neutrinos, for example, are left-
handed. Type IIB superstring predicts an 
asymmetric universe, just like the one we live in.

Further developments 

String theory says that gauge particles such as photons, gluons, and W/Z 
bosons are open strings, but that the graviton is a closed string.

String theory was originally formulated to describe the strong interaction. 
However, the theory of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) soon took its place. 
Although temporarily abandoned, string theory later became the most 
promising candidate for a theory of quantum gravity.
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in superstrings
Superstring physicists spent long years 
pondering, wondering which one of the five 
superstring theories would be the ultimate 
theory that they had been looking for. Then, in 
1995, Edward Witten presented a unified string 
theory. He showed that all five superstring 
theories are different ways of looking at a 
bigger entity including an eleven dimensional 
theory called M-theory. The ‘M’ is said to 
stand for many things: ‘mother’, ‘mystery’, and 
‘matrix’, among others.
 
At this same time, the matrix theory of 
superstrings emerged. Up to this point, string 
physicists had been using a perturbative 
approach, a mathematical method to 
approximate to the solution of a problem that 
could not be solved exactly. Unfortunately, this 
wasn’t working well, as the perturbed terms 
diverged to infinity. Therefore, physicists were 
looking for non-perturbative approach. This 
came in the form of the matrix model. 

In the early 90s, Joseph Polchinski discovered 
that the superstring requires more extended 
objects called D-branes. This revolutionary 
idea was proved to be vastly successful, 
explaining microscopic structure of black-
holes. According to Kitazawa, “It was 
conjectured D-branes be written by matrix 
models, which was a revolution in the field of 
string matrix model.”

IKKT matrix model
In 1996, four theorists at KEK, Ishibashi, 
Kawai, Kitazawa, and Tsuchiya developed a 
matrix model for the Type IIB superstring 

theory. This 
matrix model 
is called the 
IKKT model, 
and it in 
principle 
allows string 
theorists to 
solve the 
Type IIB 
superstring 
exactly to 
produce a 
description 
of 
spacetime.

“The matrix 
model has 
many 

degrees of 
freedom. In part, this means that the 
spacetime described by a matrix model is 
fuzzy,” explains Kitazawa. “That may sound a 
little odd at first, but it is a fundamental 
property of quantum mechanics. For example, 
the position and momentum of an electron 
cannot both be determined precisely at the 
same time because of the uncertainty 
principle.”

In quantum field theory, parameters are 
defined at every point in spacetime to describe 
quantum fluctuations. This means that the 
theory is background dependent, that the 
details of the physics at a particular time and 
location are dependent on time and location. 
The physics of general relativity, on the other 
hand, is independent of background. A unified 
theory is expected to be independent of 
coordinate, so the dependence of field theory 
on coordinates has long been troubling to 
theorists. According to Kitazawa, the 
remarkable thing about “the matrix superstring 
model is that it is independent of coordinates.”

Using the matrix model, physicists are trying to 
find a low-energy approximation to superstring 
theory, which they can then compare to the 
Standard Model. There are two ways to do 
this. First, one can use the traditional analytical 
approach, constructing the math and solving it 
by hand. Second, one can use the new 
numerical approach, and take advantage of 
the power of modern supercomputers. 

Why four dimensions?
We live in four-dimensional spacetime. For 
physicists, the dimensionality is one of many 

questions that need to be answered. Why four, 
and not some other number? Neither general 
relativity nor quantum field theory can predict 
the dimensionality of spacetime. These 
theories require the number of dimensions be 
input as an empirical value. String theory, on 
the other hand, has ability to predict 
dimensionality. Although superstring theory 
predicts ten dimensions, the extra dimensions 
can be curled up in so small a volume that 
humans cannot perceive them, so that for all 
practical purposes, spacetime is four-
dimensional. This is called compactification of 
dimensions.

When Kitazawa and Prof. Satoshi Iso of KEK 
apply the analytical approach to a matrix 
superstring model, it is by assuming solvable 
conditions of fields in spacetime. In that, they 
choose specific assumptions in order to make 
the calculation feasible. They have solved the 
matrix, for instance, assuming very low density 
of discrete spacetime points. Then they 
examine if the result would look like the 
spacetime we live in. “From the calculation of 
the simple case emerged a spacetime in which 
four-dimension is infinitely probable.” Because 
of the low spacetime point density they 
assumed, the space emerged as a very bumpy 
space, rather than a smooth one. They are 
looking for a new tool that allows them to 
further investigate the dimensionality of 
spacetime.

In addition to predicting the dimensionality of 
spacetime, superstring theory may also be 
able to predict other fundamental parameters 
such as the number of free constants and the 
number of generations of particles in the 
Standard Model. Iso says that, “superstring 
theory is deeply mathematical in nature. What 
distinguishes it from the empirical approach to 
physical problems is that we want to ‘explain’ 
numbers rather than putting them in a theory 
by hand.” By ‘explain,’ Iso means he hopes to 
derive values for fundamental physical 
constants from first principles. In short, he 
hopes to, “find the deeper mechanisms at 
work behind the current theory.”

Good news about black holes
Prof. Jun Nishimura recently announced some 
exciting news produced by computation of 
black hole thermodynamic properties using the 
matrix model. “I wanted to find something 
specific that could show that superstring 
theory is an accurate model of our reality,” 
says Nishimura. “Black holes, which are a 

The IKKT matrix model, discovered by KEK’s Ishibashi, Kawai, Kitazawa, and Tsuchiya, is equivalent to the Type IIB superstring 
theory. The discovery allows exact calculation of the theory.

A gravitational interaction 
between two D-branes. 
The graviton is the open 
red cylinder, while the D-
branes are blue sheets. 
The cylindrical spacetime 
path of the graviton 
could be created either 
by a loop travelling 
parallel to the axis of the 
cylinder (tossed 
loop ,red), or by a 
longitudinal line moving 
tangentially around the 
circumference of the 
cylinder (green).
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manifestation of gravity, made this reality check 
possible.”
 
Using general relativity and quantum field 
theory, Steven Hawking predicted that a black 
hole emits radiation called Hawking radiation. 
The detailed calculation of the dynamics inside 
a black hole was thought impossible a decade 
ago, because general relativity could not be 
applied to the center of black hole, where 
spacetime curvature diverges to infinity. 
Nishimura, who had been working on matrix 
theory computation for a long time, saw an 
opportunity. The result was dazzling: a perfect 
match with the prediction by Hawking.

“I would have been happy just to be able to 
show that the computation was possible,” says 
Nishimura. “Not only was I able to do that, but I 
was also able to reproduce the inner workings 
of black holes using a superstring matrix 
model.” The result was published in Physical 
Review Letters. His next challenge is to apply 
the similar calculation techniques to answer the 
question of four-dimensionality in the IKKT 
matrix model.

Not just the ultimate theory
Others have investigated additional ways to 
validate superstring theory. In 2005, an 
intriguing result came out of Brookhaven’s 
quark-gluon plasma experiment. The viscosity 
of the quark-gluon plasma in the experiment 
was found to be surprisingly close to the value 
predicted by the superstring black hole 
calculation. According to the superstring theory, 
the quark-gluon plasma in four-dimensional 

spacetime is equivalent to a black hole in five-
dimensional spacetime.

“This was the first time that string theory has 
ever been mentioned in an announcement of a 
major experiment,” says Dr. Makoto Natsuume 
who studies the quark-gluon plasma using 
black holes. “The gap between the predictions 
of superstring theory and the reality observed in 
the experiment is smaller than many of us had 
expected.” The experiment also gave strong 
evidence that superstring theory can accurately 
explain the strong interaction. Iso says: 
“Superstring theory is not just the ultimate 
theory, but it also has the ability to make 
testable predictions for complex systems.”

The theory of 
particles, the 
universe, and 
everything
As the world center of 
study of Type IIB matrix 
theory, contributions of 
KEK’s superstring group 
to the worldwide 
superstring community 
are many. The individual 
interests of the group’s 
members are also very 
diverse. “Aside from the 
mathematical 
significance, superstring 
theory plays a role as the 
theory that unifies all 
theories of physics, and 

has many aspects,” says Iso. For Natsuume, 
superstring theory is an intellectual exercise, the 
theory is, “like a toy box, stuffed with many 
interesting theories, stimulating and fun.” 

Dr. Shun’ya Mizoguchi, who studies 
reconstruction of the Standard Model from 
superstring theory, says he would like to see 
where the beauty of the theory and the reality 
merge. “String theory is now different from when 
it started twenty years ago as the Theory of 
Everything. It has experienced several 
mathematical revolutions. Now that the Large 
Hadron Collider at CERN has started operation, 
it may be the right time to come back to where 
we started: particle physics.”

Nishimura’s numerical calculation of the properties 
of a black hole required the use of this 
supercomputer at the KEK’s computing center.

Scientists thought it was impossible to compute the 
conditions inside a black hole until Prof. Jun Nishimura of 
KEK succeeded using a matrix superstring model.

Related Link:
KEK Theory Center

(http://research.kek.jp/group/www-
theory/theory_center/index-e.html)

A collision event in quark-gluon plasma. (Photo: Courtesy 
of Brookhaven National Laboratory)

Paper:
Monte Carlo studies of supersymmetric matrix 
quantum mechanics with sixteen supercharges at 
finite temperature (http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/
0707/0707.4454v1.pdf)
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The nucleus of an ordinary atom 
consists of protons and neutrons. These, in 
turn, consist of elementary particles called 
quarks. In fact, they are composed of two 
types of quarks: up quarks and down quarks. 
We know that quarks have six flavors, or types. 
In order of increasing mass, they are: up, 
down, strange, charm, bottom, and top 
(denoted u,d, s, c, b, and t respectively for 

simplicity). So there are many different 
particles one can create from these quarks, 
and these particles are called hadrons.

The quark model describes the combinations 
of quarks that can bind together to create 
hadrons. In the quark model, quarks have a 
property called color charge. These charges 
are analogous to those in electromagnetism, 

but with three values instead of two. These 
three values are: red, blue, and green. The 
quark model says that hadrons can be formed 
if the total color charge of the all quarks 
vanishes to zero. A two-quark hadron is called 
a meson, and a three-quark hadron is called a 
baryon. Mesons and baryons that consist of u 
and d quarks are abundant in our universe. For 
example, protons and neutrons—generally 

May 26, 2010

The K1.8 experimental 
group gathers for a group 
photo after the successful 
first beam run in October 

2009. Prof. Toshiyuki 
Takahashi of KEK, the 

third from right in the front 
row, leads the K1.8 

beamline at the J-PARC 
Hadron Facility.

Hadron spectroscopy: 
the search for exotic particles
[Strange Hadron Spectroscopy, Xi Particles, Pentaquark]
One of the five beamlines constructed in the Hadron Facility at the 
Japan Proton Accelerator Complex (J-PARC) is preparing for the fall run 
where they plan to explore the physics of exotic hadrons. J-PARC will 
use a high intensity proton beam to produce the world’s only kaon 
beam for use in spectroscopic studies of hadrons with heavy quarks.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
HADRON EXPERIMENT AT J-PARC
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called nucleons—are baryons. Normal matter, 
the atoms that make up all the stuff in everyday 
life, is made up almost entirely of those 
nucleons.
 
Some baryons can only be produced in a 
laboratory. For example, baryons that include 
squarks, such as the Lambda, Sigma, and Xi 
particles, quickly decay into lighter particles 
containing u and d quarks, and so are not found 
in nature. Some hadrons are harder to find even 
in high energy particle experiments. These are 
called exotic particles. There are exotic hadrons 
whose existence is proven recently. KEK’s Belle 
experiment has found four-quark hadrons. The 
existences of five-quark hadron called 
pentaquark and the six-quark hadron called 
dibaryon are still controversial.

Measuring nuclear force in 
hypernucleus
Baryons that include s quarks are called 
hyperons. Some common examples of 
hyperons are the Sigma and Lambda particles, 
which each have one s quark, and the Xi 
particle, which has two s quarks. Since 
ordinary nuclei are made of nucleons, one 
naturally wonders whether one could have a 
nucleus in which one or more nucleons are 
replaced by hyperons. Indeed, it is possible. 
Those nuclei are called hypernuclei.

In hadron experiments, one of the many 
aspects of hadron physics that physicists can 
explore is the nuclear force, which is an 
indirect effect of the strong force. Quarks are 
bound together into hadrons by the strong 
interaction, which is due to color charge. 
Because hadrons are color neutral, the strong 
force does not act directly to bind hadrons 
together. However, the second order effects of 
the strong force remains significant, even 
outside the hadron. These second order 
effects do act to bind hadrons together, and 
constitute the nuclear force. Because of this, 
the nuclear force is also called the residual 

strong force. 
 
“While the theory of quantum chromodynamics 
(QCD), describes the mechanism of the strong 
nuclear interaction, the complexity of QCD 
makes it hard to derive the nuclear force from 
QCD by first principles,” explains Prof. Toshiyuki 
Takahashi of KEK, the leader of the K1.8 hadron 
experimental group. “The nuclear force is still 
not well understood. Hopefully, our experiments 
will help us to find some clues to understand 
the nuclear force.”

The Xi hyperon potential
There are two main models that describe the 
nuclear force. One is called the Yukawa model, 
and was proposed by Hideki Yukawa in 1935. 
He theorized that nucleons interact strongly via 
exchanges of virtual mesons. The other model 

explains nuclear force in terms of the exchange 
quarks. One specific objective of many hadron 
experiments is to measure the strength of the 
nuclear force, called the nuclear potential, to 
determine the correct model.

So far, experiments have measured nuclear 
potentials for nucleons very precisely. KEK and 
the Brookheaven National Laboratory (BNL) 
have also studied the nuclear potential of the 
Lambda hypernucleus. Now, the K1.8 
experimental group at the Japan Proton 
Accelerator Complex (J-PARC) is preparing to 
start the search for a hypernucleus that include 
a two-s quark hyperon, the Xi particle. Their 
goal is to study the properties of the Xi particle, 
and in particular, the nuclear potential of the Xi 
hypernucleus.

↓Quarks have three 
color charges: red, 
blue, and green. 
Quarks of various color 
charges bind to 
produce colorless 
(color-neutral) hadrons.

→This image shows the baryon 
octet, the set of three-quark particles 
which can be constructed using only 
up, down, and strange quarks. 
Baryons are composed of three 
quarks. Baryons with no strange 
quarks are shown in the top row—
proton and neutron. Baryons with 
one strange quark are called Sigma 
and Lambda particles (middle row). 
Baryons with two strange quarks are 
called Xi particles (bottom row).

At the J-PARC Hadron Facility, an intense proton beam produces kaons, which are 
analyzed at the beam analyzer. The kaon beam then hits the nucleus target sitting 
before the superconducting kaon spectrometer (SKS) to produce hypernuclei.
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The main objective of the high-resolution 
hypernuclear spectroscopy at J-PARC is to 
make the first clean observation of the energy 
states of a Xi hypernucleus. The team will 
shoot kaons—mesons with an s quark—into 
atoms of carbon-12 to create a Beryllium-Xi 
hypernucleus, and then study the Xi-nucleon 
interactions. “We don’t know if the Xi-nucleon 
interaction will be repulsive or attractive,” says 
Takahashi. “From the results of this 
experiment, we will be able to infer some 
interesting information about the physics of 
neutron stars.”

Could there be Xi hyperons inside 
neutron stars?
A neutron star is a dense star composed 
almost entirely of neutrons. However, the 
Fermi exclusion principle of quantum 
mechanics states that no two fermions with 
the same quantum state can occupy the same 
space at the same time. Since neutrons are 
fermions, the exclusion principle applies to the 
neutrons within neutron stars, and means that 
neutrons cannot be packed more densely than 
a threshold value. Then, it becomes hard to 

explain the high density of the star. Neutron 
stars generally are 1014 times more dense than 
our Sun. Neutrons alone cannot explain the 
density.
 
One explanation for the observed density of 
neutron stars is that a small amount of 
particles other than neutrons—protons, in 
particular—may also be present in the neutron 
star because the exclusion principle on 
neutron does not apply to protons. Protons 
have positive charge, so neutron stars also 
need as many negatively charged particles to 
neutralize the proton charges. 

“If the interaction between a negatively 
charged Xi particle and a nucleon is found to 
be attractive rather than repulsive, the Xi 
would be an ideal candidate for the negatively 
charged particles inside neutron stars,” says 
Takahashi. Another negative hyperon, Sigma, 
is already known to interact with nucleons 
repulsively. Thus, among the possible set of 
negatively charged hyperons, the negatively 
charged Xi is the last possible explanation for 
the properties of neutron stars.

Creating a neutron-rich 
environment
In nature, stable atomic nuclei are generally 
composed of similar numbers of protons and 
neutrons. If the number of neutrons is 
increased by one, it is more natural to have 
one more proton in the same nucleus. 
Therefore, it is hard to produce nuclei with 
vastly different numbers of nucleons.
  
“Thus far, we have looked at the 
characteristics of hyperons in nuclei where the 
number of protons is similar to the number of 
neutrons. However, the physical properties of 
hyperons might be different in nuclei where, for 
example, neutrons exist more abundantly than 
protons,” says Takahashi. “To study systems 
like neutron stars, it may be necessary to 
study hyperons in neutron-rich environments.”

Most of the experimental proposals for J-
PARC's hadron spectroscopy beamline involve 
the high-intensity kaon beam. Right now, the 
beam power at J-PARC is only about one to 
two kilowatts, a tenth of the designed full 
power. At this power, a sufficient amount of 
kaons cannot be produced. However, the 
number of pions that are produced at the 
same time is sufficient to conduct 
experiments, because pions are much lighter 
and a thousand times more probable to be 
produced than kaons. Physicists could use the 
many pions to study Lambda hyperons in a 
neutron-rich environment.

For example, bombarding boron atoms with 
pions will produce a lithium-Lambda 
hypernucleus with six neutrons and three 
protons. “We already know that a Lambda 
hyperon can act as glue when placed in a 
neutron-rich environment, bringing unbound 
nucleons closer to each other,” explains 
Takahashi. “This experiment could also have 
important implications for the physics of 
neutron stars.”
 

The search for the pentaquark
The pentaquark is a hypothetical hadron 
containing four quarks and one antiquark. Its 
existence is still controversial, due to the large 
amount of error in the analyses which predict 
the particle. At the J-PARC Hadron Facility, 

The internal structure of neutron star is still a mystery.

With an intense pion beam, neutron-rich Lambda hypernuclei can be 
produced from the collision between pions and the nuclei of ordinary atoms.
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however, the search for the pentaquark will be 
one of the most promising experiments. 
Physicists believe that a collision between 
protons and negative pions could produce 
negative kaons and pentaquarks.

The key to the experiment is the high-resolution 
detector at the K1.8 beamline. “In the past, we 
used a detector with poor resolution, and CH2 

as the target. Unfortunately, the carbon atom 
contributed as background in the resulting 
spectrum. This time, we will use a hydrogen 
only target to get an improved spectrum,” says 
Takahashi. “With the improved detector 
resolution, we might be able to find the 
pentaquark if it exists.”

The world’s highest resolution 
meson beam detector
Superconducting kaon spectrometer (SKS) has 
a trapezoidal superconducting magnet, 

sandwiched between two sets of two wire 
chambers. The upstream wire chambers 
measures the initial trajectory of particles 
travelling along the beamline. One measures 
particle positions, and the other measures 
particle directions. The trajectories of charged 
particles are then bent in a strong magnetic 
field of 2.5 Tesla, before being measured again 
in the downstream wire chambers. From the 
difference in the upstream and downstream 
measurements, users can calculate energy of 
the particles in the beamline. The SKS detector 
can measure a wide range of trajectory angles 
from minus 20 degrees to plus 20 degrees from 
the beam center.

The combination of the high intensity beam, the 
superconducting magnet, and the finely spaced 
wire chambers produces 
an energy spectrum with 
high-resolution (just 2-3 
MeV). The high intensity 
beam produces particles 
at the rate of 106 to 107 
particles per second. The 
superconducting magnet 
creates the strong 
magnetic field in a 
relatively large volume, a 
gap as wide as 50 
centimeters, which allows 
for the large solid angle 
required by the system.

The best place to 
search for exotic 
particles
The K1.8 experimental 
group of 10 staff and 20 
students from 6 Japanese 

universities 
and 2 
Japanese 
research 
organizations 
is getting 
ready for the 
fall run this 
October. They 
are currently 
analyzing the 
data from the 
first beam last 
year and using 
this to readjust 
the detector 
system. They 
are also 
preparing for 
the analysis of 
this year's 
data, 

improving the detector resolution and 
completing analysis methods for the high rate 
signals.

“We are planning for many experiments this 
year, making the beamline schedule very tight,” 
says Takahashi. Current proposals come from 
Italy, Japan, Korea, Russia, and the US. “J-
PARC is currently the only hadron facility that 
can produce a kaon beam, and is the world’s 
best place to explore the physics of the two-s 
quark hadron, Xi.” The team’s hope is to 
construct a complete high-resolution hadron 
spectroscopy system, and to use it to make 
new discoveries in the field of exotic hadrons.

Related Link:
J-PARC

(http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html)

The K1.8 beamline and the superconducting kaon 
spectrometer (SKS) are getting ready for the fall run 
this year.

Top: Lambda particles exhibit a glue-like 
characteristic, binding nucleons close 
together. An added Lambda particle 
binds the unbound 5-H nucleus to 
become a 6-Lambda-H. Bottom: The 
structure of hypernuclei may be different 
when the number of neutrons is 
increased. In an ordinary hypernucleus, 
where the number of neutrons is similar 
to the number of protons, the structure 
is well described as a system in which a 
Lambda particle orbiting around 
ordinary nucleus. In neutron-rich 
hypernuclei, the picture may change. In 
such case, neutrons may appear 
orbiting around a hypernucleus.

A pentaquark, the existence of 
which is still controversial.

Related Issue:
A spice of strangeness (P.87)

http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/StrangeHadronTheory.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/StrangeHadronTheory.html
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Most physicists would agree that 
the specific set of symbols used to describe 
physics is not important. Rather, the physics 
itself is what’s important. Unfortunately, that 
doesn’t mean physicists can easily agree on 
what notation to use. Change can be hard, 
especially when they’ve used a particular 
notation for over a decade. This time, 
physicists’ conventional method of decision 
making, called 'discussion,' provided 
agreement on a way to find a solution through 
a rather unscientific method: a coin toss. 

The discussion finally came to a head at KEK 
on May 17-18, 2010. Here, the world’s two 
giant B-Factory collaborations, Belle at KEK 
and BaBar at SLAC, met for the second time to 
discuss the editing work of their B-Factory 
physics book, straightforwardly titled The 
Physics of the B-Factories. The ceremonial coin 

toss was scheduled for the end of the 
workshop. 

The parameters that sparked the discussion 
are the angles of the unitarity triangle, an 
abstract triangle representing the interactions 
of quarks, the elementary constituents of 
matter. The shared objective of the two B-
Factory experiments was to determine the 
shape of the triangle. For as long as they have 
existed, the two collaborations have had 
different notation for the physical parameters 
of this triangle. The most prominent example is 
that Belle has called the angles phi-1, phi-2, 
and phi-3, while BaBar has called them beta, 
alpha, and gamma, respectively.

Now, the two B-Factory collaborations are 
putting heads together, to write their first and 
last joint physics book. “We are in the stage 
where both collaborations have invested 
twenty years in doing [B-Factory] physics. The 

June 2, 2010

 

The legacy of Belle and BaBar
[B Factory, Belle, BaBar, Physics Book, Unitarity Triangle]
On May 18, 2010, the world's two major B Factory collaborations, 
Belle and BaBar, met in a seminar room to toss a coin. The two 
have used different sets of notation for more than a decade, but 
must now pick a consistent notation for their upcoming joint 
physics book. The book will discuss the detectors, the analysis 
tools used, the physics results, and the interpretation of these 
results. Read on for a short history of the two projects, and to find 
out the results of the coin toss. 

One of the general editors of the Belle-
BaBar Physics Book, Dr. Bruce 
Yabsley of the University of Sidney 
tosses a coin to decide between the 
notations to be used for fundamental 
B-Factory parameters in the book.

The participants of the second 
Physics of B Factories workshop 
held at KEK on May 17-18, 2010.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE BELLE II EXPERIMENT AT KEK
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job now is to bring the whole community from 
around the world together, to write one definitive 
book on the work we’ve done,” says Dr. Adrian 
Bevan of Queen Mary, University of London, 
one of the five general editors of the book. 
During the first book workshop, held in last 
October at SLAC, the issue of notation became 
soon apparent.
 
Despite the general civility of discussion on 
notation, many attendees felt strong loyalty to 
their notation. After all, they have lived and 
worked with their notation nearly every day for 
the past decade, with determining the angles of 
the unitary triangle as their main objective. Belle 
physicists argued that it is a little confusing to 
call the angles alpha, beta, and gamma, 
because there are already particles with those 
names. On the other hand, there are arguably 
more physicists who use the alpha, beta, 
gamma notation than those who use the phi 
notation.

“The argument is entirely irrelevant, because it 
makes no sense to have serious attachment to 
these symbols,” says Prof. Francois Le 

Diberder, the spokesperson for the BaBar 
collaboration. On the other hand, he says that, 
for some people, changing notation causes a 
pain like having your "heart being pinched.” It 
may be reassuring to both sides to know that, 
according to the Belle co-spokesperson Prof. 
Yoshihide Sakai of KEK, “the common notation 
will be just for the physics book.” Whatever the 
coin would decide, the chance that the chosen 
notation is going to affect the notations in the 
future scientific publications is “none.”

In this cooperative mood, another one of the 
five general editors, Dr. Bruce Yabsley of the 
University of Sydney, tossed the coin. Two other 
co-general editors, Prof. Bostjan Golob of the 
University of Ljubljana and Dr. Bevan were 
tasked with reading the coin, and their 
notational future. However, before revealing the 
results of the toss, it seems appropriate to 
review the history of both projects, and the 
important contributions they have made to the 
Standard Model of particle physics.
   

So what’s the unitarity triangle?

“The main goal of the two B-factories was to 
measure the violation of CP symmetry in a B 
meson system,” says Prof. Golob. “CP violation 
is one of the necessary conditions for the 
universe to have evolved to the current state, 
where matter almost completely dominates over 
anti-matter.” To measure CP violation, physicists 
measure angles and sides of an abstract 
construct called the unitarity triangle. The story 
of the unitarity triangle begins with the search 
for symmetry between ordinary particles and 
their antiparticle counterparts.

In 1957, Lev Landau proposed the theory of 
charge-parity symmetry (CP symmetry) as the 
true symmetry between particles and 
antiparticles. CP symmetry says that the laws of 
physics should not change when the charge is 
flipped (charge conjugation) and the mirror 
image of the system is taken (parity). This 
symmetry was incorporated into the Standard 
Model, though only for a short while.

The theory was disproved in 1964, when James 
Cronin and Val Fitch with collaborators found 
indirect CP violation in weak interactions. Their 

The world’s two giant B-Factory collaborations, Belle at KEK and BaBar at SLAC, have successfully completed their missions 
to find and quantify CP violation.

↑The primary objective of the B-Factories 
was to find the angles of the unitarity triangle.

→The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix is 
a three-by-three matrix of complex numbers 
(imaginary components in red circles). The imaginary 
phase gives the height to the unitarity triangle, with 
three angles phi-1, phi-2, and phi-3 in Belle notation, 
or beta, alpha, and gamma in BaBar notation.
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discovery shook the world of particle physics 
to its very foundations. The Standard Model 
had been the solid foundation of particle 
physics for decades, an elegant and battle-
tested explanation of everything that occurred 
in the subatomic world. After all this time, had 
they found a flaw in the Standard Model?

In 1973, Prof. Emeritus Makoto Kobayashi of 
KEK and University Prof. Toshihide Maskawa 
of Nagoya University (then both at Kyoto 
University) showed that CP violation could be 
explained within the framework of the 
Standard Model. However, in order to do this, 
they had to make radical change. They added 
two new quarks, a third 'generation,' to the 
Standard Model. In total, there were now six 
types of quarks. The different types are known 
as 'flavors.' The first generation of quarks 
consisted of the up and down quarks, the 
second generation consisted of the charm and 
strange quarks, and the new third generation 
consisted of the new top and bottom quarks.

The additional generation of quarks affected 
the way that quarks were expected to 
interact with each other. In general, this 
interaction is described by a mixing matrix, a 
matrix of probabilities where each probability 
gives the likelihood of one kind of flavor 
change. In the four-quark Standard Model, 
the mixing matrix was a two-by-two matrix of 
real numbers, called the Cabibbo matrix after 
Italian physicist Nicola Cabibbo. In the new 
Kobayashi-Maskawa formulation, the mixing 
matrix, now called the CKM matrix, is a 
three-by-three matrix of complex numbers. 
However, the nine elements are not 
independent. All nine can be calculated from 
three real angles and one imaginary phase. 
These four fundamental parameters can be 
drawn as a triangle, the unitarity triangle, 
whose area corresponds to the degree of CP 

violation.

Proposing new 
particles to explain 
new phenomena is 
one thing, but 
predicting hidden 
particles is quite 
another. The 
bottom quark and 
top quark were 
both discovered at 
Fermilab in the US, 
in 1977 and 1995 
respectively, 
proving that the 
Kobayashi-
Maskawa 
prediction was 
correct.

The era of two 
B-Factories
Physicists in 90's 
were tasked with 
the job of 
conducting a 
precise and 
accurate 

measurement of the 
angles of the unitarity 

triangle. In 1980, three theorists, Bigi, Carter, 
and Sanda, predicted a large CP violation in 
certain decay modes of neutral B mesons. 
These papers, by the way, are the first papers 
where phi angle notation appears. Two B-
Factories, Belle at KEK and BaBar at SLAC, 
were built in 1999 and operated for the 
subsequent decade in order to produce as 
many pairs of B mesons and anti-B mesons as 
possible, and collect as much data as possible 
on the decay rates of these mesons. 
 
The central goal of both experiments was to 
measure the angle known as phi-1, or beta. 
The specific mode of B meson decay used for 
this purpose was called J/psi-Ks mode. In this 
mode, a neutral B meson or a neutral anti-B 
meson decays into a J/psi meson and a short-

lived neutral kaon. In early 2001, the first 
results were published by the two 
collaborations, just a few days apart. Both 
collaborations reported that the CP violation 
was real with more than 95 percent certainty. 
Over the following summer, both 
collaborations collected additional B-anti B 
meson pairs (Belle increased their sample size 
from 10 million to 30 million), and both 
collaborations were able to confirm the CP 
violation with a certainty of 99.99999 percent.
 
With the increased sample size, the 
measurements of both collaborations 
converged into one value. The degree of CP 
violation, expressed by the sine of twice phi-1 
(beta), was 0.67, where zero meant no CP 
violation and one meant total violation of 
particle-antiparticle symmetry in the interested 
mode. 

The analysis groups at both B-Factories 
employed the blind analysis technique, to 
ensure that the results would not be biased by 
the analysts' knowledge of the experiment. 
This is analogous to double-blind studies in 
medical research. In this case the charges of 
particles are not revealed to the analysts until 
all quantities are finalized. Thus, no one knows 
the results of the experiment until they open 
the box at the end of all the analysis runs.

“The most memorable moment for the 
collaboration was when we saw the large CP 
violation at the end of our analysis.” Prof. 
Sakai shares the exciting moments. “Initially, 
the CP violation was quite small, but the value 
eventually converged to the quantity expected 
from other experiments, which confirmed the 
Kobayashi-Maskawa model.” Prof. Kobayashi 
and Prof. Maskawa were subsequently 
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 2008.

A physics book for the future
While there are over six hundred journal 
articles published by B-Factory experiments, 
Belle and BaBar have never before 
collaborated on a joint publication. This is not 
necessarily a bad thing. “The competition 
between the two increased our productivity as 

The degree of CP violation converged to 0.67 as the number 
of accumulated pairs of B meson and anti-B meson 
increased to 535 million for Belle (blue) and 470 million for 
BaBar (red) eventually.

The Belle-BaBar physics book will discuss the detectors, the analysis tools used, 
the physics results, and the interpretation of these results.
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a result, advancing physics,” says Prof. 
Diberder. He is the original proposer of the 
book. “Now that BaBar has finished 
experimenting, and Belle is starting the next 
phase as Belle II, it is time to cooperate, to 
share our experiences, techniques, and 
strengths. This is a good way to foster 
collaboration between the two B-Factories.”
 
The idea of the book started in 2007, a year 
before Prof. Diberder took the BaBar 
spokesperson chair. He had long been 
interested in the possibility of a joint B-
Factories book, and so he brought the idea to 
the head of the Institute of Particle and Nuclear 
Research at KEK, Prof. Yamauchi. Even though 
Prof. Yamauchi was enthusiastic, it was not 
until March 2009, when the BaBar and Belle 
managements met during the Belle 
collaboration meeting at KEK, that the book 
project was brought out for general discussion. 

During the discussions, Belle proposed that the 
book might be more than a history, but that it 
might also be for the future B-Factory. 
According to Prof. Golob. “Our main motivation 

is to document the achievements of the B-
Factory community in heavy flavor physics over 
the last decade, and to explain the methods to 
be used at the two next generation 
experiments, the Super B-Factories at KEK and 
in Italy.”

The book will include the descriptions of the 
Belle and BaBar detectors, the analysis tools 
developed by each collaboration, the physics 
results, and the interpretation of these results. 
“This information has never been published [in 
one place] before. Both students and postdocs 
will benefit from this. This is really an 
investment for the future,” says Dr. Bevan.

The number of contributors to the book has 
grown to more than a hundred, around half 
from Belle and half from BaBar. Altogether, the 
contributors come from 16 different countries. 
“It’s really beautiful to see people coming from 
different worlds, the Belle world and BaBar 
world, sharing their secrets and techniques, 
and willing to do the best science possible,” 
smiles Prof. Diberder. “I’ve already heard voices 

saying that the book will be an invaluable 
source to future physicists.”

Lights, camera, and drum rolling…
“The point is to decide between notation 
conventions for angles and other quantities,” 
announced Dr. Yabsley. “We will use one 
notation scheme, and we will share the pain.” 
The collaborations had decided to split the 
notation. The notation from one collaboration 
would be used for the angles of the unitarity 
triangle, while the notation from the other 
collaboration would be used for all other 
parameters. The coin would decide which was 
used for what.

Another of the five general editors, Prof. Soeren 
Prell of Iowa State University, took out a silver 
coin. “This is a commemorative silver coin that 
depicts Alexander von Humboldt, a naturalist 
and scientist in the 18th century. He was one of 
the first to suggest that the continents were 
united originally. This unity perhaps suggests 
that two experiments can agree on one 
notation, at least for the book.” 

After this short commemoration, Dr. Yabsley 
tossed the coin. “I do believe, that is the tail,” 
announced he. “The angles will be called phi-1, 
phi-2, and phi-3. We will use BaBar notations 
for other differently noted variables. Belle 
people will have to get used to calling energy 
substituted mass mES in your write-ups.”

At the meeting, the 52 participants developed a 
detailed plan for the book, defined the 
contents, and discussed contributors for the 
individual sections. Prof. Golob says, “The 
meeting was a very positive exchange of ideas. 
We were able to identify possible problems and 
their solutions.” The book will be published in 
2012 in two different editions, as a special 
volume of European Physics Journal C, and a 
hardcover issue in the Advances in the Physics 
of Particles and Nuclei (APPN) series printed by 
Springer.

Related Link:
Physics of the B Factories  

(http://www.slac.stanford.edu/xorg/BFLB/index.html)
Belle  (http://belle.kek.jp/)

BaBar (http://www.slac.stanford.edu/BF/)
Belle II (http://belle2.kek.jp/)

Related Issue:
Belle II’s new logo and new beginning (P. 63)
Physics beyond the Standard Model at Belle (P. 31)

Paper:
Physics Book White Paper 
(http://www.slac.stanford.edu/BFROOT/www/Organization/
Spokesperson/White_Paper_032009.pdf)

“Tail.” (Photo courtesy of Dr. Tagir 
Aushev.)

The five general editors are the organizers of the physics book workshop. 
From left: Prof. Soeren Prell of Iowa State University (BaBar), Prof. Bostjan 
Golob of the University of Ljubljana (Belle), Dr. Adrian Bevan of Queen Mary, 
University of London (BaBar), and Dr. Bruce Yabsley of the University of Sidney 
(Belle). The final general editor, Prof. Thomas Mannel of University of Siegen 
(Theory) was not present due to other commitments.
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If you ask material scientists what 
the most studied, yet least understood liquid 
is, often the answer is water. A water molecule 
is deceptively simple in structure, composed of 
one oxygen atom and two hydrogen atoms. 
The difficulty in imaging such a molecule 
actually comes from the most abundant 
element in our universe—the hydrogen atom. 
X-ray diffraction, the most popular type of 
spectroscopy, determines atomic structure by 

looking at how X-rays interact with the clouds 
of electrons surrounding each nucleus. Since a 
hydrogen atom has just one electron orbiting 
its nucleus, its electron cloud is thin, has little 
effect on X-rays, and so is hard to image using 
X-ray diffraction.
 
Neutron spectroscopy is the revolutionary tool 
which changed all this. Neutrons are neutral 
particles, and do not interact electrically with 

charged particles. Because of this, neutrons 
can penetrate deeply into the nuclei of atoms. 
The strength of the interaction between a 
nucleus and a neutron, also known as a 
neutron cross section, does not depend on the 
atomic number of the target atom, or the size 
of the atom's electron cloud. This means the 
neutron cross section of even a small atom like 
hydrogen is relatively large.

June 9, 2010

 

NOVA: neutron spectroscopy 
for a better environment
[Neutron Spectroscopy, Hydrogen Storage, J-PARC]
The neutron total scattering spectrometer (NOVA) 
at the Japan Proton Accelerator Complex is about 
to begin searching for hydrogen storage materials. 
Learn here about the unique features of the world’s 
highest intensity wide-angle spectrometer for 
non-crystalline materials.

The J-PARC Neutron BL21 
group members gather for a 

group photo. The total 
scattering spectrometer, 

NOVA, is the world’s highest 
resolution neutron 

spectrometer for the 
determination of non-

crystalline material structure.

INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS STRUCTURE SCIENCE
NEUTRON SCIENCE AT J-PARC
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In the past, the limiting factor for neutron 
diffraction had been the low intensity of the 
neutron beams that could be produced at an 
accelerator. However, with the start of the 
world’s most intense proton accelerator facility 
at the Japan Proton Accelerator Complex (J-
PARC) in Tokai, neutron spectroscopy is 
increasingly more accessible and more useful 
for material scientists, offering a complementary 
method to the conventional X-ray diffraction.

One of the most important devices at J-PARC 
for such purpose is the neutron total scattering 
spectrometer, NOVA. NOVA is a gigantic, five-
meter long, three-meter tall, bug-shaped 
vacuum container with five different detector 
sections. This device surrounds a sample so as 
to be able to detect scattered neutrons in all 
possible directions. NOVA is now almost 
complete, in good shape to start carrying out 
experiments late this year.
  

Materials for hydrogen storage
NOVA’s main ambition is to find an efficient form 
of hydrogen storage. Hydrogen energy is a 
promising, clean, energy storage technology in 
which oxygen and hydrogen are combined to 
produce energy and nonpolluting water. 
“Hydrogen atoms are abundant, but are also 
hard to store,” explains Prof. Toshiya Otomo of 
KEK, the leader of NOVA group. “To derive 
sufficient energy from hydrogen gas, the gas 
must be often stored at a pressure of 300 to 700 
hundred atmospheres. You could not casually 
carry such a heavy, unsafe container on your 
car.”

One promising solution is an alloy that can store 
hydrogen in space between atoms of the alloy, 
called interstitial sites. In order to use hydrogen 
energy in automobiles, however, the energy 
discharge must occur instantly when the car 
accelerator is depressed. Therefore, a hydrogen 
storage alloy would need to absorb and release 
hydrogen easily and quickly. More importantly, it 
should also be light. 

“We would not be able to develop a workable 
material for hydrogen storage by simply mixing 
and testing. We need to examine what’s going 
on inside the material at the atomic level. We 
need to understand the mechanism of hydrogen 
absorption and desorption in order to develop 
the most efficient materials,” says Otomo. He 
and around 30 other members from 7 research 
institutions in Japan constructed the 
spectrometer for just such science.

The spectrometer for 
non-crystalline structure
NOVA will excel in visualizing variety of 
structures including non-crystalline structures. 
When hydrogen is absorbed in a crystalline 
alloy, amorphous—non-crystalline—solid can 
form, disrupting the regular atomic structure of 
the crystalline alloy. To obtain high sensitivity to 
such non-periodic structures, NOVA is designed 
to detect every neutron diffracted off the 
sample. Further, in the inelastic scattering of 
neutrons off 
each atom, 
neutrons 
transfer 
momentum 
to the atoms 
inside 
sample. 
NOVA can 
measure the 
momentum 
change, 
called 
momentum 
transfer, of 
each 
scattered 
neutron.
 
The amount 
of 
momentum 
transfer is 

related to the scale of atomic distance. In 
general, for a fixed neutron wavelength, 
neutrons with small scattering angles have small 
momentum transfer, while neutrons with large 
scattering angles transferred large amounts of 
momentum. Thus, less scattered neutrons infer 
the large-scale structure of the sample, while 
more scattered neutrons infer the small-scale 
atomic arrangements in materials. Data comes 
in the form of a spectrum showing the number 
of scattered neutrons at each level of 
momentum. By applying Fourier transform to 
this function, scientists can infer the distance 
between nearby atoms. 

Wide momentum transfer 
range of NOVA
NOVA’s precursor at KEK, KENS-HIT, looked at 
mechanical alloying in graphite hydrogen 
storage. The alloy was composed of layers of 
graphite, to which hydrogen atoms had 
adsorbed. By measuring the distance between 
hydrogen atoms and nearby carbon atoms, the 

↓NOVA measures momentum transfer of 
neutrons at all scattering angles, 

allowing for accurate measurements 
across a wide range of distance scales 
in non-crystalline, structures, including 

dynamic structures such as liquids.

←The installation of NOVA.

Non-crystalline 
structure is 
determined by 
measuring 
neutron spectrum 
in momentum 
transfer, and then 
applying a 
Fourier transform.
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team deduced the positions of the hydrogen 
atoms. “The KENS-HIT scientists found out 
that about half of the hydrogen atoms were 
closely bound to carbon atoms, while the 
other half were trapped between the graphite 
layers. The hydrogen atoms that were located 
further from the graphite were the ones which 
were easily extracted by bringing up the 
temperature of the alloy,” explains Otomo.
 
While KENS-HIT provided valuable 
information, it was only able to observe the 
small-scale structure of materials. To observe 
the larger-scale structure of graphite required 
another spectrometer called KENS-SWAN. 
“Now, with NOVA, both large- and small-scale 
structure can be reconstructed from just one 
shot of neutrons. Further, the resulting images 
will have more than twice the resolution due to 
the intense neutron beam,” says Otomo.

Utilizing NOVA's ability to detect neutrons 
scattered at any angle, the team has just 
demonstrated the ability to determine the 
position of hydrogen atoms in a sample of 
vanadium deutrides. Even though neutrons are 
more sensitive to hydrogen than X-ray, precise 
determination of the location of hydrogen 
atoms is still a challenge. Thus, the analysis of 
NOVA results requires extra care. A hydrogen 
nucleus has one neutron and one proton. 
Because the mass of a hydrogen nucleus is 
comparable to that of a single neutron, the 
position of a hydrogen atom can easily be 
disturbed by an inelastic collision with a 
neutron. Additionally, molecules in liquid water 
move around. “The correction method for 

hydrogen 
has been 
tested at 
NOVA,” says 
Otomo. “We 
were able to 
confirm the 
utility of the 
analytical 
method.”
 

The bug-
shaped 
vacuum 
chamber 
NOVA’s 
vacuum 
chamber is 
probably 
one of the 

most bizarre 
that has ever 

existed. As Otomo notes, vacuum chambers 
are not easy to manufacture, and generally 
have simple shapes, like a cube. Look at the 
NOVA. The shape you see is exactly the shape 
of vacuum chamber NOVA has.

There are two points that distinguish the 
NOVA vacuum chamber from any other 
vacuum chamber, even from other planned 
neutron total scattering spectrometers from 
around the world. First, the chamber has thin 
aluminum windows on the sides where the 
detectors are located. Neutrons can pass 
through these windows and reach the 
detectors undisturbed. Second, inside the 
vacuum chamber, neutron shields are installed 
in radial direction to absorb all unwanted 
neutrons. For example, neutrons can reflect off 
the walls of the chamber rather than off the 
sample, becoming a source of noise. Such 
neutrons are effectively eliminated by the 
shields.

“Originally, we were not sure if it would be 
possible to build a chamber with such a 
complex shape,” says Otomo. “Very few 
company was willing to accept the original 
design contract.” The team drew the sketches 
of NOVA vacuum chamber from scratch, and 
reshaped it a bit to make the design look more 
reasonable. For example, the original smoothly 
curving edges became octagonal, because 
curved vacuum chamber surfaces turned out 
to be hard to produce.

“Luckily, companies were very understanding 
of our scientific interests. Our project is also 
well funded by the Department of the New 
Energy and Industrial Technology Development 
Organization (NEDO), and so we were able to 
pursue an optimal design for reliable 
performance,” Otomo says. In March 2009, the 
vacuum chamber was completed by the Kobe 
Steel Group, just as designed. The design had 
been in Otomo’s mind since 2001. “It was 
great to see NOVA materializing, just as we 
had envisioned.”

Interdisciplinary collaboration 
at KEK
In recent years, a new trend of interdisciplinary 
collaboration has flowered at KEK. In large 
part, this trend is due to the efforts of the 
recently established Detector Technology 
Project at KEK. “Prior to this, institutes within 
KEK were rather closed societies. We at KEK's 
Institute of Materials Structure Science (IMSS) 

developed everything by ourselves, including 
detectors,” says Otomo. “Now, detector 
physicists at the KEK's Institute of Particle and 
Nuclear Studies (IPNS) join our team and help 
us make the most of advanced detector 
technology.”

In particular, NOVA uses gas electron 
multipliers (GEM) for the detector to measure 

NOVA’s precursor experiment, KENS-HIT, studied hydrogen 
storage in graphite. The experiment found that half the absorbed 
hydrogen atoms are stored between the layers of graphite, and 
the other half are strongly bound to the carbon atoms. The atoms 
between the graphite layers are easily extractable for use as fuel.

Inside the NOVA 
vacuum tank, 
neutron shields 
(purple) are installed 
in radial direction to 
absorb unwanted 
neutrons.

An inside view of the NOVA vacuum 
tank. The complex structure of 
neutron shields spreads like a web.

http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/KEKDTP.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/KEKDTP.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/KEKDTP.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/KEKDTP.html
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the incident neutron beam before it hits the 
sample. GEMs are an advanced gaseous 
detector technology that allows two-
dimensional imaging. The resolution is a 1-
millimeter by 1-millimeter, around five times 
better than the helium wire chamber detectors 
that NOVA uses for the remainder of the 
neutron detectors. The detection rate is also 
two orders of magnitude greater, at one million 
signals per second.

“J-PARC produces a very intense neutron 
beam. The beam needs to be well focused to 
minimize the noise. The high performance GEM 
allows us to do this with high-quality 
monitoring,” says Otomo. “However, GEM is 
still a new technology, and has not yet been 
employed in large scale.” Because of the 
uncertainties surrounding this new technology, 
the team chose the time-tested and proven 
helium wire chambers, for detecting the less 
intense, scattered neutrons. 

Manyo library
In one way, Otomo’s role actually extends to all 
23 neutron beamlines at J-PARC. Back in 2003 
when NOVA was still 
seeking approval, 
Otomo 
wholeheartedly 
pursued one 
ambition: to unify all 
the software used for 
neutron analyses at 
J-PARC. This was 
not an easy mission 
because “skilled 
physicists are 
inclined to write their 
own code for their 
own purposes.” 

At times, Otomo's 
quest for unified 
neutron software 
was also a lonely 

pursuit. In 
terms of unified software, Japan had 
been lagging behind the international 
community. Attending international 
meetings, often the sole attendee 
from Japan, “contribution from our 
side was very limited.” Now, the 
neutron software team has grown to 
include 15 members, including at 
least one from each beamline. 
“When completed, we’ll be able to 
share software components among 
projects.” The standard framework, 
which is the first to be developed 
and could be an important 
contribution to the international 
community, is called the Manyo-lib, 
after the Japanese classic poetry 

anthology from seventh century B.C., 
Manyo-shu. Just as the poets in 
Monyo-shu were a diverse bunch, 
ranging from nobles to peasants, the 
team hopes to make the new software 
framework accessible to all levels of 
scientists. Dr. Jiro Suzuki of the 
computing research center at KEK 
coded the Manyo-lib. 

Another important software 
component, the data acquisition 
system (DAQ), of the neutron facility 
has been unified by a separate effort. 
The DAQ handles everything from the 
digitization of triggered data, the 
trigger selection, to storage. DAQ 
experts from the DTP, in joint effort 
with Otomo, developed a unified DAQ 
that can successfully handle the high 
rate of events at the neutron facility.

NOVA’s mission
The NOVA team is currently analyzing the data 
acquired during last year's trial run. Otomo said 

that their first priority was to design and 
develop a stable system using solid technology 
to realize hard performance. So far it has gone 
well. 

The team will begin examining various 
hydrogen storage alloys this fall. “Hydrogen 
energy is an important, environmentally friendly 
energy source for the future,” says Otomo. 
“NOVA has great potential for examining not 
just hydrogen storage materials, but more 
generally non-crystalline structures and liquids. 
Our biological world is filled with them.” Even 
after the long-awaited discovery of practical 
hydrogen storage materials, NOVA will continue 
to provide important advances far into the 
future.

Top row from left: 
the leader of NOVA 
team Prof. Toshiya 
Otomo of KEK, Dr. 
Keiji Itoh of Kyoto 
University, and Dr. 
Kentaro Suzuya of 
JAEA. Bottom row 
from left: Dr. 
Hidetoshi Oshita of 
KEK, and Dr. 
Naokatsu Keneko 
of KEK.

The 3D arrangement of NOVA helium detectors.

The NOVA beam monitor utilizes gas electron multipliers 
(GEM) developed by KEK’s Detector Technology Project 
(DTP) group. The GEM is an advanced gaseous detector that 
allows two-dimensional imaging, with a resolution of 1-
millimeter, and a detection rate of 109 neutrons every second.

Related Link:
KENS Neutron Science Division (Japanese) (http://neutron-www.kek.jp/)

Related Issue:
Detector technology project connects fields (P. 71)

http://neutron-www.kek.jp/
http://neutron-www.kek.jp/
http://neutron-www.kek.jp/
http://neutron-www.kek.jp/
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/KEKDTP.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2009/KEKDTP.html
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All radiation experiments in 
Physics use an array of detectors and 
analysis tools. The detectors sense photons or 
other particles, and produce the information 
needed for analysis. Everything that lies in 
between the detectors and the data analysis 
tools is part of the data acquisition system 
(DAQ). Although DAQ systems are not often 
discussed, they are a key part of many 
experiments, and often demand significant 
time and expertise to build.

A dream of both the former and current leaders 
of the DAQ project in the KEK Detector 
Technology Project (DTP), Dr. Yoshiji Yasu and 
Dr. Tomohisa Uchida, has been to standardize 
all necessary components of DAQ systems in 
order to provide nonprofessional users easy 
access to high performance DAQ systems. The 
next-generation DAQ project was the 
realization of their dream. The innovative 
feature of their DAQ package is the marriage of 
the hardware and software components. This 

is a challenge for DAQ scientists as some of 
the necessary software tools depend on the 
type of detectors. The DAQ team developed a 
complete, general-purpose package of DAQ to 
be used by scientists of many disciplines who 
are not necessarily DAQ experts. 

The scheme has seen many successes since 
its inception in 2006. Their standardized, fast, 
and easy-to-use DAQ package has now been 
installed at many beamlines at the Material and 
Life Facility (MLF) at the Japan Proton 

June 16, 2010

New network-based DAQ 
framework may simplify 
life for scientists
[Data Acquistino System, DAQ-Middleware, SiTCP]
The data acquisition system (DAQ) team at KEK’s Detector Technology 
Project is now offering the particle experiment community a standardized 
data acquisition system (DAQ) framework of both hardware and software. 
Learn here about the innovative, network-based readout electronics, and 
the all-in-one DAQ-Middleware.

The data acquisition system 
(DAQ) project team members 
at KEK’s detector technology 

project (DTP). From left: the 
project leader Dr. Tomohisa 

Uchida, Hiroshi Sendai, 
Kazuo Nakayoshi, Eiji Inoue, 

and the former project leader 
Dr. Yoshiji Yasu.

DEPARTMENT OF ADVANCED ACCELERATOR TECHNOLOGY
THE DETECTOR TECHNOLOGY PROJECT AT KEK
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Accelerator Complex (J-PARC) in Tokai, and has 
many potential applications in other fields of 
experimental particle physics. 
 
The hardware component of the new DAQ 
framework is a set of network-based electronics 
called silicon transmission control protocol 
(SiTCP), while the software component is called 
DAQ-Middleware. Signals from detectors are 
picked up by SiTCP, which transmits the data to 
PCs via a standard Ethernet and TCP/IP 
network, instead of detector-specific cables. 
The data is distributed, stored, and analyzed 
online by the DAQ-Middleware. DAQ-
Middleware is seamlessly accessible from PCs 
on network and is controlled by a user interface 
on a standard web browser.

Small, fast, and low-power
Tens of thousands of channels of detectors may 
send signals to a single DAQ. Each channel 
requires frontend readout electronics, which 
would transmit a high rate signal to multiple 
computers. Most experiment utilizes specialized 
cables for the transmission. At the back end of 
the DAQ, where PCs analyze the detector data, 
one would find a TCP/IP network. However, the 
frontend electronics, where the interfaces to the 
detectors were located, had no such 
standardized networking. This, Uchida thought, 
made flexible data distribution unnecessarily 
difficult.

Uchida’s innovative idea was to employ a 
network for the frontend electronics. In 2001, he 

set off to test the 
principle with a 
nonstandard 
network protocol. 
The use of a 
nonstandard 
protocol turned 
out to be a rather 
unpopular idea, 
but the test was a 
good learning 
experience. At 
that time, 
networks were 
speeding up 
rapidly, and the 
standardized 
network protocol 
used for the 
Internet boosted 
the network 
growth 
worldwide. 
Uchida traded his 
nonstandard 
protocol for 
Ethernet and 
TCP/IP, which 
were and are 
widely used and 
therefore much 
more cost-
effective.

Powerful 
hardware was 
necessary. One 
challenge was the 

extremely high 
data transmission rate 

required by particle experiments. A run-of-the-
mill particle experiment required a data 
transmission rate of one gigabit per second. 
Additionally, most experiments generally have 
very limited space for the frontend 
electronics, so any device would need 
to be extremely small. In short, he had 
to achieve the network performance 
level of one ordinary PC in a single 
chip.

Uchida’s solution was to build a highly 
specialized device, one specifically 
designed for TCP. To do this, he 
utilized an application specific 
integrated circuit (ASIC) implemented 
on a field programmable gate array 
(FPGA). “Creating a specialized device 
meant we needed to only include the 
necessary functions. This decreased 
the power consumption, and made 
the device smaller and faster,” says 
Uchida.
 
The key to designing smaller and 
faster hardware is to make full use of 
all resources on the device. This 
means distributing computational 
tasks as evenly as possible among the 
process modules on the device so 
that no modules are ever at rest. To do 
this, most people would build a 
controller module onto the chip. 
However, such a controller requires 

both additional space and additional power. 
Thus, Uchida designed his chip without a 
controller. On his chip, jobs are distributed 
among process modules by the equivalent of a 
bucket brigade. This required simple yet 
sophisticated design, and developing the logic 
was a challenge. Uchida applied all his skills 
and experience to this task, and after many 
test-and-modify cycles, he eventually found the 
right balance between simplicity and speed.

The resulting SiTCP is a silicon board with a 2-
centimeter by 2-centimeter FPGA whose 
network capability equals that of a standard 
desktop PC. Each device is responsible for one 
detector channel, and transmits data at a rate of 
one-gigabit per second. “The beauty of this 
scheme is that to access to your detectors, you 
just need a PC with an Internet connection,” 
says Uchida. With the Ethernet and TCP/IP 
capability, researchers can access detectors 
from their home institutions or anywhere else in 
the world via a standard Internet connection.

Solar-powered SiTCP 
for volcano observatory
The first experiment to take advantage of the 
potential of SiTCP is the neutrino observatory 
Super-Kamiokande. During the readout 
electronics upgrade in 2008, 500 SiTCP chips 
were delivered to Kamioka, and installed 
successfully. Since then, Uchida has worked 
with many other experiments and detectors.

One particularly interesting example is the 
development of power efficient readout 
electronics for cosmic-ray muon radiography of 
volcanoes. Cosmic-ray muon radiography 
measures the number of cosmic-ray muons that 
penetrate through a volcano over a period of 
one month or more. The high-density area of the 
volcano blocks muons, while low-density area 

The DAQ framework developed by the DTP DAQ team includes 
a hardware component and a software component. The 
hardware consists of silicon transmission control protocol 
circuit boards (SiTCP) which connect detector readout 
electronics to network via standard Ethernet and TCP/IP, while 
the software consists of the DAQ-Middleware which 
standardizes all software components, including data 
acquisition, analysis, and user interface.

The SiTCP board that allows real-time data transfer via gigabit 
Ethernet. The square chip at the center is a field 
programmable gate array (FPGA) on which the network 
capability is encoded.

Muon counter (center) and readout module 
(lower right). The low-power SiTCP hardware 
enabled solar-powered readout electronics 
for cosmic-ray muon radiography to probe 
volcano internal structure in real time. 
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does not interfere with the muon passage. The 
difference in the number of muons, therefore, 
provides information about the internal 
structure of the volcano. One major difficulty 
encountered when building an observatory 
near a volcano is that access to commercial 
power sources is generally limited.
 
To cope with such limited power availability, 
scientists developed nuclear emulsion film. 
Like the more common types of camera film, 
this film requires no power. This development 
made it possible to study the time-
independent internal structure of a volcano 
without requiring a power source. However, to 
study the changing structure of an active 
volcano, scientists needed real time 
information, and this required a more active 
technology. However, this in turn required 
readout electronics, and those require 
electrical power. 

Uchida, in collaboration with colleagues at the 
Earthquake Research Institute at the University 
of Tokyo, developed low-power readout 
electronics with a wireless LAN capability 
which could be powered by solar energy. The 

system has since been 
used to observe several 
volcanoes in Japan.

Other successful 
applications of SiTCP 
technology include 
electronics for the Hyper 
Suprime-Cam for the 
Subaru Telescope at the 
summit of Mauna Kea, 
Hawaii. Uchida has also 
worked with other 
advanced detectors such 
as the gas electron 
multiplier (GEM) and the 
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) 
board that other projects 
in the KEK DTP develop.

User-friendly, 
versatile 

DAQ middleware
Alongside the small, fast, power efficient 
readout electronics, the DAQ team has 
also focused on the backend software. 
Tens of thousands of channels of data, 
each having a transfer rate of one-gigabit 
per second, need to be distributed 
efficiently throughout the system. The 
DAQ team’s new middleware, called DAQ-
Middleware, unites all the required 
software components in one place. These 
components gather data, distribute data, 
build events, and analyze the data 
acquired by the detectors, with a user 
interface in a standard web browser. 

Leader of the DAQ project in the KEK 
Detector Technology Project (DTP) for 
three years, Dr. Yoshiji Yasu has a wealth 
of experience with DAQ in general. Yasu 
had long pondered what could be done to 
make DAQ systems more user-friendly. 
DAQ software systems in experiments are 
generally highly specialized, enormously 
complicated, and impossible to reuse. For 
example, at the ATLAS experiment at the 
Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the DAQ system 

is gigantic, having three layers of trigger 
systems, and employing more than 1,000 PCs. 
It is difficult to adapt components from the 
ATLAS DAQ for use in the type of small, 
single-beamline experiments which are much 
more common.

Yasu finally saw an opportunity when he heard 
about the robot technology middleware (RT-
Middleware) software, which is specified by 
international standard. A software package for 
the RT-Middleware is developed at the 
National Institute of Advanced Industrial 
Science and Technology (AIST) in Tsukuba. 
“The RT-Middleware software was developed 
not only for robot system but also for an 
embedded system. An embedded system has 
devices with sensors, readout electronics, and 
software to process, analyze, and store data,” 
says Yasu. “The framework was just what I 
was looking for.”

Yasu proposed developing the DAQ-
Middleware for the 2006-2008 next-generation 

DAQ project, and started developing DAQ 
specific tools to be implemented in the RT-
Middleware framework, in collaboration with 
colleagues at KEK and AIST.

One of the key technologies for the 
DAQ-Middleware is the web 
technology. When operators send a 
command via the control panel in their 
web browser, the DAQ-Operator 
software module calls an appropriate 
database with a list of DAQ-
Components to generate. For 
example, when ‘configure’ command 
is issued on operator’s client, the 
DAQ-Operator obtains the list of 
necessary components to display the 
requested information and generate 
them. “The advantage of this scheme 
is that when users need to change 
functions, such as functions of load 
distribution in the system, they can do 
so by just making modifications to the 
database. They do not need to modify 
the components or operations. On the 
other hand, in ordinary programming, 
such a change would require rewriting 
the program and recompiling all over 

DAQ-Middleware is based on the robot 
technology middleware (RT-Middleware) 
developed at the National Institute of 
Advanced Industrial Science and 
Technology (AIST) in Tsukuba.

The key technology of 
DAQ-Middleware is the 
web technology. Upon 
reception of a 
command from the 
control panel on a web 
browser, the DAQ-
Operator searches an 
XML database for the 
list of required DAQ-
components, and 
generates the 
components. The 
gatherer and monitor 
components in the 
readout module are the 
only software 
components that are 
detector-specific.

An image of Mt. Iwodake obtained by cosmic-ray muon 
radiography. Dark area represents high-density region, 
and light area represents low-density region. (Image 
courtesy of the Earthquake Research Institute at the 
University of Tokyo)
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again,” says Yasu. “This makes the DAQ-
Middleware a highly flexible system.”

The first two years of the project were spent on 
basic research, and on developing the pre-
prototype. In 2008, the prototype was installed 
in a neutron beamline at J-PARC, and was 
tested at the first beam commissioning. After a 
year-long debugging period, the DAQ-
Middleware was installed at another neutron 
beamline in 2009. The installation was without 
trouble, and the system was immediately 
successful, surprising everyone at the 
beamline, who were all familiar with the pains of 
DAQ systems in general. Now, at the Material 
and Life Facility (MLF) at J-PARC, over half of 
the twenty-three neutron beamlines and one 
muon beamline either have installed, or plan to 
install, the DAQ-Middleware.

Reusable repository and 
easy installation
For Yasu and his team members, challenges 
still remain. 

First, one objective is to make the DAQ-
Component reusable from experiments to 
experiments. For example, the DAQ-
Middleware depends on the software 
framework specification developed at the MLF 
according to their requirements. The DAQ-
Middleware repository for such experiment-
specific frameworks still needs improvements 
before it can be used in projects beyond MLF. 

Second, because the DAQ-Middleware is 
designed to be flexible, the installation of the 
software can still be a challenge for a non-
expert. “We aim for a seamless installation, one 
which is as easy as an installation of 
commercial software in an operating system 
such as Linux or Windows,” says Yasu.

A complete DAQ package
The team is united in their desire to create a 
versatile, user-friendly DAQ-Middleware. “The 
DAQ-Middleware is a new foundation for DAQ,” 
says team member Eiji Inoue. For the new 
DAQ-Middleware project leader, Kazuo 
Nakayoshi, the system is in the process of 
developing into a broader and more complete 
DAQ system, one which can easily be used in 
many different types of experiments. “The inter-
university network for collaborative 
development of the complete DAQ-Middleware 
is growing right now,” says he. “We hope to 
make good use of this opportunity for the 
continued improvement of the 
DAQ system.”

The combination of SiTCP 
hardware and DAQ-Middleware 
software offers a complete, 
network-based DAQ system 
package, which is flexible, easily 
installed, and easy-to-use. For a 
complete DAQ implementation, 
there are just two detector-
specific components necessary: 
the gatherer software module, 
and the monitor software 
module. The gatherer module is 
essentially a device driver to 
connect SiTCP’s to detectors, 
and the monitor module is 
software to monitor the 
detectors. Specific detector 
software components have been 
developed for several detectors, 
including position sensing 
detectors (PSD), scintillation 
counters, and GEMs. 
“Development of the detector-
specific components requires 

some programming skills,” says Yasu. 
“However, the framework is there, meaning 
programmers just need to worry about their 
readout components, but not the basic 
communications among DAQ parts.”

Meanwhile, Uchida is continuing to improve the 
SiTCP hardware. This year, the SiTCP FPGA 
chips will become capable of processing data 
at a rate of ten gigabit per second. His other 
current project is clock synchronization using 
networks. For proper job distribution among 
networked computing resources, the system 
clocks of every computer in the network need 
to be synchronized. Generally, the time is 
defined by a nest of clock systems, which is 
itself extremely complicated. “Now that the 
readout electronics are on a network, we can 
talk about synchronizing clocks using a 
network clock,” says Uchida. This is not a 
straightforward job. Networks have jitter, and 
the arrival time of a packet can vary. Uchida is 
investigating possibilities to work around this 
difficulty.

The complete package of DAQ for particle 
experiments and observatories, with installation 
tools and full documentation, is now available, 
and will be a great benefit to scientists of many 
disciplines.

The advantage of the DAQ-Middleware is the flexibility of component 
configuration, and reusability of already developed components.

Of the twenty-three neutron beamlines at J-PARC, 
twelve beamlines have either installed (light blue) or 
plan to install the DAQ-Middleware.

Related Link:
DAQ-Middleware (Japanese) 

(http://daqmw.kek.jp/intro.html)
RT-Middleware Official Page 

(http://www.openrtm.org/OpenRTM-aist/)
KEK Detector Technology Project  

(http://rd.kek.jp/index_e.html)
J-PARC (http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html)

Related Issue:
NOVA: neutron spectroscopy for a better 

environment (P. 153)

Paper:
Cosmic-ray muon imaging of magma in a conduit: Degassing process of Satsuma-
Iwojima Volcano, Japan 
(http://www.agu.org/pubs/crossref/2009/2008GL036451.shtml)
Hyper Suprime-Cam: CCD readout electronics 
(http://hdl.handle.net/2261/20451)
Hardware-Based TCP Processor for Gigabit Ethernet
(http://hdl.handle.net/2261/15490)
Space Saving and Power Efficient Readout System for Cosmic-Ray Muon Radiography
(http://hdl.handle.net/2261/24465)
Development of a data acquisition sub-system using DAQ-Middleware 
Functionality of DAQ-Middleware
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Detecting single photons to 
picosecond (a trillionth second) time resolution 
is something like hitting a 'hole in one' in golf 
at a distance greater than the distance from 
the Moon. Yet that is the type of precision 
required for the photon detectors to be used in 
the proposed SuperKEKB-BelleII experiment. 
The proposed KEKB-Belle upgrade, the 
SuperKEKB-Belle II experiment, will have 40 
times the luminosity of its predecessor. These 

collisions will produce many particles of 
unknown quark composition and energy. Many 
of these particles decay while flying inside the 
Belle II detector. The job of this mammoth 
detector will be to measure the properties of 
these particles and determine their trajectories. 
 
“One of the most critical things that we will be 
measuring is flavorful final states. That is, we 
want to know whether or not there are any 

strange quarks present in an event, in addition 
to the more common up and down quarks,” 
explains one of the two co-leaders of the Belle 
II barrel particle identification detector (PID) 
team, Prof. Gary Varner of the University of 
Hawaii. “The easiest way to determine that is 
by measuring kaons.”

The purpose of the PID is to identify the type of 
charged particles, particularly pions and kaons. 

June 23, 2010

 

The TOP counter: a new method 
for particle identification
[Belle II, Particle Identification Detector, Time-Of-Propagation Counter]
The newly developed time-of-propagation (TOP) counter is starting to gather 
attention from the experimental particle physics community. The TOP counter is 
now of the baseline detector for the barrel particle identification at the next-
generation B-Factory experiment, KEK’s Belle II. Read on to learn more about the 
design of this TOP counter and the international team involved in its development.

The Belle barrel PID team 
during a beam test at the 

Fuji experimental hall at 
KEK. Prof. Kenji Inami of 

Nagoya University (middle 
top) is one of the two co-

leaders of the team.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE BELLE II EXPERIMENT AT KEK
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Pions and kaons are both mesons made of a 
quark and an anti-quark. Pions contain only up 
and down quarks (or anti-quarks), whereas 
kaons have one of the up or down quarks 
replaced by a strange quark. Pions are lighter 
than kaons, and so travel faster than kaons for 
the same momentum, which is the quantity 
measured by the drift chamber in the magnetic 
field of the Belle II solenoid. Thus, one can 
distinguish the two particles based on their 
speed.

The threshold method
The Belle PID has two components: a barrel and 
an endcap. In the original Belle detector, high-
momentum particle identification in barrel region 
was based on a simple black-and-white 
method, the threshold method. When pions and 
kaons travel through an aerogel radiator, they 
emitting light, called Cerenkov light, when their 
velocity exceeds the speed of light in the 
radiator. The emission angle depends on the 
index of refraction of the aerogel and on the 
velocity of the particles. Namely, by choosing 
the index of refraction of the aerogel one can 
design a detector in which particles slower than 
the speed of light in that material index would 
not emit Cerenkov light at all. In this carefully 
chosen aerogel PID, pions would emit Cerenkov 
light, but kaons would not. 

However, kaons can interact with other detector 
components, giving rise to unwanted signals. 
The most significant of which is the interaction 
with the face plate of the photo sensor. To 
improve the detector efficiency, something more 
than the simple threshold method was needed.
 

Time-of-propagation for 
precise identification
In the US, the BaBar detector at SLAC, a 
friendly rival to KEKB-Belle, had a more 
ambitious barrel PID design, the detector of 
internally reflected Cerenkov light (DIRC). The 
DIRC design uses measurements of the exact 
emission angle of Cerenkov light via two-
dimensional hit positions on a photo sensor 
array. Since the Cerenkov light propagates at a 
speed slower than the particle itself in the 

quartz media, it forms a cone-shaped shock-
front, just like a mach cone formed along the 
leading edges of a plane during supersonic 
flight. The Cerenkov cone then forms a ring 
image when projected onto an image plane. The 
DIRC counter projects the ring image, and by 
measuring the opening angle of the ring, particle 
types are identified.

“The DIRC was a remarkable accomplishment,” 
says Varner, who in the past worked on the 
Belle barrel PID electronics as a 
graduate student. “We want to 
take advantage of best things that 
were done in the BaBar effort, 
with two boundary conditions: 
one, it has to fit within the existing 
Belle detector, without significant 
change to the Belle II structure; 
and two, it must be affordable.”

Although the upgraded version of 
the DIRC, the focusing DIRC, has 
demonstrated excellent resolution 
for Belle II’s barrel PID, it is too 
large, and would not fit within the 
existing Belle detector. The Belle 
II barrel PID needs to be 
compact. The Cerenkov ring 
developed in the quartz radiator is 
propagated to the ends of the bar 
for readout. In the endcap region, 
the incident particles—such as 
pions and kaons—usually arrive 
perpendicular to the detector, and 
there is enough space to allow 
the image to expand so that the 
ring image can be directly 
recorded. In the barrel region, 
photons can hit at nearly any 
angle, from perpendicular to 
modestly shallow. Covering the 
large barrel with precision sensors 
is financially not feasible. In the 
Belle II barrel PID, radial space is 
also much more constrained, so 
that the direct measurement of 
the Cerenkov ring is not realistic.
 
As an alternative to the DIRC 

counter, scientists at Nagoya University 
proposed a new, innovative idea. Instead of 
imaging the Cerenkov ring, they proposed to 
measure the emission angle of the Cerenkov 
light from the time-of-propagation (TOP).

Cerenkov photons emitted by particles as they 
travel through the quartz bar are confined within 
the bar by total internal reflection. They 
repeatedly reflect off the walls of the bar, 
following a zig-zag path, until they reach the 

↑A cut view of the Belle II detector. The particle identification 
detector (PID) has two components: the barrel PID (light 
blue) and the forward endcap PID (orange). A time-of-
propagation (TOP) counter will be used for barrel PID.

↓The TOP counter measures the emission angle of 
Cerenkov photons using time-of-propagation of the photons 
down a quartz bar to distinguish between kaons and pions.

Cerenkov photons are emitted along the path of a 
particle inside quartz bar. The photons propagate 
down the bar by repeated internal reflections. The 
direct photons will reach the detectors first, while 
the reflected photons will be much slower. The 
horizontal axis presents the horizontal direction of 
the quartz bar, and the vertical axis presents time 
since the time of particle impact on the bar. Red 
dots show pions, and blue dots show kaons.
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end of the bar, where they are read out by 
photo sensors. The number of times that a 
Cerenkov photon is reflected before it reaches 
the detector is related to the angle at which 
the photon was emitted by the original 
particle. The number of reflections is, in turn, 
related to the time it takes for a Cerenkov 
photon to travel the length of the bar. This time 
is also known as the time of propagation. 
Therefore, by measuring the time of 
propagation, one can infer the angle of 
emission, and thus the type of particle.

The TOP counter was originally proposed by 
Nagoya University physicist Prof. Takayoshi 
Ohshima in 1998. A proof-of-concept TOP 
counter was built and tested also at Nagoya 
University in 2000-2001, using existing 
technologies. With a refined quartz bar and 
photo sensors, a prototype of the Belle II PID 
conceptual design has also been built and 
tested by Nagoya scientists in 2002.

Focusing rays to 
improve 
time resolution
In principle, the TOP method 
can identify particles with much 
higher precision than the 
original threshold method. 
Unfortunately, there was one 
critical issue with this method. 
Specifically, the issue is that the 
speed of propagation of light 
inside the quartz bar differs 
slightly depending on the 
wavelength of the light. As the 
result, the information 
physicists can induce about 
time smears out in space, 
worsening the time resolution. 
This effect, called chromatic 
dispersion, had been pointed 
out in another Cerenkov-type 
counter, the correlated 
Cerenkov timing detector, 
originally developed by Ohio 
State University.

The solution to the problem of chromatic 
dispersion was proposed by Nagoya 
University physicist Prof.. Kenji Inami, the 
other co-leader of the Belle barrel PID group. 
He proposed attaching a 
concave mirror to the 
end of the quartz bar 
so that parallel rays 
of photons would be 
focused into a single 
pixel of a photo 
sensor. The 
chromatically 
dispersed rays are 
detected by 
separate channels 
instead of a single 
channel. In effect, the detector can track the 
time of arrival more precisely, improving the 
time resolution. Once realizing this, Inami 
immediately started simulation studies, and 
then built a successful prototype.

“The difference in propagation speeds 
due to chromatic dispersion 

becomes more significant as 
photons propagate farther,” 
explains Inami. “If an incident 
particle hits the end of the bar that 
is farthest away from the photo 
sensors, the time resolution could 
be as much as 250 picoseconds. 
The introduction of the focusing 
mirror reduced this error by half.”

Expanding rays to get 
improved spatial 
information
Another beautiful idea developed 
by the PID team was to spread out 
the Cerenkov rays that reached at 
the end of bar. This improves Belle 
II's ability to measure the rays’ 
spatial distribution. A small 
expansion region, called the wedge, 
is attached to the bar just in front of 

the photo sensors. This wedge permits the 
Cerenkov photons to spread out across the 
sensors at the end of the bar. In this case two 
rows of photo sensors, instead of a single row, 
are attached to the end of each module.

“We came up with this idea as a team. It 
seemed the natural thing to do,” says Varner. 
“In a pure TOP counter, the time measurement 
is everything. The wedge adds a little bit of 
additional spatial information, which helps in 
particle identification.”

The final TOP counter is a quartz bar, 2.5 
meters in length, with a wedge attached to the 
photo sensor side, and a focusing mirror on 
the other. Two rows of 16 photo sensors are 
attached at the end of wedge, covering the full 
45-centimeter width. There are 16 TOP 
modules to cover the barrel PID, which has 
more than 8,000 readout channels altogether.
 

Developing a new, 
high-performance 
photo detector
The TOP counter requires extremely high 
quality photo sensors. These sensors must 
have good timing and position resolution, high 
quantum efficiency, large effective area, high 
magnetic field tolerance, and a square shape. 

All previous high precision timing photo 
sensors had a circular shape, and none 
satisfied the stringent performance 
requirements.

In conjunction with Hamamatsu Photonics 
Co., the Nagoya team developed a new type 
of photomultiplier tube (PMT), the 
microchannel plate photomultiplier tube (MCP-
PMT). As in a regular PMT, a photocathode 
converts incident photons into electrons. 
Within the tube, using a dynode chain in a 
standard tube, these original electrons are 
amplified to become as many as 106 
electrons. 

The MCP-PMT uses plates instead of dynodes 
for the amplification process. Each plate has 
many circular pores around 10-micrometers in 
diameter, and 30- to 40-micrometers apart. 
When a photon arrives, the electrons leaving 
the photocathode are accelerated towards the 
plates by an applied voltage. Electrons that 
enter the pores bounce along the inside of the 
pores, each time producing more and more 
electrons.

The amplification is about the same order as 
that of regular PMTs. The difference is 
improved timing. “Because the electron 

This focusing mirror was developed to compensate 
for the effects of chromatic dispersion on the 
Cerenkov photons.

The MCP-PMT, which was developed jointly by 
Hamamatsu Photonics Co. and the barrel PID 
group at the Nagoya University.

A wedge will be added to the front of the microchannel plate 
photomultiplier tubes (MCP-PMT) in order to gain additional 
spatial information about the Cerenkov light. 
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amplification occurs in a very spatially confined 
region, the spread in transit time is very small,” 
explains Varner. “While the transit time of 
electrons in a regular photon detector can vary 
from 0.5 to 3 nanoseconds, the range in an 
MCP-PMT is just 50 picoseconds or less.”

One particular challenge the development team 
had was the short lifetime of the prototype 
MCP-PMT's. “Electrons produced at the 
photocathode can interact with residual air 
molecules inside the MCP-PMT, or with plate 
materials. These interactions then produce 
ions, which can return to the photocathode in 
the presence of high voltage, and damage the 
photocathode,” says Inami. “This degrades the 
photocathode efficiency very quickly.”

Inami and his colleagues at Hamamatsu spent 
three years working out a solution. They 

changed the internal structure of the device, 
and developed a cleaning process 
to reduce the unwanted chemical 
reactions of photoelectrons. A 
successful prototype was finally 
tested and proved suitable in 2008.

A large and active 
international team
The barrel PID team is a large 
international collaboration of 
physicists and engineers, including 
10 from Nagoya University, 11 from 
the University of Hawaii, 7 from the 
University of Cincinnati, and 12 
from the University of Ljubljana. 
The PID group is the largest 
international group at Belle II.

“The collaboration has tackled many issues in 
an analytical and critical manner, and has done 
so in a way that is possible only in a group with 
broad photo sensor backgrounds,” says the 
barrel PID liaison and one of the co-leaders of 
the endcap PID group, Prof. Ichiro Adachi of 
KEK. “We are very fortunate to have been able 
to make our own decisions, without the need 
for external panels or committees.”

The collaboration is now working towards a 
prototype for the detailed design of the barrel 
PID. It is critical to prepare for mass production 
of the quartz bars early. “The quartz bar surface 
must be flat to the order of the photon 
wavelengths. In this case, that means in the 
range of 400 nanometers to 700 nanometers,” 
says Varner. “The manufacture of such 
precision quartz bars is extremely challenging, 
and only a few companies in the world have the 
equipment and know-how to do it.” Zygo Co. in 
the US has been chosen to be one of the 

manufacturers of the barrel PID 
modules, which will be provided in 
two-year time.
 
Meanwhile, Nagoya has been 
working on further methods to 
compensate for chromatic 
dispersion. Since the effects of 
dispersion are more significant at 
shorter wavelengths, the team plans 
to implement a filter to remove 
photons with those shorter, more 
problematic wavelengths. 
Optimization studies by simulation, 
and beam test verification of the 
final counter design are planned.

“From detailed performance studies 
to actual construction, there is much 
work to be done,” says Adachi. “We 
are expecting many more new 
researchers in our group.”

A subset of the Belle II Barrel PID researchers at University of Hawaii, with co-leader, Prof. 
Gary Varner, second from the right.

In the newly 
developed MCP-
PMT, electrons 
produced at the 
photocathode enter 
pores in 
microchannel plates 
(MCP) where the 
electrons are 
multiplied. This 
design gives 
significantly better 
single-photon time 
resolution than those 
of standard 
photomultiplier tubes.

A prototype TOP counter tested at Nagoya 
University.
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A hundred trillion cells. That is the 
number of eukaryotic cells in the human body. 
Each living cell is an enormously elaborate 
system designed for survival and growth. Each 
cell houses genetic material, the mechanisms 
to generate, modify, and transport proteins. 
Additionally, each cell orchestrates its own 
metabolism, including cell division, and the 
lifecycle of proteins. One interesting function of 
a cell—one which is particularly important to 
understand if you are a drug designer—is the 
regulation of responses to external stimuli. 
 

The life of a protein molecule starts with 
protein synthesis. This is the first stage of the 
protein lifecycle. Here, genetic information in 
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is copied to 
produce a ribonucleic acid (RNA) strand. This 
process is called transcription. The RNA strand 
then undergoes post-transcriptional 
modification, where it becomes messenger 
RNA (mRNA). The mRNA binds to a large 
protein complex and RNA, called a ribosome, 
which decodes the mRNA information and 
creates a protein. This process is called 
translation. The synthesized protein generally 
undergoes further modification with other 
types of proteins, called modification proteins. 

This is the process of post-translational 
modification. When the modification is done, 
proteins are transported to their proper 
destinations.

Cells decide the type of proteins to produce 
depending on their current requirements. In 
particular, when the cell regulates the immune 
response to external signals such as viruses, a 
protein complex called the nuclear factor 
kappa B, or NF-kappaB, controls the 
transcription of DNA. NF-kappaB is the key 
player in regulating the immune response to 
infectious diseases. The incorrect regulation 
thereof is linked to tumors, inflammatory 

June 30, 2010

Understanding the immune 
response mechanism 
with protein crystallography
[Ubiquitin, NEMO, Ectodermal Dysplasia, Drug Design]
Scientists at KEK Photon Factory are exploring protein lifecycles—the 
production, modification, and transportation of proteins—using synchrotron 
radiation X-ray crystallography. Here, read a story about a regulatory protein 
called ubiquitin binding to a helical protein NEMO, and how a better 
understanding of the protein will help drug designers to control immune 
response in our body.

Dr. Simin Rahighi of KEK 
solved the structure of a 

protein called the NEMO-
ubiquitin complex, 

unlocking the mechanism 
of immune response in 

eukaryotic cells.

INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS STRUCTURE SCIENCE
STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY RESEARCH CENTER AT KEK

http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/PFandProfYonath.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/PFandProfYonath.html
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diseases, and improper immune developments.

The dream of the structural biology scientists at 
KEK is to understand the lifecycle of proteins 
using crystallography. According to Prof. Soichi 
Wakatsuki, the director of both the Photon 
Factory at KEK and the Structural Biology 
Research Center at KEK, the job of a structural 
biologist is to look at structures and try to 
understand the function of these structures. 
Understanding the protein modification and 
transportation process has been the primary 
goal of an international team of over 30 

structural biology laboratories from 8 countries 
for over ten years.
 
“After post-translational modification, proteins 
are released to do their work. The destination of 
a protein is sometimes written into the 
sequence of the protein, while other times 
protein is modified to be dictated its 
destination,” explains Wakatsuki. “The system 
that coordinates the delivery of proteins is very 
complex, because not all required information 
can be written in genes. These are things we 
would like to understand at the atomic level.”

Post-translational modification
and the ubiquitin world
In post-translational modification, the cell can 
add new functions to newly generated proteins. 
According to Wakatsuki, this modification is 
analogous to a person putting on makeup, and 
it can involve many different types of make-up 
processes. Such processes include structural 
change, chemical alteration of the amino acids 
in the protein, the addition of functional groups, 
or the addition of other proteins. 

Depending on the necessary functions, proteins 
need to make up with different set of 
modification molecules. For example, in 
regulation of the NF-kappaB proteins, a 
modification process called ubiquitination 
plays a significant role. During ubiquitination, 
one or more regulatory proteins called ubiquitin 
bond to the target protein. Ubiquitin, so named 
because its existence is ubiquitous, is a very 
simple protein, composed of only 76 amino 
acids. However, this simple structure gives rise 
to some complex chemistry, as a ubiquitin 
molecule has the ability to bond to another 
ubiquitin molecule in eight different ways.

Until recently, only seven types of ubiquitin-
ubiquitin bonding were known. The last amino 
acid in the ubiquitin molecule, the tail, was 
known to bind to any of the seven lysines—
6th, 11th, 27th, 29th, 33rd, 48th, or 63rd amino 
acids—in another ubiquitin molecule. Then, in 
2008, a group from Osaka University 
discovered a new type of connection which 
they called the linear chain. In a linear chain, 
the head of one ubiquitin molecule bonds with 
the tail of another.

The number of links in a ubiquitin chain could 
be, theoretically, any number. With the addition 

↓After a protein is generated in the process of 
translation, it undergoes various additional modifications 
to gain the functionality necessary to do its job. 
Afterwards, it is transported to its destination.

↑Prof. Sohichi Wakatsuki of KEK, the director 
of both the Photon Factory and the Structural 
Biology Research Center at KEK, stands 
behind the newly built X-ray crystallography 
beamline at KEK's Photon Factory. The 
beamline started operation in late May 2010.

A model of ubiquitin signaling in the nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of 
activated B cells (NF-kappaB). It was known that when ubiquitins bond to the 
NF-kappaB essential modifier (NEMO), the inhibitor kappa B kinases (I-kappaB) 
are released, activating the NF-kappaB. The NF-kappaB then penetrates deep 
inside the nucleus, and promotes transcription of DNA related to immune system 
response.
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of the head-to-tail linear linkage, the number of 
possible combinations of multiple ubiquitins 
linked quickly grew. Approximately 27,000 
papers have already been published on 
ubiquitin so far. “The ubiquitin world is new, 
and the horizon is wide open and far away,” 
says Wakatsuki.

Finding NEMO… with ubiquitin
While exploring the ubiquitin world, Dr. Simin 
Rahighi of KEK, a postdoc at Wakatsuki’s 
laboratory, made several major findings, 
eventually uncovering the biological 
importance of the linear di-ubiquitin molecule. 
Through a combination of hard work, and a 
little bit of chance, Rahighi was able to 
develop a very clear picture of the NF-kappaB 
essential modifier (NEMO) binding to a linear 
di-ubiquitin, in which two ubiquitin molecules 
are connected by a head-to-tail bond. This 
structure of the NEMO-di-ubiquitin complex 
amazed the community and also stirred up a 
controversy.
  
The strand of ubiquitin is folded up into a very 
small volume in a particular way. It happens 
that, in this folded configuration, the head of 
the protein is very close to the K63 amino acid 
(‘K’ stands for lysine, while the number stands 
for the address of the amino acid). Because of 
the geometrical proximity, the shape of the 
head-to-tail linear di-ubiquitin is very similar to 
that of the K63 linked di-ubiquitin. Since 
protein function is strongly influenced by 
protein shape, many people, including 
Wakatsuki, thought that the biological function 
of these two di-ubiquitin structures would be 
very similar.

The shapes may be similar, but the two di-
ubiquitins—linear and K63 linked—greatly 
differed in the difficulty of actually producing 
them. The K63 lysine linkage, where the tail of 
one ubiquitin binds to the K63 amino acid of 
another, is not spontaneous. It does not simply 

happen when you bring the parts close 
together. In fact, creating the bond requires 
complicated chemical manipulations including 
three different enzymes.
  
On the other hand, a di-ubiquitin with linear 
linkage was much simpler to synthesize. The 
head-to-tail structure could be created through 
simple genetic engineering. Instead of linking 
after the protein synthesis, the two DNA 
sequences of ubiquitin are first connected 
before the protein synthesis so that it 
produces a linearly linked di-ubiquitin. “Many 
years of development in genetic engineering 
now allow us to freely change DNA 
sequences,” says Wakatsuki. “In fact, most of 
proteins used in biological experiments are 
now produced by genetic engineering.”

The idea now was to take a shortcut to finding 
the biological function of the K63 linked di-
ubiquitin. Instead of trying 
to produce the difficult 
K63 linked di-ubiquitin, 
Wakatsuki and Rahighi 
thought, why don’t they 
produce similar shaped 
linear di-ubiquitin and 
see how it interacts 
with other interesting 
proteins such as 
NEMO?

With this new strategy, 
Rahighi set off to see 
how a linear di-ubiquitin 
would interact with 
NEMO. The first step 
was a test using a 
measurement method 
called surface Plasmon 
resonance (SPR), which 
measures the degree of 
resonance between two 
molecules. The results 
surprised everyone. The 

resonance curves showed that 
linear di-ubiquitin strongly 
binds to NEMO, while the K63 
linked di-ubiquitin did not.

Crystallizing the 
ubiquitin-NEMO 
complex
Excited by these results, 
Rahighi began trying to grow 
crystals of NEMO in order to 
discover the structure of 
NEMO. This was in October 
2006. Just six months later, 
she was able to solve the 
NEMO structure. Next, she 
launched into a new project: 
growing crystals of the NEMO 
and linear di-diubiquitin 
complex.

Growing clean, flawless 
crystals with exact periodic 
structure is the key to 
crystallography, and yet it is 

very difficult with small, 
dynamic biomolecules. Rahighi 

tested a hundred different detergent additives, 
and hundreds of different growing conditions. 
Eventually, she succeeded, and brought her 
crystals to the KEK Photon Factory. There, she 
shot the crystals with X-ray beam, and 
examined the resulting diffraction patterns. “I 
was able to get good diffraction data that were 
supposed to be sufficient for my analyses,” 
says Rahighi.

Then, she ran into a problem. Despite the 
diffracting quality crystals and good data, 
Rahighi was unable to solve the structure. To 
solve a structure, one needs two bits of 
information: the intensity and the phase of the 
diffracted X-rays. Current detectors can record 
the intensity, but not the phase. Phase was 
something scientists needed to infer from 
some known or produced reference structure. 
Rahighi tried different reference structures, but 

The degree of resonance between NEMO and different 
types of di-ubiquitin were measured by looking at the 
reflection of light from the surface of NEMO-ubiquitin 
crystals. Contrary to everyone’s expectation, the linear 
di-ubiquitin and the K63 linked di-ubiquitin gave very 
different results.

Ubiquitin is a simple 
protein, consisting of just 
76 amino acids. Seven 
lysines (marked with the 
letter K) in the ubiquitin 
molecule can link to the 
tail amino acid of another 
ubiquitin. A K63 linkage 
(top), and the head amino 
acid links to the tail of 
another ubiquitin forming 
a linear di-ubiquitin 
(bottom). The linear di-
ubiquitin was thought to 
be functionally similar to 
the K63 linked di-
ubiquitin because two 
structures are similar.
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none worked. The results always had a 
discontinuous or unexpected electron density. 
This was the beginning of her yearlong 
expedition into trials of various phasing 
methods.

“The approach was basically try-and-error,” 
says Rahighi. “It was very frustrating. I knew I 
was so close to the goal, yet it was still so far.” 
In her experiment, she tried introducing heavy 
atoms into protein crystals, got diffractions, but 
signals from heavy atoms were not sufficient for 
phasing. She also tried mutating her protein 
complex in various ways, none of which 
worked for her until she came across one rather 
uncommon approach: surface entropy 
reduction (SER).

SER is an experimental method, in which some 
of the amino acid residues located at the 
surface of the protein are mutated to lower the 
surface entropy. In particular, the residues in 
NEMO proteins that have long side chains are 
mutated to shorter ones. This in turn reduces 
the entropy—randomness—of the system, 
making it easier to crystallize. 

With SER, the structure of the resulting NEMO-
ubiquitin complex could be solved, and showed 
a clear binding between two linearly linked di-
ubiquitins and the NEMO molecule. Up to this 
point, scientists knew that NEMO bind to linear 
ubiquitin chains much stronger than to K63 
linked ubiquitin chains, but did not know why. 
The crystallography gave a definitive answer to 
this question.

The most accurate 
NEMO-ubiquitin structure
At first, Rahighi’s finding was met with 
skepticism. A model of NEMO-ubiquitin 
structure had already been published by a 
group at the Weill Cornell Medical College in 
the journal Molecular Cell in January 2009. 
Based on nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
spectroscopy, they believed the NEMO-
ubiquitin structure consisted of a single di-
ubiquitin binding to one NEMO dimer.

Their di-ubiquitin-NEMO picture did not agree 
with Rahighi’s crystalline structure in which two 
di-ubiquitins binding to either side of one 
NEMO dimer. She did some more research, and 
found several pieces of medical evidence 
suggesting that the linear 
di-ubiquitin picture was 
the most accurate model 
of NEMO and ubiquitin 
bonding. For example, 
her model could explain 
the effects of a severe 
disease called 
ectodermal dysplasia 
(EDA). Three residues in 
EDA patients’ NEMO 
were known to be 
mutated, and are all 
involved in binding with 
linear di-ubiquitin. If any 
of the three residues are 
mutated, then binding 

would not occur. The 
malfunctioning of the 
binding of the residues 
would entirely prevent 
the activation of NF-
kappaB.

Rahighi's results can be 
applied to drug design. 
For example, when an 
immune response in our 
body is causing 
damage, as is the case 
with hay fever, one can 
suppress the level of 
response by cutting 
away the linear ubiquitin 
chain from NEMO in 
only the area of 
inflammation. “In drug 
design, drug delivery to 
the target area is 
extremely important,” 
says Wakatsuki. “We 
also study genetic 
modification of protein 
transport to bring about 

speedy drug delivery.”

“We study basic science, which provides basis 
for further practical investigations. It is very nice 
to find something that is useful to our health,” 
says Rahighi. “Crystallography is the most 
powerful tool we have to study molecules, and I 
enjoy using it to see biosystems at the atomic 
level.” 

At the KEK Photon Factory, a new beamline 
BL-1A just began operation last month, 
producing brilliant, low-energy X-ray beam. 
This enables structural biology scientists to 
solve the phase problem using anomalous 
signals from sulfur atoms in natural protein 
crystals. Rahighi continues to explore the 
ubiquitin world with the new beamline.

Rahighi’s work found two 
linear di-ubiquitins binding to 
one NEMO dimer (the two 
central spirals).

Using the newly discovered NEMO-ubiquitin structure, 
scientists can design drugs to control the immune 
response.

The linear di-ubiquitin-NEMO picture can explain the ectodermal 
dysplasia (EDA). Three residues in EDA patients’ NEMO are known 
to be mutated, and are all involved in bonding to linear di-ubiquitin. 
The mutation prohibits the ubiquitins from bonding to NEMO.

Related Link:
Structural Biology Research Center 
(http://pfweis.kek.jp/eng/index.html)

Photon Factory (http://pfwww.kek.jp/index.html)

Related Issue:
The 2009 Nobel Prize in Chemistry and KEK’s Photon Factory

(P. 123)

Paper:
Specific recognition of linear ubiquitin chains by NEMO is 
important for NF-kappaB activation.
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19303852)
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The atoms within a solid are not 
entirely still. They vibrate. They also interact 
with each other. This means that an excitation 
in one atom can be transmitted to its 
neighbors, then transmitted to their neighbors, 
and so on. This moving collective excitation is 
called a wave.

There are several different types of excitation 
which can travel through a solid in waves. For 
example, take lattice vibration in the crystal 
structure of a solid. The vibrational excitation in 
a lattice gives rise to wave modes, called 
phonons. Phonons play a crucial role in 

determining the physical properties of solids. 
Another example is a spin wave. Each atom in 
solid sometimes acts like a tiny magnet, and 
this characteristic is called spin. The excitation 
of spin states can also cause waves. The 
quantized modes of a spin wave are called 
magnons.
 
“Both lattice waves and spin waves are the 
result of atomic interactions," explains Prof. 
Shinichi Itoh of KEK, the leader of the High 
Resolution Chopper Spectrometer (HRC) 
group. “By looking at how waves propagate, 
we can infer something about the interactions 
among the atoms in a material, and about the 

July 7, 2010

Using neutrons to see waves in a solid
[Neutron Chopper, Spin Wave, Fermi Chopper, T0 Chopper]
In March 2010, construction was mostly completed on a new neutron 
spectrometer at the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex 
(J-PARC); the new device is the High Resolution Chopper Spectrometer 
(HRC). The HRC will explore the hidden motion of atoms within solid 
materials. Read here about how the HRC pushes the boundaries of neutron 
spectroscopy, and how the state-of-the-art equipment the HRC team 
developed has made this possible.

Installation of the 
High Resolution 

Chopper 
Spectrometer (HRC) 
at the Japan Proton 

Accelerator 
Research Complex 

(J-PARC).

Prof. Shinichi Itoh of KEK is the 
leader of the High Resolution 
Chopper Spectrometer (HRC) group.

INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS STRUCTURE SCIENCE
NEUTRON SCIENCE AT J-PARC
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physical structure of the material.”

The purpose of the new HRC, which is located 
at the Japan Proton Accelerator Research 
Complex (J-PARC), is to measure how waves 
propagate in solids. It will do so with high 
resolution, and it has the ability to observe 
waves with a wide range of energy and 
momentum. Specifically, the HRC is expected 
to produce high resolution measurements at 
energy levels up to a thousand times greater 
than that of conventional neutron spectrometers 
installed at research reactors. Additionally, the 
HRC will be able to make measurements of spin 
waves on both crystalline samples and powder 
samples. Ordinary neutron spectrometers are 
limited to just crystalline samples.

Built in a collaborative effort between KEK and 
the University of Tokyo, the HRC is the result of 
the team’s persistence, and their commitment to 
precision engineering. In particular, KEK 
Neutron Science Division (KENS) and KEK 
Mechanical Engineering Center (MEC) have 
worked together on major improvements to 
several experimental devices, including large-
area aluminum windows, the T0 (pronounced ‘t-
zero’) chopper, and the Fermi chopper.

How a neutron chopper works
Neutron scientists produce neutrons by 
bombarding the neutron target with J-PARC’s 
high intensity pulsed proton beam. The 
generated high energy neutrons are moderated 
to give the lower energy neutrons. Neutrons in 
each pulse, whose energies ranging from milli-
eV to GeV, travel inside neutron mirror guide at 
different speeds.

The job of neutron choppers is to remove the 
portion of a neutron beam which has neutrons 
with unwanted energy, so that only neutrons 
with the desired energy reach the sample. When 

monochromatic 
neutrons 
(neutrons with 
the same 
energy) hit a 
sample, they 
interact with 
the atoms in 
the sample 
inelastically, 
either 
transferring 
energy to the 
atoms, or 
taking energy 
from the 
atoms. Those 
neutrons that 
come out at 
higher energy 
travel faster, 
while those 
neutrons that 
come out at 
lower energy 
travel slower. 
By measuring 
the time-of-
flight (TOF) to 
the detectors, 

scientists can 
calculate the amount of energy transferred from 
the neutrons to the sample.

In standard neutron scattering, momentum is 
also transferred either to or from the atoms in 
the sample. In general, the scattering angle is 
related to the momentum transfer, which is 
inversely proportional to the wavelength of the 
neutrons. This means that for monochromatic 
neutrons, such as those that come out of the 
choppers, the momentum transfer can be 
directly calculated from the angle of scattering. 
The scattering angle is measured by the 
detector.

Knowing both energy transfer and momentum 
transfer of each neutron detected, scientists can 
produce a map of the number of neutrons on an 
energy-momentum space. A Fourier transform 
of the momentum transfer gives spatial 
information about the 
atomic structure of 
the sample. On the 
other hand, the 
energy transfer 
gives information 
about how strongly 
neutrons interacted 
with the atoms. 
Neutrons interact 
differently with 
different types of 
atoms.
  
Neutron 
spectroscopy gives 
information which 
complements that 
given by other 
spectroscopy 
methods, such as X-
ray spectroscopy. 
Because neutrons 

are electrically neutral, they do not interact 
electrically with the electron clouds surrounding 
the nucleus. This means that they directly 
interact with nucleus of the sample atoms, 
energetically exciting or relaxing them. Neutrons 
also have spin, which allows them to interact 
magnetically with the electrons and nucleus of 
atoms in the samples.

For example, in water molecules (H2O), the 
amount of energy transfer for vibrational mode 
is unchanged as a function of momentum 
transfer. This implies that the vibrations of 
atoms are local, that they do not spread out in 
the form of excitation waves. Within each 
molecule, the hydrogen atoms and the oxygen 
atom can oscillate with respect to each other, 
but do not cause any change in global structure.

On the other hand, when looking at spin waves 
in a one-dimensional magnet, a plot of energy 
transfer versus momentum transfer shows clear 
evidence of spin waves propagating through the 
magnet.

High resolution, high energy, 
and the first Brillouin zones
The primary goal of the HRC team is to achieve 
the highest energy resolution in chopper 
neutron spectroscopy. Currently choppers have 
an energy resolution of a few percent with 
respect to the incoming neutron energy. The 
HRC aims for a 1 percent energy resolution at 
an energy level of one eV.

The chopper device used in the HRC, called a 
Fermi chopper, was originally used in the KENS 
at KEK. This chopper achieved an energy 
resolution of just 5 percent when at KENS. “At 
J-PARC, the high intensity proton beam, the 
sharp neutron pulses, and the longer neutron 
flight distance allowed for higher resolution,” 
explains Itoh. “We now are working on reducing 
background noises. Currently, the energy 
resolution is 2 percent, but we hope to improve 
this to 1 percent at high energies.”

However, this is just the beginning. The dream 
of the HRC team is to access what is called the 
first Brillouin zone, a space the size of a single 

Neutron pulses are generated every 40 milliseconds. The Fermi 
chopper allows neutrons with the desired energy to pass, but 
blocks the rest. The monochromatic neutrons hit the sample, 
and interact inelastically with atoms in the sample. After passing 
through the sample, high energy neutrons travel faster, while low 
energy neutrons travel slower. Scientists can calculate the 
energy of the neutrons which have interacted with the sample by 
measuring the time-of-flight of the neutrons. Very high energy 
neutrons penetrate through the Fermi chopper, causing a large 
amount of background noise during the earlier part of each time-
of-flight measurement. The T0 chopper shuts out such high 
energy neutrons.

A spin wave in a one dimensional anti-ferromagnet, plotted 
on an energy transfer (vertical) vs. momentum transfer 
(horizontal) plane. The image was obtained by HRC.
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cell in a periodic medium. Generally, in order to 
observe spin waves by inelastic neutron 
scattering, the sample must be a single crystal 
with a mass of some tens of grams. Growing 
such a large crystal is very difficult at best, and 
impossible for many materials. Samples that 
cannot be crystallized can only be accurately 
observed with a spectrometer that has a 
resolution that allows scientists to access the 
first Brillouin zone. For a powder sample, spin 
wave signals get smeared out in higher 
momentum region due to the random 
orientation of crystals. By accessing the first 
Brillouin zone, scientists can observe spin 
waves that still remain intact.
 
To access the first Brillouin zone, scientists 
need to obtain energy and momentum 
distribution of neutrons that are scattered at 
very small angles. This is challenging, 
because the small angle region is close to 
the neutron beam’s center where there is 
severe background noise. To cope with this, 
the HRC setup allows a longer distance 
between the sample and the detectors for 
scattering angles within ten degrees in both 
horizontal and vertical directions. This is so 
that the team can closely explore the low 
scattering angle regime.

“We have a setup that can measure 
neutrons at scattering angles of down to 0.5 
degrees,” says Itoh. “This will allow us to 
look at a wide range of powder samples, 
including some ferromagnetic materials. For 
example, spintronics is an emerging 
technology that utilizes both the spin and 
electric charge of electrons, but it is 
impossible to grow a single crystal of the 
ferromagnetic materials required in 
spintronics. Having access to the first 
Brillouin zone will help us to explore the 
dynamic structures of such materials.”

The team’s ultimate goal is to explore the 
very high energy region, from sub eV to 
more than one eV. This is an unexplored 
region both for neutron spectroscopy and 

for basic neutron science. “In addition to the 
eV extension of molecular and material 
neutron spectroscopy, there are theoretical 
predictions which have yet to be tested,” says 
Itoh. “However, these advancements will 
require a one megawatt proton beam, so it will 
be a while before we can explore this.”

Designing an ultrafast T0 chopper

Designing and developing the high 
resolution spectrometer required very 
high precision engineering. Since 2002, 
the HRC team has worked with KEK's 
MEC to conduct the development and 
rigorous testing of the HRC experimental 
devices.

The most notable result of this 
collaboration is the T0 chopper. The T0 
chopper removes the high energy end of 
the neutron beam, those neutrons with 
energies over several eV, and it does this 
at the very moment of neutron 
generation (thus the name T0 chopper). 
Those high energy neutrons would 
otherwise interact with the internal 
structures of the spectrometer and 
cause a large amount of noise. Since 
high energy neutrons easily penetrate 
through materials, blocking these 
neutrons, requires a 120 kilogram metal 
block. To cut off just the fast moving, 
high energy neutrons, the block needs to 
be moved in and out of the neutron path 

very quickly. This means that the metal 
block needs to be rotated at 100 hertz, 

synchronizing with the accelerator at J-PARC. 
The only rotor in operation in the world 
achieved only 50 hertz at the time when the 
team started development. 

“The gap between 50 hertz and 100 hertz is 
large in terms of mechanical difficulty. The 
coaxial parts must be aligned within 10 
micrometers, and the rotor timing precision 
needed to be within 5 microseconds,” says 

The HRC team and KEK’s Mechanical 
Engineering Center (MEC) developed 
the Fermi chopper using magnetic rotor 
bearing.

The T0 chopper cuts away unwanted 
high energy neutrons, those with energy 
above several eV. The state-of-the-art 
rotor rotates the 128-kilogram shield at 
100 hertz.

The installation of the T0 chopper 
reduced the background noise by a 
factor of a hundred.

An array of 64-piece position sensitive 
helium-3 detectors.

Right: an example of the spin wave spectrum from a single crystalline sample plotted 
on an energy transfer (vertical) vs. momentum transfer (horizontal) plane. Left: When the 
sample is not a single crystal, the spectrum from the high momentum transfer region is 
lost. Thus, for non-crystalline powder samples, it is critical to gain access to the low 
momentum transfer region, called the first Brillouin zone. The HRC aims to access the 
first Brillouin zone in the near future.
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Itoh. The completed T0 chopper operated 
beyond their expectations. The timing was off 
by less than 1 microsecond. “The T0 chopper 
pushed the limits of precision engineering in 
every aspect.” 
 
The installation of the T0 chopper had a great 
impact. During the beam time, before the T0 
chopper had been installed, the background 
noise was so severe that analysis was 
impossible. After the installation, however, the 
background noise was reduced by a factor of 
one hundred. The successful design of the T0 
chopper will also be used at several other 
neutron beamlines at J-PARC. 

The team and the MEC also developed 
aluminum windows for the vacuum chamber 
and the Fermi chopper. The 1-meter square 
aluminum windows, placed in contact with the 
detectors, which sit just outside of the vacuum 
chamber, needed to be 1-millimeter thick, and 
yet be strong enough to endure the 
atmospheric pressure. The Fermi chopper—not 
to be confused with the T0 chopper—
monochromatizes neutrons using a rotating 
disc with slits in a cylinder which is 10 
centimeters in diameter. The Fermi chopper 
requires the disc to rotate without friction, for 
which scientists utilized a magnetic rotor 
bearing. “We now have in-house technology to 
build the necessary components of the 
aluminum windows and the Fermi chopper,” 
says Itoh. 

The Helium predicament 
and prospects 
There is in fact a predicament that all members 
of the neutron experiment community 
throughout the world find themselves in: a 
shortage of helium-3. The helium-3 gas 
detector is the most promising, and best-
tested, high precision neutron detector. Due to 
the security policy 
currently 
embraced by the 
US—the world's 
sole helium-3 
supplier—that 
inhibits Helium-3 
exports for the 
use beyond 
security, neutron 
spectroscopy 
scientists stand at 
a crossroad. They 
can either wait for 
the policy to 
change, or 
develop new 
detectors. 

Many neutron 
beamlines around 
the world are 
affected, and the 
HRC is no 
exception. The 
helium-3 filled 

detectors for the HRC are supposed 
to cover the end plate of a fan-
shaped vacuum chamber which 
spreads from minus 31 degrees to 
plus 124 degrees in the horizontal 
direction with respect to the beam 
center. Unfortunately, at this time, the 
portions of the end plate below minus 
10 degrees and above 40 degrees are 
currently without detectors. This 
means that only a third of the 
detector is complete.

However, the HRC team has plans to 
improve the resolution of the 
spectrometer, even with the partial 
lack of the detector sections. First, 
they are developing a design to 
reduce noise by installing neutron 
shields. When the beam hits the walls 
of vacuum chamber, neutrons are 
scattered inside the chamber, 
creating noise. Second, in 
conjunction with MEC, the team is 
looking for good materials for the slit 
used in the Fermi chopper. The slit 
needs to be made of highly effective 
shielding material to block the high 
energy neutrons, and also needs to 

be as thin and strong as possible to allow for 
the high frequency rotation.

“Even with the difficulty of the missing 
detectors, we are making solid steps forward. 
New data is coming out, and we hope that the 
cutting-edge science will soon become 
possible at the HRC,” says Itoh.

The HRC team gathers for a group photo during the ceremony to celebrate the completion 
of the HRC in March, 2010.

Top: the top view 
of the HRC 

spectrometer. 
Bottom: the side 
view of the HRC 

spectrometer. The 
red shows 

helium-3 detectors 
already installed.

Related Link:
KENS Neutron Science Division (Japanese) 

(http://neutron-www.kek.jp/)
J-PARC Neutron Instruments

(http://j-parc.jp/MatLife/en/instrumentation/ns.html)

Related Issue:
NOVA: neutron spectroscopy for a better environment (P. 153)
A high resolution, high intensity neutron diffractometer (P. 99)
A backdoor to new physics (P. 79)
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For Kohichi Miyama, a graduate student 
at Tokyo University of Agriculture and 
Technology, particle detectors are brilliant tools 
to see the unseen using the power of science. 
As an undergraduate, he worked on gas 
chamber, detecting tiny charged particles with 
detector called a gas electron multiplier (GEM). 
Now, his passion is to do something practical 
using particle detectors, something that helps 
to improve our lives. His short-term goal: to 
develop a high-precision gamma-camera. A 
year ago, Miyama joined Takahisa Koike of the 
International University of Health and Welfare, 

who is applying GEM to gamma-camera 
medical imaging.

GEM is a type of micro-pattern gaseous 
detector (MPGD) developed by the MPGD 
group in the Detector Technology Project (DTP) 
at KEK. Invented by CERN physicist Fabio 
Sauli in 1996, GEM was already a well-
established technology when Prof. Shoji Uno 
of KEK proposed the use of advanced GEM 
detector technology for small-scale radiation 
experiments.

“Traditionally at KEK, particle and nuclear 
experimentalists are very keen in the field of 
advanced detector technology developments, 
but previously did not actively share their 
expertise with researchers in other disciplines. 
Small-scale experiments such as those in 
materials science and the life sciences rarely 
had access to cutting-edge technologies,” 
says Uno. “The idea of the MPGD project at 
DTP is to develop a high-quality GEM that is 
easily accessible to non detector experts.” The 
GEM, incorporated with the general-purpose 
data acquisition system (DAQ) developed by 
the DAQ project in DTP, has the potential to 

July 14, 2010

From left: the leader of 
the MPGD group Prof. 

Shoji Uno of KEK, 
graduate student 

Kohichi Miyama of 
Tokyo University of 

Agriculture and 
Technology, and the 

leader of the data 
acquisition system 

(DAQ) group Dr. 

DEPARTMENT OF ADVANCED ACCELERATOR TECHNOLOGY
THE DETECTOR TECHNOLOGY PROJECT AT KEK

An advanced 2D detector 
for medical, materials 
and life sciences
[MPGD, GEM, Neutron, Gamma-ray, 2D Imaging Detector]
One of the Detector Technology Project (DTP) groups at KEK has developed 
a multi-purpose, two-dimensional detector called a gas electron multiplier 
(GEM) for use in small radiation-related experiments. The GEM’s good time-
resolution has also given birth to a new field of radiography, called energy-
selective radiography. Read here how GEM can play an important role in 
neutron science, medical applications, and more.
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detect many types of ionizing radiation such as 
neutrons, X-rays, charged particles, and 
ultraviolet light. 

Flexible geometry 
and multi-purpose detector
GEM is a gaseous ionization detector, in which 
incoming particles ionize the gas inside the 
chamber, producing electrons. An essential 
feature of all gaseous ionization detectors is the 
amplification of the resulting electrons by a 
factor of millions or more. The amplification 
depends on the application of a high voltage. 
Without amplification, sensors are not sensitive 
enough to detect the initial small electron 
signals. For example, in a wire chamber, a high 
voltage is applied to sense wires that run the 
length of the chamber. 

GEM amplifies using a GEM foil perforated with 
arrays of small holes. Each GEM foil is a sheet 
of polyimide insulator sandwiched by thin 
copper electrodes. An electrical potential of 320 
volts is applied across the GEM foil, producing 
inside each hole the strong electric field 

necessary to accelerate and cascade-multiply 
electrons.

An interesting feature of the GEM is that 
scientists can readily change the type of 
particles detected, by introducing several layers 
of converter GEM foil coated with different 
types of metal. Incoming ionizing particles 
interact with the metal coating, producing 
electrons, which are accelerated through the 
holes. The electrons from these converter GEM 
foils are then amplified at the final GEM layer 
before readout. For neutron detection, scientists 
apply a coating of boron-10 to the converter 
GEM foil, so that when incoming neutrons hit 
the boron, the ionizing particles that are 
produced are alpha particles. For X-ray 
detection, gold is the X-ray sensitive material 
used to coat the converter GEM foil.

GEM’s advantages are many. First, the 
geometry of the GEM is flexible. Each hole in 
the GEM foil can detect and amplify a signal. 
This means that the detector, together with the 
flexible geometry of the readout pad, can report 
two-dimensional information of any desired 

shape. Second, the background noise 
is generally low. The coating material 
is chosen to be specifically sensitive 
to one type of particle. For example, 
boron is sensitive to neutrons but not 
to gamma rays, which eliminates 
background noise from gamma rays. 
Third, the manufacturing and mass-
production of GEM is easy compared 
to chambers that require intensive 
hand labor to produce.

KEK’s all-in-one GEM
Uno’s ambition was to use existing 
technologies to make advanced 
detectors readily available for a wide 
range of experiments. For those 
investigators who cannot afford to 
spend significant effort on detector 
development, it is best that detectors 

be up and running as soon as they are 
installed. This is a challenging thing to do. 

First, detectors must be sensitive to the right 
type of particles, in the right range of energies, 
and with the desired resolution. Second, the 
signals need be collected and converted to the 
right format for storage, a process that depends 
on the type of experiment. Finally, the detectors 
need be monitored for continued good 
performance. In order to work, detectors must 
have well integrated hardware and software that 
work smoothly together for seamless data 
acquisition, or DAQ.
 
In particular, what distinguishes the KEK’s GEM 
is the implementation of a general-purpose DAQ 
system developed by another group at the KEK 
DTP. The mission of the DAQ project is to 
provide a versatile, network-driven, complete 
DAQ framework for detectors of many types. 

Experiments in materials science generally have 
limited room for detector and readout 
electronics. What was needed was a simple, 
cost-effective, and compact readout system. 
“Compact detectors also bring about many 
applications in other disciplines such as medical 

←The amplification of electrons in the GEM detector 
occurs inside each hole punched through the GEM foil.

The gas electron multiplier (GEM) is a micro-pattern gaseous 
detector (MPGD) being studied by the MPGD group of the 
KEK Detector Technology Project (DTP). Shown here is an 

image of GEM foil.→

The setup of a gamma-camera test using the GEM detector (bottom left) and the readout 
electronics (right).

http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/DetectorDAQ.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/DetectorDAQ.html
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and non-destructive testing,” says Dr. 
Tomohisa Uchida of KEK, the leader of the 
DAQ group, who developed the readout 
system for GEM.Uchida developed compact 
electronics boards that are integrated with the 
GEM detector and that can transmit data to 
PCs via the standard Internet transmission 
protocol (TCP). Combined with the DAQ-
Middleware also developed by the DAQ 
project members, the final GEM system is now 
an all-in-one detector system.

The ideal solution 
for a neutron detector
The most natural target of the GEM 
application is the neutron experiments now 
starting at the Japan Proton Accelerator 
Complex (J-PARC). “Neutrons are the easiest 
target particle for the GEM, because the 
ionizing alpha particles produced when 
neutrons hit the boron coating are very 
effective ionizers that can produce many 
electrons,” says Dr. Hidetoshi Ohshita of KEK 
who is in charge of detectors at one of the 
neutron beamlines at J-PARC, NOVA. In 
particular, GEM has a relatively low detection 
efficiency due to its low capture rate. That 
makes it an ideal detector for the neutron 
beam monitor, which is supposed to absorb 
only a very small fraction of the incoming 
beam. “This shortcoming of GEM is actually an 
advantage for our purpose.”
 
Ohshita developed the GEM neutron monitor 
with the help of Uno and Uchida. “The 
implementation was very simple,” says 
Ohshita. “The system was already complete, 
and I could resolve any problems I 
encountered immediately because the DTP 
provided a good environment where I could 
simply step over to the next room to ask for 
advice.” 

The GEM is a strong candidate for the future 
neutron detector at J-PARC’s neutron 
beamlines as well as being used in monitors. 

“Helium-3 wire detectors are generally used 
for neutron detectors. They are very sensitive 
to neutrons and have very high performance, 
but it’s been pointed out that they may not 
survive the neutron intensity that is expected 
when the J-PARC accelerator reaches its full 
power at one megawatt,” says Uno.

The GEM has a very high tolerance to beam 
intensity, and has particularly good time-
resolution so that it can measure the incoming 
neutron energy very precisely by the time-of-
flight method. In addition, GEM gives two-
dimensional information with good spatial 

resolution, which is not possible with a one-
dimensional wire chamber.

To use GEM in neutron detectors, however, the 
team first needs to overcome GEM’s low 
detection efficiency. They are now testing 
various ideas to improve the efficiency. “The 
boron layers in the GEM detector are not 
meant to amplify signals, so they need not be 
GEM foils. We are investigating what other 
neutron-sensitive layers can produce higher 
efficiency for neutron detection,” says Uno. If 
the scheme turns out well, this will be a big 
step forward for neutron experiments.
 

The neutron GEM detector enabled the two-dimensional imaging of metal content. Here the gold content of Euro coins (top) and 
a Japanese oval gold coin from Edo period (bottom) are shown in green.

From left: graduate student Takuya Fujiwara of Shinshu University, and a 
member of neutron beamline NOVA at J-PARC, Dr. Hidetoshi Ohshita of KEK. 
The GEMs they are holding are coated with copper (copper), boron-10 (black), 
and gold (gold).

http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/NeutronNOVA.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/NeutronNOVA.html
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A new field: 2D neutron imaging
A particularly interesting spinoff of the GEM 
appeared in the new field of neutron 
radiography. The flexible geometry of the GEM 
makes possible the complete two-dimensional 
imaging of an object’s composition. Take a look 
at the neutron image of various coins. The 
difference in the gold content of Euro coins and 
the Japanese oval gold coin from the Edo 
period is unmistakably clear. “The different 
compositions are distinguishable when the 
sensor can measure the neutron energy with 
precision. Imaging like this is only possible 
when we have a pulsed neutron beam and 2D 
detectors with very good time-resolution,” says 
Uno. “GEM happens to have those 
capabilities.”

Researchers from Hokkaido University use 
GEM to conduct in-depth studies of material 
structures. For example, in an iron bar, the 
internal structure changes when the bar is once 
bent and then pulled back straight to the 
original shape, even if the external shape looks 
the same. The changes in crystallite size in 
such an iron bar can be visualized using the 
new neutron radiography. Such a method has a 
broad range of applications, including various 
inspections in construction.

“There have recently been rapid developments 
in two-dimensional energy-selective 
radiography, demonstrating successful imaging 
of many types of samples,” says Uno. “The 
limit of its applications, we don’t yet know. We 
are investigating its potential.”

Many applications of 
gamma-ray imaging

GEM is so adaptable because changing the 
type of metal coating can make it sensitive to 
other particles, such as photons. To detect 
gamma rays, the boron coating in a neutron-
detecting GEM is replaced by a gold coating. 
The usual photon detectors employ scintillator 
crystals that are generally very expensive. GEM 
offers an inexpensive alternative. Further, 
crystals are not easily made small, and each 
requires one readout channel. GEM and its 
readout pad have flexible geometry, and are at 
an advantage for a high two-dimensional 
spatial resolution.

For example. gamma-ray imaging is 
conveniently used to image iron bars in a 
concrete block. Unlike roentgenograms, the 
GEM detector offers 
online imaging, which is 
possible only with an 
electronic readout 
capability. The GEM will 
also be an inexpensive 
alternative to 
semiconductor-based 
cameras.

GEM 
for the future 
of 2D imaging
With many interested 
researchers from 
universities and research 
institutes throughout the 
country, the GEM’s 
potential is only growing. 
For example, for the use 
of GEM in X-ray imaging, 
a graduate student from 
Shinshu University, 

Takuya Fujiwara, has just joined the team to 
study how to improve the detection efficiency. 
He plans to use a two-sided electronic readout 
board for the next beam test to see how this 
will boost detector performance.

Aside from the gamma-camera imaging that 
Koike and Miyama study, the GEM also has the 
potential to be used in positron emission 
tomography (PET). Potential GEM applications 
are being investigated at Hokkaido University, 
the Photon Factory at KEK, neutron and muon 
beamlines at J-PARC, and others. “I see a very 
big potential in the GEM. Many researchers find 
uses for the detector, and we simply provide 
the detector for them to study using their own 
setups,” says Uno. “The GEM has wings now.”

Iron bars once 
bent exhibit 
different crystallite 
sizes. Neutron 
imaging using a 
GEM detector 
enables the two-
dimensional 
imaging of 
crystallite size 
inside iron bars.

A GEM detector can also detect photons. This is a hard 
X-ray image of a plate punched with the letters ‘KEK’.

Related Link:
KEK Detector Technology Project (http://rd.kek.jp/index_e.html)
J-PARC (http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html)
J-PARC Neutron Instruments (http://j-parc.jp/MatLife/en/instrumentation/ns.html)

Related Issue:
NOVA: neutron spectroscopy for a better environment (P. 153)
New network-based DAQ framework may simplify life for scientists (P. 157)

http://rd.kek.jp/index_e.html
http://rd.kek.jp/index_e.html
http://rd.kek.jp/index_e.html
http://rd.kek.jp/index_e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://j-parc.jp/index-e.html
http://j-parc.jp/MatLife/en/instrumentation/ns.html
http://j-parc.jp/MatLife/en/instrumentation/ns.html
http://j-parc.jp/MatLife/en/instrumentation/ns.html
http://j-parc.jp/MatLife/en/instrumentation/ns.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/NeutronNOVA.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/NeutronNOVA.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/DetectorDAQ.html
http://www.kek.jp/intra-e/feature/2010/DetectorDAQ.html
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Suppose that you need several 
thousand computers for, say, the next 
hour. Your institution likely does not normally 
require that volume of computing resources, 
and so you don't have such resources 
available in-house. Instead, you would need 
to find outside resources. 

Many scientific communities are now forming 
a worldwide network of computer resources, 
linking computer systems from multiple 
institutions in order to accomplish common 
goals. These networks are called the GRIDs. 
However, sometimes, even all the resources of 
the GRIDs combined are still not sufficient to 
fulfill instantaneous needs. In this case, you 
could turn to commercial Cloud computing.

July 28, 2010

Computing on demand: 
the Cloud meets the GRID
[Belle II, Cloud Computing, DIRAC, GRID]
Collaborators at the Belle/Belle II computing group just 
completed a series of successful exercises using a 
combination of Amazon’s Cloud computing resources and 
the Belle II distributed computing GRID resources. DIRAC, a 
software package used to link the two distributed computing 
resources, was developed by the LHCb Collaboration and 
adapted by the Belle/Belle II team in collaboration with 
scientists at the LHCb computing group from Barcelona. The 
cost-effective nature of commercial Cloud computing may 
benefit all parts of the scientific community.

Tom Fifield of the University of 
Melbourne is a cloud computing 
expert and a member of the 
Belle/Belle II computing group.

INSTITUTE OF PARTICLE AND NUCLEAR STUDIES
THE BELLE II EXPERIMENT AT KEK

KEK’s B Factory experiment, the KEKB-Belle 
experiment, ended operation on June 30 of 

this year. The upgrade, called the SuperKEKB-
Belle II experiment by the collaboration, will 

produce electron and positron beams which 
are 50 times more luminous. This means the 

computing group expects the upgraded 
experiment to produce 50 times more data for 

analysis. Cloud computing may help meet 
these tremendous computing needs. (Image 

credit: Dr. Thomas Kuhr)
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Cloud computing is the name given to offering 
computing resources made accessible via the 
Internet. The Google mail service is one 
prominent example of Cloud computing. This 
service provides everything that users need to 
send and receive emails, from the hardware of 
the mail servers to the software web 
applications where users access and manage 
their mail. “Cloud computing is a convenient, 
management-free solution that allows you to 
just pay for what you need,” says Tom Fifield of 
the University of Melbourne, a Cloud 
computing expert and member of the Belle/
Belle II computing group.

Cloud computing will play an important role in 
fulfilling the increasing computing demands of 
future particle physics experiments. During the 
decade-long run of the KEKB-Belle B Factory, 
the experiment accumulated 3 petabytes of 
data. The upgraded version of this experiment, 
Belle II, will accumulate 50 times more data by 
2020. The data processing needs of the 
upgraded experiment will exceed those of even 
the current world’s most powerful collider, the 
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. 

The advent of Cloud computing has caused a 
revolution in the field of scientific computing. In 
this upheaval, members of the Belle II 
computing group embarked on a project to 
unite the capabilities of commercial Cloud 
computing and the resources of the scientific 
GRID. Their goal was to manage jobs and data 
flow as efficiently as possible. To achieve this 
goal, Fifield worked with the three creators of 
the DIRAC software framework for distributed 
computing. DIRAC, the distributed 
infrastructure with remote agent control, is the 
tool used to manage distributed computing 
activities for the user community at the LHCb, 

one of the LHC experiments. According to 
Fifield, “DIRAC is the first software that can 
manage and integrate for the end user 
resources on GRID, Cloud, and local cluster.”

Computing at Belle II
At any particle physics experiment, the 
purpose of most computing is to perform 
complex analyses on previously stored data. At 
both Belle and Belle II, the data is taken in 
periods of typically a few months, called an 
experiment. During each 
experiment, the data acquisition 
system (DAQ) collects all the 
data from all the detector 
components, and stores the raw 
data in a buffer system. The 
computing system then takes 
over and stores the raw data on 
tape. 

The first step in the analysis of 
the recorded data is the 
calibration of the detector. The 
conditions of the accelerator and 
the alignment and response of 
the Belle II detector are 
described by a set of calibration 
constants, and those values are 
used in the calculations that 
follow. The constants are fed into 
two separate calculations: raw 
data processing and Monte 
Carlo simulation.

During the raw data processing, 
software reconstructs particle 
tracks, energy, and momentum, 
and also identifies the type of 
each particle. The result is stored 
in a format called mini data 

summary tables (mDST). This 
contains all the information 
necessary for analysis, but in a 
much smaller file. The mDST 
data is then copied onto GRID 
sites.

In parallel with the raw data 
processing, other software 
carries out Monte Carlo 
simulations using the 
calibration constants, 
producing a synthetic data set 
six times as large as the original 
data set. By comparing the real 
data set with the larger, 
synthetic data set, physicists 
can cross check their 
measurements with different 
model predictions. The 
simulation is generic, simulating 
all possible physical processes 
that could have occurred 
during the actual run. This 
includes all decay channels as 
well as background noise. 
Unlike a signal Monte Carlo 
process, which simulates only 
one specific type of event, the 
results of a generic Monte Carlo 

simulation look like those from 
the real data including all 

background processes.

“For simplicity, the raw data is processed at 
KEK. Otherwise, we would need to go through 
the trouble of copying the entire raw data set to 
the GRID sites,” says Dr. Thomas Kuhr of 
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, one of the 
two co-coordinators of the Belle II computing 
group. “For simulations, however, the only 
inputs needed are the calibration constants 
and some background information. That 

The raw data processing is done using local KEK resources. The reconstructed event data 
is then placed on the GRID. In parallel with the raw data processing, Monte Carlo (MC) 
simulations produce synthetic data using resources on the GRID and the cloud. Physics 
analysis is done on the GRID by comparing the reconstructed data and the results of the 
simulations. Afterwards, end users can download candidate events to their local systems 
for analysis.

Dr. Thomas Kuhr of Karlsruhe Institute of 
Technology is one of the two co-coordinators 
of the Belle II computing group.
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information is small in size and easily 
distributed.” Once the inputs are available, 
simulation only requires good CPUs. This, 
therefore, is where the GRID and the Cloud 
come into play.
 
The physics analysis is usually performed on 
the GRID. Each physicist will be looking at 
different processes or channels for her/his 
analysis, and when she/he finds candidate 
events in the mDST files, they will be stored in 
an analysis-specific format, called an ntuple. 
The ntuples can be downloaded to the 
investigator's local site. An ntuple includes 
kinematic information about the relevant 
events, such as mass and momentum. 

“One great advantage which the Belle II 
computing framework has over previous high 
energy physics experiments, including the 
original Belle, is the standardized data format. 
The Belle II framework uses the same data 
format throughout the DAQ and the initial 
stages of computing, all the way until the 
data reaches the end users,” says Kuhr. The 
standardized data format mainly owes to the 
new programming standard in data 
processing and simulation in high energy 
physics, called object-oriented 
programming. The use of an object-oriented 
language allows developers to simply and 
easily develop software for many different 
detector components. The common Belle II 
software framework is designed to handle 
event data in a unified way.

Ride on a Cloud
Due to the advancement of Internet 
technology, laboratories around the world 
now increasingly rely on shared computing 
resources. For example, LHC experimenters 
have formed a network of computing 
resources, the WorldWide LHC Computing 
GRID (WLCG), in order to cope with their 
enormous data handling requirements. The 
WLCG currently consists of computers in 200 

member institutions from 60 different 
countries.

Belle II computing will also be heavily 
dependent on GRID technology. Already, seven 
member institutions from seven different 
countries (Australia, Czech, Germany, Japan, 
Korea, Poland and Slovenia) are involved in the 
test runs. The Belle II GRID will eventually 
include around 20 member institutions. 
However, in one way, the GRID is no different 
from ordinary, local computing resources. This 
is that the number of maximum available 
resources is ultimately fixed. Researchers are 
currently working to understand whether the 
currently planned GRID will be sufficient for the 
computing needs of the Belle II. If not, they will 
have to decide whether they want to add 
additional CPUs to satisfy the demands during 
peak loads.

Heavy loads are anticipated at the end of each 
experiment. At this time, raw data processing 
is immediately followed by Monte Carlo 
simulation. However, at other times, most of 

the GRID CPUs will be at 
rest. “The idea of Cloud 
computing is to own only 
enough CPUs to meet 
everyday computing 
requirements, and to rely 
on outside sources for 
additional resources 
during peak loads,” 
explains Prof. Takanori 
Hara of KEK, the other 
co-coordinator of the 
Belle II computing group.
 

Virtual Clouds
GRID computers 
generally work on 
projects with similar 
scientific goals, and so 
the computer resources 
on a GRID are set up to 
provide a similar 
environment to all users. 
“What is different in Cloud 

computing is the idea of 
virtualization,” says Kuhr. “In a 

Cloud, virtual machines simulate hardware, so 
a person running a virtual machine has full 
control over their virtual hardware. This way the 
system configuration is simple.”

The concept of virtualization has been around 
since the 60s. Back then, IBM was the first to 
embrace the easy setup and the swift switch 
on/off of the machines, which virtualization 
allowed. Back then, simple operating system 
level virtualization enabled one to have multiple 
virtual machines running at once on the same 
physical CPU.

The concept of virtualization has long been 
popular among system engineers in high 
energy physics as well. The challenge was in 
the difficulty of virtualizing hardware 
components. “The recent development of new 
tools to stabilize hardware abstraction 

accelerated the adoption of the virtual 
machine,” explains Fifield. Because of this, in 
2007, big commercial Cloud computing started 
to take off.

Monte Carlo simulations will use computing resources from the GRID. Cloud resources can 
also be used if the GRID resources are insufficient for peak loads.

When the experiment is running, the large volume of data processing and Monte 
Carlo simulation place an unusually heavy load on computing resources. The 
maximum available GRID resources are fixed. If computing needs exceed the 
available GRID resources, cloud resources can be brought in to fill the gap.
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Cloud computing services come in three 
different types: infrastructure as a service, 
platform as a service, and software as a 
service. The interest of the Belle/Belle II 
computing team is in the infrastructure as a 
service, namely CPUs. To avoid the risks 
associated with vendor lock-in, data cannot 
be permanently stored on Cloud. The 
collaboration will rent only the CPUs, for only 
the precise amount of time they are needed, 
and pay for only the time that they have used.

In his undergraduate years, Fifield created an 
open source management program for Cloud 
resources. When he joined the Belle II 
collaboration in 2008, he was already 
considering the possibility of using 
commercial Cloud computing for Belle/Belle II 
simulations. Where would the central catalog 
and the job managing system sit in the Cloud 
of virtual machines? Where can users 
configure the jobs and settings dynamically? 
In which conditions should virtual machines 
be terminated or started up?
 

DIRAC’s pilot model and 
dynamic configuration
In 2008, Fifield sat in a pub in Prague with his 
old colleagues from ATLAS. There, he met 
three of the developers of the DIRAC system, 
Adria Casajus, Ricardo Graciani and Stuart 
Patterson. DIRAC is the software solution 
used by the LHCb to manage all their 
distributed computing activities. The software 
started out as a tool to manage large scale 
Monte Carlo simulations run across multiple 
computer centers. It eventually evolved into a 
full, stand-alone GRID solution that could 
handle raw data processing, data replications, 

physics analysis, and user data 
access, as well as the 
monitoring and supervision of all 
those activities.

“DIRAC was designed to be a 
generic solution, rather than 
experiment specific,” says 
Fifield. “We found out that the 
job management, catalog 
management, and software 
components that we needed 
were all already in there.” In July 
2009, Fifield and three DIRAC 
developers from Barcelona put 
their heads together and started 
discussing how to adapt the 
DIRAC system for Cloud 
computing.

Two of DIRAC’s capabilities are 
particularly important for dealing with 
Cloud-type distributed systems. These 
capabilities are the pilot model and the ability 
for dynamic configuration. Cloud computing 
does not provide the user with a way to find 
out which specific machines are running a 
specific job, or where in the world they might 
actually be found. Instead, virtual machines 
simply sit around, hidden in Cloud, waiting for 
users to boot up. No means of dynamic 
configuration is provided as a service either. 
DIRAC provides solutions to these limitations 
of Cloud services. 

The pilot model describes how each end work 
node obtains computing jobs. In a GRID, a 
central management system knows the status 
of all computing resources (CPUs) on all 
contributing sites. This means that, when the 
system receives new jobs, it knows where to 

send them. In DIRAC, on the other hand, a 
software entity called the pilot factory sends 
out blank job inquiries to all currently 
contributing sites, asking if any CPU 
resources are available at each site. Upon 
receiving the inquiry, contributing sites with 
free CPUs contact the central management 
system for more jobs. This is called the pilot 
model. “In the pilot model, jobs are pulled 
rather than pushed. In Cloud computing, 
there is no simple way to push jobs to virtual 
machines,” says Fifield. “In the pilot model, 
you don’t have to know about everything that 
goes in all contributing sites. You are also 
guaranteed that, once pulled, the job will be 
run, which is not always the case in 
distributed push type job management.”

The distributed infrastructure with remote agent control (DIRAC) software is a framework to manage distributed computing 
activities for the LHCb user community. Fifield and three DIRAC creators recently added virtual machine management 
capability to allow users to take advantage of cloud computing resources.

Prof. Takanori Hara of KEK is one of the two co-
coordinators of the Belle II computing group.
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Virtual machines in a Cloud also contact 
to the configuration service provided by 
DIRAC. The configuration service allows 
users to dynamically configure various 
parameters such as the location for job 
outputs, and the location of task 
queues. The service allows users to 
become aware of the existence of virtual 
machines and everything that is 
happening in the DIRAC system.

DIRAC for the Cloud
The Cloud interface for DIRAC was built 
on top of the existing layers of DIRAC. 
The goal of the cloud interface was to 
minimize the number of hours that virtual 
machines are online, as CPUs are paid 
for by the hour. If a virtual machine stops 
responding, it is terminated. If the 
central task queue says it needs more 
resources, then more virtual machines 
will be brought in. In addition to working 
out these basic functionalities, Fifield 
and his collaborators exchanged many 
emails trying to work out optimal data 
flows between GRID and Cloud.

The DIRAC system manages data and 
jobs from a central location. From the web 
interface, users can configure, display, 
schedule, reschedule, and delete jobs. “From 
a web browser, a user can select the 
experiment period, the type of Monte Carlo, 
the data source and destination, and schedule 
a job,” explains Fifield, with his web browser 
at hand.

The cloud: a cost-effective 
solution
Starting in April of this year, Fifield and his 
collaborators performed three phases of 

testing. The team used actual Belle data to 
simulate events that were used in actual 
physics analyses by Belle collaborators. The 
first phase used cloud resources, the second 
used both cloud and local cluster resources, 
and then the third used a combination of 
cloud, local, and GRID resources. “The test 
was a great success,” says Fifield. “At the 
peak, we used 2,000 CPU cores for 24 hours. 
This is the size of all the Belle GRID resources 
combined.”

The Belle II computing team has estimated 
the total cost of their system, and found 

themselves in a surprisingly promising 
situation. Owning computers is an expensive 
operation. The total cost includes not only the 
capital cost of hardware, but also the cost of 
services such as building space, electricity, 
cooling, and Internet connectivity, as well as 
the cost of the manpower to service the 
hardware and keep the system alive. “Cloud 
computing costs only twenty US cents for 
10,000 simulated events. We estimate that 
using cloud resources for Monte Carlo 
simulations will be about 50 percent cheaper 
than using our own computers,” says Fifield. 

Members of the Belle 
II computing group 
gather for a group 
photo.

The virtual machine instance browser allows users to schedule, reschedule, and 
delete jobs using a web browser.
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DIRAC’s potential and future
DIRAC is now production ready. Anytime that 
the collaboration needs to run Belle Monte 
Carlo simulations, they can do so. Looking 
forward, Fifield says there are a couple of 
improvements he would like to investigate. 
First, he would like to verify that DIRAC works 
with cloud computing providers other than 
Amazon. Amazon was one of the first 
companies to offer cloud services, and those 
services have worked quite well for the Belle. 
Second, Fifield would like to investigate further 
uses of cloud computing to improve physics 
analyses. He plans to investigate the nature of 
the data flow between GRID and cloud to 
optimize 
performance for 
physics analyses.

Installation of 
DIRAC also 
allows computing 
resources on 
non-GRID sites—
not just cloud 
resources—to be 
shared as 
distributed 
resources. 
Currently, each 
GRID site needs 
the GRID 
middleware 
installed, which 
can be difficult 
when an 
institution has 
strict firewall 
restrictions. When 
the installation of 

the 
middleware 
is not 
possible, 
DIRAC 
allows any 
computing 
resources, 
even 
laptops, to 
contribute. In 
the future, 
DIRAC, may 
be a 
promising 
option to 
broaden the 
computing 
resources 
available to 
Belle II. 

DIRAC’s management capabilities will also be 
a great help in the management of local, GRID, 
and cloud computing resources. For the Belle 
II computing team, the final user interface will 
ideally be a single pane on which users can 
choose specific options for particular physics 
analyses. Based on the user inputs, the 
system would then work out the necessary 
details. “Everything else will be a black box. 
You don’t have to understand file names or 
anything else. You can simply specify the 
basic information about your experiment and 
analyses, such as experiment period and the 
type of simulation,” says Fifield. “If the system 
ends up using Cloud resources, a local cluster 

at some institute or the GRID, the users would 
not know.”

The Belle II management will review the cloud 
computing option, carefully evaluating the pros 
and cons. The use of commercial computing 
resources would be a significant change from 
the way that particle experiments have 
traditionally been conducted. However, the 
advantages of cloud computing, including the 
greatly decreased cost, are major. “This is an 
exciting new field. With DIRAC, any GRID user 
community, from high energy physics to 
computational sciences or medical imaging, 
can now use the extra CPUs on the cloud,” 
says Fifield.

The Belle II computing group consists of 35 
physicists and computer scientists from 8 
countries. Aside from the GRID-cloud Monte 
Carlo simulations, there are many other 
projects in which members are actively 
involved. Their software-related activities 
include a new data processing framework and 
new analysis tools, which they hope will make 
raw data processing and event reconstruction 
more efficient. Also, they are working on a new 
project client from which users can access 
computational resources. There is lots of work 
to be done, and the only limitation is the size 
of the group. “We welcome new members and 
new contributions,” says Kuhr. “This is an 
interesting project, where people could make 
significant contributions to the exciting work of 
the Belle II computing group.”

This image shows 
the CPU days by 
site during the 
successful test run 
of DIRAC on 
cloud, GRID and 
local cluster. 
Nearly one third of 
the CPU time was 
provided by 
Amazon cloud 
computing.

Related Link:
Belle II (http://belle2.kek.jp/)

Related Issue:
The legacy of Belle and BaBar (P. 149)
Designing the ultrafast DAQ for Belle II (P. 137)
New electronics tested for Belle II central drift chamber (P. 115)
Belle II’s new logo and new beginning (P. 63)
SuperKEKB making headway toward higher luminosity (P. 19)
Belle II collaboration meets at KEK (P. 5)

The current Belle II collaboration consists of around 300 physicists and engineers from 53 institutions 
in 13 nations. 
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“The most memorable moment for the Belle collaboration 
was when we saw the large CP violation at the end of our 
analysis. Initially, the CP violation was quite small, but 
the value eventually converged to the quantity expected 
from other experiments, which confirmed the Kobayashi-
Maskawa model.”

-- Prof. Yoshihide Sakai of KEK , one of the Belle co-spokespersons
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